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ABSTRACT

This thesis is concerned with the interpretation of Coptic and Greek documents

from the two Coptic monasteries founded by Apa Apollo at Bawit and Titicooh in the

Hermopolite nome in Egypt. It uses Coptic and Greek sources to illustrate the workings of

these monasteries in the VI-IXth Centuries C.E.

One hundred and six Coptic and two Greek documents are edited, twenty-one of

which have been published previously. None of the documents is dated and all but a few

are unprovenanced; they comprise legal texts, orders, tax demands, accounts, lists and

letters which are currently in the possession of libraries, museums and private collections

around the world.

Many of the documents mention a monastery of Apa Apollo which is, or may be,

located in the Hermopolite nome; most of them are written by or addressed to monks from

that institution. One of the main aims of the thesis is to ascertain which texts relate to the

Bawit and which to the Titkooh monastery of Apa Apollo. The existence of other,

unconnected Egyptian monasteries named after other Apollos complicates the process of

identifying the Hermopolite monasteries of Apa Apollo. I include in the thesis texts which

do not mention a monastery of Apa Apollo but which appear to be related to an

Hermopolite one from external evidence, such as the circumstances of their acquisition, or

from internal evidence, particularly linguistic, palaeographical, prosopographical, and

toponomastic data.

One chapter examines documents concerned with the collection of aparchê chiefly

by monks of a monastery of Apa Apollo. Other chapters investigate documents which

contain two epistolary formulae which I have identified as peculiar to documents relating to

the Hermopolite monasteries of Apa Apollo: "I, brother (pason) NN am writing", and "Our

father is the one who writes".
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

§1.0 PRELIMINARY REMARKS

This thesis is concerned with VI-IXth C. Coptic and Greek documents from the

two monasteries of Apa Apollo (Greek Abba Apollos) known to have been located in the

Hermopolite nome. Both were situated to the south of el-Ashmunein (Coptic Shmoun), one

at Bawit and the other at Titkooh (Greek Titkois) (see Map 3 Titkooh, and to the north of

this, Pmonasterion n-Apa-Apollo).

A number of unprovenanced texts mention a monastery of Apa Apollo without

specifying its location. Since at least six monasteries with this name are known to have

existed in Egypt (see §1.1), it is often difficult to ascertain which monastery is in

question.' Even if a place of origin in the Hermopolite nome is suggested by internal data,

the geographical proximity of the two Hermopolite monasteries makes them difficult to

distinguish. Texts connected with the collection of aparchê analysed in this thesis show

how an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo owned and controlled land in the Faiyum as

well as in its own locality. This demonstrates the care that must be exercised when deciding

upon which monastery is in question purely from analysis of geographical data.

Whereas the location of Titkooh is uncertain (see §3.4.1), vestiges of the

monastery at Bawit have survived to the present day (see §3.3.1). The site was excavated

at the turn of the century and it yielded securely provenanced epigraphic and papyrological

material. This provides a much-needed benchmark against which the unprovenanced textual

material can be measured. A number of ostraca and papyri known to have been discovered

during excavations at Bawit have yet to he traced. One of the aims of this thesis is to further

the reconstruction of the archive of the monastery of Apa Apollo at Bawit.

In this thesis I have assembled a corpus of texts which can be assigned to the

Hermopolite monasteries of Apa Apollo. Some of them explicitly mention the monastery's

location; some contain place names or other internal evidence, including linguistic

formulae, which suggests an Hermopolite context; and others can he included in the corpus

because of the details of their acquisition. On the basis of this corpus, I suggest that certain

features may he identified with either the Bawit or the Titkooh monastery of Apa Apollo.

1 See Gascou 1994 P. 179. This problem is illustrated by no. 49: its first editor, Wolfgang Brunsch,
thought that it related to the Balaizah monastery, but it was later assigned a provenance of Bawit by
Martin Krause on the evidence of Hermopolite place names in the text. There is no evidence, however, to
suggest that it cannot relate to the Titkooh monastery.
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§1.1 MONASTERIES OF APA APOLLO IN EGYPT

There is at present evidence for six different monasteries named after Apa Apollo in

the following places: 1 Aphrodito, 2 Bala'izah, 3 Bawit,4 Titkooh,5 Memphis, 6 and Jeme.7

Whilst there is excavated textual material from the first three locations, there are no

provenanced texts from the last three.

The Monastery of Apa Apollo at Memphis has not been included in any of the

recent lists of monasteries of Apa Apollo and so a summary of the evidence for it is given

here. It is recorded in the travel writings of a western traveller called Theodosius around

530 C.E. together with a Monastery of Jeremias which is presumably the one at Saqqara.8

He describes the monastery of Apollo the hermit as being "religionis ... Romanorum"

which presumably means that it was Melkite and therefore "orthodox", whereas the

Jeremias monastery is "religionis Wandalorum (IGandalorum)" which could mean that it

was monophysite. One monastery is described as being for men and the other for women,

hut it is not stated which is which. In a VIIth C. Greek papyrus document for which a

Memphite context has been determined (CPR XIV 52) a 'holy Apa Apollo" is listed in 1. 29

as a contributor of erica wood along with others, including a monastery of Serinos. The

editor interprets it as a church, but it may perhaps refer to a monastery of Apa Apollo.

Scholars have assumed that a monastery of Apa Apollo was to be found at

Oxyrhynchus because a monastery of this name was mentioned in one of the Greek

Oxyrhynchus papyri (P. Oxy. XVI 1913). This document, which may date to about 555

C.E., details the expenditure of an estate or estates belonging to the Apion family.' 0 In line

8, a Kowo 1 ov of Apa Apollo is recorded as receiving four hundred artabas of corn by the

order of the estate-owner, who may he the consul Apion II. However nowhere in the text is

a location at Oxyrhynchus specified for this monastery. In fact later in the same text (1. 58)

'For the most recent discussion of this question and the relevant bibliography, see Gascou 1994 p. 179, and
Krause 1988 pp. 113-120, 1990 pp. 205-207, and 1992 pp. 101-102. See CKA p. 1969 "Pma n-Apa-
<A>pollo" for a monastery which cannot be assigned a specific location.

2 See Map 3 Ptoou n-Apa Apollos; CKA pp. 144 "Kôm rsqâw", 1331-1333, "Kioster des Apa Apollos",
and 1658-1659 'Minyat Farut'; MacCoull 1993c for Coptic and Greek texts relating to this monastery.
Evidence of contact between Aphrodito and Bawit is provided by an inscription from the Bawit monastery
which mentions Psimanobet of XKWOY (= Aphrodito), see Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 p. 73 no.
128.

3 See Map 3 Pmonasterion n-Apa Apollo south of Ptoou n-Erebe; CKA pp. 686-691 "Dêr al-Balâ'iza".

4See Map 3 Pmonasterion n-Apa Apollo north of Paploou; CKA pp. 643-653 "Dër Anbã Abullü.

5 See Map 3; CKA pp. 2077-2080 "Ptoou n-Titkooh"; and MacCoull 1991 p. 209.

6See Map 1, Doresse 1952 pp. 392 n. 1 and 394 n. 4, and 1970 p. 26.

7 See Map 1 Thebes. This monastery is mentioned in two Coptic papyri belonging to the Coptic
Museum, Cairo (letters nos. 3091 and 3431); see Robinson 1987a p. 50 and 1987b p. 68.

8These details are taken from Tobler and Molinier 1879 pp. 75-76 and 87 (I am indebted to David Jeffreys
for this reference).

9 See, exx. Hardy 1931 p. 159 index s.v. "Monasteries"; Wipszycka 1972 p. 81, Krause 1990 p. 205, and
Thomas 1987 p. 99. This idea perhaps originated in Barison 1938 p. 77 no. VI.3, although she only
states that 'Ii monastero si trovaforse ad Oxyrhynchos". S. Timm does not mention the uncertainty of an
Oxyrhynchite location in CKA p. 290 "al-B ahnasã".

mFor this family, see Gascou 1985 pp. 61-75; and Martindale 1992 pp. 96-99.
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monks from Berku, a village in the Hermopolite nome, are allotted a donation of twenty

artabas of corn. This suggests that the donations were not restricted to the Oxyrhynchite

nome, and perhaps one of the Hermopolite monasteries of Apa Apollo should be

considered as the KOVop1OV in 1. 8.

It would not be unusual for a monastery with the reputation and importance of that

of Apa Apollo at Bawit to be a recipient of gifts from patrons from outside its immediate

area. Donations to the Metanoia monastery at Alexandria, for example, came from all over

Egypt by imperial order.'

§1.2 PREVIEW OF CHAPTERS

Following the preliminary remarks in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 reviews the sources of

textual material which have been used for this thesis. Chapter 3 contains background

information on the two known Hermopolite monasteries of Apa Apollo and analyses

various aspects of monastic life detailed in the texts presented mainly in Chapters 6 and 7.

The geographical context of the texts is discussed in Chapter 4 and a directory of the

monasteries and toponyms they contain is set out.

Editions of the texts are presented in Chapters 5-8. Chaper 5 analyses a number of

unpublished texts which are concerned with the collection of àuapxij and/or pactum for an

Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo and/or other monasteries. Chapter 6 contains a

variety of other documents which relate to this monastery.

In the course of my examination of the collections which contained material

mentioning an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo, two epistolary formulae (analysed in

Chapters 7 and 8) turned up with enough regularity to suggest that they might be related to

such a monastery. Although such evidence can be easily overturned or reinforced by new

finds of papyri, it is significant that neither of these formulae have been found in texts

excavated at the two monasteries of Apa Apollo from which extensive documentation

survives, Aphrodito and Bala'izah (see §1.1). The significance of documentary formulae

is not fully understood, partly because the training of Coptic scribes has not received much

scholarly attention hut one might expect a certain amount of local variation.

A number of documents beginning with the formula ^NOK flCON NN CIC2?J

(I, brother (flCOM) NN, am writing") concern duapx ri collection and are edited in

Chapter 5; other documents with this formula are examined in Chapter 7. Most of them

were written by monks of a monastery of Apollo, and some by monks from the Titkooh

monastery.

Texts with the formula 11HCIWT 11CTC2J ("Our father is the one who writes"),

which are dealt with in Chapter 8, may be connected with the monastery of Apa Apollo at

'See Hardy 1931 PP. 46-47; Johnson and West 1949 p. 69, and Gascou 1991a p. 1610.
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Bawit. Because the link between texts with this formula and a monastery of Apa Apollo is

not straightforward, they are analysed separately from the other texts in this thesis.

Chapter 9 presents the conclusions arrived at in this thesis.

§1.3 EDITORIAL CONVENTIONS USED IN THIS THESIS

Most of the documents edited in this thesis are unpublished, t but published Coptic

texts of the VI-VHIth C. which needed to be re-edited or reappraised alongside new related

material have also been included. In these texts new readings are marked with a double

underline.
The texts have been numbered sequentially from 1 to 108 (highlighted in bold

print) for ease of reference within this thesis. Unless otherwise stated, the text referred to

by the number in bold is the main text presented, e.g. P. Mich. 578 side (B) is no. 62,

and if P. Mich. 578 (A) is intended this is explicitly stated as no. 62 side (A).

Each text is given its publication reference (if applicable) followed by its current

inventory number and any previous numbers, e.g. no. 72 is KSB I 291, P. Laur. 1111905,

and was formerly P. Pintaudi Copt. mv. no. 1.

Dimensions given are the maximum, unless otherwise stated, and the height

measurement precedes the width. Each text has been assigned an apparatus (apart from no.

49 which has two) to demonstrate the standard Sahidic Coptic or Greek forms of words in

the text, together with the complete form of abbreviated words. Linguistic forms of special

interest are discussed in a separate section. See §1.4 for the dialect of the texts.

Greek and Latin words occurring in Coptic texts are given their dictionary reference

form in the translation; when a Latin word has been hellenized before being borrowed into

Coptic, its Greek form is given (e.g. TtIJ0V is given for TPIMHC ION rather than

tremissis).

Certain personal names, such as Joseph, Jeremias and Victor, are rendered in their

familiar English form rather than transliterated faithfully from their Coptic form (loseph,

leremias, and Biktor respectively). The translation of Coptic place names has been given

special attention, with long vowels represented by a circumflex and Coptic 6 by c, and uj

by (e.g. Tnocnsnê). Exceptions include the standard forms of Shmoun and Antinoe

which are used instead of moun and Antinoou.

1 The present location of a few of these is unknown: one Coptic text, no. 58, is only known to me from a
transcription of it included in a letter addressed to Professor James Drescher by Paul Kahie Jr; for other
manuscripts which have only been available to me in transcription, see §2.6 and 2.7. Note that Paul
Kahle Jr is usually referred to by his surname alone in this thesis, and is not to be confused with his
father of the same name.
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§1.4 THE DIALECT OF THE DOCUMENTS

Many of the documents exhibit dialectal variants from standard Sahidic which are

found in other Coptic texts from the region of el-Ashmunein. 1 These include:

schwa represented by C (cxx. TCN- for TT{, NCM	 for NRM?);

C added (often in second person plural prefixes. cxx. flCTNC- for T1CTN- "your",

and NTCTNC- for NTCTN- Conjunctive verbal prefix);

eomitted,especiallybeforeanotherC (e.g. XC flCIH forXC CflCI,H);

Initial N omitted, especially in the Conjunctive and First Future and Negative Future

verbal prefixes;

H not assimilated to M before a labial;

C for N (cxx. MCI- for MNT- and MCTPC for MNTPC);

x for p;

for ;

KI- forK6- "other";

pWM- for PR- "man ot';

TNOOY- for TFffOY- "send";

and in Greek words, the ending -1{ for -ION (e.g. RCTT?rN for ULTTaK1OV).

t Apart from brief comments in Vycichl 1959 pp. 137-138 and the entries for texts from this area given in
Bal. ch. 8, a study of the dialect of these documents has yet to be produced.
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CHAPTER 2
THE TEXTUAL MATERIAL

§2.0 INTRODUCTION TO THE TEXTUAL MATERIAL

The texts presented in this thesis come from numerous collections. The majority,

however, are from eight main sources and these are reviewed below in order to

demonstrate how aparchê collection documents and texts beginning with the MO K

fl?COM NN CIC2J or I1CMCIWT 11CTC2J formulae are linked with documents relating

to an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo.

Some of these sources, such as §2.1 and 2.5, undoubtedly contain other

manuscripts which relate to the Hermopolite monasteries of Apa Apollo but which have not

been discussed in this thesis.

§2.1 BRITISH LIBRARY ORIENTAL INVENTORY NUMBER 6201

(ABBREVIATION BL OR. 6201)

In 1903 the British Museum (BM) acquired a large number of papyrus and

parchment manuscripts mainly written in Coptic which are now designated as British

Library Oriental (BL Or.) 620 16236. 1 They were acquired by Sir E.A.W. Budge and their

payment was negotiated by the Reverend Chauncey Murch (18561907).2

Although it is recorded that all of the manuscripts originated from el-Ashmunein,3

two dozen of them proved to be Coptic papyri from Aphrodito (BL Or. 6205, 6207-6230,

many of which were published in P. Lond. IV). A provenance in the Hermopolite nome is

suggested for many papyri by internal evidence. 4 One of the manuscripts (BL Or. 6201

A55b) was thought by Crum to be part of Ryl. 159.

In the monthly and annual progress reports which cover the period when these

manuscripts were acquired, a section entitled "List of the more important Oriental

'Walter Ewing Crum recorded that these manuscripts were acquired for the Museum in May 1903, see
Crum notebook group 5 no. 5 in the Griffith Institute, Oxford. The British Library accession catalogue
records the date of accession of these manuscripts as 1901. but an annotation mentions that they were
purchased in 1903.

2See WWWEg. 3 p. 302. According to an annotation in the BL accession catalogue for 1903, the following
items are also accredited to the Reverend Murch: BL Or. 5987 ff. (probably to be interpreted as BL Or.
5987-6176, a collection of miscellaneous Coptic and Arabic fragments', including BL Or. 6049, no.
40); and additional Coptic papyrus fragments (beginning at BL. Or. 6230(7) etc."). An Arabic papyrus
sale document involving Muhammed b. Hashim al-Sakami possibly dated to A.H. 274 (BL Or. 6848);
and a Pahiavi papyrus fragment (BL Or. 6849) are also attributed to him and were accessioned in 1908.

3 See also Crum 1919 p. 207.

4 Krause (1958 p. 229) made the generalisation that all of the manuscripts come from Hermopolis, or at
least the Hermopolite nome, but this view is discredited by the fact that at least one papyrus (BL Or.
620 lB 271) appears to be from Aphrodito; and that two texts (BL Or. 6201B 46 and 58) are noted in Bal.

pp. 69 §21 and 75 §34 as having dialectal features pertaining to the region from Assiut to Abydos,
particularly Bala'izah, Wadi Sarga and Aphrodito.

5This is suggested on a note in Crums handwriting appended to the manuscript.
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manuscripts acquired during the year 1903" lists the following under the heading of Coptic

manuscripts: "A large collection of (a) 43 Coptic rolls or portions of rolls, five of which are

complete legal documents of unusual length and of considerable importance, each dated

(VIIth, VIllth and IXt centuries): (b) fragments equivalent to 5 more rolls; (c) 225 sheets

containing smaller documents or fragments; (d) one Arabic roll; and (e) 16 sheets of Arabic

fragments".

§2.1.1 BL OR. LNV. NOS 6201, 6202, 6203, 6204 AND 6206

The description of "five ... complete legal documents" from section (a) matches BL

Or. in nos 6201, 6202, 6203, 6204 and 6206,' five Coptic legal documents dated to the

mid-IXth C. which record property transfers involving monks of a monastery of Apa

Apollo. They were edited by Martin Krause in the 1950s,2 and he assumed that they came

from Bawit because two of the texts describe the monastery as being situated to the south

of Shmoun. 3 Although both Bawit and Titkooh fit this description, Bawit was located more

immediately to the south of Shmoun and so appears to be the more likely of the two

monasteries in question in these texts.

§2.1.2 BL OR. INV. NOS. 6201 A AND B

The fragments described in section (c), and possibly also section (b), of the annual

report may be identified as the Coptic papyri designated as BL Or. 6201 A and B. These

number several hundred fragments, and are referred to for convenience in this thesis as the

"BL Or. 6201 series" . They should be distinguished from the single manuscript BL Or.

6201 mentioned above.

Most of the manuscripts are documents, chiefly letters. Both Walter Ewing Crum,5

and Paul Kahie Jr, 6 examined this series, but only three papyri from it were ever

1 Note that Krause 1985b nn. i8 and 82 should have 6204 for 6205.
2 For the announcement of the forthcoming publication of his unpublished dissertation, Krause 1958, see

Krause 1993 p. 82 + n. 31 (where he gives the mv. no. BM Or. rather than BL Or.); the transcriptions
and translations of these texts recently published by MacCoull 1994a contain errors.

3 See, exx., Krause l985a p. 126 and n. 59, 1990 p. 207, and 1993 p. 91 + n. 75; this assumption is
followed in a number of places including Severin 1991 p. 364 and MacCoull l987a p. 63 (note that only
four manuscripts are mentioned here) and 1994a p. 141.

4The small number of manuscripts numbered BL Or. 620 IC are mainly literary, and need not be grouped
with this series. A Manichaean Syriac parchment fragment, BL Or. 6201 Cl, was described in Crum
1919, and Herbert Thompson made notes on BL Or. 6201 B and C manuscripts (Oriental Studies Faculty
Library, Cambridge University box 0.3 no. 2/24 and box 0.5 no. 1/25). Recently a box of uninventoried
Coptic and Arabic papyrus fragments has been discovered at the BL; the Arabic manuscripts may be the
items mentioned in the annual report section (e) quoted above at §2.1. I have looked through these
fragments briefly but did not find any items which needed to be included in this thesis.

5Crum's interest in many of the texts from this series is demonstrated by the large number of references he
makes to them in his dictionary. Only a small number of his transcriptions of these texts survive in
notebook 81 in the Crum archive of the Griffith Institute, Oxford. This contains transcriptions of BL Or.
6201 A2, 21, 38, 55, 57, 63, 72, 101, 168, and B28, as well as notes on personal and topographical
names in other texts from this collection.

6 Kahle mentioned his copies of these texts in Bat. p. 50 and, in a letter (now in the Griffith Institute,
Oxford) from him to A.S. Fulton (at that time the Keeper of the Department of Oriental printed books
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published.' Kahie, and later Krause, considered some of the texts to be from Bawit. In

Bal. p. 18 n. 4, Kahle mentioned that he was hoping to publish "a considerable number of

documents in the British Museum" from the Bawit monastery of Apa Apollo. 2 Whether he

was acting on information not now available to me I do not know, but, of the eighteen

documents from the BL Or. 6201 series edited in this thesis, only eight actually mention a

monastery of Apa Apollo, and one of these specifies its location at Titkooh (no. 1).

Nowhere in this series is the place name Bawit associated with a monastery of Apa Apollo.

It seems unlikely that it was the Lansing papyri in the BM (see §2.8) which Kahie was

describing in Bal. p. 18 n. 4, because, although at least two of them may come from the

Bawit monastery, this collection of twenty-six papyri hardly constitutes "a considerable

number".
According to Crum, the ages of the manuscripts from the BL Or. 6201 series 'vary

greatly; some of the parchment uncials should belong to the 5th or 6th, others and some of

the papyri to the 9th or 10th. The large majority of the latter are, however, of the 7th and

8th century".4
As already mentioned above, this series contains one text which mentions a

monastery of Apa Apollo at Titkooh (no. 1); and four or five texts which mention a

monastery of Apa Apollo (nos. 3, 16 text 2, 23, 26 and possibly 17); six texts are

concerned with aparchê collection (nos. 1-3, 12, 16 and 17); three bear the ^J.NOK

HCOH NN C I C 2 è I formula (nos. 2, 3 and 16 text 2),6 and ten the 11 C Fl C I W T

11CTC2^J formula (nos. 69, 70, 71, 80, 86, 88, 95, 101, 102 and 103). There are

also at least a dozen short documents which are signed by a certain Georgios who may be

identified with the signatory of three of these I1CMCI WT I1CTC2^J formula texts.

and manuscripts at the British Museum) dated 11/3/1952, he mentions that he wishes to quote
unpublished papyri from this series. In another letter dated 24/4/1954 (also in the Griffith Institute) he
requests three boxes of papyri from this series from the clerk in charge of Oriental books and manuscripts
at the British Museum. Six notebooks containing Kahle's transcriptions of papyri from this series are
listed as item "27" in the accession list of the Kahie archive in the Griffith Institute, Oxford, but they
appear not to have reached the Institute along with his other papers, and their whereabouts are now
unknown. It has been suggested by Dilwyn Jones (personal communication 9/3/1992) that Kahle's
notebooks were given to a German colleague. Professor Martin Krause, who corresponded with Kahle on
the subject of these papyri and was given copies of Kahie's transcriptions of the CMAA Green Collection
papyri (Krause 1958 AllI §3), see §2.6, has no knowledge of their whereabouts (personal
communication 2/2/1992).

1 Kahle published BL Or. 6201 A27, 29 and B191 in 1951, but died a few years later. The large number of
references he made to papyri from this series in Bal., particularly in the analysis of literary and non-
literary dialectal usages in Chapter 8, bears witness to the interest he had in it.

2 Steinwenter 1955 p. 5 n. 5 mentions Kahle's forthcoming work on Bawit texts.

3 Krause (1985b p. 146 n. 18) states that this text (BL Or. 6201 B219), along with BL Or. 6201 B29 (no.

16), 216 (no. 26), 230 (no. 23) and 268 (no. 3) relate to the Bawit monastery of Apa Apollo;
previously (Krause 1958 AIlI §3) he also attributed BL Or. 6201B 30 + 39 and 184 to this monastery,
despite the fact that neither of them refer to it in any way.

4Crum 1919 p. 207.
5 Another text (BL. Or. 620 lB 218) mentions the place name Titkooh.
'This formula may be restored in BL Or. 6201 B242, an unpublished fragmentary legal document which

begins iOK flCO[N.
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This collection contains a number of other texts which undoubtedly relate to an

Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo.1

§2.2 THE MICHAELIDES COLLECTION IN CAMBRIDGE

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY AND THE BRITISH LIBRARY

(ABBREVIATION CUL MICHAEL. AND BL OR. 13886.-)

In May and October 1977, Cambridge University Library acquired part of the

manuscript collection of George Michaelides, 2 comprising texts written in Hieratic,

demotic, Coptic, Greek, Latin, Arabic, Persian and Turkish. In 1976 and 1979 the British

Library acquired demotic, Coptic, Armenian, Greek, Latin, Arabic and Hebrew

manuscripts from the same source.3

Two texts mention Titkooh (no. 54 and CUL Michael. 8 15/2), one of which also

mentions a monastery of Apa Anoup and possibly Bawit (CUL Michael. 815/2). Three

mention a monastery of Apa Apollo (nos. 5, 33 and 51), and a tax demand specifies it

as being to the south of Shmoun (no. 33).5 One text may be a guarantee for aparché

collection (no. 5). Four papyri begin with the NOK flCON NN CIC2J formula (nos.

5, 51, 54 and 57),6 and five with the 11CMCIWT 11CTC2d formula (nos. 73, 78, 82,

87 and 99). One related document begins with 11CMCIWT flCbC2CI (no. 83). An

unpublished CUL parchment fragment may mention the Apollo whose cult is celebrated at

Bawit and Titkooh, see §3.2.1.

Two unpublished manuscripts from this collection mention a man, Mouses of

Tbersê, who also occurs in no. 65 (see §2.6).

§2.3 PAPYRI FROM THE BEINECKE LIBRARY, YALE UNIVERSITY

(ABBREVIATION P. CTYBR)

§2.3.1 1964 ACQUISITION

In 1964, Edwin John Beinecke financed the acquisition of the following

manuscripts by the Beinecke Library of Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, from

'e .g. BL Or. 6201 B133 which expresses the wish that 	 flOxxW CbCTNOOY OYFIOÔ PICMOY Me.M

"may Apa Apollo send us a great blessing'.
2SeeWWWEg 3 p. 286.
3See Clackson 1993a for a brief summary of some of the Coptic texts from this collection, and 1994

for further details of manuscripts in other languages.
4Neither of these can be identified with the XIth C. Michaelides Coptic manuscript described in Drescher

1960 and CKA p. 2736 "Topos des Apa Apollo".
5This is written by the same scribe as another tax demand issued to a monk of a monastery of Apa Apollo

to the south of Shmoun, no. 31. For the possibility that it comes from Bawit, see §2.8.
6CIJL Michael. Q110/3 may also have begun with this formula (if CIC2I is to be restored).
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Hans P. Kraus of New York: P. CtYBR mv. 1739-1878, 2248-2268 and 28962943.1

From this lot, four Coptic papyri contain the rrCNCIWT 11CTC2i formula (nos. 66 (this

may be associated with no. 68, see below in this section), 74 and 104, and P. CtYBR

mv. 1824). One mentions a monastery of Apa Apollo (no. 36). P. CtYBR mv. 1855

mentions the 200Y NrT e[fl10xxW "day of Apa Apollo". 2 P. CtYBR mv. 1756 is a

Greek poll-tax receipt written by the same scribe and agreed to by the same assentors as a

Greek papyrus, P. Louvre E27615, which was donated to the Louvre by Jean Clédat along

with no. 68, a I1CNCIWT 11CTC2J formula text. 3 A provenance of Bawit is a possibility

for both of them, and consequently also for P. CtYBR mv. 1756.

Two papyri from this collection mention the title Ill WT 1YIIT "the father of the

monastery", which could be interpreted as "the father of Bawit": P. CtYBR 1827 (which is

unpublished and may be written in the same hand as P. CtYBR 1829 (= P. Yale copt. no.

13)), and 1845 qua (= Petersen [1964] no. l07).

§2.3.2 1965 ACQUISITION

In early 1965 Alan Edouard Samuel (funded by Edwin John Beinecke) purchased

from a dealer in Cairo a lot containing P. CtYBR mv. 1879-2057, 2355-2584 and 2761-

2886. No. 91 begins with the 11CNIWT 11CTC2J fomula, and another papyrus, P.

CtYBR mv. 1942, mentions ?JTOIXXW 2M 1110? which could be interpreted as "[the

monastery of Apa Apojilo on the mount ..." (see §3.4.3 for this description of the

Titkooh monastery).

§2.3.3 1966 ACQUISITION

In 1966, Hans P. Kraus donated the following manuscripts to the library: P.

CtYBR mv. 2080-2 124 and 2343-2353, of which no. 100 contains both a text which

begins with the I1CHCIWT 11CTC2J formula, and a document issued by the dikaion (see

§3.13) of a monastery of Apa Apollo. No. 35 was issued by a monk of Apa Apollo.

am most grateful to Stephen Emmel for providing me with a copy of his unpublished Papyrus
Collection Catalog Introduction (draft July 20, 1989) which is the source of all of the information in
§2.3.

2This was not read in the ed. pr., see P. Yale copt. no. 19, and the plate accompanying the description of
this text in Petersen [1964] no. 117.

3 See Boudhors 1995 pp. 29-32.
4This is edited with a plate in Packman 1975 pp. 16-18.

5 P. CtYBR mv. 2334, which was purchased in New York from Hans P. Kraus in Apr11 1965, also contains
this title.
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§2.4 OsLO/LONDON: THE SCHØYEN COLLECTION

(HERE ABBREVIATED TO P. SCHOYEN)

§2.4.1 P. Schøyen 89/-

Papyri from the collection of Martin Schøyen in Oslo and London with an inventory

number beginning 89/- were acquired, through Sam Fogg of London, from the dealer H.P.

Kraus of New York in June 1989.1 Before this they were in the possession of E.J. Brill of

Leiden who bought them from an unnamed Austrian collector. This person may possibly

be identified as Erik von Scherling (see §2.7), in whose collection there were two texts

from a monastery of Apa Apollo. A provenance of Deir el-Bala'izah is recorded for these

manuscripts in the Schøyen Western Manuscripts Collection short description catalogue.

Three of the Coptic papyri from this collection mention a monastery of Apa Apollo

(nos. 10, 18 and 50); two are concerned with aparchê collection (nos. 9 and 10) and

two begin with the ^J1OK 11?xCON NN CIC2^ .J formula (nos. 50 and 56).

Two texts which are not edited in this thesis are also relevant: P.Schøyen 89/06

mentions ^xfl^ ^x]flOX>..W ^11A ^.l1OY11 ^xlTh.. 4> 16 NCMCPIT M1OTC CTOY..6 "Apa

Apollo, Apa Anoup, Apa Phib the holy fathers", see §3.2; and P. Schøyen 89/05, an

unpublished Greek papyrus, mentions Titkois.

§2.4.2 P. Schøyen 1579/1 texts 1-3
P. Schøyen 1579/1 has the appearance of one manuscript but in fact contains three

separate, but related, manuscripts written in diferent hands (nos. 68).2 They were

bought in August 1992 by Martin Schøyen from Maggs Brothers of London, in whose

possession they may been since the 1930s. They originally belonged to Erik von Scherling

(see §2.7) and bore the number "C20". One of the fragments may possibly be identified

with the item no. "20' recorded in notebook 109 of the Crum archive in the Griffith

Institute, Oxford, see § 2.7. The place name TI T K 0 2 C was recorded in Crum's

transcription of one of these texts but it is not now legible on any of the three manuscripts

comprising P. Schøyen 1579/1. No. 7 mentions a monastery of Apa Apollo; and nos. 6-8

may all be concerned with aparchê collection.

am most grateful to Dr Mark Smith, who examined some of the papyri from this collection, for
informing me about this material.

2These three manuscripts are edited in this thesis despite the fact that their legibility would be greatly
improved by being separated and conserved. I am grateful to Professor Martin Krause for giving me his
copy of a photograph of these fragments, and to Dr Antony Alcock, the original owner of the
photograph, for informing me about its existence.
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§2.5 COPTIC PAPYRI TO BE SOLD BY CHRISTIE'S

(HERE ABBREVIATED TO CHRISTIE'S)

These papyri are all from one collection and were deposited for sale at the London

auction house Christie's in the 1970s. 1 Most remain unsold. 2 The collection consists of

several hundred papyrus and parchment fragments which are unmounted and consequently

very fragile. No details are available at present which might give a clue to their provenance

and it is not known whether they constitute an archive from one find spot or are the result

of years of collecting from various sources. My impression of the fragments is that a large

number of them may be interrelated in some way. All are unnumbered and have been

assigned temporary numbers (enclosed in quotation marks) in this thesis for convenience of

reference.
Six of these papyri mention a monastery of Apollo (nos. 22, 25 and 42-45); a

couple mention Titkooh (no. 61 and Christie's "17"), and six mention aparchê collection

or contain the Agreement clause discussed in §5.5 (nos. 11, 13-15 and 19 and

Christie's "22"). Twelve texts begin with the formula llCtlCl(i)T flCTC2^J (nos. 75,

77, 84-85, 89, 93-94, 98 and 105-108) and four or five with MOK flCON NN

CIC2.i (nos. 15,52,55,60 and 61(?)). One fragment may mention a Monastery of

Apa Anoup (M Mè11	 NOYfl), see §4.1.

§2.6 GREEN COLLECTION, MUSEUM OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND

ANTHROPOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY

(HERE ABBREVIATED TO CMAA GREEN)

Texts from this collection are only known to me through the transcriptions recorded

in notebook 24 of the P.E. Kahle Jr papers in the Griffith Institute, Oxford.

The Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology of Cambridge University was

bequeathed about thirty Coptic papyri by Frank W. Green who died in 1949. No details of

provenance were recorded and the whereabouts of these manuscripts is now unknown.

They were transcribed by Paul Kahle Jr between 1949 and 1955 in the house of Prof. J.M.

Plumley in Cambridge, and are referred to in Krause 1958 AIlI §3. All of these texts are

unnumbered and have been assigned temporary numbers (enclosed in inverted commas) for

ease of reference in this thesis.

I am most grateful to the directors of Christie's for allowing me to examine this collection, and to
Christine Insley Green, consultant in the Antiquities Department, for her co-operation and assistance. I
am also indebted to Professor John Tait for suggesting that I examine these manuscripts.

2 Fifteen folders containing unmounted fragments were sold in 1978 (see Christie's 1978 p. 37 nos. 253-
255) to a buyer whose identity was not recorded. No record was kept of other manuscripts from this
collection which may have been sold. Pernigotti 1985 p. 104 notes that Tito Orlandi saw a manuscript
which mentioned Titkohe (sic) on sale in London in September 1979; Christine Insley Green informs me
that no Christie's catalogue of antiquities from this time features this collection.

3Two small fragments, temporarily numbered Christie's "13" and "14", partially preserve this formula.
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Three texts mention a monastery of Apa Apollo (nos. 30, 41 and 53), one of

which begins with the MOK flCOM NN ClC2J formula (no. 53). Three texts begin

with the T1CMCIWT 11CTC2J formula (nos. 65, 67 and 90). CMAA Green "24" 11. 12-

15 could refer to the monasteries of Apa Jeremias and Apa Apollo; for links between these

monasteries, see the entry for the Monastery of Apa Jeremias at §4.1.

No. 65 mentions a certain MWYCHC flTCPuaH "Mouses of Tbersê" who also

occurs in two unpublished Coptic papyri, CUL Michael. 1047/1 and 1233 (see §2.2).

§2.7 PAPYRI FORMERLY BELONGING TO ERIK VON SCHERLING

(HERE ABBREVIATED TO "EX-VON SCHERLING")

Some manuscripts acquired in the Faiyum by an Austrian collector, Erik von

Scherling, were sent to Walter Ewing Crum by Maggs Brothers of London on December

23rd, 1937. He described and partially transcribed some of them and suggested a

provenance for them of the region around Assiut, probably Wadi Sarga, 1 based on place

names and other internal evidence. His comments and transcriptions are now to be found in

notebook 109 of Crums papers in the archive of the Griffith Institute, Oxford.

Maggs Brothers were unable to sell the manuscripts and they were returned to their

owner. Later some von Scherling manuscripts were acquired by the Rijksmuseum van

Oudheden in Leiden, 2 and others by the Beinecke Library of Yale University (see §2.3).

No. 59 mentions the monastery of Apa Apollo at Titkooh and contains the ^,. N OK

flCON NN ClC2^i formula. No. 24 is written by a monk of a monastery of Apa

Apollo, and no. 4 mentions aparchê collection. The present whereabouts of these three

manuscripts is not known. Two of the documents from this collection which mentioned a

monastery of Apa Apollo were attributed to the BaIa'izah monastery by P.E. Kahie Jr.3

This assignment, however, is disproved by the specification of the Titkooh monastery in

no. 59.

"Ex-von Scherling 70' mentions the place name flM	 6^.M^2 "the place of

Canah" which also occurs in a papyrus from another collection, no. 77, a 11CM C I W T

11CTC2^..I formula text (see §2.5).

Nos. 6-8 (see §2.4) originally belonged to the von Scherling Collection. No. 7

may possibly be identified with no. 59, in which case my readings differ substantially

from those of Crum.

1 See Ba!. p. 15 + n. 5 where Kahie mentions that Crum believed that the papyri came from the immediate
neighbourhood of Bala'izah; in fact, Crum crossed out "Bala'izah" in notebook 109 and added "Wadi
Sarga" instead.

2 See P. Lugd. Bat. XXV p. 5. I am grateful to Prof. Dr. H.D. Schneider, curator in the Egyptian
Department of this museum for information regarding these papyri, and for checking to see whether nos.

4, 24 or 59 had been acquired by the museum.

3 See Ba!. pp. IS + n. 5. and 27.
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§2.8 BRITISH MUSEUM PAPYRI FORMERLY BELONGING TO

AMBROSE LANSING

On the recommendation of Le Page Renouf, the Department of Egyptian and

Assyrian Antiquities of the British Museum acquired a number of Coptic papyri (now BM

EA 10128-10142 and 10453-10462) in 1887 from the Reverend Ambrose Lansing (1825-

1892). According to the Department's records they were discovered in some tombs in the

hills behind Assiut. 1 These are referred to collectively as 'the Lansing Collection" in this

thesis.
None of the papyri have been published although Paul Kahie Jr planned to publish

some of them. Unfortunately his notes on them are not now to be found in the Kahle

archive stored at the Griffith Institute, Oxford. In Bal. p. 538 he stated that five of the

papyri were "issued apparently by the same person and written by the same scribe from

Bawit (about A.D. 725)", although he did not give their inventory numbers. This

provenance was no doubt based on the fact that two tax demands from this collection (nos.

31 and 32) mention a Monastery of Apollo, one specifying that it was "to the south of

Shmoun". However, a Bawit provenance is supported by the fact that no. 38 (written on

the back of no. 32) may have been written in the same hand as a papyrus excavated at

Bawit, now in the Louvre (see no. 38 for details).

Bawit is a likely provenance for a tax demand from another collection, no. 33,

which bears many similarities with no. 31 from the Lansing Collection. There are four

further unpublished tax demands in the Lansing collection: BM EA 10 128(A), 10 136(B),

10454(A), and 10462(A). Two of these begin with the NN 11qC2^ .J formula (BM EA

10 136(B) and 10462(A)); the other two are incomplete.

Two documents (nos. 38 and 39, written on the back of nos. 32 and 31

respectively) belong to a series of twelve unpublished wine accounts and receipts from the

Lansing Collection in the BM, ten (possibly eleven) of which have been issued by someone

called Enoch (BM EA mv. 10128(B), 10130, 10132, 10140(B), 10453, 10456, 10457,

10459, and possibly 10454(B)). This series is discussed at §3.11.

'In BM EA Department volume 4,14 nos. 87-5-14.1-26. For Coptic inhabitants of the necropolis at
Assiout, see Edwards 1878 P . 105; Palanque 1903 esp. pp. 119 and 126; note the inscription on p. 127
in which the Bawit triad of Apollo, Anoup and Phib is invoked.
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CHAPTER 3
HERMOPOLITE MONASTERIES OF APA APOLLO

§3.1 HISTORICAL FIGURES NAMED APA APOLLO

A number of Coptic historical figures have the name Apollo, at least three of whom

founded monasteries. 1 There has been speculation as to whether the Apollo who founded a

monastery at Bawit can be identified with the Apollo who founded an eponymous

monastery at Titkooh. 2 Whether the monasteries of Apa Apollo at Bawit and Titkooh were

founded by the same man or not, they both focus on the same Apollo. For the cult of Apa

Apollo who forms a triad along with Anoup and Phib, see §3.2.2.

§3.2 APA APOLLO OF BAwIT AND TITKOOH

§3.2.1 LITERARY SOURCES FOR HIS LIFE

Literary sources provide details of Apa Apollo of Titkooh (see below), and of an

Apa Apollo who lived in the IVth C and founded a monastery in the Hermopolite nome.3

The latter is generally identified as Apollo of Bawit but in none of the sources is this place

specified.4

According to chapter eight of the Historia Monachorum (HM), Apollo left for the

desert at the age of fifteen and spent forty years there; at about the age of eighty, he began

to arrange his disciples so that their hermitages were grouped to form a community.5

A contrasting account of the early life of Apa Apollo of Titkooh is given in an

Arabic version and some fragments of a Coptic version of the Life of Phib. 6 These record

that Apollo had a spiritual brother called Petra who left him to become monk; when Apollo

grew up he went to become a monk with him, and dedicated himself to an anchoritic life.

Phib came to Apollo to become a monk with him, and all three lived together for five (the

Arabic version has 'fifteen) years. Then Petra took Apollo and Phib to the monastery

1 See Torp 1965 pp. 154-156; Krause and Wessel 1966 coIl. 572-573; and Bal. pp. 18-19.
2 For a résumé of the discussion of this thesis, which is most fully expounded in Coquin 1977, see Drew-

Bear 1979a pp. 300-301 'TTKc Baulig 1984 pp. 144-146 argues that they are two different men in
opposition to, most recently, Coquin and Martin 1991c p. 362 and Coquin [1993] p. 16.

3lhere is no evidence to support the statement that he died in 395 C.E. recorded in Clédat 1910 col. 207.
4See Coquin and Martin 199 Ic p. 362. Coquin 1977 analyses the literary sources in more detail and gives

the most complete bibliography on this subject.
5 HM text pp. 46-7 1, translation pp. 46-63.
6See Coquin 1977 pp. 435 and 437. The Coptic fragments are BL Or. 7561, see Layton 1987 no. 137.

Transcriptions made by A. Des Rivières of a Coptic manuscript of this work in the Bayerische
Hofbibliothek (now Staatsbibliothek), Ms. copt. 3, no. 128 (erroneously cited as 127 in Krause and
Wessel 1966 col. 572), have been noted as missing since 1970 according to Dr H. Hauke, to whom I am
grateful for this information.
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called Titkooh, and returned himself to live in solitude.' Phib is depicted alongside Apollo

and a monk called Anoup in paintings discovered at Bawit during the excavations (see

§3.2.2 and 3.3.1).2

In the main Coptic version of the Life of Phib,3 in which Apollo, Phib and Papohe

are described as wandering about the mountains like savage beasts, 4 Apollo is said to have

founded another monastery apart from Titkooh, but its location is not specified. It is

possible that this was the Bawit monastery. According to the HM and the Life of Paul of

Tarninah the Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo they describe was an Antonian-type

laura. 5 The success of this monastery within Apollo's lifetime is attested in the HL which

states that before his death, the monastery had five hundred monks.6

The Historia Lausiaca (HL) and HM mention that an Apollo lodged in a tomb on the

mountain near to where the Holy Family took refuge in Egypt. 7 A monastery called Deir

el-Muharraq (also known as Deir el-Hadra, and the Monastery of the Abyssinians) was

later built on this site. 8 It is interesting to note that this monastery is positioned just south of

a "Monast(ery) of Abbott Apollo" on a map of Egypt produced in the mid-XVfflth C. This

is itself slightly to the south of the area in which the Titkooh monastery is thought to have

been (see §3.4.1).b0

Apollo is given theepithets IxOC MrrCxOC "friend of (the) ange1s', fl2rIOC

Npxrrexoc "the holy archangel", and 21CC NNCNrrCxOC "equal to the angels"."

An unpublished parchment fragment (CUL Michael. Q120, see §2.2) mentions

[T1CNXOCIC N]CIWT T1	 11OxxW tTI eqo NOY? MOYWT MH rTN0rYITC eqo

ii2YC0O (sic) r N 1 [rthrrCxOC "Our lord and father Apa Apollo, the one who is one with

God and equal (foc) to the angels'.'2

In the Synaxarium Alexandrinuin he is commemorated on the day of his death (5th

Mecheir);' 3 on the day of his friend Phib's death (25th Phaophi);' 4 and on the feast day of

1 Coquin 1977 p. 437 attributes the discrepancy between this account and the one in the HM to the effects
of oral transmission.

2See Clédat 1910 cols. 206-208.
3me text is edited in Orlandi and Campagnano 1975 pp. 20-37.
4Coquin [19931 pp. 16-17 classifies them as "errant monks' during this episode.
5 See Coquin and Martin 199 Ic p. 363.
6 See Clédat 1910 col. 208.
7 See Cledat 1910 col. 207, who pointed out that the only suitable place would have been five kilometres

away in one of the tombs at Meir. A Coptic graftito in one of these tombs mentions Apollo. Anoup and
Phib, see Clédat 1901 p. 87.

8See Coquin and Martin 1991b and CKA pp. 751-756 'Dêr al-Muharraq.

9D'Anville 1765.
' 0Doresse 1970 p. 28 associates the monastery of Apa Apollo marked on DAnvilles map with Bawit.
1 'See Coquin 1977 pp. 436-437; and Torp 1965 pp. 156-162, noting that BM no. 322 (BL Or. 3581

B(39)) which is cited on p. 159 n. I relates to another Apollo, Apollo of the Monastery of Isaac. This
manuscript has been edited in Kuhn 1978 pp. 47-48 Appendix III.

12 1 am indebted to Professor Heinz Kuhn for his assistance with interpreting this text.
13 See Coquin 1977 p. 444; and Torp 1965 pp. 158-159.
' 4See Gascou 1989a pp. 384-389, and 392 for a summary of the relevant bibliography; and Coquin 1977

pp. 435-446, noting with reference to p. 435 n. 3 that BL Or. 7561 n. 138-48 is now Layton 1987 no.
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another friend, Ammon of Tuna el-Gebel (20th Pachon).' He and Phib are also

rememberedintheDzfrzar,as11CxXW NCM flIfl NICKHTHC ce 0Y02

MflNTOOPOC "Abba Pello and Abba Apip the holy spirit-bearing hermits".2

§3.2.2 THE CULT OF APA APOLLO OF BA WIT AND TITKOOH

The popularity of the cult of Apollo and his fellow monks Phib and Anoup is

attested in evidence from Deir el-Bala'izah, Deir el-Gandla, Deir el-Gebrawi, Memphis and

Wadi Sarga, and, beyond Middle Egypt, from Abydos and as far south as Esna.3

References to Apollo and depictions of him may be found in material from Abydos and

Esna.4 An unpublished Coptic papyrus which is associated with some of the texts edited in

this thesis, P.Schøyen 89/06 (see §2.4.1), mentions "Apa Apollo, Apa Anoup, Apa Phib

the holy fathers", and these names belong to a number of individuals in the documents

edited in this thesis.5
The tomb of Apollo became a focal point for pilgrims. Apa Daniel of Scetis visited

the tvrir of Apa Apollo, 6 and a VIIVIIth C. Greek papyrus document, SB X 10269,

mentions pilgrims attending the àycnr of Apa Apollo.7

A church of ?dlxW "Apa Ap<ol>lo" is mentioned in a Coptic account,

written on paper, BM 1100 (BL Or. 6072), acquired by the British Museum from the

Reverend Murch, possibly together with the "Bl Or. 6201 series" (see §2.1). This

manuscript has a recorded provenance of el-Ashmunein and W. Vycichi assumed that the

church was located in that city rather than in the surrounding area.8

137. See Torp 1965 pp. 153-170 for details and discussion of the literary sources, noting that the text

rekrred to on p. 159 ii. 1 as Amélineau 1884-1895 p. 818, Paris 12913 , 63, is edited in Kuhn 1978 pp.
40-42 Appendix I.

'Torp 1965 pp. 167-168; and Crum 1913 p. 162 no. 26.
2OLeary 1926 pp. 44-45.
3 Details of the evidence from all of these sites apart from Memphis are provided in Coquin 1977 p. 436;

Wietheger 1992 pp. 221 "NOY ri', 222 "rioxxw" and 240 'i s" summarise the evidence for this cult
at the Monastery of Jeremias at Saqqara.

4Coquin 1977 p. 436.
5 Apollo in nos. 2, 4, 16 text 1, 29, 30, 32, 33,40 (ter), 44, 49, 75, and 99; Anoup in nos. 16

text 1, 18, 20 (bis), 22, 27, 40, 65 and 97; and Phib in nos. 27. 35, 40 (bis), 63 (t), 68 side

(A) and 93.
6Bal p.61!.
7Gascou 1989a pp. 385-386.
8Vycichl 1959 pp. 139- 140 gives details of this manuscrirt
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§3.3 THE MONASTERY OF APA APOLLO AT BA WIT

§3.3.1 THE SITE

The site of this monastery is a kôm on the edge of the desert at the foot of cliffs

about two kilometres west of the village of Bawit, 1 and twenty-eight kilometres south-

south-west of el-Ashmunein on the west bank of the Nile.

It was excavated for four seasons at the beginning of this century by a team from

the Institut Francais d'Archdologie Orientale led first by Jean Clddat and Emile Chassinat,

and later by Jean Maspero. 2 The impressive architectural remains found at the site bear

witness to the fact that the monastery was once one of the the most important sites in

Middle Egypt, 3 and they have made Bawit one of the best known Coptic monasteries.

Numerous artefacts excavated there, including paintings and stone and wood sculptures,

are now in museums in Egypt, Europe and the United States.

Archaeological and textual evidence suggests that the monastery was founded in the

IVth C. 4 and destroyed in the XIIth C. C.E. 5 The reason for its decline is not known,6

hut its importance and wealth no doubt attracted hostility from Egypt's muslim rulers.

§3.3.2 MANUSCRIPTS FROM BA WIT

Whereas much of the epigraphic material from Bawit was published long ago, 7 the

ostraca and papyri discovered during excavations have remained unstudied. 8 Some of them

have been identified within the last few years in the collections of the Louvre, 9 and the

1 Bawit is an Arabic form of Coptic fl-YHT 'the monastery" (Crum CD p. 21 b YHT), which may be
mentioned in an unpublished Coptic papyrus, C1JL Michael. 815/2, see §2.2. This name suggests that
Bawit was the monastery par excellence just as the great city of Thebes was known as Niwt "(the) city",
see Erman and Grapow Wb II p. 211 section CII. Note that a different etymology of fl-^,YHT,pr-wt
"house/temple of embalment", is given in Czapkiewicz 1971 pp. 41 no. 81 and 44 no. 88, following
Gauthier Dictionnaire 2 p. 73 and Brugsch 1879-1880 p. 174. See also the translation note to 1. 4 of no.
3 for Clédats misinterpretation of OYWT, the word meaning "single" etc. , as "Bawit", which is followed
in Torp 1965 pp. 153-154.

2Summaries of the history and bibliography of this site are given in CKA pp. 643-653 "Dêr Anbã Abullü'
(Kloster der Apa Apollo bei BawIt)"; Krause and Wessel 1966; and Clédat 1910. Torp 1981 gives a brief
introduction to the archaeology of the site which is to be re-opened, see Grossmann 1992 p. 150.

3 According to Doresse 1970 p. 8 it was the most important.
4Torp 1965 discusses the dates of the monastery's foundation and abandonment; on p. 170 he attempts to

reconstruct a foundation date between 386 and 388, using information from the HM as a chronological
basis.

5 See Torp 1965; and Rassart-Debergh [19931 p. 79 n. 37. Doresse 1970 P. 27 argued that evidence from
inscriptions and coins found in situ at Bawit, Wadi Sarga, Bala'izah and the Monastery of Jeremias at
Saqqara suggests that they all sufferered simultaneous extinction a little before mid-VUIth C.

61t is interesting to note that Deir Abu Fana, a monastery near Bawit, was not destroyed at the same time
and was still functioning in the XIVth C., see Buschhausen et al. 1991 p. 123.

7 See Krause 1988 and 1991 p. 1292 for this material.

8 See Clédat 1904-1906 p. 105 n. 1, and 1910 col. 204; and Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 pp. xiv- xvi,
4, 7, 9, 42, 44, and 46.

9See Bénazeth jO93
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Museum of Pdrigord, with the help of the notebooks of Jean Clédat. 1 Most of the material

from the former collection is still unpublished, 2 but I have been given permission to use it

in this thesis. 3 A 'box of Coptic ostraca was listed among the items from the Bawit

excavations recorded in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo's inventory (nos. 152 + 212) . 4 The

whereabouts of these ostraca is not now known.

In addition to the texts officially excavated at the site, a number of texts from the

Bawit monastery of Apa Apollo are known to have been sold by dealers to various

collections around the world but their provenance has never been securely identified.5

Twenty-six letters and documents purportedly from this monastery and dating from the

VII-IXth C. are now in the Ismailia Museum in Egypt. 6 No details of these papyri are

available at present and so their provenance cannot be verified. However, it has been

established that two Coptic papyri belonging to the Ismailia Museum (mv. 2240 and 2241)

are from the archive of Dioscorus of Aphrodito and therefore can be connected with the

Aphrodito monastery of Apa Apollo.7

§3.3.2.1 OSTRACA BEGINNING WITH THE FORMULA (JIHC TiC?-

The majority of the ostraca found at Bawit which now belong to the Louvre are

delivery chits which employ the introductory formula uINC NCR-, "enquire after". This

formula is also found in a number of unprovenanced ostraca, 8 twenty-four of which were

acquired in 1993 by the Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek.9

Ostraca with the uI NC iCe. - formula mention a number of place names which also

occur in documents examined in this thesis (see, e.g., place names in §4.6). In some cases

there are no other attestations of these place names.

1 See Gaillard 1988.
2Three Coptic papyri in the collection of the Louvre have been published in Boud'hors 1995 and a number

of ostraca from this collection are to be published in MIFAO forthcoming. I am grateful to Mme Anne
Boudhors for sending me details of these papyri and ostraca prior to their publication. Some ostraca from
the Museum of Périgord were published in L'Egvpte en Perigord nos. 114, 115 and possibly 118.

3 1 am grateful to the Louvre Museum for granting me permission to study this material and to Mme
Dominique Bénazeth for supplying me with photographs of the papyri.

4This was noted by Dominique Bénazeth in Spring 1993 (according to the introduction to the ostraca in
MIFAO forthcoming).

5 See Krause 1990 p. 207; Clédat 1910 col. 204 mentions a papyrus found at Bawit which is still
unpublished. See §3.3.2.1 for ostraca which are not in the collection of the Louvre but which may
come from Bawit.

6They are to be published by Professor Martin Krause, see Krause 1993 p. 83.

7 See MacCoull 1992.
8See Tait 1994 for a discussion of this formula and the most up-to-date published list of texts in which it is

featured.
9See CPR XX p. 14 §VI.1).
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§3.3.2.2 DOCUMENTS BEGINNING WITH THE flCNCIWT 11CTC2J

FORMULA

A connection might similarly be made between the Bawit monastery and texts

bearing the introductory formula 11CMCIWT TTCTC2^J (examined in Chapter 8), see §8.1.

It might have been the case that an institution as large and important as the monastery of

Apa Apollo at Bawit had a well-developed internal bureaucracy which employed

administrative techniques, such as ways of drafting documents, which were not used in

other monasteries. 1 These may have been learned in the monastery's educational

programme; no. 100 text 2 may be an attempt at practising the I1CNCIWT flCTC2^d

formula made by a monk of a monastery of Apa Apollo, possibly the one at Bawit.

§3.3.3 MONASTIC RULE AT BA WIT

The type of monastic rule in force at the Bawit monastery remains to be identified.

It has been suggested that the rule of monasteries in Middle Egypt was more highly

specialised from those elsewhere in Egypt. 2 The titles recorded in inscriptions from the

monastery have been analysed but their use is limited. 3 Archaeological evidence, especially

the vestiges of a surrounding wall, suggests that the monastery was essentially a

coenobium.4 There appears to have been a series of cells, chapels, and streets as found in

a coenobitic monastery. 5 It is probable that there were two monasteries on the site, one for

men, and one for women. Evidence for the presence of women at Bawit includes a

depiction of a female monk dressed in the same clothes as male monks, 6 and the title

Mother of the monastery" which occurs in inscriptions.7

If the Monastery of Apa Apollo mentioned in the Greek papyrus from Oxyrhynchus

(see §1.1) is to be identified with the Bawit monastery, it might be possible to comment on

whether it was anti- or pro-Chalcedonian. Apion II's grandfather, Apion I, is famous for

abandoning his monophysite allegiance in favour of Chalcedonian orthodoxy, 8 and the fact

that his family was on good terms with Gregory the Great, the Pope from 590-604 C.E.,

suggests that they never returned to the monophysite faith.

1 Compare the almost exclusive use of the bNOK flCON NN CIC2eJ formula by monks of an Hermopolite
monastery of Apa Apollo, see Chapter 7.

2See Doresse 1970 for a survey of monasteries in Middle Egypt.

3 See Krause and Wessel 1966 cols. 573-574 for claims that the absence of key Pachomian titles, such as
second' (nMC2CMY/&uTcpdpwc), and the presence of non-Pachomian titles in the inscriptions argue

against a Pachomian rule for this monastery. For the title "second", which does in fact occur in these
inscriptions, see Krause 1988 pp. 116-117.

4See Clédat 1910 col. 212, fig. 1257; Torp 1964 pp. 178-185; Krause and Wessel 1966 col. 574; and
Baulig 1984 p.144.

5 Drew-Bear l979a p. 28 describes it as a 'monastère village".

6See Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 p1. 49; and Rassart-Debergh 1993 p. 242 n. 95.

7See Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 nos. 486, 504 and 509.

8See Gascou '985 p. 71, and Hardy 1Q31 p. 27.
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§3.4 THE MONASTERY OF APA APOLLO AT TITKOOH

§3.4.1 THE LOCATION OF TITKOOH

The exact location for the site of this monastery is not known (see Map 3 for an

approximation), but it was further south than the Bawit monastery.' Titkooh (Greek form

Titkois) is attested in over a dozen Greek and Coptic papyri dating from the lind to the

Vilith C. (see Appendix 1 list 3).2 These provide the information that it was situated in

the Koussite kato toparchy, possibly between Sanabu and Meir, in the southern half of the

Hermopolite nome. See §3.2.1 for modern evidence of a monastery of Apa Apollo located

just south of this area, and north of Deir el-Muharraq.

§3.4.2 PUBLISHED SOURCES CONCERNING THE MONASTERY AT

TITKOOH

According to the Life of Phib, which describes the founding of the Monastery of

Apa Apollo at Titkooh (see §3.2.1), a monastery was already in existence when Apollo,

Phib and Papohe arrived at Titkooh, but nothing is known about its original founder. 3 No

other monasteries have been recorded in connection with Titkooh in literary or documentary

sources. Apart from the Life of Phib, only one other Coptic text which mentions the

Titkooh monastery of Apa Apollo has been published: a legal document, no. 20 (mentions

amonk... H^x]n11^,.. ^flOxxW [2IFTflTOOY fITITKOO2C "of Apa Apollo on the mount

of Titkoohe", see §3.9). References to this monastery are also made in a number of Greek

papyri (see Appendix 1 list 2), which have been assigned dates based on palaeographical

criteria from the Vth to VIIth C.4

§3.4.3 UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPTS RELATING TO THE

MONASTERY AT TITKOOH

Two unpublished texts which mention a monastery of Apa Apollo at Titkooh are

presented in this thesis. No. 59 is issued by Menases, the head of the monastery, 5 which

is described as the TO11OC N^fl^ èJIOXXW r 2 l M [I1TOOY?] NTITKO2C 2M rITOUJ

1 See CKA pp. 2077-2080 'Ptoou n-Titkooh.
2 See Calderini Diz. 5 p. 5 "TTKcc; Drew-Bear 1979a pp. 300-301 "TTKi31.c, and CKA p. 2700

"Titkôis', adding the references to this place made in P. Schøyen 89/5 (unpublished, see §2.4.1), P.

Sta. Xyla nos. 511. 8-9, 101. 8 and 191.2; and in R°l. 13 of a Greek papyrus document belonging to a
private collection edited in Husson 1991. For the name Titkooh which has yet to be satisfactorily
explained, see Brunsch 1976 p. 144 and Gascou 1981 p. 220 n. 2.

3 1t is not unusual for a monastery to adopt a new name following an association with an influential
character. Compare Deir Apa Samuel, the monastery on the mount of Benhadab which was perhaps
founded by a certain Peter the Venerable and was renamed after a notable monk Samuel; see di Bitonto-
Kasser 1989 pp. 165-168.

4See CKA pp. 2700 "Titkois", and 2077-2080 "Ptoou n-Titkooh', correcting p. 2078 "Pap. Amhurst"
references to "P. Amsterdam'.

5 See Appendix 1 list 2 nos. I and 2 for an archimandrite of this monastery called Serenos, and no. 10 for
Phoibammon who may also have held this position.
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N .1W (= uMOYN?) MI1NOMOC "monastery (Trroc) of Apa Apollo on [the mount] of

Titkohe in the region of Shmoun (?) of the nome (voii6s')" and it begins with the NOK

fl?CON NN CIC2J formula. No. 1 is an aparchê collection guarantee written by a

MONOXOC Mrioc [(CTOY.^) ^T1e JTOPx 1 xW 2M 11TOOY NTIT[K002 2r-1

liT OQi Nir tij i MO YN Til OxI C M.[(restore TTNOMO C) "monk (i.tovaxdc) of the holy (&yoc)

[(saint) Apa] Apollo on the mount of Tit[kooh in the region of] Shmoun the city (rr6xtc) of

[the nome (voi.tóc)?]". For the possible description of Apa Apollo in this text as 	 r1OC

CTOY^. see §3.5.

A couple of unpublished Coptic papyri may be reconstrcted so as to read [the

monastery of Apa] Apollo on the mount of [Titkooh]: CUL Michael. 823/4 text 1

(^JiOIxxW 2M I1TOOY N[TITKOO2I) (see §2.2), and P CtYBR 1942 (nOJxxW 2M

rTTOY) (see §2.3.2).

The term TOOY is also used in the description of the monastery of Apa Apollo in

no. 7, which suggests that the Titkooh monastery may be intended.' No. 54 refers to a

monastery on the mount (TOOY) of Titkooh whose name is now lost, and it is likely that

this was the Monastery of Apa Apollo. 2 bOY is the Coptic equivalent of poc, 3 and

designates "the mountains and hills above the Nile valley and thus indicates also the desert

generally". 4 This type of site was ideal for monasteries and so the term came to be used to

refer to a single monastery. It is translated as "mount" or "monastery" in this thesis

depending on context.

§3.4.4 CONTACT BETWEEN THE MONASTERIES AT BAWIT AND

TITKOOH

A monk from the monastery at Titkooh may be depicted in a scene accompanied by

the inscription "the holy Apa Pamoun of Didkoohe (.IKOO2C)" from the Bawit

monastery of Apa Apollo. 5 The substitution of for T is a common phonological

phenomenon in Coptic, although it is usually restricted to Greek words.6

A further connection between the monasteries may be made if another inscription

from Bawit is to be interpreted to read "scribe of Titkois" rather than "scribe of Titilamis"

(ypai(l.iaTcic) TmXá1.icuc ).7

1 This text is closely associated with nos. 6 and 8, which may also, therefore, derive from the Titkooh
monastery.

2This interpretation is supported by the .MOK VTSCOM NN CIC2èJ formula which occurs in this text, see
Chapter 7.

3See Cadell and Rdmondon 1967.
4Bal. p. 27; see pp. 27-28 for the use of this term in a monastic sense.

5 See Cledat 1904-1906 p. 154, p1. 92.1, where 'DIAKOOHE" was transcribed, although the plate reveals
that only the top part of the third letter is visible, and that it is more likely to be a . This same word is
transcribed as "Diakobe' in L'Egpte en Périgord p. 52.

6See Ba!. pp. 130-131 §111.Cledatmayalsohavereadax fora. in 1904-1906 p. 121 no.8, where he
records XbJthMOOYC, possibly for TbM^.MOOYC.

7Rea 1985 p. 70 suggests this emendation for Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 p. 110 no. 334 1. 2.
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§3.4.5 MONKS FROM TITKOOH IN THEBES

Evidence that monks from the monastery at Titkooh travelled as far south as Thebes

may be furnished by three graffiti, all of which feature flflfl IW2NNHC

llpM-I-TKOO2C "the Papa lohannes from Titkoohe". 1 Two of them may be the

unpublished graffiti which Kahie described in Ba!. I p. 19 n. 5. They occur with graffiti

which mention other Middle Egyptian place names, such as the Hermopolite Thake (see

§4.4). 2 Other graffiti mention monastic titles such as T1A11^ CON, and flCON and some

relate that the people who wrote them were involved in forced labour. 3 One reads:

IpOY^xWT CTBC[.] rTxOeiC "I did forced labour for the lord/Lord".4

§3.5 DESCRIPTION OF HERMOPOLITE MONASTERIES OF APA

APOLLO IN THE TEXTS

Two published Coptic manuscripts (BL Or. 6201 and 6203, §2.1.1) specify a

Monastery of Apa Apollo N11HC N4jMOYM TIlOXI C "to the south of Shmoun the city",

and it has been assumed that they relate to the Bawit monastery. This location is specified

for the monastery in a further two texts edited in this thesis (nos. 31 and 33), and [2 M

fTTOu1 NUjMOYM TI1OxIC "[in the region] of Shmoun the city (nóxi.c)" may be restored

in a third text (no. 2). The monastery of Apa Apollo mentioned in a guarantee (no. 26)

is situated in the same nome as Telke, i.e. the Hermopolite nome.

The monastery is referred to in a range of different ways. The term Tdnoc is the

most frequent, 6 and it is used for the monastery at Titkooh, and the monasteries in the

Hermopolite nome. The second most common term, p.ova yTiptoV, is used in the four texts

which specify a location for the monastery to the south of Shmoun mentioned above, and

in a text written on the same papyrus as a 11CNIWT 11CTC2^J formula text (no. 100 text

3). A combination of i.iovaariIpov and ciroc is found in one text: MONCTHION

MrTTOI1OC N^1Th ^11OxxW "monastery of the topos of Apa Apollo" (no. 49).

The epithet &yoc "holy" is applied to Apa Apollo in the description of his T6rroc in

nos. 23, 51 and 58, and in P. Duk. mv. C. 4— 1. 1 (TOrTOC MflKIOC	 fl^

ern et a!. 1969-1974 vol. IV,2 nos. 2891 and 2904, and vol. IV,5 no. 3682. The last-cited graftito was

not interpreted by J. (ern as containing the place name Titkooh possibly because the 1- is drawn as an
elaborate Coptic cross.

2 em et al. 1969-1974 vol. IV,3 no. 2892.
et al. 1969-1974 vol. IV,2 nos. 2893, 2894, 2900, 2908, and 2922.

4 ern et a!. 1969-1974 vol. IV,2 no. 2893. Cnim CD p. 6b XWT cites a graffito from the Monastery of
Epiphanius at Thebes which contains a similar phrase.

5Clédat 1910 col. 204 cites a papyrus found at Bawit which mentions flTOflOC N.1Th. flOxxW	 flTOuJ

iulMlDYI1]W.
6For this term referring to the monasteries and churches of a village, see Ba!. no. 187 1. 5 and n. 6 on

p. 601.
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rro>..xw);' and it is combined pleonastically with CTOY^? "which is holy" in one text

(TOnOC MTIOC CTOY. è.11? flOx>W no. 3). This phrase also occurs in no.

2 and may possibly be restored in no. 1, which relates to the Titkooh monastery. The term

M (literally "place", see §4.6) is used to mean "monastery" in two texts (nos. 21

(<M>e.) and 50) edited in this thesis, and also in Ryl. 284 v0 I. 3•2

In two texts references are made to a "monk of Apa Apollo" (nos. 35 and 47).3

For the use of the term TOOY in texts in this thesis and in the description of the

monastery of Apa Apollo in no. 7, see §3.4.3.

No. 39 mentions a building called the MOO HHI "big house" which may perhaps be

identified as part of an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo.

§3.6 BACKGROUND TO THE ECONOMIC POSITION OF

MONASTERIES IN EGYPT (vHth-VIIIth C.)

The first half of the Vllth C. is dominated by the struggle between three empires for

control of Egypt. Byzantine rule was temporarily interrupted by the Persians (619-

629/630), before being replaced once and for all by the Arabs.5

Following the Arab conquest, which began in 639 C.E. and was completed a few

years later,6 there was a "honeymoon" period before the effects of the Caliphate's policies

were fully felt. 7 Large scale colonisation by Muslims did not take place until the Abbasid

period (750 C.E. onwards), which is when Copts converted to Islam in greater numbers

than before. Prior to these developments, Christian Egyptians greatly outnumbered the

small Muslim elite which ruled them.8

Around the time of the Umayyad Caliph 'Abd al-Malik (A.H. 65/685 C.E. - A.H.

86/705 C.E.), when 'Abd al-'Aziz ibn Marwan was governor of Egypt, there was a general

reorganization of fiscal administration and the poll-tax was imposed on monks for the first

time. 9 This move was partly a response to the numbers of people who had joined

'See MacCoull 1983 P . 137-138. This epithet is also used of Apa Apollo when describing the
ioL'a(TTIp 1OV (rather than oiioc as in the texts in this thesis) at Bala'izah, see Ba!. nos. 102 11. 1-2 and
125 11. 3-4, 152 1. 3.

2See Crum CD p. 153a Mb.

3For a parallel, compare the designation of a monk as ririe .MOYTT in no. 37 1. 18.
4See Aitheim-Stiehl 1992.
5 For a general overview and bibliography of pre-Arab Conquest and Early Islamic Egypt, see Chnstides

1993.
6See Morimoto 1981 p. 2 for a list of events and dates.

7Simonsen 1988 pp. 8 1-84 analyses the treatment of the Egyptian population by the Arabs during and after

the conquest.
8See Kennedy 1993 p. 161b.

9See Simonsen 1988 pp. 98-99.
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monasteries in order to escape the poll-tax. Previously the monasteries had only been liable

for taxes on any land they owned, although some had been granted tax-free status.1

It was not long after this that Christians in high administrative positions were

ousted by Muslims and Arabic replaced Greek and Coptic as the language of

administration. 2 Copts were still employed in fiscal administration on a local level,

however, until the early Abbasid period.3

Private means became necessary for monks in order to meet their new tax-

responsibilities, since the traditional monastic crafts such as mat-weaving, and rope- and

basket-making did not generate enough income. Wealthy monks were taken into

monasteries,4 and poor ones were forced to live beyond the monastery's precincts with

their families. 5 Some monks tried to flee in order to escape taxation, 6 and in order to

prevent this, passports were required for any one who wished to travel. The first Coptic

revolt took place in A.H. 107/725-726 C.E. following the new tax measures of the director

of finances, 'Ubayd Allah, and revolts continued to occur well into the 'Abbasid period.

There is documentary evidence for the financial difficulties which monks faced in

the Vilith C. Kahle believed that the sum of over eighty-eight solidi to be paid in taxes in

one year by the Bala'izah monastery of Apa Apollo (Ba!. no. 290) was extraordinarily high

for an institution reliant on sales of handiwork and financial contributions from its members

in order to survive. 7 Financial burdens affected the behaviour of some monastic

organisations: there are examples of cases in which monasteries sold monastic offices in

order to raise capital. 8 Land and other property may also have been relinquished in order to

pay taxes.9

§3.7 MONKS AS TAX PAYERS

Monastic poll-tax documents beginning with the 11CNCIWT flCTC2J formula are

discussed at §8.7.1.

Four unpublished tax demands addressed to monks of the monastery of Apa Apollo

("to the south of Shmoun" specified in two of them) are presented in this thesis (nos. 31-

1 The HP states that the number of monasteries which were exempt from tax outnumbered those that were
taxed, see Morimoto 1975 p. 121.

2See Christides 1993 p. 159b.
3 Frantz-Murphy 1984 p. 133.

4Gascou 199 lb p. 1639 notes that monasteries were in any case cautious of taking in people in financial
difficulty.

5See Hengstenberg 1935 p. 359.

6See Hengstenberg 1934 p.93 n. 2.

7BaI. p. 42.
8 C. Schmidt 1932 published an undertaking by a would-be superior to be responsible for paying the

Monastery of Apa Mena's taxes, if necessary from his own pocket. For this practice possibly at the
Monastery of Apa Apollo at Bala'izah, see Ba!. pp. 41-42. On simony, see Meinardus 1991.

9Sales of property by the Monastery of Phoibammon at Thebes are referred to in KRU 13, 18, and 19; and
in KRU 15 a house donated to the Monastery of Victor ic sold.
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33 are Coptic and no. 47 is Greek; see §6.2). Three of them (nos. 31-33) may have

been issued to monks at the Bawit monastery (see §2.8).

The tax in question can be ascertained in nos. 33 and 47 as the dêmosion

(6iii6tov). 1 This tax may be reconstructed in no. 32, in which only the final -on is

preserved at this point, although [Irpc]0M (6idypaqov) "poll-tax" is also possible.

Dêmosion is the equivalent of the Arabic jizya which describes public money-taxes

(XpuatKà 6iiócta). 2 Land-tax (61llIóna 'yflc), poll-tax (&dypaovMv6puiáç), and

maintenance (payments made to Arab officials) (6arrdvi) were all covered by the term

dê,nosion.

The payment of dêmosion is also mentioned in a renunciation (r1oTa'yrI) of

property (no. 49) drawn up by a monk of a monastery of Apa Apollo, possibly in the first

half of the Vilith C. This document was issued to the dikaion of the monastery, through

the agency of the archimandrite, see §3.13. Since the monk was unable to administer one

of his two pieces of property, probably because of financial difficulties, the dika ion

assigned one of them to another monk who became responsible for its dê,nosion. The

monk who renounced the property did not receive any payment; presumably being relieved

of the burden of the dêinosion payment was reward enough, although, if he tried to sue the

dikaion or the new owner in order to reclaim his property he would be liable to pay fifty

solidi. It is impossible now to assess the value of the property although the fact that it

featured a cistern indicates that it was a desirable plot. It is, however, often the case in

property transfers as well as other financial transactions that the penalty for default was

double the price originally paid.3

The corn tax (tf3oXij) is mentioned in a document written to a monk of a monastery

of Apa Apollo (no. 48); this may be compared with a published Greek papyrus receipt

for the einbolê-payment made by monks of a monastery of Apa Apollo, possibly in the

Arab period.5

In an account of wine expenditure which may relate to an Hermopolite monastery of

Apa Apollo, no. 37, the shaliou of Ptêne, 6 is credited with three separate payments of

boiled wine (qsp.a), two listed on the same day (11. 4, 12 and 15). Since the title of shaliou

'This tax is mentioned frequently in documents from the Bala'izah monastery of Apa Apollo, see references
listed in the index on Ba!. p. 850.

2See Morimoto 1981 pp. 60-61, and Simonsen 1988 chapter 9, especially pp. 85-90.
3This is the case in the five BL papyri relating to a monastery of Apa Apollo to the south of Shmoun, see

§2.1.1. In BL Or. 6203 (which is dated to 833 C.E.), for example, a penalty of six solidi is to be paid
when the property in question is worth three solidi (11. 41-44 and II. 65-66, see MacCoull 1994a pp. 142-
144). In contrast, see Boulard 1913 p. 63 for a table showing the range of penalties recorded in Coptic
sales contracts from Djeme, none of which is double the property price. One of the documents listed
(KRU 4) contains a penalty of thirty-six solidi for property worth just one solidus.

4For this tax in Coptic documents, see, exx., Ba!. index p. 851 s.v. poXij; BKU III no. 467; BM nos.
605 (cMnoY> 11. 6 and 8) and 1179; Ry!. nos. 127, 188, 226 n. 13, and 319; and CPR IV no. 2 which
gives further references.

5 See SB VI 9144, which was dated in the ed. pr. to 589 CE.
6See Bal. p. 740 n. (9) for a list of occuffences of this title and analysis; see also Crum CD p. 561a

q^xio y and Herni. pp. 58-59.
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can apply to local officials involved in the collection of taxes and other levies,' and boiled

wine was among the items requisitioned by the Arab administration as provisions for the

cursa, 2 this text may provide further proof of the financial demands made on the monastery

by their rulers. 3 In no. 86, a flCNI WI 11CTC2I formula document, a payment which

includes greens is to be made by someone from Te gnê (see §4.11) to men who may

belong to a shaliou.

A shaliou named Papa Anoup is mentioned in another 11CNCIWT 11CTC2d

formula document, this time addressed to the 'brothers of the poll-tax", no. 65. The title

Papa suggests that Anoup may have belonged to a monastery, possibly the one in which

this text was written. Shalious are attested in inscriptions from the Monastery of Apa

Apollo at Bawit,4 which is a possible place of origin for no. 65. One of these inscriptions

shows how the title uj>I OY could be hereditary and and held by someone with the title

KaOIVY1TTlc "teacher": 5 iKTW	 KOYI fluj?x'>JOY' flu.JC NFfllUJ[?x]x1OFYl

[11C]KJT2YKHTKC MflYHT "Victor the younger, the	 OY, son of the

uJxI OY, the teacher of Bawitlthe monastery".6

Kahle has equated the title shaliou with the Greek term pistikos (rruYTlK6c),7 for

which he has identified a specific taxation-related usage in Coptic texts. 8 The "brothers of

the pistikos" are addressed in P. CtYBR mv. 1824, a ITCNCIWT rTCTC2?J formula text

(summarised at §8.8), and monks with this title from the Monastery of Apa Apollo at

Bawit issue two uINC iiCe- formula ostraca (MIFAO forthcoming nos. 63 and 64, see

§3.3.2(.1)). In some Coptic papyri from the Lansing Collection (see §2.8) a TTUYTtKdc

called Enoch who may have been attached to the Bawit monastery is responsible for issuing

wine (see §3.11).

'They may also work directly for the Arab governor (cni.q3ouXoc), as evidenced in e.g., BM EA 10131, an
unpublished Coptic papyrus (noted in Bal. p. 740 n. (9)), which mentions MC u b x i 0 Y 1

FInCYMbOYXIOCI (see §2.8).

2 See P. Apoll. Ano no. 30, in which the pagarch is required to send boiled wine for this purpose; and P.
Lond. IV index p. 622 for numerous occurrences of &liiwa in documents from Aphrodito. In Herm. 16,
an Vilith C. papyrus, in which cxei is credited with 1005 kollatha of boiled wine (iia) in an
account written by apresbyteros and oikonornos.

3 1t is not impossible that the monastery was in debt to the shaliou and that repayment was made in boiled
wine. In Ba!. no. 102 an Arab i.xio'r, Amrou, has loaned the dikaion of the Bala'izah monastery of
Apa Apollo eight gold solidi for its 6i-6ov payment.

4Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 p. 126 nos. 432 (Kipec nqe.>xioY), and 434 11. 1-2.

5 Wietheger 1992 p. 283 states that by the title Kae1yy1T1jc 'versteht man einen Lehrer im religiosen
Bereich, and gives four examples from the Monastery of Apa Jeremias at Saqqara. This title is found in
two other Bawit inscriptions: Clédat 1904-1906 p. 108 no. 8 (rioy n KOYI fluWu nKeHKHTHC), and
Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 p. 118 no. 3901.2 (e.riorT nuou r1KeHKH11(Mc1).

6Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 p. 126 no. 434 11. 1-2.
7 Bal. p. 740 n. 9.
8 i SPP X no. 29 a ntcJTK6c is a spokesman for the Arab administration on tax-collection. The title

I1LOTIKOc can mean a confidential agent, and is found in Greek and Coptic papyri dating from the Ilird -
VilIth C., see Preisigke Wb. II col. 308 and Supp!. I s.v.; and also CPR VIII no. 85 p. 236 n. to 1. 2. It
occurs in the following Coptic papyri: CPR IV nos. 22c 1. 8, 66 1. 1, 67 1. 1; P. Lond. IV nos. 1496,
1514, 1542, 1544, 1584, 1588 and 1600 (in this last document it appears to be applied to a woman); and
in an inscription and papyrus from Saqqara, see Wietheger 1992 p. 277.
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Another tax-official, the topoteretes, is perhaps the person who issues no. 41,

possibly to someone from a monastery of Apa Apollo. Greek papyrus documents from

Apollonos Ano demonstrate the different roles played by the topoteretes in financial,

judicial and police affairs, and also his general responsibility for the administration of the

Dux in his absence. 1 In a text transcribed by Kahie from the Green collection, CMAA

Green "30" (see §2.6), someone is described as an CI1ICKO11OC YW flT?11OTPHTHC.

It seems likely that rr(Konoc should be translated literally as "overseer" rather than as

"bishop" in this document.

§3.8 MONKS AS OWNERS OF PROPERTY

In a traditional view which is supported by some literary sources, monasteries are

peopled by ascetics who have renounced all of their property in order to become the type of

disciple defined by Jesus in Luke 14:33 "So therefore, whoever of you does not renounce

all that he has cannot be my disciple". 2 Documentary evidence, however, demonstrates

that this was not always the case and that monks could be richer in terms of property than

many people living the IOC NKOCMIKON "wordly life".3

This is shown by the documents in which individual monks of a monastery of Apa

Apollo give loans to lay people, see §3.9. Even in coenobitic foundations which followed

an apotactic rule, such as that established by Pachom, concessions were made. 4 In VC 6,

an Vilith C. document which is concerned with the entry of a monk into a monastery, the

renunciation of property is not mentioned.

Documents show that monks may have given donations to their monastery and

other charitable causes, but that they needed to retain a certain amount of income to live

on. 5 In CLT 11. 66, a monk called Moses declares that his monastery has given back to

him for his Xpl NCWMTIKON, "bodily needs", a third of the twenty solidi he originally

donated to it. Evidence for the wealth of some monks is provided by the substantial wills

they left, sometimes bequeathing to offspring produced during their earlier life in wordly

society. 6 It was not uncommon for a man to leave his family in mid- to late life in order to

join a religious order. 7 A Coptic marriage contract, Ba!. no. 152, shows how a man in this

1 Simonsen 1988 p. 116 n. 35 cites P. Apoll. Ano nos. 9, 11, 16. 23, 46, and 51; see also nos. 13, 18 and
28, and P. Apoll. copt. no. 99, which is described in MacCoull 1988 p. 144.

2The relevant sources on the position of monks on the ownership of property are dealt with in Krause 1958
pp. 43-62, and 1985a. See also Brunsch 1987 P. 116 + n. 18.

3 See Bagnall 1993 p. 298 who mentions some IV-Vth C. examples from Greek papyri, and Gascou 199 lb
p. 1639. The term ioc 11K0CMIK0rI is used, e.g., in CLT 11. 16.

4See Krause 1985a pp. 122-123.
5 See CLT 1 (noting especially 1. 29) and 2.

6See KRU 67, in which a monk bequeaths property to his son (II. 27 and 102 ff.).

7 See Ba!. p. 570. After a successful career, Dioscorus of Aphroditos father, Apollos, founded a monastery
and stayed there for the rest of his life; see Keenan 1984 for an outline of his life.
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position might maintain contact with his family and even bring them into his monastery for

an important occasion.

§3.9 MONKS OF APA APOLLO INVOLVED IN FINANCIAL DEALINGS

Monks can be viewed as economically inviable and a burden to society: A.H.M.

Jones referred to them as "idle mouths, living upon offerings".' However several

published documents show how comparatively wealthy monks from the Tit.kooh monastery

of Apa Apollo contributed to society by providing "banking" facilities for lay people.2

Four Greek papyri feature monks from this monastery who give credit to people from

villages in the Hermopolite nome (P. Sta. Xyla 5, 8, 10, and 18). Three Greek documents

concern loans arranged with the archimandrite of this monastery which are to be repaid in

wine (with deferred delivery) (P. Amst. I 47 and 48; and SB XVI 1240l), and one in

wheat (SB VI 9051). In a Coptic guarantee (no. 20), a woman from Tahrouj in the

Hermopolite nome, promises to repay her debt to a monk of this monastery.

In no. 26 a villager promises to repay a debt to a monk of a monastery of Apa

Apollo. The details of the commodity owed are not preserved but the debt is to be repaid in

Mesore, at the end of the main wheat harvest. Debts to monks of a monastery of Apa

Apollo are to be repaid in kind in nos. 21 and 22.

Evidence that alternative credit systems were employed by monks is provided by

no. 36, in which a reference is made to some items which have been pledged with a monk

of a monastery of Apa Apollo.

In two documents, monks of a monastery of Apa Apollo arrange loans of money

between themselves, for just under three solidi in no. 25, and five solidi in no. 51. The

creditor is not known for no. 24 in which a monk of this monastery has borrowed the

small sum of t'ifteenfolles. In no. 53 a monk whose monastery may have been that of Apa

Apollo borrows half a solidus from a monk from the Monastery of Apa Mena, for which

see § 4.1. There are no examples of the monastery, as an institution, borrowing money as

the monastery of Apa Apollo at Bala'izah was forced to do in order to pay its taxes (Ba!.

nos. 102 and 103).

§3.10 THE MONASTERY AS A LANDOWNER

Monasteries often acquired land and other property from generous benefactors; in

some cases they grew sufficiently wealthy from their estates to generate the capital needed

for further land acquisition. Unpublished texts excavated at the Bawit monastery are

'A.H.M. Jones 1964 p. 933.

2Gascou 1991b p. 1641a.
3 SB XVI 12267 (Appendix 1 list 2 no. 11) is a similar document arranged between a monk of this

monastery and a man from a nearby village, Sentryphis.
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described as giving details of rents and taxes for land owned by the monastery in the VIIth

C.'

Land was often given as a donatio mortis causa by people to churches and

monasteries with the stipulation that their family was to be allowed to lease it back by

means of an emphyteutic contract. 2 Such donations were a good way of making an

endowment and securing the patronage of a religious institution. Emphyteutic leases,3

which may be designated by the term pactum, 4 were commonly offered for land owned by

monasteries and churches.5

The term pactum occurs in a number of documents edited in Chapter 5 which are

concerned with aparchê collection (see §5.3 and 5.4). In no. 40, which has the title

"balance of pacta", an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo is listed together with other

institutions and individuals, each of which is assigned an amount of corn representing their

pactum payment. Unfortunately the name of the village to which this account relates is not

extant, but it was most probably in the Hermopolite area to judge from the entries it

contains. They include a monastery of Apa Anoup, a topos of Kames, "the holy church"

(which may be identified as the Basilica at el-Ashmunein), and twenty-eight individuals,

some clerical, with occupational titles ranging from baker to priest.

The term pactum also occurs in no. 28 in which monks of a monastery of Apa

Apollo rent land in Senesla from their monastery which they will effectively own for the

rest of their natural lives. The monastery is said to have "exchanged" (cXXchrnav) this land

with "the men of Senesla" which suggests that it may have been public land. A similar

situation may be documented in no. 27, in which the council of Pôrahêu sells land from a

meadow to an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo. Together these two transactions

illustrate the threat posed by monasteries to rural society as possessors of large estates,

absorbing the property of smaller landowners.6

The practice of a monastery renting out cells to monks is illustrated in the five BL

papyri from a monastery of Apa Apollo to the south of Shmoun discussed at §2.1.1. In

no. 49, which is discussed above at §3.7, a monastery of Apa Apollo has assigned land

to monks who are then responsible for paying its dê,nosion.

'According to Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 p. xvi.
2Wipszycka 1969 p. 189 n. 2 rejects the view expressed in Johnson and West 1949 p. 73 that landowners

who could not afford to pay their land taxes gave their land to religious institutions and then leased it
back. I am grateful to Professor Roger Bagnall for discussing this point with me.

3 See the references given in Sijpesteijn and de Wit 1992 p. 57 n.3.

4See Steinwenter 1955 p. 38; Johnson and West 1949 p. 73; and Gascou 1985 pp. 7-8, 13 n. 58 and 14-15.
For examples of texts in which monks and clerics are involved with pactum, see CPR IV nos. 120, and

146-152.
5 See Wipszycka 1972 p. 36; Dilwyn Jones 1981 pp. 195-197 discusses monastic land leases.

6Compare the behaviour of monasteries in the later Byzantine Empire as documented in Charanis 1948,
noting the measures taken by the Byzantine emperor Nicephorus Phocas in 964 CE. discussed in pp. 54-
60.
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§3.11 WINE EXPENDITURE IN THE MONASTERY

No. 37, an account of monastery expenditure of wine, provides an insight into the

part played by wine in the day-to-day expenses incurred in a monastery. "Our (great)

father" (possibly the head of the monastery), 1 a presbyter, the church, and a monk from the

monastery of Apa Anoup are assigned wine along with a number of lay people, ranging

from a local official entitled the shaliou (see §3.7) to symmachoi and smiths (although the

latter may in fact be monks, see §3.14).

Nos. 38 and 39 belong to a series of twelve unpublished wine accounts and

receipts from the Lansing Collection in the BM (see §2.8), ten or eleven of which were

issued by someone called Enoch. In no. 39 1. 2, Enoch is called a pistikos (see §3.7 for

this title). Four of them are written on the back of tax demands, two of which are complete

enough to show that they were issued to monks of a monastery of Apa Apollo (nos.

32/38 and 31/39, and BM EA 1012S(B) and 10136(A)). The documents are written in

two different hands, one of which is smaller and more cursive than the other and six of

them are dated to the month of Phaophi (BM EA 10140(B), 10453, 10454(B), 10456,

10459, and 10461). The amounts of wine are always given in knidia or kollatha.

One further example of a tax demand papyrus recycled by an Hermopolite

monastery of Apa Apollo for use as a wine-related document may be provided by the text

written on the back of no. 33. The nature of this document is not certain but it records

amounts in knidia of a commodity which is not now extant.

In no. 35 a monk of a monastery of Apa Apollo writes to a woman asking her to

sell him some wine. A possible source for the wine consumed in, and dispensed by, a

Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo is Tiloj, a place in the Faiyum which a couple of

ostraca from Bawit mention as a source of wine. 2 This place is assigned for aparchê

collection on behalf of the monastery of Apa Apollo in no. 15; details of the payment to be

exacted are not preserved but it may well have been made in wine.

See §8.15 for 11MCIWT flCTC2?J formula documents which involve wine

payments.

§3.12 OTHER ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

No. 29 illustrates how the monastery could capitalise on its resources by leasing

out its utilities. 3 Three monks (including a presbyter, and a notarius) are involved in a lease

agreement on behalf of the monastery for two hundred and fourteen beehives. A beekeeper

from Thake is given an assurance by the monks about his rights as the lessee. Another bee-

'This could also refer to the founder of the monastery, in which case this entry might concern the wine to
be provided for celebrations of his feast day.

2S MJFAO forthcoming nos. 35 1. 2 and 75 11. 4 and 6.

3 See the introductory comments to no. 21 in which it is suggested that the monastery may have leased
out an oil press.
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keeper is mentioned, whose good conduct the monks vouchsafe possibly because he has

been responsible for the beehives whilst they were still the property of the monastery. The

suitability of the Hermopolite nome for beekeeping is attested by the fact that

McXoupyv, a place in the Patre kato toparchy, literally means "of beekeepers".'

In no. 28 the monastery buys up land which needs to be artificially irrigated and

which is sold off by villagers who presumably do not have the necessary hydraulic

equipment to make it profitable themselves. This shows how a large institution with

superior resources could profit from the financial insecurity of smaller landowners.

No. 34 shows how the monastery was involved in sending two .tadpi-ta

annually to a village. The basis of this arrangement is obscure but it is probable that the

monastery donated these textiles. In some cases monasteries may have had the best

facilities for textile production in their locality and so were the main suppliers of linen and

other woven goods. 2 See §8.15 for evidence of monastic textile production, including the

manufacture and marketing of rugs, in documents with the I1CMCIWT I1CTC2^J formula.

No. 57 isJetter, dated to the feast day of Apa Victor, 3 from a monk of a monastery

of Apa Apollo to fellow monks of the same monastery in which "fresh grain" may be

mentioned. An impression of the size of the monastery is conveyed by the fact that the main

purpose of the letter is to summon the addressees to the writer.

§3.13 ADMINISTRATION OF THE MONASTERY

A range of monastic and ecclesiastical titles occur in the texts. A head of the

monastery of Apa Apollo at Titkooh, Menases (MHNCHC) is described as TIWT

NI1TOI1OC "father of the monastery (T6rtoc)" (no. 59).4 The same title may be applied to

Georgios and Daniel, the heads of an unspecified monastery of Apa Apollo mentioned in

nos. 28 1. 3 and 49 11. 2-3. The title dpxiav8 p(T c is found in four texts edited in this

thesis: 6 (nos. 23 (Theodoros), 28 1. 3 (Georgios), no. 100 text 3 (Zacharias), and no.

49 (Daniel)). In the five BL legal papyri dated to the mid-IXth C. discussed at §2.1.1 the

following archimandrites of the Monastery of Apa Apollo to the south of Shmoun are

mentioned: Apa Ammonios (BL Or. 6203 11. 21-22), Apa Joseph (BL Or. 6203 11. 15-16),

'See CKA pp. 1630-163 1 Melissourgôn"; see Chouliara-Raios 1989 PP. 94-95 for toponyms such as
M€Xwoupyw, which may have denoted places where apiculture flourished.

2See Wipszycka 1991c for monastic textile production, and Ep. I pp. 67-75 for evidence of weaving at the
Monastery of Epiphanius.

3Feast days of saints called Victor include the 5th Choiak, and the 4th and 27th Pharmouthi, see Wietheger
1992 p. 223.

4See Krause 1988 pp. 115-116 no. 1 for this title in inscriptions from Bawit.

5 This title can also be applied to the head of the monastery of Apa Apollo at Bala'izah (see Ba!. index p.
832). The title IWT iflTOOY is used in a papyrus relating to the Aphrodito monastery of Apa Apollo (see
MacCoull 1993c pp. 37-38 no. 12 (transcription made by Crum) 1. 1, noting that the first two lines of
this text given there differ from those quoted by KaNe in Ba!. p. 21 ( ri^n& loI1MMwM rT1WT

MI1TODY IM].flè JTOXXW)).

6See Wietheger 1992 pp. 269-270.
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Apa Peheu (BL Or. 62041. 66), and Apa Shenute (Senouthios) (BL Or. 6201 11. 15-16 and

6202 11. 15-16).

The head is given the title upocwc in one document (no. 27 1. 3 (Athanase)),1

and may be referred to as flCNIIOÔ HIWT our great father" as well as I1CN1WT 'our

father" in a wine account (no. 37). These last two terms may also be used of the founder

of the monastery, as T1CMMOÔ M1WT does in no. 57.

The head of the monastery is the focal point of the dikaion of the monastery and all

communication with this body is channelled through him (nos. 23, 28, 30 and 49).2 The

term dikaion refers to the ius corporis (juridical body) of the monastery, 3 and is to be

distinguished from the terms diakonia (&aKova) and dioikesis (&oiinc). Apart from the

basic concept of "service", diakonia may mean the place in the monastery where food was

prepared, the body responsible for the goods and finances of the monastery, or the

community of the monastery as a whole. 4 In two of the aparchê collection documents

edited in this thesis, "father(s) of the diakonia" play a financial role (see §5.7). In two of

the five legal papyri from a monastery of Apa Apollo to the south of Shmoun discussed at

§2.1.1, BL Or. 6201 11. 41-42 and 6203 11. 49-50, the dioikesis of the diakonia

(jYrHcIc MTIKOMI) appears to be the department responsible for handling the

monastery's business interests.5

Two different words for "priest" are used in the texts, the most common being

TTpc31TCpOc which is translated "presbyter". 6 This title is also held by the heads of the

monastery of Apa Apollo mentioned in the five BL Coptic legal papyri (see §2.1.1).

No. 27 features a icpci.c and a rrpar3iFrcpoc (11. 1 and 10) which indicates that a

distinction was made between the two terms. The former is rarely found in Christian

contexts, being associated chiefly with pagan and Judaic culture, and is used in the Old

'See Krause 1988 p. 116 no. 2 for this title in inscriptions from Bawit. Kahie believed this term for the
superior of a monastery to be rare in non-literary texts north of Assiut, at least before the IXth C., see
Bal. pp. 32-33. It was the title usually given to the head of the monastery of Bala'izah (see Bal. p. 32),
apxqJav6ptTflc and MOO MPWMC being less common. Known heads of this monastery are as follows:
Abraham (Ba!. nos. 109, 110, and 205); Ammone (see Ba!. index p. 816); Damianos (Bal. no. 125); Apa

Kyre (Ba!. no. 102); Psa (Bal. nos.103 and 104); and another may have been called Michael or Mena
(Ba!. no. 303A).

2Similarly see Ba!. nos. 100, 102, 103, 106 and 109; BM 1049 and 1055; CPR IV 146-147, 151 and 195;
and Rvl. 166, 181, 201 and 220. A couple of unpublished examples are BL Or. 6201 B273 and 277 (see
§ 2.1).

3 See Wipszycka 1991b.
4See Wipszycka 1991a and Wietheger 1992 pp. 272-273 for a discussion of the possible meanings of

6aKov(a; in Ba!. p. 39 Kahle mentions the use of this term in no. 1.

5 Krause 1958 section 4: "Die Verfassung des Apa Apollon-Klosters zu Bawit" interprets the term
6LoLKll otc as referring to the bank of a monastery into which monks deposit their property; he also
discusses this term together with ötaKovCa and &Iatov.

6 For this title in inscriptions from Bawit, see Clédat 1904-1906 pp. 44 and 46 and Maspero and Drioton
1932-1943 pp. 116 (no. 381) and possibly 149 (no. 533 ( n lP CCYTC P OC ]) ) . The Egyptian word for
'priest', OYHI1, also occurs, see Clédat 1904-1906 p. 109 no. 15 1. 3 and Maspero and Dnoton 1932-
1943 p. 11.

7This is also the case with some heads of the Monastery of Jeremias at Saqqara, see Wietheger 1992 p. 276
rTpcCYTCpOC. Note that the title pc is not found this monastery.
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Testament; the latter appears in the New Testament, describing people engaged in the

ministry of the Christian faith.

Below priests in the ecclesiastical cursus honorum are deacons (&cKcv), several of

whom are mentioned. 1 In no. 10 a deacon may be involved in aparchê collection, see

§ 5.7.

Amongst the routine monastic titles ?J1, 2 fl^.fl , Isovaxdc, and CON, one term,

fl?CON, stands out. This literally means "my brother" but it is to be interpreted as

"brother" without personal meaning when it lacks concord. 4 This semantic shift is

paralleled in many languages, compare "monsieur" in French, 5 and its usage is indicated in

this thesis by translating it as "brother (flCON)". The title 1TCNCI WT "our father" is used

in the same way in the ITCNCTWT 11CTC2^J formula texts, see Chapter 8.6 The title

flCON is most common in inscriptions from Bawit, 7 but it also occurs in texts from

Bala'izah, 8 Saqqara,9 and Wadi Sarga;'° it is also found elsewhere in Egypt but is less

common. 1 ' It features in texts beginning with the formula NOK flCON NN CIC2I, see

Chapter 7. Kahle thought that flCON "merely signifies that the person is in monastic

orders", 12 and this interpretation has been followed in this thesis. Krause (1958 p. 216),

however, has attributed a special significance to the title, claiming that it is applied to "half-

monks". These retained their money and profession on entering a monastery in order to be

able to pay their taxes, whereas "full-monks" kept their property "on account" in the

I 01 K H C IC (&oK1c), and were labelled apotactic because they were rich enough not to

have to work to pay their taxes.13

1 A number of deacons are named in inscriptions from Bawit, see Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 index G

p. 171. Note that incorrect references to this title in Clédat 1904-1906 are given in Dilwyn Jones 1981 p.
127.

2See Cannuyer 1993 pp. 68-70.
3 See §3.7 for the possibility that someone with this title held the office of shaliou.
4See Crum CD p. 343a cUrl; Quibell 1909 p. 28 ni; and Wietheger 1992 p. 278 "corl/cwrle/criH y '. A

good example of this title used without concord may be found in the dedication to a deceased monk by
flbCON J1TPCèC rreqcori "brother (ncoN) Antreas, his brother" on a funerary stela which also
mentions the triad of Apollo, Phib and Anoup, published by Bouriant 1884 p. 63 no. 3.

5Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 p. 49 n. 3 notes this parallel.

6See Crum CD pp. 87a. Another parallel, nec flC2 AMIèMC 'my scribe the scribe Damiane', may
be found in an unpublished papyrus, BL Or. 6201 B 32 (see §2.1).

7 See Krause 1988 p. 119 no. 10.
8j Bal. nos. 106, 160 and 303A.
9See Wietheger 1992 p. 278 'coriicwrie/cimY".

1 °It occurs in WS 166 (see Appendix 2 text A) and a number of other published texts according to WS
p. 17; it also appears in unpublished material in the BM: on two jar labels BM EA WS 69889 i
nbcorl(; and WS 70018 nec'o 1 (Nl; and on a bowl WS 70169 TThCOM B.TTh MpKOC.

11 Dilwyn Jones' (1981 p. 108 n. 25) statement that flCOM is used passim at the Monastery of Jeremias at
Saqqara, as elsewhere in Egypt, should be modified. There are also examples of this title from the
Monastery of Epiphanius, and in graffiti from the Theban region, see ern et al. 1969-1974 vol. IV,2
no. 2893, vol. IV,4 nos. 3402 and 3420 c-d, although some of these may have been written by people
from Middle Egypt, including Titkooh, see §3.4.5.

12Ba1. pp. 579-580.
130n apotactic -'onasticism, see Krause 1985a.
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Some monks have specific liturgical functions, 1 such as psalmodist (&saxiu6óc)

(nos. 6 and possibly 1O), 2 or lector (pqWu no. 38). The title oY2 q , which has

been interpreted as "liturgical functionary, acolyte (?)", and which is only attested at

Bawit, is found in two texts, nos. 7 and 1O. In the latter text this title may be held by a

deacon (see commentary to this text for details). In one inscription from the Bawit

Monastery of Apa Apollo, 6 two 4iao have people with the title oY^2 q assigned to

them; in another, 7 CCMCWN the OY21 is listed together with a pqwu "lector". 8 See

§5.7 for psalmodists and ouahfs involved in aparchê collection.

The title C2 "scribe" is ascribed to the 1TOC(YT( c of the monastery of Apa Apollo

in no. 27, and to monks from the monastery in nos. S and 51. This title has been

translated in this thesis as "scribe", which is its basic meaning. It may also be used to

designate a teacher or master (including a master craftsman, see no. 48 for someone who

may be a "master caulker"), or as a title of respect.9

The title "great brothers" is discussed in §5.7; and "brothers of the poll-tax

(àv6putóc)" and "brothers of the pistikos" in §8.8. An otherwise unattested title, CNHY

Mno^>..2pe "brothers of the food-gatherer", occurs in no. 37 in which they are assigned

a payment of wine.

In a property renunciation document, no. 49, a certain Apa Phoibamon (who

presumably belonged to the monastery of Apa Apollo) is designated as "the one (in

charge?) of the judgment (àu6Kpuc)" (1. 20). One of his duties is to accompany one of the

witnesses to the document, the headman of Senesla, to the property which is under

judgment (11. 19-20).

A monk is described in no. 29 as a notarius (voTdptoc) which may be translated

as "notary" or "secretary", 1 ° and he is involved in arranging a lease of beehives. In a

1 See Wipszycka 1993 for the "minor orders' to which psalmodists and lectors belong.

2See Wipszycka 1993 pp. 205-208 for psalmodists. This title is attested in inscriptions at Bawit, see
Cledat 1904-1906 p.150, and 1916 p. 36 no. 53; and Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 pp. 18,72 and 112
(nos. 350-352).

3 See Wipszycka 1993 pp. 194-205 for the role of lectors in the Egyptian church, and 212-215 for illiterate
lectors. This title occurs in inscriptions from Bawit, see Maspero and Dnoton 1932-1943 index p. 171
s.vv. pcwu and avayvuoTllc, and Clédat 1916 p. 31 (no. XVIII. 5 J1.FMWCTHC).

4See Crum CD p. 508b; Westendorf, KH p. 285 interprets it as "em liturgisches Amt (dem Psalmodisten
beigegeben)". Note that o'q is recorded as a form of ozseq Crum CD 509a "bark, growl" of dog,
which is not appropriate here; it could perhaps be interpreted as a form of OY^2MCq, see Crum CD p.
SlOb "answerer, interpreter". Drioton (in Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 p. 115 n. 2) derived 0 Y 2 q
from OYW2 add.

5Clédat 1904-1906 pp.111 no. 31: 113 no. 48 (KCpOFITCc); 114 nos. 55 (ciMlojee) and 56 (MKe.pc);

125 no. 5 (oIMwN KOY1 and TTh.YxC KOYI); and 127 no. 10 II. 9-10. In Maspero and Drioton 1932-
1943 p. 115 no. 3731.2 the name of the	 may be reinterpreted as CIIIMOeC, which is the name of
a OY2 in Cl&Jat 1904-1906 p. 114 no. 55.

6cletht 1904-6 p. 127 no. 10 Il. 9-10.
7cletht 1904-6 p.111 no. 31.

81n an unpublished Coptic papyrus from the BM Lansing Collection, BM EA 10453 (which Crum cites at
CD p. SlOb), MCOYW2M are mentioned after ricpcwu "lectors".

9wietheger 1992 p. 279 lists a number of meanings for this title.
10See MPER XVI p. 9 for this title and the relevant bibliography; note the meaning "notary" in CPR XIV
no. 11. 22.
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flENCIWT 11CTC2I formula text, no.72, the 'office (literally 'place") of the notarius" is

mentioned, and this may have belonged to the monastery issuing this order. Nos. 72 and

93 both mention someone with the title apou (flOY) which has still to be assigned a

satisfactory meaning.

§3.14 RELATIONS BETWEEN LAY PEOPLE AND THE MONASTERY

In no. 49 the protocometes of Senesla acts as a witness to a renunciation document

drawn up by a monk of an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo. Men from Senesla are

also involved in no. 28, in exchanging land with the monastery. In §3.9 a number of lay

people were seen to be involved in arranging loans from monks of a monastery of Apa

Apollo and the Titkooh monastery.

No. 37, which was discussed above at §3.7 and 3.11, lists a number of people

as recipients of wine payments from the monastery. Some of these are undoubtedly lay

people employed by the monastery, including three symmachoi who are paid varying

amounts of wine, one of them on two consecutive days. It is not clear whether these

symmachoi were attached to the monastery, possibly acting as armed guards as well as

fulfilling their messenger duties, or worked for the public postai service and were paid by a

number of different contributors, including the monastery.' Other lay people mentioned in

this account who may be employed by the monastery are a u CIIMOOY (someone whose

job is concerned with water, no. 37 11. 7 and 21) and some smiths (2e.M 1 K 1 xxC no. 37

1. 23); the latter could have been monks belonging to the monastery or may have been local

people employed on a casual basis. 2 One entry designates a wine payment to

NC[.1KKTHC (no. 37 1. 13) and it may be that the undeciphered word preserves an

occupational title. The role played by the "men of Piôh Pemom" and "men of Michôleos" in

this text is uncertain: they are also assigned quantities of wine (no. 37 11. 3 and 8) but

these could just as well represent charitable donations as payments for work.

In no. 29, three monks of a monastery of Apa Apollo act as surety for a bee-

keeper who may have been employed by the monastery. His lay status is perhaps indicated

by the fact that he is not assigned the title Apa, nor is he referred to as a brother.3

A watchman acts as a witness in no. 23, a debt acknowledgment drawn up by a

monk of the monastery. His name and any other titles he might have held are not preserved

and so it is impossible to say whether he was a monk or a layman employed by the

monastery.

1 See Johnson and West 1949 P. 166 especially n. 23. For the continuation of the public post beyond the
reign of Justinian and up to the Arab Conquest, see Gascou 1985 p. 53.

2Smiths are mentioned in an inscription from Bawit (Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 p. 125 no. 428 1. 2);
and Rousseau 1985 p. 82 mentions monks as smiths. Rathbone 1991 pp. 173-174 analyses the status of
smiths employed by the Appianus estate in the Illrd C.

3 A honey-seller (cMe6lw) is commemorated in an inscription at Bawit, see Maspero and Drioton 1932-
1943 p. 99 rio. 268 1. 2.
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CHAPTER 4
THE GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT OF THE DOCUMENTS

§4.1 MONASTERIES MENTIONED IN THE TEXTS

Most of the monasteries are named after a person, probably the founder or another

person of equal importance to the institution. One or two monasteries are designated by

their location, the monastery of Phoou and possibly the Monastery of Rakota(-).1

The monasteries of Apa Apollo at Bawit and Titkooh are discussed at §3.3 and

3.4 respectively.

Monastery of Apa Anoup
II0Va G T I1P/ a(3/ Avow no. 40 1. 18

No exact location has been assigned to the monastery named after Apa Apollo's

friend, Apa Anoup (see §3.2.2.), but Abü $âlib "the Armenian" mentions a monastery of

this name to the north of el-Ashmunein. 2 This is possibly the same as Deir Banub

described by RamzI in the district of el-Ashmuneim3

A location in the Hermopolite nome, possibly near a monastery of Apa Apollo is

suggested for the monastery by various pieces of evidence. 4 The head of this monastery

is mentioned in an inscription in the southern church at Bawit, 5 and the place/monastery of

Apa Anoup (rtM?x N?JT^. ^MOYrT) is mentioned in CPR XX nos. 6 11. 2-3, 12 1. 3 and 20

1. 4, three Coptic ostraca with the UjINC NC- formula which may have come from the

Bawit monastery of Apa Apollo (see §3.3.2.1). Aparchê is gathered for the monasteries

of Apa Apollo, Apa Anoup and Apa Jeremias in no. 9. The monastery of Apa Anoup is

mentioned in no. 40, a list which also mentions a monastery of Apa Apollo. In a wine

account which probably pertains to wine expenditure in an Hermopolite monastery of Apa

Apollo, no. 37, someone is described in 1. 18 as "the one of Apa Anoup" (fl^..^11^

^r1oY11).

Further connections can be made between the monasteries of Apa Anoup and Apa

Apollo. An unpublished Coptic text formerly in the possession of George Michaelides is a

1 0n the possible distinction of private from public monasteries, the former involving a personal name and
the latter a place name, see Thomas 1987 P. 74.

2See Martin 1987 pp. 17-18, 20 n. 8, and 29 for a location between el-Ashmunein and el-Minya.
3 see Coquin and Martin 1991a.
4See Drew-Bear 1979a p. 65 "' Avotn* (i3â)'; and CKA pp. 2736 "Topos des Apa Anoup" and 1968-

1969 'Pma n-Apa-Anoup (noting that no entry is supplied for the cross-reference to the "Kloster des Apa
Anoup'; this would presumably have referred to no. 40).

5 See Chassinat 1911 p1. 56 1. 2.
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debt acknowledgment "from monks of the Tc5Troc of Apa Anoub to monks of the 'r6i-roç of

Apa Apollo".'

A monastery of Apa Anoup is also mentioned in the following documents: a Copuc

papyrus belonging to the collection of a Russian museum; 2 an unpublished Coptic

document which mentions Titkooh (TITKO2) and possibly also Bawit (neYHT) (CUL

Michael. 8 15/2, see §2.2); and perhaps also a papyrus deposited for sale at Christie's, see

§2.5.

See Panoube at §4.5.

Monastery of Apa Jeremias

No. 42 is issued by a the fathers of the diakonia of the M N?fl ICMIC

"place/monastery of Apa Jeremias" to monks of a monastery of Apa Apollo. This document

may be connected with the collection of aparchê as is no. 9, in which aparchê is collected

for (the monasteries of) Apa Jeremias, Apa Apollo and Apa Anoup.

A monastery of Jeremias with the epithet Papmanbête, "the one of Pmanbête" (see

§4.6 Pmanbête), is specified in no. 64, a rTHIWT T1CTC2J formula poll-tax

document.3

Several monasteries of Jeremias are attested in Egypt, 4 the most famous of which

was situated at Saqqara. Links between this monastery and a monastery of Apa Apollo are

discussed below. One monastery of Jeremias is described as being south of the city of

Antinoe,5 and this may be the one in question in nos. 9 and 64. It may also have been the

monastery in question in three inscriptions from the Monastery of Apa Apollo at Bawit

which mention men from a monastery of Apa Jeremias.6

A monastery of Jeremia for women is described as being near Hermopolis Magna.7

Further south, another monastery of Jeremias may have been situated near to Bala'izah; this

location is suggested by a letter (Ba!. no. 214) which appears to have been written to the

monks of the monasteries of Apa Apollo (at Balaizah) and Apa Jeremias jointly. 8 Other

1 See Drescher 1960 p. 111 and CKA p. 1969 Pma n-Apa <A>pollô. The location of this manuscript is
not now known; it was not acquired by the BL or CUL along with other items from the Michaelides
manuscript collection, see Clackson 1993a p. 127 n. 19.

2Edited in Jemstedt 1930 p. 24 no. 3.
3 See CKA pp. 1413-1414 'Kloster des Jeremia (I.)'.

4See CKA pp. 1342-1347 "Kloster des Apa Jeremia" (I-V), and pp. 1413-1414 "Kioster des (hl.) Jeremia
(I.)", and "Kloster des Jeremia (I.)"; and Ba!. pp. 22-24, and nos. 137 1. 8; 214 II. 1, 9, and 18; and 312 1.
22.

5 See CKA pp. 1342-1343 "Kloster des Apa Jeremia (I)'. This may be the same monastery as the one
mentioned in the will of a man from Antinoe, see Drew-Bear 1979a pp. 132-133 "'I€pTiiiiou (naY'.

6See CKA pp. 1344-1345 "Kioster des Apa Jeremia (III.)".

7 See CKA pp. 1345-1346 "Kioster des Apa Jeremia (IVy'.
8 See CKA pp. 1346-1347 "Kloster des Apa Jeremia (V.)"; and Ba!. pp. 22-24, noting that on p. 22 Kahie

wrongly suggests that Ba!. 214 was written by the monks of these two monasteries rather than to them.
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monasteries of Jeremias were located in the Thinite pagarchy, 1 and possibly in the

Antaeopolite nome.2

Inscriptions from the Monastery of Jeremias at Saqqara refer to a monastery of the

same name in the south. A monastery of Apa Apollo appears to have had links with the

Monastery of Jeremias at Saqqara. An inscription at the Saqqara monastery mentions

Peschempemai I1PWM flMON?JCTHION fl^ èT1OX>¼W "the man of the monastery <of>

Apa Apollo".3 The monasteries share certain artistic and architectural features in common,4

and Apa Jeremias of Saqqara is mentioned in inscriptions and depicted in a wall-painting at

B awit.5

Monastery of Jeremias of Pmanbête
M 1 ON' ICpCMIC nerTM?xMHTe no. 64 11. 3-4

See Monastery of Apa Jeremias above in this section for possible locations of

this monastery; and §4.6 for Pmanbête as a place name.

Topos of Kames
TOT1/ KaInlToc no. 40 1. 3

The topos of Kames may be identified with eCNCCT NKOMHT F OC 1 "the

conventlmonastery of Kometos" which occurs in ST 154 1. 1 because, like no. 40, this

text also mentions the Hermopolite place name Pa(I)las (see Palas §4.4).6 This place

name suggests a location for the topos of Kames in the Hermopolite nome, possibly near

el-Ashmunein; Marie Drew-Bear has suggested that it might have been situated near

Bawit.7 A topos of Kometos is also mentioned in a Greek papyrus from Aphrodito.8

See §4.2 for the hospital of the Monastery of Kames.

Monastery of Apa Makare
This monastery is named in no. 3 as a beneficiary of aparchê collection along with

a monastery of Apa Apollo. Apart from the famous monastery of Macanus in the Wadi

Natrun,9 there were other monasteries of this name, one opposite (P)Shanhôr , south of

1 See CKA pp. 1413 'Kioster des (hi.) Jeremia (I.)' and "2683 "Tin".

2 See CKA p. 1344 'Kioster des Apa Jeremia (H.)'.
3Wietheger 1992 cat. no. 346 p. 428.
4Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 pp. vii, ix, and 12.
5Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 index I p. 156 s.v. "Jérémie (Monastère de Saint-p

6Topos is left untranslated because it could be used of a monastery or church here; see Wipszycka 1972 p.
13, and Bal. no. 187 1. 5, p. 601 n. 6.

7Drew-Bear 1979a p. 137 'Kdnyroc'.

8See CKA pp. 2794-2795 'Topos des Kamê(to)s'.
9 See al-Miskin 1991.
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Qüs,' and another at Aphrodito. 2 No. 3 may relate to an Hermopolite monastery which is

no longer attested.

Monastery of (Apa) Mena
flC<T>P NJT MHN? no. 53

There are at least two other monasteries of Apa Mena in Egypt apart from the

famous one to the south of Alexandria: one occurs only in a text from Oxyrhynchus, 3 the

other is perhaps located in the region of Kôm Isfaht to judge from the geographical context

of the texts in which it is found.4 It is mentioned in Coptic papyri from the Monastery of

Apa Apollo at Bala'izah.5

The latter monastery is sometimes termed a TTTpa as it is in no. 53,6 a guarantee

for loan repayment issued to a monk of a monastery (nrpa) of Apa Mena, possibly by a

monk of an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo (the document begins with the ^NOK

flCON NN CiC2J formula, see Chapter 7).

Another text which may illustrate relationships between monks of these two

monasteries is no. 16. It may have been written by a monk from a monastery of this name

to a monk of an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo and, in 1. 5, it mentions monks

collecting drrap x rI on behalf of "our father, Apa Mena". This text suggests that the

monastery may have been located to the south of an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo

(see Provenance details for this text).

Monastery of Phoou
TOOIOIY HOOY no. 661.2

Phoou may be a variant of the Hermopolite nome place name 40YCY / 3i,7

which was located in the Patre ano toparchy to the north of el-Ashmunein. The Coptic form

of this place name is found in wine-delivery documents from Wadi Sarga. 8 which is

attested in the Patre ano toparchy of the Herrnopolite nome.

A Greek papyrus dating to the VIth Century, P. Giss. no. 56 (11. 2 and 10),

mentions a monastery, name now lost, in piTi, which may be identified with 400Y.

1 The monastery of Apa/Papas Macanus son of Patoure, see Coquin 1991 p. 1658.

2See CKA p. 2752 "Topos des Apa Makarius".
3This text is described in CKA 1354 Kloster (?) des Apa Mena (I)'.

4Details of this monastery ase given in CKA 1355-1356 "Kloster des Apa Mena (II)".

5 See Ba!. pp. 25, 28, 29, 30, 32, 34, 35, 42, 49, 519, and 547.
6See Ba!. pp. 27-29 for this term.

See CKA p. 1932 'Phouey'; and Drew-Bear 1979a pp. 315-316 V(3), and p. 320 4'Iu]c which occurs in a
VIIth C. Greek text from the Hermopolite nome, SPP X no. 25 col. B 1. 20. Note that this papyrus also
mentions TETIWT (col. A 1. 27), a place name which occurs in no. 68 side (A), see §4.4.

nos. 233, 234, 259, 289, 290, 318, 319, and 371. Correct Drew-Bear 1979a p. 316 from WS "317"

to "371.
See BL I p. 462 and II Pt 2 p. 66 for this dating.
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Monastery of Rakota(-) (?)
MMpKOT r ? l [ no. 7

See Pmamrakota(-) at §4.6.

Monastery of Stephen
CNHHTC NCTCN no. 103 1. 3

A monastery of Stephanus is to be found in a Vth C. Greek document, P.Amst. I

81, from which its geographical location cannot be ascertained. 1 For the meaning of

2CMCCTC see Coquin 1993 p. 663.

§4.2 OTHER RELIGIOUS FOUNDATIONS

A hospital belonging to the Monastery of Kames is mentioned in no. 40

(cvcuvou 1. 6). The same text lists the Holy Church (ayac cKX11o, 1. 32), which may

refer to the basilica at Hermopolis, as it does in a couple of related texts, BM 1075 and

1077.2

§4.3 PLACE NAMES MENTIONED IN THE TEXTS

These are grouped in alphabetical order according to location when it is known. 3 A

number of place names beginning flM N/M- "the place of" are discussed in §4.6 and

names which may not be place names are analysed at §4.11.

§4.4 HERMOPOLITE PLACE NAMES

If known, the toparchy to which a place was once assigned follows it in brackets.

Esou (Leukopyrgites ano)4

CCOY no. 211. 1; 1ou no. 211. 8

This place is attested in several documents but its exact location within the Hermopolite

nome is not certain.5

1 See CKA pp. 1424-1425 "Kloster des (hi.) Stephanus".

2See MacCoull 1987b p. 102. For this church) see Wipszycka 1969.

3There is always a certain amount of uncertainty connected with the identification of ancient toponyms with
modem ones, see, e.g., CKA p. 2592 "Terôt' for the difficult nature of distinguishing which Arabic place
name represents Coptic T C p w T. In some cases it is even difficult to match up the Coptic and Greek
equivalents of a place name. There has been speculation, for example, over the equation of T2POYX

with Dahrut, see CKA pp. 493-495 "Dahrflt".
4For the location in this toparchy, see Sijpesteijn and Worp 1990 p. 264. Van Minnen 1987 p. 121 locates

this place in the Patemites ano toparchy.
5 See CKA pp. 917-918 'Esou"; this is surely to be equated with "1aou", Drew-Bear 1979a p. 135,

which is mentioned in a IVth C. papyrus P. Cair. Preis. along with other places in the Leukopyrgites
ano toparchy.
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Isou see Esou

Kôs (Koussites ano)

KWC no. 271. 11

The village of Kôs is now known as el-Qusiya (see Koussai on Map 3).1 It was

located just south-east of Tit.kooh.

Micholeos (Leukopyrgites ano)

MIXOxCOC no. 37 1. 8

A village located on the left bank of the Nile between Sanabu and Deirut.2

Migdôl I Mijôl (Pen polin kato)

MIrwx no. 221. 1; MIXWX no. 561.7

There are a number of places involving this West Semitic word for "tower" in

Egypt, 3 one of which lies 8 kilometres north-north-west of el-Ashmunein (see Miktol Map

3).4 An inscription from Bawit, 5 and two uJINC NC?- ostraca (see §3.3) also mention

this place name. 6 MI rwx is also mentioned in BL Or. 6201 Al26 (see §2.1).

In no. 22, MI rwx is described as I1CqTOOY NTIMC 2M flTOuJ NuJMOYM

irroxic "the four villages in the region of Shmoun the city". A Coptic lease document,

Ryl. 158, mentions flCKTKM NflOYM NIWT 2M NM IIPOCIC NMI1WX

111CTOOY NXOYWT 2N 11TOUJ NTI11OXIC T?J UjMOYM (11. 24-25) which is translated

by Crum as "the property of Pawan eniôt' in the migdôi watch-towers of the Eighty, in the

nome of this town of Shmoun".

Mijôl (MIXWx) see Migdôl I Mijôl

Palas (Leukopyrgites ano)

gen. flaXavToc no. 40 1. 19

The exact location of this place is uncertain, but it is possibly near Hermetarion,

Michôleos and a Topos of Kames (see above §4.4 and 4.1 respectively). 7 It is

1 See Calderini Diz. 3 p. 149 "KoiJoGaI.", suppl. 1 p. 178; and Drew-Bear 1979app. 147-151.

2 See Calderini Diz. 3 p. 287 "MLxiXIc", suppi. I p. 198; Drew-Bear 1979a p. 170 'MLXi3XLc" (for the
Ilird and IV th C. Greek papyri) and CKA p. 1643 "Micholeos". It is also listed in a Greek papyrus list of

5IW&ita payments belonging to a private collection edited in Husson 1991.

3 Roquet 1973 p. 9 no. 70 lists many of the variant spellings found in Coptic.

4See CKA pp. 1671-1673 "Miqtül".
5Clédat 1916 p. 44 (no. II), in which a deacon called Louste is described as TThMI ox "the one of Mijol".

6See CPR XX 15 1. 3 and 18 I. 2.
7See CKA pp. 1819-1820 "Pala(nto)s"; and Drew-Bear 1979a pp. 189-190 "IIdXAavToc".
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attested in Greek papyri dating from the Ilird - VIIth C,' and, as fl^>..xèC , in a couple of

Coptic documents (ST 154 1. 1 and 156 1. 2).

A Ilird C. Greek papyrus, BGU XIII 2365 1. 2, records a Palas in the

Heracleopolite nome.2

Peloole
nexooxe no. 85 1. 4

This literally means "the grape". A place called IIEX5OXE is assigned to the

Hermopolite nome in a V1/VIIth C. Greek papyrus, P. Vindob. G 1530 1.5, and a hamlet

of this name may also occur in an Vilith C. Greek tax list from Aphrodito, P. Lond. IV

1479 1. 1276.

The name llCxOOxC may also be rendered as llaXaX, a place in the Faiyum which

is mentioned in P. Brook. 25 1. 26. There are at least four other attested place names

involving CXOOXC.5

Pe ri ê
rICPÔIH no. 421.7

This place name or flCôIHCC (see Perc!iêse §4.7) may be interpreted in this text.

Perciê may be identified with el-Burgâya (Pergjaiê Map 3) about 6.5 kilometres north of

el-Minya (Tmone Map 3) in the Hermopolite nome. It is mentioned in a fragment of a

church calendar and on a tombstone; 6 and possibly also in two inscriptions from the

Monastery of Apa Apollo at Bawit: 0 ^TI0C ^11^ CY.^IMWN MPTYPI0M flCpo?IM

(the final N is perhaps to be interpreted as an H) "Saint Eudaimon, martyr, of Percaiê"

(Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 p. 118 no 389) and flè..CON 2WP flpMFflC[P]ô^xI

(originally read by Maspero as rTpMflQ..O I ) "brother (flC0N) Hor of Percai" (Maspero

and Drioton 1932-1943 p. 120 no. 398). CPR IV 206 1. 6 records the place name

rTexoHCIC which may be rtCpoIH written with labdacism.

Phoou
400Y no. 66 1. 2

See above §4.1 Monastery of Phoou.

'Details of these are given in Drew-Bear 1979a pp. 189-190 "HdXXavToc". This place name also occurs in
P. Cair. mv. 10511 and 10565 (= P. Cair. Preis. 30) which were re-edited in Sijpesteijn and Worn 1990
pp. 259-265.

2 See Calderini Diz. 4 p. 26 'fldXac".

3 See Calderini Diz. 4 p. 91 "[I€XdoX€" and CKA p. 1887 "Peloole'; this place name is not recorded in
Drew-Bear 1 979a.

4 See May&3Xov HaczdX in Calderini Diz. 3 p. 221 and CKA pp. 1644-1646 "Miktaal'.

5 Crum CD p. 55a CxOOxC.

6See CKA pp. 449-450 "aI-Burgâya' for details of this place name and all of the.. sources.
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Piôh Pemom
flIW2 rTCMOM no. 37 1. 3

Literally "the field of Pemom", 1 and possibly a variant of the place name iii 2

tTC2MO1 which occurs in an unpublished BL Coptic papyrus, BL Or. 13885.13 (see

§2.2). 2 The same place name may also be reconstructed in Ryl. 285.

P. Stras. V 477, a Greek papyrus from the dossier of the Church of the

Resurrection at Hermopolis (beginning of the VIth C.), may involve the leasing of three

arouras of land in a place of this name to the east of el-Ashmunein (1. 8).

Pioh Pemom is to be differentiated from lluu2 Envaii and the T0TT(oç) thw2

Euvo il , which are mentioned in a Greek papyrus from Aphrodito dating from 716 C.E.5

Plêtem
HxHTCM 2CM rrTO(J KWC no. 27 1. 11

The exact location of this village in relation to Kôs (see above in this section) is

uncertain.6

Pnê
11MH no. 16 1. 3

This may be interpreted literally as "doorpost, threshold, step' (Crum CD p. 266a

11MH). A Hvi of uncertain location is mentioned in an Vilith C. Greek papyrus from

Aphrodito, P. Lond. IV 1460 1. l5l. This may be equated with the place name ll€'vvii

which is attested in Greek papyri from the Hermopolite nome and may have been located in

the Môchites toparchy of that nome. 8 TTMH is also attested in published Coptic texts, 9 and in

an inscription from the Monastery of Apa Apollo at Bawit which mentions M H N ^,.

11CM11t1H along with men from CMOY and MHC )0

1 CKA pp. 1942-1943 Piôh Pemom.
2Clackson 1993a p. 126 §7.1. Ba!. pp. 139 §123 and 142 §123g) cites examples of the loss of 2 within

Coptic words.
3 CKA pp. 1942-1943 'Piôh Pemom'; a number of Hermopolite place names are mentioned in papyri from

Aphrodito.
4Drew-Bear 1979a p. 207 '[ha2 u.[ 1; no other place names beginning riiw2 11- are attested.
5Calderini Diz. 4 pp. 147-148 flw2E llvaIl'.
6Calderini Diz. 4 p. 159 llXiOnc; CKA p. 1962 Plêtm; and Drew-Bear 1979a pp. 209-210

"rIxfjeitc.
7Calderini Diz. 4 p. 165 nyu".
8 Drew-Bear 1979app. 201-202 "rkvvr".
9 See CKA p. 1987 "Pnê", adding the following to the list of references for this place name given there:

Coptic: WS no. 29 II. 12-14; 0. Deir el Gizaz Journal des fouilles n. 26 A I. 6 which is edited in di
Bitonto-Kasser 1992 pp. 145-147; and an unpublished papyrus document, CUL Michael. 1036(A) 1. 6;
and Greek: P. Lond. IV no. 1542 1. 10.

10Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 no. 252.
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Alternatively it may be identified with r[v4 in the Antaeopolite nome, or rk'vvr in the

Theodosioupolite nome. 1 In this case the Theodosioupolite nome intended is probably the

one created artificially between the Cynopolite and Hermopolite nomes, rather than the one

further north in the Faiyum.2

Pôrahêu

flWP2HY no. 271. 1 (flouparlu 1. 11)

This settlement (Tro(Krov) is attested only in this text. Its location is uncertain, but

it was possibly near Kôs (see above in this section).3

Pousire

rio y cipc no. 161.5

Literally "house of Osiris". No. 16 mentions monks collecting aparchê in the

region of Pousire, and an unpublished uiM Hc- formula ostracon (bearing the

inventory no. 5298) in the possession of Charles Ede of London records this place as a

source of wheat.4
There was more than one place called Pousire in Egypt. The one mentioned in this

text is most probably to be identified with Pousire north-west of el-Ashmunein in the

Hermopolite nome (see Map 3), probably in the toparchy of Pen polin kato. 5 According to

the Martyrdom of SS. Paese and Thecla, 6 this place was sufficiently close to Shmoun and

Antinoe for Paese to visit them frequently.

Another Pousire was located north of Memphis (present day Abüsir), 7 and another

in the southern Faiyum, just west of the Bahr Yüsuf (see Map 2).

Senesla (Leukopyrgites ano)

CCMCCx	 no. 28 11. 6, 13; no. 49 1. 19

The exact location of this place is uncertain. 8 It is listed along with Michôleos (see above

in this section), Sanabu, and Tanemoou, and other Hermopolite place names in a Greek

papyrus list of 6r ii6nia payments belonging to a private collection.9

For both of these see CKA p. 1890 "Pennê".
2Drew-Bear 1979b pp. 299-303 discusses this distinction.
3 CKA p. 1999 "Pôrahêy', and Drew-Bear 1979a p. 219 'Houpailu'.

am grateful to Professor John Tait for showing me his transcription of this text.

5mis is well attested in Coptic documents, see Drew-Bear 1979a pp. 83-85 Bouoipc'; and CKA pp. 51-
55 'Abfisir II.

6 CKA p. 52 "AbtisIr II".
7 CKA pp. 50-51 "AbtisIr I."
8y pp. 2336-2337 "Senesla".
9 1n R° 11. 3 and 12, edited in Husson 1991.
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Shmoun
UjMOYN nos. 1 1. 3; 2 1. 3 (ujMOY); 8 1. [2], 14 1. [2]; 20 1. 1; 211. 1; 22 1. 2; 311. 2;

and 33 1. 2

Shmoun (see Map 3), modern el-Ashmunein, the metropolis of the Hermopolite

nome and one of the most important cities in Greco-Roman and Early Islamic Egypt.1

Tahrouj (Leukopyrgites kato)

T2P OYX no. 20 1. 1

Tahrouj is specified as being 'in the region of Shmoun" in this document, 2 a debt

acknowledgment addressed to a monk from the monastery of Apa Apollo at Titkooh. It

may be the equivalent of Greek TappoO0ic which was located in the Leukopyrgites kato

toparchy in the IVth C.3

According to the Life of Phib (see §3.2.1), Apa Apollo, Phib and Papohe spent

two years on a mount near the village of Tahrouj. From here, they went south to Titkooh,

stopping at the monastery of Apa Pamin, 5 whose location is not certain but which was

possibly near el-Ashmunein.6

Tahrouj is mentioned in a number of Coptic manuscripts including economic

documents from Wadi Sarga, some of which are concerned with wine deliveries.7

Taparoou
T1ThPOOY no. 711. 3

The proximity of the village of Taparoou to Titkooh is illustrated in the Life of Phib

(see §3.2) when Apa Apollo and Apa Papohe are related to have stopped at a monastery

near Taparoou on their way from the Monastery of Apa Pamin (see Tahrouj above in this

section) and Titkooh (see §3.4.1).8

This place name also occurs in Greek papyri; 9 in two uji ri€ flce.- ostraca (see

§3.3.2.1);b0 two unprovenanced, unpublished Coptic papyri (BL Or. 6201 B52 and

1 Calderini Diz. 2 pp. 165-175 "EpioU iidAtc", suppi. 1 p. 113; CKA pp. 198-220 'a1-Asmflnên".

2This distinguishes it from the T^' 2POY x which is north-east of Oxyrhynchus.

3Calderini Diz. 4 p. 364; and Drew-Bear 1979b p. 289.
40rlando and Campagnano 1975 p. 26.
5Orlando and Campagnano 1975 p. 28.

6 CKA pp. 1357-1358 "Kioster des Apa Pamin".
7 See CKA pp. 493-495 "Dahrth" for details of these manuscripts; the Greek and Arabic sources for this

place are also discussed.
8 landi and Campagnano 1975 p. 32.
9Calderini Diz. 4 p. 358 "Tanapuou".

10g. Mich. mv. 25292, edited in Mich. p. 244 no. 18 1. 2 (noting that Green 1983a equates npoov in
this text with the place name ii . x . y ); and an ostracon in an Austrian private collection, edited in
Stewart 1984 pp. 105-106 ostracon 2. Both of these references should be added to Drew-Bear 1979a p.
266 "Tr1pooYe" and CKA p . 2510 'Taparôou". Bowman 1983 p.465 noted the possible reference
to this place name in PS! 304 1. 11. See also CKA pp. 2076-2077 "Ptoou n-Taparooue", and 1845-
1846 'Paroou" n. 1. noting that Shelton 1990 p. 114 interprets npooY in WS nos. 355-357 as a
personal name.
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CUL Michael. 822/4 (see §2.1 and 2.2 for the collections to which these belong)); and

possibly in an inscription from Bawit.1

Tbake
TSKC no. 29 1. 6.

This place name literally means "the town". It is attested in a number of Coptic and

Greek texts but its location within the Hermopolite nome is uncertain. 2 It occurs in an

unpublished Coptic papyrus, CUL Michael. 960(A) (see §2.2). See §3.4.5 for the

inclusion of this place name in Theban graffiti.

Telke (Leukopyrgites kato) see Ponte1ke (4.S)

Tepôt
TCI1WT no. 68 side (A) 1. 3

A place of this name is attested in the Hermopolite nome in two Greek papyri of the

IVth C. and VUth C. respectively, 3 but its location is uncertain. A r6noc and a irixavij

with this name have also been assigned to the Aphrodito area and the Apoilonopolite nome

respectively.4

Terôt
TC P WT no. 6 1. x+31

This may be interpreted as Dairut which is just to the east of Bawit, 5 or as one of a

number of place names in the Hermopolite nome which incorporate the term TCPWT. 6 It

occurs in an inscription from Bawit, 7 and in an unpublished papyrus, CUL Michael. 809/1

(see §2.2).

Calderini lists an area of land irrigated by a machine (i.uiavi) in the Oxyrhynchite

nome with a similar name.8

1 Maspero and Dnoton 1932-1943 P. 129 (no. 448 1. 2) en Te.YpIMC	 which is interpreted as
"Apa Taunnus de Tapr.....in a list of saints.

2See Drew-Bear 1979a p. 270 'TI3aKE"; CKA p. 2552 "Thake"; and Calderini Diz. 2 p. 22 'BaKT", noting
the occurrence of this place name in CPR XII 18 1. 4.

3 cKA pp. 2587-2588 "TepOt; and Drew-Bear 1979a p. 280 "TE11iT".

4Calderini Diz. 4 pp. 393-394 "TEmiT".

5 See Dairüt on the map given in Drew-Bear 1979a for the position of this place which is not marked on
Map 3.

pp. 2592-2593 "TerOt" discusses the possibilities; see also pp. 562-565 "Darüt Sarab'am<(m)ün>",
2593-2594 "Terôt Mans', 2595 'Terôt Hale", 2595-2596 "Terôt n-Apake", and 2596-2598 "Terôt
Smoun".

7cletht 1904-1906 p. 105.
8Calderini Diz. 4 p. 401 'TEpulT".
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Titkooh(e) (Koussites kato)

TITKOO2(C) nos. 11. [2]; 201.2; 541.2; 591.3 (TITKO2€)

For this place name see §3.4.1.

§4.5 PLACES WHICH MAY BE LOCATED IN THE HERMOPOLITE

NOME

(H)ôro(-)

(i) 0 no. 28 1. 14

xwp upo(-): this may be interpreted as Xu.p((ou) 'place/district" c2po(u) "of

(H)or(os)" in this text and it may be connected with Senesla (see §4.4) in the Hermopolite

nome. Two places named"c^pou are mentioned in Greek papyri, one in the Arsinoite nome

(Ilird C.), the other in the Oxyrhynchite (VIth C.).'

Place names involving the god Horus involve 2WP- in Coptic, 2 e.g., Sanhflr is

C N 2W P( I) .3 A place located just north of el-Ashmunein which might have been a

possible Coptic equivalent of wpo(-) is 2OYWP (Map 3 Houor), 4 although the etymology

of this name reveals that it does not involve the name of Horns.5

Oro(-) see (H)ôro(-)

Panoube
VTNOYC no. 2 1. 6)

Literally "the one of Anoup". There are two places in the Hermopolite nome with

which Panoube may be identified: modern Bânflb, which is just west of Deirut in the

southern part of the nome, 6 or Deir Banub (see the Monastery of Apa Anoup at §4.1

). An unpublished Coptic papyrus (CMAA Green "30", see §2.6) which may derive from

this nome mentions 1ThNOYSC and flNOYC PHC "south Panoube". Places involving the

name flNOYI are also situated either in the Faiyum or the Delta.7

'Calderjnj Diz. S p. 181 ""c2pou".

2See. exx., Czapkiewicz 1971 PP. 17-19 nos. 12-19.

3czapkiewicz 1971 pp. 18-19 no. 16.
4cKA pp. 1115-1117 "Hiur".
5 ern CED p. 358 2oYWF.

6This is not included in Map 3 but it is marked on the map in Drew-Bear 1979a (although there is no
entry for this place elsewhere in this work). See Kurth and RoBler-Köhler 1987 p. 19, where *flJy

is suggested as the Coptic antecedent of the modern Arabic "Abnub/Banub'; and Czapkiewicz 1971
pp. 33 no. 57 and 41 no. 79, where nJ3Yn is posited.

7 CKA pp. 1834 "Panoufi and 1575-85 Manflf al-qTlIyâ".
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Pe(-)etkême

rTe.CTKHMC no. 16 text 111. 5-6

This may be compared with the place name I1CxXHMI which is attested in the

Martyrdom of Thomas of Sindalât and may be identified as modem BalkIm in the central

part of the Delta.' The first component of this word, flCx-, may be the same as Pci- in

Pelhip (modern BalhIb), and may be identified as 11- Cx- "the grape or vine" (Cx- is a

form of CxOOxC, see Crum CD p. 54b). If I1CxCTKHMC can be read, it may literally mean

"the grape which is dark". Compare CxCxKHMC "bruise" (Crum CD p. 55a CxOOxC).

Po Snt elk e

nO iTCxKC no. 26 1. 1

This place name consists of two elements: T1OuJ and TCxKC. Pos may be identified

as a place name in a couple of textcedited in this thesis (see Po §4.11) and Telke may be

identified with modem Dalga which is about twenty kilometres south west of el-Ashmunein

(see Telke Map 3), and was located just north of Bawit in the Leukopyrgites kato toparchy

of the Hermopolite nome.2

This place name may be interpreted as a mis-writing of 11TOu iiTCxKC "the region

of Telke" were it not for its designation as an TTOKrOV. J.W.B. Barns suggested this

emendation for this text (described as "P.B.M. Or. 6201B") in a note to a Coptic text

excavated at Antinooupolis which mentions an rro(KoV of rTl[..] r fl h TKC. Barns

proposed that this too should be interpreted as flTOu TKC,3 but it may have been a

second attestation of Posntelke.

Rakota(-) ? (pKOTFl[) see Pmamrakota(-) (rfl1M MpKOTr^1[) (4.6)

Rakote

PKOTC no. 60

Literally this name means "(place in the) state of building". 4 This text was written

by a monk of an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo and a Hermopolite context would

he suggested for Pe.KOTC if it were to be equated with PKOT 11 , see Pmamrakota(-)

§4.6.

1 CKA pp. 305-306 "BalkIm".
2 See Calderini Diz. 4 p. 385 "TXKE" and CKA pp. 502-505 "Dalga", noting that BL Or. 6201 B216 is

the BL papyrus described here, and correcting the reference to Rylands papyrus no. "346:2" to "356:2".
This place name occurs as TXKC in an unpublished Copuc papyrus, CUL Michael. 1176/1(B) (see §2.2)

3 Barns 1959 p. 84.
4Crum CD p. 287b p. and ern CED p. 351 peKOTC. Lorton 1987 p. 68 records H. Goedicke's

etymology of this place name as "(that which is) beside/near that which was built ... ' and himself
suggests an interpretation of it as "suburb". This etymology interprets p- in pe.KOTC as the Egyptian

compound preposition r- "beside/near" rather than the prefix r3C "state of" which Crum and erny
favoured.
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There may well have been other places called Rakote apart from the most famous

one, Alexandria.' One may be identified in the place name p^rOT^, which is recorded in

the Delta, possibly near to 11 u ^ T C I /NKciJc/IbsâdI.2

Tapo see Taposi

Taposi I Tapo

T?T1OCI / T?I1O no. 49 1. 17

It has been conjectured that TflOCI is a variant writing of Busiris (rTOYCIpC etc.)

in the Hermopolite nome. 3 Taposi is not otherwise attested but it may perhaps be read in an

unpublished Coptic papyrus, CUL Michael. 1047/2 1. 5 (see §2.2).

Alternatively, instead of Taposi, Tapo may be read. An inscription from Bawit

mentions a Keorke (George) T VT 0 u ; and Apa Ser[. . .1 Tapos is named on a stela

excavated at Bawit. 6 A possible variant of this place name, TtT0uI, is mentioned in an

unpublished papyrus (BL Or. 6201 B210, see §2.1) along with the Hermopolite place

names T^KC and j'INKC, tI1TKC.

See the place name riouj at §4.11.

Tb e rê

TcpujH no. 65 11. 3 and 8

This may possibly be identified with el-Bersa, on the right bank of the Nile just

south of Antinoe.7

Toi(-)asis ?
*To1 ayç ? (To.ancc gen.) no. 40 1. 13

This is not otherwise attested. Other place names and monasteries mentioned in this

text can be located in the Hermopolite nome.8

1 See Quaegebeur 1974 pp. 66-67 n.1 for the re-reading of the Memphite place name Rckd (alternatively
read as Ri-kd or Rwt-kdyt) as Rwt-ist. I am grateful to Dr Dorothy Thompson for this reference.

2See CKA p. 2195 "Raguda'.
3 CKA p. 2514 'Taposi'.
4me interpretation of this line is uncertain: it may read NN Tè.fl DCI 'rou 46pou or NN àii (flTOU

QdpOU.

5cletht 1904-1906 p. 115 no. 75.
6Coquin and Rutschowscaya 1994 p. 113 no. 6.
7 CKA pp. 692-696 Dêr al-Barsa".
8s CKA p.	 "Toi[.]asis (?)".
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§4.6 PLACES BEGINNING WITH PMA N/M-

M generally means "place", but can have specific meanings such as "world",

"dwelling-place", "chamber, (monk's) cell", "temple, shrine or monastery" (see §3.5), or

"part, district".1

Most of the places which incorporate flM M/M- have yet to be located although a

number of them may have been located in the Hermopolite nome (see individual entries). It

may be that such names were common in Middle Egypt. 2 Eight place names of this sort are

found in the ujiNe fTC- ostraca from Bawit in the Louvre (see §3.3.2.1), five of which

are analysed in this section (Pmanallou, Pmanbête, Pmanle, Pmanlouga and

Pmanranê). 3 A number of place names with the 11MN- prefix are recorded in

CTMOYxON ostraca.4

Pmamrakota(-)
r n 1 MMpKoT r ,)( no. 61. x+31

This place name is not otherwise attested. In the context in which this name

appears, it should be located in the Hermopolite nome, near to Terôt (see §4.4). If M is

to be interpreted as "monastery" here, one of a number of institutions near Alexandria,

including the Metanoia monastery and the monastery of Apa Menas, may be intended. It

may, however, also be interpreted as "region".

See Rakote at §4.5.

Pmanallou
flMNe.xxOY no. 92 1. 6

"The place of Allou". 5 This place is mentioned as a source of wine in three uji NC

Nc- formula Louvre ostraca from Bawit (see §3.3.2(.1)) .6 It also occurs in an

unpublished papyrus, BL Or. 6201 B200 (see §2.1), which is signed by Georgios, for

whom see §8.9.

1 Crum CD p. 153a M^.

2Megally 1991 P. 2273 attempts to analyse place names beginning with MM-, although more than the
three place names she lists are now attested; see CKA pp. 1963-1984 and add VtM.NbIX (ST 319, see
Crum CD p. 48b six) and the place names mentioned in two papyri from Aphrodito: flh1av3KppE

(probably to be interpreted as a form of nMMFPC "the place of Brre, see Crum CD p. 43a ppe) in P.
Lond. IV 1419 1. 1286; and flM.MCHC in P. Lond. IV 1619 11. 6, 7, and 8.

3The other three are Pmankuriakos, Pmannôhe and Pmanpaêse.

4See Shelton 1990 pp. 112-113, and Micli. p. 256, noting that on p. 258 the el-Ashmunein area is
suggested as a possible provenance for these ostraca.

5The personal name exoY occurs as 'AXXoiic in Greek papyri dating from the Ist-Vth C., see Preisigke
NB and Foraboschi OA.

6MIFAO forthcoming nos. 18-20.
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This place name may be identified with ^xxxOY (CPR XII no. 30 1. 23), and a

eaxxoO in the Hermopolite nome.'

Pmanbête
rrM?xNSHTC no. 64 1. 4 (Monastery of Jeremias Papmanbête see §4.1)

The word FlT6 is listed in Crum CD p. 45b with the meaning "scale-like plate (of

metal)", the equivalent of Xenc in Numbers 16:38. This may indicate that Pmanbête was at

one time a place of metal-production.2

Pmanbête is only otherwise mentioned in a uji NC TC^- formula ostracon excavated

at Bawit (MIFAO forthcoming no. 75, see §3.3.2(.1)) and in P. Meyer in 14, a wine

account which mentions flM MflHCC, flM NPNC, and possibly flM NW2C,4 all of

which occur in the uj1NC f{c^- formula ostraca from Bawit (see §3.3.2(.1)).

Pmananah
flM?N6^xN2 no. 77 1. 6

"The place of anah". .N2 means a "maimed, crooked person" (Crum CD p.

824a), and it occurs as a personal name in various forms (exx. 6 N . 2, K ^.. N è 2, and

Kciva) in Coptic and Greek documents, 5 including the Greek text written on BL Or. 6050

1. 18 (Coptic text = BM 1079).6 It takes the form KavaX in a VIIth C. Greek document, P.

Princ. III 1402
Pman!anah is also attested in a transcription made by Crum ("Ex-von Scherling

70", see §2.7) in which he also listed flfl(iIHl and fl2HrIOYpr

Pm a nie
flM^..NXC no. 72 1. 2; flM?MXC no. 94 1. 2

The word >. C (also >.. ^ Y) in this place name may be interpreted as the name of a

type of textile (Crum CD p. 145a ern CED p. 346 M^N- ).8 Another possible

etymology involves x^^,.Y "anyone, -thing, something" (Crum CD p. 146a) and, indeed,

Champollion pointed out that the Arabic version of this place name, "MaoudhI el-Aschia",

'See CKA pp. 2611-2613 "Thallou".
2 CKA p. 1973 "Pma n-Bête" does not attempt to decipher the name; the reference to 'Pap.Michigan, mv.

Nr. 578 (= W.E. Crum, Wadi Sarga, Nr. 174:3f.)" should be corrected to "P. Mich. mv. 1520", and the
name 'Psae" to 'Prashe'.

3 Edited in Browne 1980 pp. 205-206.

4No plate was published with this text but this restoration appears to me to be possible for flM NW.[ in I.

2.
5 See Heuser PN pp. 21, 33 and 69; and Till 1962 p. 118; and CPR XII 32 I. 15 oric2.

6Edited in MacCoull 1994b pp. 139-140 (on p. 141 the name ôN2 is erroneously cited as being in 1.
14).

7See note to the re-edition of this text in Worp 1990 p. 109.
8Foretymoloies of MNxY, see CKA pp. 1542-1543 "MallawI" and Kessler 1981 p.87.
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translates as 'lieu des choses'. However, he considered that this resulted from a mistake on

the part of the Arabs and favoured the etymology involving the textile.1

An inscription from Bawit mentions MNxHY, 2 and flM?NxC is the place name

most often mentioned in the Louvre ostraca from Bawit (see §3.3.2(.1)), where it is

named as a source of old wine (HprT 1nC and variants). 4 It is possibly to be identified

with Mallawi which is about five kilometres south-east of el-Ashmunein.5

Phoiele (Ol CxC) "the field of Le' (see §4.11) may be involve the same word xe
as this place name.

Pmanlouga
nMMxOYr^. no. 92 1. 5

Literally "the place of Louga (= Luke)". 6 This place name is not otherwise

attested.

Pman[n]erir
nMN[NIEplp no. 67 1. 3

Literally "the place of the pigs". If this is a place name, it is not otherwise attested.

Pmanpaselei(-) (?)
rnMrrcc r x1eI . no. 102 1. 3

This place name is not otherwise attested.

Pmanranê
1M?.MMH no. 92 1. 4

"The place of Ranê" is mentioned in three Louvre ostraca from Bawit as a source of

old wine (see §3.3.2(.1)). 8 The name PNH/PHC is not listed in Heuser PN, but it can

be connected with Middle Egypt.9

'Champollion 1814 vol 1 P. 283.
2Ci 1904-1906 p. 47 no. 32; see CKA p. 2000 "Pôrf".
3MIFAO forthcoming no. 1 note to 11. 3-4.
4MIFA 0 forthcoming nos. 1-11.
5The entry for CKA pp. 1542-1543 MallawI" gives the spellings Mèd1>Y and MSxCYCI. Mè.MxHY is

found in a graffIto from Bawit, see Clédat 1904-1906 p. 47 no. XXXII.
6A form of this name using F instead of K (eg. XOYK?C) is not recorded in Heuser PN, although on p. 119

he lists xoyr as a name of "unsicherer Herkunft".
7 See M!FAO forthcoming no. 81 n. to 1. 6.
8MIFAO forthcoming nos. 21-23.
9This was stated in a paper given by A. Boudhors at the Journde d'études en l'honneur dEtienne Drioton

(Strasbourg, October 1990) entitled 'Nouveaux documents coptes relatifs au transport du yin', and in a
paper delivered by her to the Verne Journée d'études coptes (Perigueux, 16-17th May 1991) with R.-G.
Coquin and M. Pezin, 'Réflexions sur l'ensemble des publications relatives au site de Bawit (Moyenne-
Egypte)". I am grateful to Mme Boud'hors for allowing me to cite this material here.
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Pmansike
flMNCIKC no. 8111. 3-4

This may be interpreted literally as 'the mill", or as a place name, Pmansike,'

which Crum suggests may be an equivalent of CIKCWC in Ryl. no. 193 1. 1.2 C]Nl-IY

N11MJ1CIKC also occur in an unpublished Coptic receipt, BL Or. 6201 B202 (cited in

Crum CD p. 328b; see §2.1), a text featuring the signatory Georgios, see §8.11.

Pm an Sot k
11M?NuWxK 1 no. 52

This place name is not otherwise attested. Literally it means "the place of

weaving/stitching" and may be compared with flM?NCCujT "the place of the weavers",

which is attested in a ujINC NC?- formula ostracon in Durham University's Oriental

Museum (Tait 1994) (see §3.3.2(.1)), and in an inscription from Bawit (Clddat 1904-

1906 p. 80 no. 3).

§4.7 PLACES LOCATED IN OTHER NOMES

Antinoe
NTIHOOY no. 691. 6; no. 91 side (B) 1. 2; aTrou no. 401. 9

Antinoe, the capital of the Antinooupolite nome just across the Nile from el-

Ashmunein (see Map 1 Antinooupolis, Map 3 Antinoou).3

Dalâs see Tiloj

lom see Piom

Nemhate
NM2èTC no. 56 1. 4

This means "the Northerners" (ern CED p. 347 tIM 2 ? T C). Its location is

uncertain although the nome of Heracleopolis Magna has been suggested: it occurs five

times in ostraca from Wadi Sarga, and in two CTMOYxON ostraca.4

1 See CKA p. 1983 "Pma n-Sike' correcting "BM, London, Nr. 6201 B und C" to "BL Or. mv. no. 6201
B'.

2See Drew-Bear 1979a p. 249 "CIKCWC', making the same correction as in the note above: '6201 B et C"
should be 6201 B" ; also flMèJTCIKC should read T1MJ1CIKC.

3 See Calderini Di:. 2 PP. 69-114 'AvTuooJno1uc " , suppl. 1 p. 39; CKA pp. 111-128 "Ansinã"; the
monastery of Apa Apollo mentioned on p. 116 is the one at Bawit.

4See CKA 1766-1767 "Nemhati, adding Husselman 1982 pp. 61-62 to the list of occurrences of this place
name. Note that NCM2OTC, which occurs in KSB I no. 211 (one of the Michigan ostraca), is erroneously
entered in the personal names index in KSB I.
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Pc r i ê Se

I1CPOIHCC no. 42 1. 7

This place name or I1CPOIK (see Periê §4.4) may be interpreted in this text.

Perciêse is not otherwise attested in published Coptic documents, but it may perhaps be

equated with a opfov in the Faiyum recorded in Greek as flcpyfioc or llcXi<floic.1

Piom
ThOM no. 5 1. 5

This literally means "the trench, conduit" or "the wine press" (I OM). In no. 5 this

word may be interpreted as the place name "Faiyum" rather than the place name (C)I OM

which is mentioned in texts from Bawit and Wadi Sarga. 2 Piom is designated as a source

of wheat in a ujiMe HC- formula ostracon (see §3.3.2(.1)).

Psakh(-)
T1CK2[ no.51.4

According to this text, a place beginning Psakh(-) may be located in the Faiyum

(Piom §4.7). There are no place names attested in CKA beginning with these letters.

The estimated size of the manuscript suggests that approximately three letters are

missing which would rule out a reconstruction of the place name Psakhalôm (see

§4.11). Attested words or names beginnning 1hCK2- include the personal name

tK2OI;4 flCK2O a variant spelling of the name flCXO literally meaning "the great

scribe" (Crum, CD p. 384a); and CK2OYO. 5 The word C^K may be interpreted as a

form of COK "sack, sackcloth, bag", see Crum CD p. 325a.

Ptêne
11TI-IN no. 37 11. 4, 12, 15

Literally "the dyke", which is how it was interpreted in the ed. pr. of no. 376 A

number of Coptic and Greek papyri attest a place of this name in the Arsinoite nome.7

1 Calderini Diz. IV p. 104 flEpKEinc ' . The same place may also be designated as HEAKEfiOU', Caldenni
Diz. IV p. 90.

2See CKA pp. 904-905 "Eiom".
3published in Stewart 1984 p. 105 ostracon 1.
4See P. Lond. IV. no. 376.
5This word may be attested as 'VèK2OYO in P. Med. copto mv. 76.23 verso 11. 10-11, which is edited in
Pernigotti 1988 pp. 177-180, p11. 1-2, although a reading of C?KoYca variant of Cè.KCOYO for which
see Rvl. 289) is also possible. It does not seem likely that 20Y0 should be interpreted as Crum CD p. 735a
"greater part, greatness".
6 flTHNC in CPR IV 117 11. 15 and 17 may also be interpreted as this place rather than a particular dyke.

7 CKA pp. 2059-2060 "Ptênê".
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SPP XX no. 229 1. 19 lists a HTT1 VI] along with floul]T (1. 25) and Tv (1. 15 cot.

II), which are both Arsinoite place names. 1 The occurrence of this place name in Bal. no.

349 1. 2 may also be viewed in an Arsinoite context.2

Senarô

ujCN?pW no. 81. 7

There are two attested places with this name (both shown on Map 2), one of which

is a village located approximately 28 kilometres north-east of el-Bahnasa, 3 and the other

about 10 kilometres north of Medinet el-Faiyum. 4 See TseS(-) at §4.8.

Ti 1 oj

TI>..OX no. 15 1. 2

This is now known as Dalâs and is located in the east Faiyum (Map 2

Tilodj/Neiloupolis). This place name is mentioned as a source of wine in a couple of

ostraca excavated at Bawit by Clédat, and in other Coptic texts.5

Tin

TIN no. 29 1. 21

Tlr1/oc is the eponymous metropolis of the Thinite nome, in between Achmim and

Abydos. A place called Tm is attested in Greek papyri dating from the V/VI - \IIIVIllth C.

as an OKOV and a xwpov in the Theodosioupolite nome. 6 Tin may be the Coptic

equivalent of Greek Tflnc which is the name of two villages attested in the Hermopolite

nome. 7 Map 2 (Tênis) shows the location of one of these. See Ten in §4.8.

§4.8 PLACE NAMES WITHOUT A SECURE LOCATION

Pa pcol

rr?rToOx no. 41. x+2

Literally this means "the one of Pëol". 8 The KOTC "neighbourhood" of Papcol is

one of the places designated as the Assignment of this aparchê collection guarantee and

Papcol is also connected with aparchê collection in Ryl. no. 251, see §5.2. Papëol may

'Note that SPP XX no. 221 1. 61 is listed in the index on p. 144 as containing the place name flTrIvl but
it in fact contains llrvT1c, the genitival form of a personal name.

2 Crum CD 418b notes occurrences of this place name; the reference to "Wess 20 56' (= SPP XX no. 221)
is erroneous, see last note. 	 -

3 See Calderini Diz. 4 pp. 282-283 "vapi'; and CKA pp. 235 1-2353 "Sinarâ".

4CKA pp. 2354-2355 "Sinarfl".
5 See CKA pp. 498-502 "Dalâs" and MIFAO forthcoming nos. 35 1. 2 and 75 11. 4 and 6.

6See Caldenni Diz. 4 p. 415 "TCi".

7 See Calderini Diz. 4 pp. 409 "Tfiul.c" and 409-410 "TfivLc i 	 ' AKup€wc'; CKA pp. 2565 "Têenis"
and 2584-2586 'Tênis".

8HeuserPN records the personal name rTawx, see pp. 8, 36, 38, and 41. It occurs in a uIric ic- formula
ostracon from Bawit, MIFAO forthcoming no. 34 1. 2.
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have been intended in an epithet in BKU III no. 471 1. 3 (read r C p . K 0 C

ii <ii ^ >11 OWE...]), a list of names of people and their places of origin which may have

come from el-Ashmunein.'

Ten

1CM no. 38

This text mentions NCPWMTCH "the men of Ten" (1. 1), although 1CM- may be

interpreted as the beginning of another word or place name. See the commentary to this text

for other possible interpretations. If it is a place name, it may be a form of Tin, see §4.7.

Teusia

TCYCI no. 95 1. 3
Literally "the estate (oti'a)". This is another place from which wine is

requisitioned in two CIjIMC NC?- formula ostraca which may be from Bawit, 0. Mich.

25286 and 25312 (see §3.3.2(.1)) . 2 It may be equated with one of two attested place

names: Teusion is mentioned on a tomb stone from Antinoe, 3 and Tousia in Coptic texts

from Bawit, 4 Wadi Sarga and elsewhere.5

§4.9 NEWLY ATTESTED PLACE NAMES WITHOUT A SECURE

LOCATION

Danaiêr
A r M 1r I 1 Hp no. 47 1. 2

Ehbooue

C200Y C no. 911. 3 (or (less likely) flC200YC)

Ehbooue may be made up of a construct form of C2C "ox & cow" (Crum CD p.

64a) and a variant of O0Y "heap, tumulus" (Westendorf KH pp. 29 and 496), which

occurs in 1ThOOY and other place names.

Nehbooue (iC2600YC)see Ehbooue

'See CKA p. 1910 'PgjO[ .1'.
2Edited in Mich. pp. 244 no. 17 and 245 no. 21.

3 CKA p. 2609 "TeusiOn'.
4Clédat 1904-1906 p. 47 no. XXXII.
5 CKA p. 2839 "Tousia.
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Pehno(-) (?)
rrC2rl r O l . no. 18 1. 4

Seven attested place names begin, like Pehno(-), with the Coptic word fl62 which

may mean "division" or "piece')

Tanamnêuou
r T l M^MNH y O y no. 471.4

Tanamnêuou is possibly a variant of Tanamêu which is attested in Greek papyri of

the VIIth C. as a hamlet or village in the Hermopolite nome and was possibly located near

el-Ashmunein.2

Tmou(-)
TMrO1 Y [ ... 1 flO. 3 1. 4

This may end with the letters -MOY; or it may be one of a number of attested place

names involving TMOY "the island", 3 or TMOYi KOTC2 (see Tmouikoteh below in this

section).

Tmouikoteh
TMOYI KOTC2 no. 101. 7

This place name appears to involve TMOYC "the island" which occurs in other place

names, see references given for Tmou(-) above in this section. The word KOTC2 may be

connected with KT2 (meaning unknown) (Crum CD p. 129b), KWT2 "hole" etc.

(5WT2 Westendorf KH p. 469 and Crum CD p. 834a), or KWT2 (KWTC Westendorf

KH p. 512 (see p.71)).

T s e ( -)
TCC((-) no.8 1.6

Tse was presumably located near to Senarô (see §4.7) because no. 8 assigns

TKOTC NTCCUJ(-) for aparchê collection along with TKOTC MUjCNPW.

1 See Crum CD p. 281a (T1w2); and CKA pp. 1872-1876.
2 See Calderini Diz. 4 p. 351 "Tavau', suppl. I p. 240.

3 See Crum CD p. 160b MOYC. Attested place names are as follows: TMOYMHF in the Hermopolite nome,
possibly near Antinoe (CKA pp. 2710-2711 "Tmou-Mêr" and Drew-Bear 1979a p. 114); TMOY N2I

which may have been in the Heracleopolite or Hermopolite nome (CKA pp. 2712-2713 "Tmou n-Ahi');
and TMOY M1Th.2WM which may have been in the nome of Cynopolis ano (CKA pp. 271 1-2712 "Tmou
m-Pahôm"). Other place names beginning TMOY- for which no location has been assigned include: TMOY

NKWN (CKA p.2713 "Tmou n-Akôn"), TMOY MÔPHÔC (CKA pp. 2714-2715 "Tmou n-Gjrêgje"),
TMOYI OYSCCTI (CKA p. 2710 'Tmoui-oubesti"), TMOY NCIN (CKA pp. 2715-2716 "Tmou n-Sin"),
and TMOYOY (CKA p. 2716 'Tmouou") TMOYC (CKA pp. 2709-2710 "Tmoue") and TMOYuOr1C (CKA
pp. 2717-2720 "Tmousons") may be disregarded as they are situated a long way south of the Hermopolite
nome.
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§4.10 INCoMPLETE PLACE NAMES

0r11 M[ no. 1041.4

Literally "the field of A(-)".

(e)T[ : np r wM l eT[ no. 62 side (A) 1. 1.

(]TCHH?)KCMIXX'EC in no. 91.2

If this word is correctly read (NTTKCMIM F C 1 C may also be possible), and part of it is

a place name, it may be compared with 11 MIX C C / 11 MI X H C in the Coptite nome which may

involve the Latin word miles "soldier". 1 Alternatively the Greek words for "rope",

KanXoc, or "camel", KdiTlXoc may form part of the name.2

M r1 (±3) no. 102 1. 2: possibly the same as Pmanpaselei(-) (?) (see §4.6).

IMOY no. 3 1. 5

rr.[±2]N.NOMC..0 no. 17 1. l2.

[??]WTCS no. 52 1. 5.

Place names may also be found in two imperfectly preserved documents which

follow a recognisable format (see §5.5): nos. 10 11. 7-8 and 11. 8-9, and 15 1. 3.

§4.11 NAMES WHICH MAY BE TRANSLATED LITERALLY OR AS

PLACE NAMES

Many of these are mentioned in conjunction with ii- "the one of'.4

Jnê see Tenê

Pejnah
flCXi2 no. 49 1. 23

Pejnah literally means "the fore-arm" or "(the) violence" (Crum CD p. 777a

XM2). It is not otherwise attested as a place name.

1 See CKA pp. 1984-1985 "Pmilês".

2 No such place names are recorded in CKA.

3This may be a form of the place name T1NOM( ICT r C 1 , see CKA p. 1990 "Pnom[.]ets". Another possibility
is rIvo.(c), which may be attested in the Vil-Vilith C. as an Hermopolite wpov ' see Calderini

Diz. 4 p. 105 "HvoII4((wc).

4See Shisha-Halévy 1985.
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Phoiele

cOI Cxc no. 71 side (A) 1. 3

Literally "the field of Le", see Pmanle.

Phointaparoou (OI MTeflpOOY)seeTaparOOU (Tfl?pOOY)

Po

11Ou nos. 99 1. 4 and 103 1. 1

Pos may only be attested in one published text, CPR II no. 15, an Vilith C.

papyrus, which mentions NCxCMrlWuj M(11)TOY2W "the men of Pos in Patouho" (11. 2

ff.). 1 This context suggests that a Po was located in the Hermopolite nome, in the area of

present day Taha. Alternatively, flOu may be a scribal error for flTOuj "the region" in this

text.

A possible Arabic equivalent for Copt.ic flOuJ might be Bus, which is the name of a

place located east of the Faiyum. 2 The word Ouj is not attested in Crum CD or Westendorf

KH.
Po also occurs in the name of a settlement (noiaov) flONT r C 1 xKC see

Ponte1ke in §4.5.

See Taposi /Tapos §4.5.

Psakhalôm

f?K2xWM no. 58

This may be translated literally as the occupational title "the cheese-seller" and may

not be a place name at all in the context of this document. However there are examples of

such titles occurring as place names, 3 compare flCP TW 2 "the chaff-dealer", an rro(KrOV

in the Hermopolite nome; 4 and flCMMOOY, "the water-seller", which may be identified

as the place name ^aiiooi.5 See Psakh- at §4.7.

1 CPR II no. 15 is cited in CKA p. 1798 0s' as though the initial ri- should not be read as part of the
place name; Pnianoup priwu "the man from Og ', who is recorded as a witness in BL. Or. 6204, see
§2.1.1, is also cited here.

2CKA pp. 455-457 'Bug'.
3 See Czapkiewicz 1971 pp. 66-71 section V "Names connected with professions", which proposes Coptic

precursors of various modem place names including CèMIWT "barley-seller" (no. 163), flCMTOOYI "the
sandal-seller" (no. 166) and CMTW8I "brick-seller" (no. 168).

4Recorded in a VIIth C. Greek papyrus, SPP X 25A 1. 3; see Drew-Bear 1979a p. 225 "ncpTw2".

5 See CKA pp. 2020-2021 "[P]sammoou".
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Ptoou
T1TOOY no. 8 1. 8

An aparchê collection Assignment mentioning TKOTC NuaCNèPW (see enarô

§4.7), also specifies rTeiiTOOY which may contain the unattested place name rrrooY,1

or simply be interpreted as "the one of the monastery/mount" (see §3.4.3 for the term

TOOY).

Tenê
Teu.JrIH nos. 701.2; 86 1. 3, and 1051. 5. r x(U 1 NH no.941. 3

Literally "the garden". 2 Shelton 1990 p. 113 interpreted TCUJNH in WS nos. 355-

357 as a personal rather than a place name because it follows &d. flTeu.Jr1l-f is used to

mean "gardener" in John 20:15.

Tnout
TNOYT no. 49 1. 19

This may be a place name or may be interpreted literally as "the basin". It occurs at

the beginning of five Louvre ostraca from Bawit (see §3.3.2) which are concerned with

wine deliveries and may be interpreted as a place name in this context.4

Tnothgnê
TNOO Mur1H no. 95 1. 2

In this text this may simply be translated "the big garden", seeing as George is

expected to supply fodder which may well be supplied by a monastic garden. It may also,

however, be a place name, see Tegnê above in this section. TNOÔ NUJMH occurs as a

source of milk (2 11CWTC NTNOÔ NUJNH) in CMAA Green "5" (see §2.6), along with

flMè Mr1W2 (which is mentioned in uIMC iCe- formula ostraca from Bawit, see

Pmanhête §4.6), and flM FICMHY.

'Compare the place name TOOY, recorded in CK pp. 2729-2730 "Toou (I-Ill)", and Drew-Bear 1979a pp.
305-306 "Tooii".

2See CKA pp. 2606-2607 "Tenê" for other texts involving this place name, adding Ba!. no. 115 1. 6 and
Crums speculation in Rvl. p. 89 n.6 that BM no. 1014 1. 4 TCIM2ITtl may also be a form of it. It should
also be noted that CPR II no. 130 was re-edited as CPR IV no. 118 arid so the passage cited in n. 1
should be expanded and corrected to ctOl EUSYMOYTC cpoq xc TCUMH 2 MCI.

3 See Crum CD p. 572a uiri, where this text is also cited. Wietheger 1992 p. 287 interprets this title when
fle.TCUIMH occurs in inscriptions from the Monastery of Jeremias at Saqqara.

4M!FAO forthcoming nos. 42-44, and 46-47 and the introductory comments to ostraca nos. 42-48.
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Touaer
TOY.trJeP no. 76 11. 6-7

Literally "the carpentry workshop",' but possibly a place name. This is also found

on a wooden lintel, Cairo Egyptian Museum CE 35 017, which is believed to have come

from Bawit, 2 and which mentions Ml OTC MTOYcijCp MM MCCMIIY TKPOY MTOY?uJCp

"the fathers of Touaser and all the brothers of Touaser".

'The interpretation of this word as 'carpentry workshop" follows Westendorf KH p. 282 'Abteilung des
Klosters: Tischlerei (7)' (Crum CD 503b does not supply a translation). Tait 1982 p. 221 cites this
meaning of oYeuep in supporting the derivation of demotic wyhy (a type of tool) from whrj.t
"Tischlerwerkzeug" (Erman and Grapow Wb. I, 355, 13).

2 Described and transcribed in Maspero 1907 pp. 45-47 col. D 11. 3-7, p1. 16 (correct the reference given by
the original editor of no. 76 to this inscription to read "Eg." instead of "Ep."). On this and other wooden
lintels from Bawit, see Krause 1988.
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CHAPTER 5

APARCHE AND PACTUM COLLECTION DOCUMENTS
CONNECTED WITH AN HERMOPOLITE

MONASTERY OF APA APOLLO

§5.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ABOUT THE DOCUMENTS

This chapter presents nineteen previously unpublished documents, most of which

mention the collection of aparchê (drrapxij) on behalf of a monastery. A number of them

were issued by monks of an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo (nos. 2, 3, 5, 10, 11

and possibly 17), and one or two by a monk from the monastery of this name at Titkooh

(nos. 1 and possibly 7). Where their identity can be determined, the addressees are also

monks, often of a monastery of Apa Apollo. See Tables 1-4.

§5.2 THE COLLECTION OF APARCHE IN EGYPT

The term ciirapr is left untranslated in this thesis because it can have several

different meanings. 1 In a monastic context, it can refer to the first fruits dedicated as an

offertory by lay-people for use in the liturgical service, with the residue used by the

monastery and its dependants. It can also designate the taxes gathered by a monastery from

its land-tenants, and can be translated by the term "tithe". The latter interpretation is more

appropriate for the texts edited in this chapter because the the aparchê is converted into

pactum and dêmosion payments. It is unlikely, however that the monastery would have

demanded a tithe from its land tenants in addition to their rent payment.2

The texts edited in this chapter are important not only because very few published

Coptic and Greek documents mention the term chiapxij but also because they provide

details of the process of collecting aparchê (see §5.3 and 5•5).3 Documentary evidence

for tithing in general in Egypt is very scarce, 4 and the literary sources do not go into the

mundane details which are often essential to understanding the subject.

1 The meaning can depend on whether the singular or plural form of ànapxrj is used, see, e.g., Balcer 1989
p. 11 where àiiapxij is translated as "tithe" and anapxai as first-fruits'.

2 i am grateful to Professor Roger Bagnall for pointing this out to me.
3 For an introduction to monastic tithing,see Constable 1964 (especially ch. 1) which concentrates on the

Middle Ages and which only mentions tithing in Egypt once, in connection with the reference (p. 57) to
the payment of tithes to hermits in Egypt in the IVth C. made in Cassian's Conlationes.

4See Wipszycka 1972 p. 71. With reference to churches in the Vth and VIth Centuries A.H.M. Jones 1960

p. 85 goes as far as to say that "Tithe seems to have been unknown save as a purely voluntary offering
made by exceptionally pious Christians for the relief of the poor". Misunderstanding of the terminology
used to describe tithing may account for the seeming lack of evidence: e.g., in a discussion of the range of
payments made to religious foundations by landowners (Hardy 1931 pp. 139-145), a tithe payment is
identified in only one instance, a papyrus where the term àiiapxij is employed (p. 141). Two Byzantine
terms for tithe, 6EKaTEa and IopTlj, which are discussed in Schmid 1957 are not listed in Preisigke WB
as occuning in any published Greek documents.
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A striking feature of the documents presented in this chapter is that they illustrate

the degree of organization behind the monastery's aparchê collection. Income from tithe

collection was not only used for charitable puposes, as may have been the case in no. 11

which mentions NCTCLjWNC "the sick ones", but it may have been vital to the running of the

monastery. Some important questions are left unanswered: how it was decided from which

areas the monastery could collect aparchê (bearing in mind that some of the places assigned

for collection may be in the Faiyum, see §5.6); what happened to people who would not

pay their aparchê ; and what sort of aparchê was collected. Harvest- time is specified in

some documents which is when the collection of praedial tithes would be expected to take

place.

Ryl no. 251 is an essential document for the interpretation of the aparchê collection

texts edited in this chapter. It contains the remains of accounts relating to a monastery

whose identity is not preserved; one of the account headings ends with the phrase

?]flpXH CflCIKflOC "aparchê for this harvest (Kapnóc) " . Underneath are entries

involving place names and men's names, including an entry 2 flflôOX 2ITN

ZX[piC] "for Papëol from Zacharias". The neighbourhood (TKOTC) of Papëol (see

§4.8) is one of the places assigned for aparchê collection in no. 4.

The term chiapxri occurs in two Coptic documents from the Monastery of Apa

Apollo at Bala'izah: Bal. no. 160, a contract which refers in 1. 4 to [a payment of x solidi?]

UJ?TCYTCPM N2T ?11PX "less a tremissis of silver (for) aparchê (ànapxij)".' Later in

this text (11. 11-12) expenses (cvdXwiia) and possibly a payment of three solidi to the

(BaIa'izah) monastery of Apa Apollo are mentioned. The other text from this monastery,

Bal. no. 253, is discussed at §5.3.2 Two Schenkungsurkunden from Jeme refer to giving

&rtapxij and PCMCT/PHMKT "tithe" to a monastery: KRU 89 (= BM 387) 11. 24, 28; and

KRU 100 11. 38, 433 The term &napxrj also ocurs in a wine list, CO 464.

In one of the few Greek documentary papyri which mention àuapxrj, 5 BGU II 693

(which is dated to the Byzantine period), Petros, who may be an dvTuycoiiXoc "land-

agent", orders Petros the ovoxctpwTric "dispenser of wine" to provide twenty-seven

kouri-measures of wine from the XP(JV EiXouc ... for the rrapxTj of the holy church.

Evidence for aparchê collection by other monasteries may be provided by a letter of

greeting (no. 16 text 1) in which the writer mentions that he acquired news of his

addressees from some brothers collecting aparchê in the region of 11OYCI pe for (the

monastery of) "our beloved father Apa Mena". This may suggest that the monks, and the

'This is my interpretation of these words because this line is left untranslated in the publication,Bal. p.
579.

2The fact that two documents from the Balaizah monastery of Apa Apollo mention ànapxij does not
dissuade me from assigning a provenance of an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo to the aparchê
collection guarantees and orders edited in this chapter. They follow a completely different format to the
documents from Balaizah and are more closely asociated with a Titkooh monastery of Apa Apollo.

3 See Tills translations of these texts in KRT pp. 167 and 184 respectively.
4This is translated on CO p. 43.
5This is the only one cited in Wipszycka 1972 p. 71, where she discusses tithing documents.
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author of the text, belonged to a monastery of this name (see §5.8); the addressees in this

text may have belonged to a monastery of Apa Apollo because the papyrus was

subsequently used by a monk of this monastery to write a document which begins with the

èNOK flCON NN CiC2I formula (no. 16 text 2).1 For contact between monasteries of

Apa Apollo and Apa Mena, see no. 53 and the Monastery of (Apa) Mena at §4.1.

§5.3 ANALYSIS OF THE TEXTS EDITED IN THIS CHAPTER

The format of aparchê collection orders and guarantees is analysed in § 5.5.

The possibility that the monastery had to deal with unwilling contributors is

demonstrated in no. 17, a letter from a representative of a monastery (possibly the

archimandrite Theodoros who occurs in no. 23) to a villager which introduces the monk

who has come to collect the village's aparchê. This is described as the "small aparchê"

(KOYI NflPXH), a term also found in a document from the Bala'izah monastery of Apa

Apollo. 2 The villager is told to assist the monk and not hinder him which might indicate

that there was opposition to the collection of aparchê. There is no record of an anti-tithe

movement in Egypt comparable to the one found in mediaeval Montaillou in the

Languedoc.3

One text (no.3) mentions the collection of àuapxrS and yv1p.a for the monasteries

of Apa Apollo and Apa Makare: these are things to be given freely to the house of God

according to one literary source. 4 The monks themselves may have been coerced into

making a contribution to the tithes; as well as the laity, "priests also must give tithes, from

the bishop to the doorkeeper". 5 In one text (no. 9 11. 16-17) it is stipulated that "every

brother shall pay", referring to the cTrapxT. Certain people may also have been exempt

from paying aparchê, such as the sick.

A fragmentary unpublished Coptic papyrus document, P. Schøyen 89/09, is written

by and to monks of an unspecified monastery and contams the phrase 2 N11^XOC "for

the aparchê (ànapxij)". This interpretation is more likely than "for the eparch (rrapxoc)'

because this document is associated with other aparchê collection documents, see §2.4.1.

These relate to a monastery of Apa Apollo, which may also be the monastery in question in

P. Schøyen 89/09. Another unpublished Coptic papyrus, CUL Michael. 1036, mentions

rTTJO MTfl^..PXHC CTC 11C1IWT 2XWN "the gift of the aparchê (àirapxij) which

our father (bestowed?) upon us". This text comes from a collection which also contains an

'No.16 text 4 on this papyrus reads t MOK flCOM.

211a1. no. 253 1. 3.
3 See Le Roy Ladurie 1980 pp. 20-23, although, since many of the inhabitants of this place were Cathars,

they might be expected not to wish to conform with the orders of the Catholic church to whom the tithes
were to be paid. The tithe was seen as a sort of feudal tax imposed by the bishop, and supported by
accomplices, including mendicant monks who denied non-payers entry to church (p. 22).

4See Wipszycka 1972 p. 71.

5 Pseudo-Athanasius canon 83 (Arabic version), referred to ii'. 'Vipszycka 1972 p. 72.
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aparchê collection guarantee issued by a monk of a monastery of Apa Apollo (no. 5), see

§2.2.

In these documents monks are assigned the aparchê collection for certain areas and

are liable for specific payments to be made to the monastery. The process resembles tax-

farming because the monastery calculated the amount required before the collection took

place. Lists detailing the yield expected for each area, comparable to tax lists, have not yet

been identified but they must have existed. 1 In most cases the payment, which can be made

in money or in kind, 2 is designated as pactum but the term dêmosion is also found, see

Tables 1-3. Both terms are left untranslated and can be used to mean "rent" or "tax",3

although demos ion can be used specifically for public domains. 4 If the monastery is

collecting aparchê from its land tenants, the term "rent" would be more appropriate. The

monastery would then pay the land taxes out of the rent collected. For a discussion of

dê,nosion as a term for tax levied by the state, and for occurrences of this term in other

documents analysed in this thesis, see §3.7; for the use of the term pactum in other

documents edited in this thesis, and for the monastery of Apa Apollo as a landowner, see

§3.10.

§5.4 DOCUMENTS CONNECTED WITH THE PAYMENT OF PACTUM

Documents which are concerned with pactum payment (see Table 4) but which do

not mention aparchê collection are also included in this chapter because they are drawn up

in the same format as the aparchê collection guarantees and orders. One of these, a

guarantee (no. 18), is issued by a monk of a monastery of Apa Apollo to a monk of the

same monastery. This document is one of a few which preserve the amount of pactuin to be

paid: a solidus less 2, by the measure of the diakonia. This Measure is also specified in a

few of the aparchê collection documents, see §5.5. No. 19 specifies the pactum as "three

less six and a half ... " according to a measure which is not extant.

1 R yl. 251, which was mentioned at §5.2, is the only document to record aparchê payments to one
monastery from different areas.

2The payment is expressed as a quantity of wine (Hpcn) in no. 12 and of salt (2 Mo y ) in no. 4.

3Gascou 1985 p. 15.
4Gascou 1985 p. 29, and Wipszycka 1972 p. 70.

5 See the note to 1. of this text for possible ways of interpreting this amount.
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Payment

Payment date

Measure

Recipient

Issuer's affirmation

§5.5 APARCHE COLLECTION ORDERS AND GUARANTEES

These are generally drafted in the following format (see individual documents for

variant spellings):1

Opening formula
	 ?NOK (fl^.COM) NNCIC2?J rINN

Introduction
	

XC CI1CIAhH2

Agreement
	

neIee/cYMrTCIeC/CYHTIeC Mi-/r1RM

Assignment of place(s)
	

TI N?" place name(s) (MN/rIpOC NCN1? CTHI1 epO")

Aparchê collection	 TP#CWK T#?T1?XH

Beneficiary/Beneficiaries 	 2? NN (MN NN)

Collection date	 29 flK?PflOC NTIpOM11C T?I/2? TIOMliC T?I x

I MIKTIWN

TI flC # fl?.KTON/,HMOCION CTC T1?J liC xsolidi (napci

tremisseslcarats)

IN(IKTIWN)

NTM?MC Mx

-T? # us NN

?NOK (fl?,.CON) NN -f-CTOIXCI C- (this document) NC

CCH2 FiMoc

Witness(es)	 NOK (fl?CON) NN TIO MHTPC

Scribe	 ?N0K NNIC2J (2NT?olX)

Document date
	 NCOY

Docket
	

dtrrcXna NNN (2? place(s) assigned) Payment

Most of the texts which preserve their Opening formula begin with èNOK fl?xCON

NN CI C2J , which features in texts issued by monks of an Hermopolite monastery of Apa

Apollo, and is discussed in Chapter 7. No. 7 has ?NOK fl?CON NN CqC2?I. For the

Parties involved in these documents, see § 5.7.

The Agreement clause uses two verbs which are otherwise rarely found in Coptic

documents: uiuc(0c.v (in four of the texts: nos. 3, 5, 8, and 18 (in this last text it is

t Compare the homogeneous format of the various types of T1€NCIWT 11eTC2.I formula document, see
§ 8.7. For the usefulness of the textual format, as well as the physical shape and size, of a manuscript in
identifying what type of document it contains, see Black and Tait 1995 p. 2199b in connection with
cuneiform tablets.

2See Biedenkopf-Ziehner 1983 pp. 216 table 4 if for the use of xe enciH and variants. When nE1j is
used in texts in this thesis to introduce the preamble in a legal document it is translated "whereas, see
OED vol 20 p. 213 col. c in which precisely this usage is ascribed to the word "whereas".
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treated as a pseudo-verb using the auxiliary _)),1 and cruvTtOva (only in no. 10).2

nc(Oci.v, which is far more commonly used in Coptic documents in general, is fully

preserved in only one text (no. 4) but it may be reconstructed in others. All of these verbs

are followed by MM- or MeM? # "with', where their Greek counterparts would govern the

dative or employ irpóc + accusative.3

The Copto-Greek form of these Greek verbs is worth examining. For all three

verbs the middle form would be suitable in these texts, and yet their Copto-Greek forms are

based on active stems. Although Coptic is capable of reproducing middle and passive

forms of Greek verbs, e.g. 	 cXcicrOa is represented by WCxCI cei in CPR IV no. 33

1. 1, nOa, one of the most common Greek verbs found in Coptic texts, is generally

represented as Cfl?ZC. The representation of uvTOcva in no. 10 as C MT iec

suggests that ni u was being treated as a thematic verb.5

This Agreement clause is also found in no. 50, which is edited in Chapter 7, and

in several published texts which are not related to an Hermopolite monastery of Apa

Apollo. It also occurs in a guarantee for a sale of land, no. 27, involving the council of the

settlement of Pôrahêu and the upocmSc of an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo,

which has the same Opening formula, Introduction, Agreement as the aparchê collection

documents, and also specifies the use of the monastery's Measure, see below.

In the Agreement clause of two of the documents there is an unusual second person

plural First Perfect verbal prefix T- (rather than the standard ^TCTM-) (nos. 11. 8 and

7 1. x+9). 6 The same form is found in the Assignment of place(s) clause of no. 5 1. 4.

The verb used in the Aparchê collection section, C W K , uses a non-standard

prenominal form CWK. This verb is accompanied by the preposition 2- in no. 49 frag.

11. 6 (CWK 2 MCC,HMOCI ON), 8 and is translated there as "submit to".

In all of the texts which preserve the Beneficiary section intact the aparchê is to be

collected for a monastery of Apa Apollo alone or together with other monasteries (see §5.8

and Tables 1-3).

The aparchê Collection date is usually the current indiction-year and sometimes

the harvest (Kaprróc)-time is specified. The two terms used in the Payment section, pactum

and dê,nosion have already been discussed at §5.3. A Payment date is preserved in one

1 See Preisigke WB II col. 514, and suppl. 1 p. 258 for this verb. The latest document cited is a VIth C.
Greek papyrus, P. Michael. no. 45 (ouvn(Ooia in 1. 75). This verb is also found in two unpublished
fragmentary Coptic papyrus documents, CUL Michael. 837/4 (ccMnlee) see §2.2, and Christie's '22'
(dm11 eel) see §2.5.

Preisigke WB II col. 553 and suppl. 1 p. 261 for this verb.
3 For the use of cnJvT(eq1a with np6c + accusative, see the index to Mayser 1933-1934 p. 279.

4Note that the same verb ocurs as oexel in CPR IV no. 261 1. 43.

5Thematic forms (TLe etc.) are found in papyri of Byzantine date and earlier, see Mandilaras 1973 pp. 51-
52 §30, and 85-86 § 140.

6This form is also recorded in two texts from the Monastery of Apollo at Bala'izah, see Bal. p. 167 § 143a).
7Crum CD p. 325a, not the CWK which is surveyed in Quecke 1978; on the distinction between CWK and

CWKI, see Polotsky 1959 p. 460 11.4.

8 See also CPR IV no. 111 1.4 TèCWK 2 '̂ rICYAMIMOCIOII], and Ryl. no. 128 1. 3 TtICWK 2S 2wq FIlM.
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text and is the same as the Collection date (no. 4). The Measure of the diakonia is

specified in one text (no. 9) and it may occur in others.' A Recipient is only preserved in

two texts: the "great brother" in one text, and the "father of the diakonia" possibly in

another. See §5.7 for these titles.

An Issuer's affirmation occurs only in no. 2; Witnesses are preserved in nos. 1,

3, 4, 9, and possibly 7 and 14. The declaration of a Scribe is extant in nos. 3 and 7, and

in the latter this is followed by the Document date. A Docket is preserved for three

guarantees (thpdXca) (nos. 1, 3, and 7), and possibly one order (no. 12).

§5.6 PLACES ASSIGNED FOR APARCHE COLLECTION

It has already been suggested that the monastery owned the land in the areas from

which the aparchê collections were made (see §5.3). Identifiable places mentioned in

assignments are located in at least two different areas: in the Hermopolite nome and in the

Faiyum.

Only one previously attested Hermopolite place name, Terôt (T C p w 1), is

mentioned in the texts and it may be one of the Assignments in no. 6 (see §4.4). An

unattested place name or monastery, rfl1 MpKOTr1f , is associated with Terôt in

the same text and may be located in the Hermopolite nome (see Pmamrakota(-) §4.6).

Tiloj in the Faiyum is the Assignment in no. 15 and it is noteworthy as a place

name mentioned in a couple of uji NC fic- formula ostraca from Bawit (see Tiloj §4.7).

In a joint paper given in 1991,2 Boud'hors, Coquin and Pezin pointed out how the

proximity of the Bahr Youssef to Bawit would have facilitated relations between the Bawit

monastery of Apa Apollo and the Faiyum. They attributed the abundance of Faiyumisms in

the inscriptions from the monastery to monks originating from the Faiyum.

A place name partially preserved as the Assignment in no. 5., flC?.K2H, may

refer to a place in the Faiyum (riloM) (see Psakh(-) §4.8). Senarô, the Assignment in

no. 8, may be identified with the place of this name in the Faiyum or one further to the

south, just north el-Bahnasa (see §4.7).

Places of uncertain location include fl^T1ôOx in no. 4, and two places which are

not otherwise attested: TMOY1 KOTC2 (no. 10), and r1-r1M M KOT 11 [ (no. 6),

discussed above as possibly being located in the Hermopolite nome. An Assignment

mentioning TKOTC NUjCNPW (no. 8), also specifies fl?11TOOY which may contain the

unattested place name rrioo, see §4.11, or simply be interpreted as "the one of the

monastery/mount.

t The standard of a local landowner was commonly used for weights and measures by people from the
surrounding area, see Hardy 1931 pp. 74-75. Dilwyn Jones 1981 pp. 189-190 discusses evidence in which
monasteries were responsible for weights and measures. See also Drew-Brear 1979b p. 298, and P. Sta.
Xyla no. 6 11. 5-6 which refers to the measure of the monastery of Apa Apollo at Titkooh.

2Details given in the second note to the entry for Pmanranê at §4.6.
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In many cases the Assignment section of the aparchê collection texts is not fully

preserved (see Tables 1-3). Even if it is, some of the place names have yet to be

identified. These include 11C2W0 1 . (no. 18) (see Pehno(-) §4.9); TM r O[...J (no 3 1.

4) (see Tmou(-) §4.9); and TCCu( -) (no. 8) which may be located near to 'enarô (see

Tse(-) §4.9).

§5.7 APARCHE ADMINISTRATION WITHIN THE MONASTERY

Generally, the people who issue the aparchê collection guarantees and orders

describe themselves as monks (iiovaxóc). A number of them have the title flCON, for

which see §3.13. Scribes are involved in nos. 5 and 14; in the former, the scribe is the

person setting the assignment. In no. 10 a psalmodist assigns places for aparchê

collection possibly to a deacon who also bears the title OY?2 q (see §3.13). The people to

whom the documents are sent are given the titles ^.11 , 11 ? 11 ^ and 11 ? CON (see Tables

1-3). In no. 2 text 1, people from the region of Panoube are also involved in the contract.

The fathers of the diakonia occur in two texts: 1 in the first (no. 11. 6), they belong

to the Titkooh Monastery and assign the places for aparchê collection; in the second text

(no. 311.12-13) the father of the diakonia (IWT MTIKWNI) may be the recipient of the

dênwsion. The diakonia plays a financial role in these texts (see §3.13).

The "great brother" is the one to whom the payments resulting from aparchê

collection are made in no. 2 1. 13. The title NO6 NCNHY "great brothers" designates the

senior monks who were subordinate only to the head of the monastery, 2 and they act as

intermediary for a monk who wishes to communicate with the head in an NOK fl^CON

NN CIc2I-formula text (no. 49).

§5.8 BENEFICIARIES OF APARCHE COLLECTION

Apa Apollo is named as a beneficiary in five or six texts (see Tables 1-3), one of

which (no. 1) was issued by a monk of the Monastery of Apa Apollo on the mount of

Titkooh. The location of this monastery may have been specified in this text as 2M rrTOuJ

NuMOYl1 TI1OxIC MTNOMOC "in the region of Shmoun the city (u6?uc) of the nome

(vo.i6c)" (see §3.4.3), a phrase which may be read or restored in three other texts (nos.

2 11. 2-3, 7 11. 2-x+3, and 8 11. l-3). One of these (no. 7) was issued from a monastery

of Apa Apollo, as were nos. 3, 5, 10, and 11. In two or three texts Apa Apollo is

described as	 rioc CTOY.b (nos. 2-3 and possibly 1), see §3.5.

t This title also occurs in no. 42 (which may be connected with aparchê collection) and an unpublished
Coptic papyrus, Christie's '22" (see § 2.5). See Cledat 1904-1906 p. 105 n. 1 for a reference to a
papyrus found at Bawit which may record this title (it was interpreted erroneously as TIWTM fl,IKWM

iTxi...); Wietheger 1992 pp. 272-273 "IWT WrA,IKoNI?" gives further references to this title.

2 See Ba!. pp. 34-35 for this title.
3 1t may also occur in no. 59 which relates to the Titkooh monastery of Apa Apollo.
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Apart from no. 14 which specifies the region of Shmoun (see §4.4) as the

location for the monastery from which it is issued, the description of the place of origin of

the other texts is not extant. However, the homogeneous format of most of the aparchê

collection documents suggests that they may all have been issued from the same monastery,

which is most probably the Tiikooh monastery of Apa Apollo.

Aparchê is gathered for the monasteries of Apa Apollo, Apa Anoup and Apa

Jeremias in no. 9. A monastery of Apa Anoup is associated with a monastery of Apa

Apollo in other texts, see §4.1. Several monasteries of Jeremias are attested in Egypt,

including some in the Hermopolite nome (see §4.1), and the one mentioned in no. 9 may

also occur in no. 42. This may be interpreted as an aparchê collection document, in which

the fathers of the diakonia of a monastery of Jeremias assign places to monks of a

monastery of Apa Apollo. If so, this is the only text edited in this chapter in which the

Monastery of Apa Apollo is not seen to he in control.

The monasteries of Apa Apollo and Apa Makare are named as the beneficiaries in

no. 3•I See §4.1 for attested monasteries of Apa Makare.

Monks gathering aparchê on behalf of Apa Mena are mentioned in no. 16 text 1, a

letter which may also have been written by a monk of a monastery of Apa Mena. This

monastery may have been located to the south of a Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo,

see the provenance details and introductory remarks pertaining to this text.

§5.9 TOPONYMS MENTIONED IN THE TEXTS

Places assigned for aparchê collection in the texts have been discussed at §5.6, and

the place name Titkooh at §5.8.

The region of Shmoun (see §4.4) is specified for the monasteries inhabited by the

monks issuing nos. 1 and 3, 8, and 14. People from the region of Panoube are addressed

in a guarantee for aparchê collection, no. 2 1. 6, and this may be in the Hermopolite nome,

the Faiyum or even the Delta, see §4.5. A monk from liNK is addressed in no. 16 text 1,

and this may be in the Hermopolite, Antaeopolite, or Theodosioupolite nome.

'No. 7 may mention the monastery of Apa Apollo and other beneficiaries.
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LIST OF TEXTS EDITED IN CHAPTER 5
Ms.	 No.

BL Or. 6201 B29
	

16

BL Or. 6201 B105
	 17

BL Or. 6201 B187
	

12

BL Or. 6201 B219
	

I

BL Or. 6201 B267(A)
	

2

BL Or. 6201 B268A
	

3

CUL Michael 856/5
	

5

Christie's "11"
	

11

Christie's "18"
	 15

Christie's "19"
	

13

Christie's "20"
	 14

Christie's "21"
	

19

P. Schøyen 89/02
	 18

P. Schøyen 89/11(A)
	

9

P. Schøyen 89/14
	 10

P. Schøyen 1579/1 text 1
	

6

P. Schøyen 1579/1 text 2
	

7

P. Schøyen 1579/1 text 3
	

8

"Ex-von Scherling 27"
	

4
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APARCHE COLLECTION DOCUMENTS

Content
	

Ms.	 no.

Collection guarantees 1

2

3

4

S

6

7

BL Or. 6201 B219

BL Or. 6201 B267(A)

BL Or. 6201 B268A

"Ex-von Scherling 27"

CUL Michael. 856/5

P. Schøyen 1579/1 text 1

P. Schøyen 1579/1 text 2

8
9
10
11
12
13

Collection orders P. Schøyen 1579/1 text 3

P. Schøyen 89/11(A)

P. Schøyen 89/14

Christie's "11"

BL Or. 6201 B187

Christie's "19"

Fragmentary documents
	

Christie's "20"
	

14

Christie's "18"
	

15

Letters
mentioning aparchê collection BL Or. 6201 B29 Text 1

	
16

introducing aparchê collector BL Or. 6201 B105
	

17

OTHER DOCUMENTS

Pactu rn-collection order	 P. Schøyen 89/02
	

18

Agreement concerning pacturn Christie's "21"
	

19
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1

APARCHE COLLECTION GUARANTEE

BL Or. 6201 B219
	

135 (h) x 102 (w) mm.	 VIIth C.

Papyrus
	

Plates 1-2

Preservation: (A) 13 lines and the upper margin; (B) the 1 line docket is incomplete.

Paleography: a large majuscule hand, with some ligatures, similar to the one used for

no. 2. Noteworthy letters: x (exx. 11. 2 and 3) and c (1. 1) are formed in one continuous

movement, without taking the pen from the papyrus; Y is formed with a loop at the

bottom (see 11. 3 and 10); H (in NCMOMOXOC) 1. 5 begins with a loop. M can be either

three- (2M 1. 2) or four-stroke (MOMOXOC 1. 5).

Linguistic note: see §5.5 for the form T- (1. 8).

Provenance: unknown. The sender and recipients of this document belonged to the

Monastery of Apa Apollo at Titkooh.

Acquisition: see §2.1.

A monk of the Titkooh monastery of Apa Apollo (see §3.4) guarantees to monks

and fathers of the diakonia (see §5.7) of his monastery that he will collect the aparchê of

the year's harvest from the places they have assigned to him. The payment of dêmosion

may also be specified (see §5.3).

(A)

ii'
	

I. I1MONOXOC M?ArIOC [(cT0Y.?) err

2
	

rroIr>.))..w 2M T1TOOY NTIT[K002 2M

3 flTOuj M I IUJ 1MOYM T11OxIC M.[

4
	

fl-x fle1 qry1MW r M 1 [ MM NN

5
	

16 NCMONOXOC MIlE

6
	

MICI 016 HTIKWMI r ?. l [ M11T0T0C (?) M 4 sr -

7
	

IF0C	 ?fl0>>W r1[ 61lCl.H eTCTH(C6M)flh/CCMTI-

8
	

eje MCMd ^TTi Mi[

9
	

].rr.MexrMlCH..[

10
	

]00Y T?,CWK TC[Yè.IThPXH 2 eJi-?

11
	

1noxxw 2M flK [ P Il0C NTI0MI1C TI?

12
	

J.T6 1 M 1 [OCIOM 616 flI llC(?)

13
	

)( ±4 )[

(B) Docket

14—	 p TC 4 xI M-[

1, 5 MOIThXOC 6 TAIKWM I	 8 r1RMI T€TN- 12 AHMOCIOFI (?) 14 cq>cie
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Parties	 (1) the monk (iiovaxóc) of the holy (yoc) [(saint) Apa]
(2) Apollo on the mount of Titkooh [in (3) the nome of] Shmoun the city

(rr6xtc) (4)	 Papa Phybamon [and NN] (5)	 the monks (ii.) of the

(6)the fathers of the diakonia (&aKova) [of the monastery (T6noc?) of the

(7)holy (&. ?)] Apa Apollo.
Agreement	 [Whereas you agreed (cuud0avIauvT(Ocva)] (8) with me

Assignment	 to give me	 (9)	 (10)

Aparchê	 so that I collect [its/their aparchê (àiiapxij)

Beneficiary	 for] (11) Apa Apollo

Collection date	 in the [harvest (Kapu6c) of this year (12) •..]

Payment	 dêmosion (61cnov?) [which is ? •.. ( 13) •..]

Docket	 (14) The guarantee (c dcta) of

Transcription notes

1 [(eToY?)]: for the combination of this epithet with &yoc applied to Apa Apollo, see

§ 3.5.
3 ME: possibly restore MrT[NOMOC here, see §5.8.

6 TOflOC: this is reconstructed following no. 3 1. 2.

9 1 .fl.MCxJ M 1 CFI..[: the letter or letters following 11 may involve a 2.

10 For the reconstruction of CWK flPXH, see the Aparchê collection section in §5.5.
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2

APARCHE COLLECTION GUARANTEE

BL Or. 6201 B267(A)	 140 (h) x 100 (w) mm.	 VHth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 3

Preservation: (A) the first 17 lines but not the bottom and right margins; on (B) are three

other texts, two Coptic and one Greek, written in different hands to that on side (A).'

Palaeography: a large majuscule hand with a few ligatures similar to the one used for

no. 1. Minuscule 1-f.

Provenance: unknown. The place of origin was an Hermopolite monastery of Apa

Apollo, possibly the one at Titkooh, see §5.8.

Acquisition: see §2.1.

A monk, who may belong to the monastery of Apa Apollo at Titkooh (see §3.4),

guarantees to other members of his monastery and possibly people from the region of

Panoube that he will collect the years aparchê from the place they have assigned to him

and pay it immediately to the great brother (Moo MCON 1. 13) (see §5.7).

LI	 -p ^MOK T1^COM ?,..TlOxx[W I1MOM, MITTOI1OC?

2	 Mrloc CTOY.S r1[fl ^.I1OXXW (?) 2M flTO

3	 MMOY TflOXIC MHFM1[OMOC

4	 p ^JT^ MOY MCM rr?[NN MCMOtthXOC Mill-?

5	 TOI1OC MOYWT XYW.E

6	 flTCtj fl^MOYC XC C1l[ClH Mnelee/-ceMnlee,-ceMTIec

7	 MCMCPHOY ^. TCTCM[TI Ml place name

8	 MC TP^CWK TCS^i1l l LpXH 2^. NN 2M flK^PflOC (?)

9	 MTIPOM11C Tl .1. lrthlK-

10	 TlMOC 2? ll[^xIki1TC[

11	 OYWT M2OXOKO[TTIMOC

12	 N 2M rrOYW.tJ MrI0YTCE T^..-

13	 T^Y (	 111106 rICON[

14

15	 flC0M fl0xxW -t-C[TOIXCI ... ri-?

16	 eH CCH2 MOC ^.Mo[K NN

17	 MCTPC ^M0K flr1C[J NN

18	 .rM1L

3 M0YM 6 T0U i- 7 M rICNCPHY 8 Tcq- 9-10 INAKTI0N0C 12 RriNOYTC

14 MIS0XIS 15-16 Nec 16 MMDC 17 MTTpC

'Text 2 has one complete line: r X 1 POTHN N 0 le "... solidi 19'; texts 3 (at 180 to text 1: -j- 1'TecoN) and 4
(1 at 90 to text I : f ux . ) are too fragmentary for comment.
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Parties	 (1) .p I, brother (rr^cori) Apollo, [the monk of the

monastery?] .•• (2) of the holy saint (yioc) Apa [Apollo in the region ?]
(3) of Shmou(n) the city (ndXic) of the nome (vo iidc) (?)	 (4)	 Apa

Mou and Apa ... [the monks of this?] (5) same monastery (Tóuoc) and
(6) the region of Panoube.

Agreement	 Whereas (nEiT) [we agreed] (7) with each other

Assignment	 you have [given me]	 (8)

Aparchê	 so that I collect its aparchê (ài-iapxij)

Beneficiary	 [for NN

Collection date	 lfl the harvest (Kapu6c) ?] (9) of this year which is ... (10)

indiction-year (v&KTwv?)

Payment	 for half	 (i') single ... solidus (6xoK6'rTwoc) •.. (12)

Recipient	 by the will of God [I ... that I shall?] (13) give them to the

great brother (1) without any objection (qn3oXa)

Issuer's affirmation [I] (' 5)brother (ncoM) Apollo agree (aToxeIv) [to ... in]
(16) the way in which it was written.

Witness 1	 I [NN bear] (17) witness.

Witness 2	 I, brother (ncoM) [NN] (18)

Transcription notes

1 I1MOM, rInTOrrOC: reconstructed from no.311. 1-2.

3 Mn r M l [orloc: see §5.8 for this reconstruction.

9 TJ: the letter following this resembles a T.

14	 NM4fflrsl[oxI^: for this formula, seen. to 1.4 of no. 20.

15 -1-CE TOIXCI ...: restore something like "this guarantee (aa4dXca) " , or "this document

(ypa 11aT1OV) " following CTOI XCI, see §5.5.

16 CqCH2: the second letter may be an open beta in which case read CSCH2, and compare

the spelling of T66- for TCq- in 1. 8.

Translation notes

2 4rI OC CTOY^b: for this combination of epithets applied to Apa Apollo see §3.5.

4 MOY: this personal name is not recorded in Heuser PN, but it does occur in at least one

Greek papyrus, (P. Aberd. 72A R.8 (VIlith C.));2 it is interpreted as an abbreviated form

of Mouoic in P. Erlangen 109 and P. Michael. 25 11.3.

2 See K.F.W. Schmidt 1941 p. 87.
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6 flNOYSC: see §4.5 for possible locations of this place. It is unlikely that the personal

name Panoube is intended here.3

15-16 (N) H CCH2 MOC: the clause in signatures was analysed by Kahle in Ba!. pp. 188-

189 §157. The clause NOC CCCH2 MMOC occurs in no. 51 1. 16 and the five sale

transfer documents from an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo (see §2.1.1): BL Or.

6201 1. 65, 6202 1. 73, 6203 11. 87-88, 6204 1. 61, and 6206 1. 42. No. 53 1. 12 has

the variant rr<p>oc ec CCH2 N[MOC].

3 See Cairo Egyptian Museum S.R. 3733.36 1. 8, edited in MacCoull 1993c p.26; BM p. 449; and Khoury
1993 no. 78, a IX-Xth C. Arabic papyrus (Fenüfe).

4Th1s section is discussed at Krause 1958 p. 53 §20.
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3
APARCHE COLLECTION GUARANTEE

BL Or. 6201 B268A	 main fragment 200 (h) x 220 (w) mm.	 VIHth C.

Papyrus
	 Plate 4

Preservation: (A) 18 lines and all but the lower part of this document are preserved; there

are several lacunae and many damaged papyrus fibres. The manuscript is almost broken

into two halves and the first three lines have been incorrectly aligned. From 1. 9 onwards

a large protocol written with a thick pen obscures the text, 5 which might suggest that it

was written later. However, the fact that the whole of the legal document is written in the

same hand, including the witnesses signatures, indicates that it was a copy of the original

guarantee. If this was the case, the scribe might have considered that the legibility of the

end of the document was not so necessary as to warrant an uninscribed piece of papyrus.

(B) the one line docket is incomplete.

Palaeography: a flowing semi-cursive hand with many ligatures. The superlinear dot is

used in this text once to indicate syllabisation (flujTp(±3)r 1. 8), as is the superlinear

stroke (OY2OXOKOTR 1. 8).

Provenance: unknown. The place of origin is an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo,

possibly the one at Titkooh, see §5.8.

Acquisition: see §2.1.

Petros, a monk of the monastery (T6rroc) of the holy saint Apa Apold>o,

guarantees to another monk of his monastery, Daniel (Taniel), that he will collect the

aparchê and produce from TMOY[....]N1OY and places belonging to it. The beneficiaries are

the monasteries of Apa Apollo and Apa Makare (see §5.8). A dêmosion payment may be

made to the father of the diakonia (see §5.7). Daniel may also act as the third witness to

this document.

5 A similar protocol is preserved fragmentarily in no. 21. and both are written parallel to the papyrus fibres
(contrary to APEL I p. 3): they resemble protocols found in early VilIth C. Greek or Greek and Arabic
texts, see e.g. APEL I no. 2. p1. 1. For protocols in general, see P. Lond. IV pp. 414-423, and Diethart,
Feissel and Gascou 1994.
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(A)
1-3
	

t
2
	

NO1 r K l fl^CON iicripoc rTN1ON MTOT1OC M4[1rIoc CTOY^[?S

3
	

]1fl1J>jiJ CIC2J MTiCON rTl[]rNlIHX I1MONOXOC MTITOTTOC
C	 Y

4
	

MOY] 1 w 1 T XC ruTH	 NcM 1 rrI[ec] rM1N NC P HOY KTI F N 1 j NTMrO1[

5
	

±2]MOY MN MCM? CT[H1i C]POC CTPCWK TCrYl?dipX[H

6
	

M] 1 N 1 CNCM NIM 2	 flO[xx]W MM ?.1Th M^K^PC 2? TI-

7
	

POM11C T?iJ I IN°, 2[^ rfl r C y1 TCMOCIWM CTC fl?I CM-

8
	

^..Y u TCMOY fluTp(±3)N dC OY2OXOKOTR rqdI1

9
	

CTOOT 21WWq CT r d 1 [±21W11 OYfluC MN OYTPCMI-1CY.[

10
	

±6 )2M flOYW[uj M1i] 1 NOYT 1 [C TIuJOOI'11 1 M2CTCMOC[

11
	

TI( ±4 )XC MN 1i( ±4 )rMNl(±3) rl WI 11CoT

12
	 r rI l TpoMl-r r H rr^d l ..[N]OK [±Sillegiblel(±2)OeC EIWT

13	 MTIKWNI^ .(	 ±7	 )T[IIW MMCTPC

14
	

NOK ICpHMHC 1 (±4) [ . T]rIO M 1 MCTPC ^YW CIuJ[

15
	

(	 ±8	 )[.1( ±4) eNFO l K flCON TèMIHx TeTfl1[

16	 -I- (±2YCTM 1 20x0(IKO[T N1OY ^MOK ?11? KIC JC2Ei

17
	

]rT1IW MM r CTpC 1 [ ±3 J( ±3 )[±6obscured]

18
	

11
(B)
191
	

TCXI? Mrr[d r coM l 1iCTOC (±2) M°[

2 neTpoc,MnTonocMsrIoc 3,15	 NIH> 2,3 MOFthXOC 3 rroxxw 4 CflCIAH r1cYMflCIeC

5 NCM 7 Il1jKTIOI1OC, HMOCION CTC nei vie 8 2OXOKOTTINOC 9 TIMHCIOI1 10 ZCTOIMOC

12 iTIFOMfle TI 13 TI?KOMI	 13, 17 M1TPC 16 2OXOKOTTIIIOC/- DI iIrio't'g

19 C4eXCI, MOMICMS(TIOM)

Parties	 (1) - (2) J, brother (ui C 0 N) Pepros (sic) the monk

(iovax6c) of the monastery (T&i-ioc) of the holy saint (ytoc) (3) Apa (?)

Apollo, am writing to my brother Daniel, the monk (v.) of this same

monastery (T.).

Agreement	 (4) Whereas (nci6ri) we agreed (ui.iu(Octv) with each

other
Assignment	 you gave me Tmou[ .. .11 (5) [...J-mou and the places which

belong to it
Aparchê	 so that I collect their aparchê (cnapi) (••) (6) and all the

produce (yvriiia)
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Ben eli ci aries
	 for Apollo and Apa Makare

Collection date
	 for this very (7) year, the 1 l(th) indiction-year

(v6tKT(civ)

Payment	 for their dêmosion (6i.tcScov) which is two ( 8 )up until

now, half a tremissis. Here is a solidus (6xoKáT'nvoc) which I have

received (9) for it which is (?) .... a half and a tremissis	 (10)

Promise	 by the will of God, [I] am ready (ToLoc)	 (i') give

Phaophi the month (12) of this year (?)

Recipient?	 ... (-)othe the father (13) of the diakonia (6taKov(a)

Witness 1	 [I] am witness	 (14)

Witness 2	 I, Jeremias ... bear witness and if I ... (15) -j

Witness 3	 I, brother (rre.cori) Daniel,	 () ... solidus/solidi (&) of

gold.
Scribe/Witness 4	 I, Apa Kire, I wrote	 (17) [and] I am witness

(18)

Docket	 (19) The guarantee ( qcxcia) ... of brother (n^coN)
Petros ... solidus/solidi (voiiyiia(nov))

Transcription notes

2 rierlpoc is a miswriting for 11T0C which occurs in 1. 19.

3 Above the W of ^,. 110 x W is a mark rather like a superlinear stroke curving upwards

slightly on the right.

8 Read flujTp[CMHClM, by comparison with TPCMHCY in 1.9 below.

9 2lwwq: the forms of q and Y are very similar and this may be read 2IWWY.

10-11 TIujOol F Il l N2CTCMOC[-1 TI: restore "I am ready to pay it/them to you'; see no.

53 1. 7 for this phrase.

11 CSOT: this is written with an open beta which resembles a M.

12 rrlll-poMrr r H fl^I1: NTIPOM11C TèJ is expected, see Collection date at §5.5.

Translation notes

2 [Irioc T0Y[: for this combination of epithets applied to Apa Apollo see §3.5.

4 OY] 1 tU 1 T: the word OYWT "single, alone, any, one and the same" (Crum CD 494a) was

erroneously interpreted by Clddat as the place name Bawit without a masculine definite

article prefix (see §3.3.1) in a papyrus fragment found at Bawit; 6 and in other texts.7

6Clédat 1910 col. 204 no. 1 + n. 19.

7Cldat 1910 coIl. 204-205 no. 2 and n.1 (the place name in this text is later elucidated as CTxxOY

(Drew-Bear 1979a p. 260)), 205 n. 5 (this papyrus was issued by a monk of the Monastery of Jeremias at
Saqqara; it was re-edited by Till as CPR IV no. 17) note that the example cited in col. 205 + n.6 as
OYWT actually reads ore..
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TM F 0 1 ''I: for the interpretation of this place name, see §4.9.

5 ] MOY: the phrase following this suggests that this is the end of a place name, possibly

even of TM r O 1 'T'[ in the line above.

16 ?i1? KIPC: this may be interpreted as a personal name flKIPC (see no. 71 1. 5

fl?KYpI), 8 or a personal name KI6 preceded by the title

8HeuserPNp. 125 TThKYPC.
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4
APARCHE COLLECTION GUARANTEE (?)

"Ex-von Scherling 27	 Dimensions not recorded 	 Whereabouts unknown

Provenance: unknown. This document was sent to monks of the cell of Apatore (location

unknown). This document follows the same format (set out in §5.5) as several

documents written by monks of an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo, possibly the

one at Titkooh, see §5.8.

This may be a guarantee for aparchê collection; it mentions the payment of pactum in

salt. It is not made clear in Crum's notes, but it may be that Aplo, the person who issued

this document, and Solomon, the addressee, are both monks of the cell of Apatore.

Alternatively Solomon and monks of the cell of Apatore may be the addressees. It specifies

the neighbourhood of Papëol, a place mentioned in an account which may register aparchê

collections (Ryl. 251), see §5.2.

TThCON 11xW writes to 1ThCON COXON1WN, monks of TPI Mèd1^TWPC:

x+ 1 (Transcription proper begins:) NflIeC[ MM MCMCPHY ?TCTNTI M^M place name

x+2 MM TKOTC M11^dlöOx CTPCNCWK TC.11ep[XH 2M 11OY-?

x+ 3 WUj TTMOYTC OKTWCC INS, T^TI T1CYTThKTC[ CTC IThJ 116?

x+4 NMOYOOYNC N2MOY M?poYr 1 . [2111 1 fl 1 'y'Q)(j) flF 1 [OY	 NO-?

x+ 5 YWT WKTW r HC 1 IFth, C p e2w rc N'..2 11OII1C[

x+6 XC MNIuXOOC XC K?.?.^Y CO>..(

witnesses

x+ 1 neiec x+2-3, X+4 2M flOYWuj MI1IIOYTC x+ 3, x+ 5 OFOHC IthIKTIONOC

x+ 3 NTèTI flCY11èKTOM x+ 4 600Y11C x+ 5 2W

(Crums paraphrase:)

Parties	 Brother (flCON) Aplo writes to my brother Solomon, the monks of

the cell of Apatore

(Beginning of Crum's transcription:)

Agreement	 ^ 1) ... we agreed (ucOciv) [with each other
Assignment	 and you gave us ...] (x+ 2) and the neighbourhood of

Papëol
Aparchê
	 so that we gather its/their aparchê (ànap) [by the will?]

(x+ ) of God,
Collection date
	 (in the) eighth (y600c) indiction-year ('tv&KTI.uv)

9mis text is only known to me through the transcription of Walter Ewing Crum; see §2.7.
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Payment	 and pay their pactum [which is '?] (x+ 4) a sack of salt

by the will of God (x 5) single

Payment date	 eighth (&) indiction-year (i.).

Condition	 If something ... the oipe ... (x- 6) because I will not be

able to say that you
Witnesses	 (these were not transcribed)

Translation notes

flTWpC: the names Tore and Apatore are not recorded in Heuser PN; and so this is

interpreted as a form of the Greek name 'ATTfTup which means "fatherless".' 0 The name

^JTèTWP occurs in an unpublished Coptic papyrus document, CUL Michael. 837/4, see

§2.2, which, although fragmentary, exhibits a similar format to the aparchê collection

documents in this chapter, with an Agreement clause employing the Greek verb

CCMrTIOC MN.

x+ 1 This may have been preceded by the Opening formula, see §5.5.

x+ 2 KOTC: derived from KWTC; the meanings "Umgebung" and 'Nachbarschaft" are

assigned in Westendorf KH p. 71 (K 0 T). K 0 T C (I) by itself can describe the bend in a

river: in the narrative of the Martyrdom of Paêse and Thecia, the place where the martyrs

are executed is described as being near OYKOTC 219 nei^p0 fTC2HT flTCI1WT "a

bend in the river to the north of Tepôt" ; 11 the same place is described in the Martyrdom of

Anoub as 1-KOTCI NTCT0YWT.12

rr?11oox: see §4.8 for this place name.

TJ1pXH: Crum read TC11XH but TCq-/TCC- "its" or ICY- "their" would be

expected.

x+ 4 ripr 0' yr r 1 .: this may be a word describing the quantity or quality of the salt or its

place of origin. It may involve abbreviations of the Greek words cp(Oinoc) "reckoned"

and ovyya "ounce", although it seems more likely that a larger measure than an ounce

would be needed to describe a sack of salt. If it is to be interpreted as a Coptic word, the

reading may be suspect.

10See Youtie 1975 for a survey of the implications of this term in Greco-Roman papyri.
I 1 Reymond and Barns 1973 P. 77 (text 86 vi 21, translation p. 182).

12See Reymond and Barns 1973 p. 182 a. 109 for details of this text.
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5
APARCHE COLLECTION GUARANTEE (?)

CUL Michael. 856/5	 49 (h) x 163 (w) mm. 	 VilIth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 5

Preservation: 5 lines and the top and right margins. Diagonal lines criss-crossing the text

indicate that it has been cancelled.

Palaeography: a fairly regular, slightly right-sloping majuscule, with a few ligatures: i

(C2J 1. 2), and ^.N (NOK 1. 1). Noteworthy features: letters extending beyond the

upper and lower 'baselines": K (NOK 1. 1, CK2[ 1. 4), (CCxNC 1. 1), X

(MONOXOC 11. 1 and 3), X (XC 1. 3); the following extending beyond the lower

"baseline": I (C2eI 1. 2), t (t?2 1. 2), P (M?K?pC 1. 2). Three-stroke M. 0 can be a

small blob (N0K 1. 1), round (?rTOxxW 1. 2), or tall and narrow (nioM 1. 5).

Linguistic note: this text exhibits two unorthodox spellings of the second person plural

First Perfect verbal prefix: ^T- (see §5.5), and TNC- ,13 both in 1. 4.

Provenance: unknown. The place of origin is an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo.

Acquisition: see §2.2.

This is the first part of a document concerning an agreement made between monks

of the monastery of Apa Apollo concerning the collection of something, possibly aparché,

from certain places, one of which begins with the letters Psakh(-) (see §4.7) and was in

the Faiyum (I1IOM 1. 5, see §4.7), see §5.6. The similarities between this document and

others drawn up by monks of a monastery of Apa Apollo which are edited in this chapter

make it highly probable that it was also a guarantee for the collection of aparchê or at least

of a payment owed to the monastery. The fulfilment of the agreement is indicated by the

cancellation lines drawn through it, see no. 23.

1—H- NOK rr!C'ON CCxNC I1MONOXOC MI1TOI1OC

2	 HTT? ?d10xxW CIC2?JM j'?2 M?KC Mrf rewrpl[re?

3	 nCC0 IIFIONOXOC MI1ITO11OC NOYWT XC T1IH

4	 TcMnIee r M 1 Nff r1 y ?TNCTI NJ MflCK2[

5	 MVTIOM VTOC FM CTHI1 epoq TpCWK1[

1, 3 MOM.XOC 3 CON, XC CflCIH 4 TeT c y MrTcIec, TCTTI

Parties	 (1) . I, brother (necoN) Selbane the monk (iiovaxdc) of

the monastery (TcciToc) (2) of Apa Apollo, am writing to the scribe

' 3 See Ba!. pp. 163-165 §140a, where examples are given for regions C, D, and E.
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Makare and Geor[gios/-ge ?] (3) his brother monk (ii.) of this same
monastery (i-.).

Agreement	 Whereas (nu6ij) (4)you agreed (cu.indOcv) with me
Assignment	 you gave me P sakh [-J ... (5)in the Faiyum in addition to

(rrp6c) the places which belong to it
Aparchê	 so that I collect

Transcription notes

1 1-: the vertical stroke curves slightly upwards to the right at the bottom.

4 F Ji 1 MM F11: a diagonal line (see the Preservation details above) cuts across the lower part

of the Y.

5	 CTHI1 epoq TpCwK 1 [: see the Assignment of place(s) section at §5.5 for this

reading.

Translation notes

1 cexMC: a Coptic form of Silvanus.

2 MKpC: this common name also occurs in two texts which may begin with the eMOK

11^CON NN CIC2l formula (no. 58, and BL Or. 6201 B242 (see §2.1)).
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6
APARCHE COLLECTION GUARANTEE (?)

P. Schøyen 1579/1 text 1	 197 (h) x 61(w) mm. 	 VIIthC.

Papyrus	 Plate 6

Preservation: in two fragments. (A) some lines are illegible; x+30 lines and the left

margin and perhaps the lower margin are intact; (B) 1 line and all but the right margin is

preserved written at right angles to the text on (A).

Palaeography: a large, irregular, well-spaced majuscule hand. Noteworthy features: >..

like a Greek A; the second stroke of the three-stroke Ni curves down almost to the

"baseline"; ii written with an overhanging horizontal stroke like a Greek ii; the tail of Y

extends well below the lower "baseline". A parallel hand may be found in CPR XII no.

30 recto, p1. 26, which has been dated to the VHth C. The superlinear stroke is used in

this text to indicate syllabisation but there are also cases where its function is not clear:

over one consonant: in IW2M(gap)NHC (1. x+31); and M and PSKOT r1 (1. x+31).

Linguistic note: the use of M for N in MpSKOT 1 [ (1. x+31) is noteworthy.14

Provenance: unknown. This text's association with nos. 7 and 8 suggests that its place

of origin may be an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo, possibly the one at Titkooh

(see transcription note to 1. 2 of no. 7).

Acquisition: see §2.4.2.

This text is so fragmentary that only a tentative translation can be made of some

lines and no attempt has been made to divide the text up into its component sections as has

been done for other aparchê collection guarantees and orders in this chapter. The docket

summarises the document as the guarantee of lohannes for Terôt and Pmamrakota[-] which

may both be places in the Hermopolite nome (see §4.4 Terôt and 4.6 Pmamrakota(-)).

It may be conjectured that this text was concerned with the collection of aparchê from these

places, since lohannes may be the same man who guarantees that he will collect aparchê in

no. 7, and both texts are associated with a third text, no. 8, which is an order for aparchê

collection.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

1411 is unusual in this case because it does not precede a labial, see Ba!. p. 117 §85.
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to each (?)
and (?) twelve (?)

two tremisses

Side (A)

1

2	 IW[2JNKC?

3	 MOY[

4	 Md[

5	 flrM1[M

6	 nrclpoy[

7	 rp1T(

8	 rIKOT1IC

Gap of approximately three lines, now illegible.

x+9	 u11C.[

x+1O r W l ,flO y [ flOY??

x +11	 MCN MeTTi[OOYCC?

x +12	 CpMeNTCN.[ TCP/TPC-

x +13	 MiCe CCNT1C'[

Gap 1 line/blank

x +14	 N12cT1[OIMOC?

x+15	 (±4)[

Lines 16 and 17 obscured by a fragment of papyrus.

x+18	 NUJ..

x +19	 ](±2)MCNC[

x+20	 )(±6)[

Break in papyrus

x+21	 (±4)CMTOFI11[

x+22	 (±4)[±21..[

x+23-4 Illegible

Johannes (?)

the place [of ?

the neighbourhood

ready (Toitoc?)

x+25	 xMW.[	 psalmodist (&saxu6óc) (?)

x+26	 TYp..[

x+27	 WPNT[

x+28	 'w T.[	 and
x+29	 flC[oNI(±2)[	 my brother (?)
x+30	 OYTNl(±2)[

The rest of this fragment is blank or the text is completely illegible.

(B) Docket label (at right angles to texts on side A):

x+31—* -- TCxl NIW2eJ- 6mm.) NHC 2 TCPWT MN 1 fl 1 M MPKOT1[

X+ 11 M1MF1TCI1OOYCC? x+ 12-13 TIMHCIOM x+13 cWre x+31 C^x€I
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Docket	 The guarantee (dadXna) of lohannes for Terôt and the

monastery/region of Rakota

Transcription notes

2 I W [ 2 è.NN H C: this is reconstructed from the docket.

5 fl 1 M 1 [M-: this could be reconstructed as flrMl[MPKOT which occurs in the

docket.

8 FTKOT1[C: this word occurs in nos. 41. x+2 and 81.7.

x +12 CPMCNT: it seems unlikely that this is a form of the place name Armant in this

context.

x+25 xNW.[: this has been translated as though it is part of the word t4iaxiunôdc, see

§3.13 for this title.

x+26 T^Yp..[: this may be reconstructed as the personal name TYPINC which was

popular in the Hermopolite nome, see provenance details to no. 40.
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7
APARCHE COLLECTION GUARANTEE

P. Schøyen 1579/1 text 2	 VHth C.

Papayrus	 15 (h.)x71 (w)+ 102x21 +70x60 +29x 80mm.	 Plate6

Preservation: in at least seven fragments; 14 lines and the upper margin and the right

margin for 11. 7-11 are intact.

Palaeography: inexpert, slightly right-sloping majuscule; the formation of , like a small

c joined to a larger c, is noteworthy.

Linguistic note: for the form T- see the comment on the Agreement clause in §5.5;

the form of NOMOOC (vop6c) in 1. x+3 is unusual, with 00 for 0.15

Provenance: unknown. This text was issued by a monk of an Hermopolite monastery of

Apa Apollo, possibly the one at Titkooh see §5.8.

Acquisition: see §2.4.2.

This guarantee is issued by a monk of an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo;

details of the addressee are not extant, nor are the sections containing the assignment of

places for Aparchê collection or the Payment due. For the Opening formula N 0 K

1èC0N NN CqC2J used in this text, see §7.2.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

Fragments 1 and 5

1—	 -I- AN]0K flC0N IW2[NNPH 1 C MTOI1[OC

2	 N?]T? ^rT0xxW 2M TO F O I EY ...2M flT0u NuM0YN-?

Fragment 2 (does not join directly below the preceding fragments as in the plate)

3	 T110x1111C MNOMOOC cqC2^J N

4	 ].WPNC XC 111TH r[

Fragment 3 (at 180° to the last fragments)

x +5-6 Obscured by another fragment

x +7
	 ]r1()( ±5 )

x +8
	

](±2)I1IWT NTPI

x +9
	

?T± Nd N-

x +10 place name(s) TPCWK TC # e,JiP1XH 2 fl ?JTOXXW

x+ll
	

C]'T 1 C 1i^i I1C

x+12	 ]( ±4 )[

Fragment 4 (at 180° to 11. 1-2)

x+l3	 1MM flOY2q r[

15 See Bal. pp. 82-83 §45, where Kahle states that in non-literary texts this is common only at Thebes.
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x+14	 Jc2]rèJ1 2N Tè.OIX HCOYX[OYTC?

2 2ii rrroor 3 RrlMoMoc 4 xc cnciji x+ 9 sTcTfTI x+ 10 zs ris

Two further fragments whose position has not been determined are not been

included in the translation or commentary:

Fragment 6 (may be positioned to the right of II. 3-4; it overlays 11. 16-17 of no. 6

as seen in plate 6 (before rearrangement)):

1	 Jx1i..

2

Fragment 7 (at side of 1. x+25 of no. 6 (new arrangement))

1

2	 ]..o..TrTp[

Parties	 (1)J, brother (rTcoM) lohannes of the monastery (r6i-ioc)

[of] (2) Apa Apollo on the mount [... in the region of Shmoun ? (3) the]

city (rrXc?) of the nome (voc), he is writing to (4)

Agreement	 Whereas (nciri) •.. (x+5-7 untranslatable) (x+8) ... the father of

the cell (x+9)

Assignment	 you gave me
Aparchê	 (x+1O) [so that I collect] its/their aparchê (crrapxij)

Beneficiary	 for Apa Apollo (x+1l)

Collection date!

Payment/Other	 ... which is (x+12)

Witnesses?	 (x^13) ... and the acolyte i-.
Scribe	 (x+14) wrote with my hand

Document date	 on day twenty-...

Transcription notes

1] 1 H 1 C MT 0 liE 0 C: this is inscribed on a small fragment of papyrus (currently at side of 1.

x+20 of no. 6) which is not visible in the plate.

2 Reconstruct TOt O[Y MTITKOO2C 2M 11T0CLJ NUJMOYN NT11OXPI 1 C MNOMOOC

mainly following no. 111. 2-3, an aparchê collection document issued from the Titkooh

monastery of Apa Apollo, see §5.8. See §3.4.3 for the use of TOOY in connection

with this monastery.

4 1 w p tiC: there are no personal names ending with these letters (or - OP N C / - W p ti 0 C / -

opNoC) listed in Heuser PN.
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rè . [: reconstruct the Agreement clause here with a second person singular or plural

subject, see §5.5.

Translation notes

1 IW2e[r1N] 1 H 1c : the name lohannes also occurs in no.61. x+31 and possibly 1.2.

x+13 oy1)2q: see §3.13 for this title.
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8
APARCHE COLLECTION ORDER(?)

P. Schøyen 1579/1 text 3	 138 (h) x 72 (w) + 10 (h) x 49 (w) mm.	 VIIth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 6

Preservation: three fragments preserve 23 lines and only the right margin of text.

Paleography: right-sloping majuscule. Noteworthy features: some letters at the end of a

line extend into the right margin, eg. C 1.4 TO11OC, K 1. 8 CTPCK,	 1.9 ?,-.

Provenance: unknown. This text is associated by its acquisition with nos. 6 and 7

whose place of origin may be an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo, possibly the one

at Titkooh (see transcription note to 1. 2 of no. 7).

Acquisition: see §2.4.2.

P$a is to collect aparchê for the neighbourhood of Tse5(-) (see §4.9) and Senarô

(see § 4.7) and possibly other places.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

1	 ](±2)r2Ml

2	 IiTOu NUjMO] r Y 1 N TI1OxIC M11NFOl

3	 MOC CIC]2J Mfl?CON rRLJ^. TiM-

4	 ONXOC MrT]TO11OC I1ITOI1OC

5 NOYWT XC CflCIH1 r j 1 cc r Mn h Iec MCMK

6	 ITl N^K ... MIM TKOTC MTCCUj

7	 MN T]KOTC NciCN^W

8	 ]nr1n-1-ooy CTPCK-

9	 CWK TCy1^.1-T?AprXlH 2^ fl

10	 ]MflKèflOCNTCfl-

11	 I- ....	 1i1,j CflCry11-1?KTWN

12	 CTC 11^1J IT1C MCTXMHM N-

13 2OXOKOTTIrIOC NM]OY 11?xP' C010Y1

14	 CflOY? NTMLUC?.	 ..].ipi NC.

15	 1(±2)NiI' CFC1rthOY

16	 u]MOYN NCPTO

17	 ]Nuj?KT^OY

18	 ZM I1OYWIUà MVTNOYTC uJ'

19	 T]rINOOYCC MCrCOPH1

Papyrus breaks off.

x+20

x+21 TCIPOMPT1'C rNOyWT np1W1[

Papyrus breaks off.
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x+22	 ]NTC[

x+23

5 c y Mrrelec MMM?K 9	 11	 11 flKTOM 12 MT(.9MHF1

13 o'i 17 TY 19 T1ooYCMMCCOK

Parties (1) in (?) (2) [the region ofi Shmoun the city (rr6xc) in

the [nome (voii6c ?)] (3) [... I am] writing to my brother Pa, the monk

(iiovaxdc) (4) of the monastery ('r6noc), this [same (?)] monastery (T.).

Agreement	 [Whereas (i-rcij)] (5) agreed (uiucOciv) with you

Assignment (6) [I gave you ... and?] the neighbourhood of Tses(-...)
(7) [••• and the] neighbourhood of enarô (8) the one belonging to the

monastery/mountlPtoou (?)
Aparchê	 so that you (9) [collect their?] aparchê (cuapxrj)

Beneficiary	 for Apa A- (10)

Collection date	 for the harvest (Kapnc) of this very (11) [•••]

Payment	 for their pactum (12) [which] is eighteen (13) [solidi

(xoK6TTtvoc) ofi gold less (rrapd) six (14) [each ?

Measure?	 according to the measure ? .. .1 the cell of (?)
(15) •.. (16)	 eight artabas (17)

Recipient	 which you should give (18) [by the will?] of God to (19)

send it (in) Mesore

Further fragments:

(x+21)this same year (?)
(x+23)	 south (?)

Transcription notes

2-3 uMOPY 1 N TI1OXIC MrIN 1 O 1 [N1OC: for this reconstruction see §5.8.

5 XC CflCIH, 6 ^ITI M?K, 11 OM11C , 12 CTC n?,J, 13 2OXOKOTTIIIOC, 18 2M

noYW]u: see §5.5 for these reconstructions.

8 rTTOOY: see §4.11 for the possibility of interpreting Ptoou as a place name.

10-11 HTC11[I-... rT]eJ: COT month" (Crum CD p. 53b) might be suggested as a

possible masculine noun to fill the lacuna here, but the feminine noun OMl1C "year"

(Crum CD p. 296b) as part of the phrase HTCTIPOMI1C Ti of this very year" is what

is expected, see §5.5 Collection date.
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13 2OxOKOTTIrIOC MNIoYq nrp1 . Coroy l : this may be interpreted as solidi less

tremisses, 16 or solidi less carats; 17 see also nos. 9 11. 2-13 and 18 1. 5.

14 CflOY^ NTM?ctJC: reconstructed following no.911. 13-14.

17 NuJè¼K-: this form of the second person singular Relative Aorist prefix also occurs in

no. 18 1. 5.

' 6This usage is also attested in, e.g., the Coptic papyrus, Hern. 7 1. 7.

17See CPR VII pp. 155-160 and Pap. Colon. XXI, noting that neither publication mentions the usage of
solidi less tremisses. Sijpesteijn and Worp 1992 p. 235 n. to 1. 2 state that the word for carat is often
lacking following napd.
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9
APARCHE COLLECTION ORDER

P. Schøyen 89/11(A)	 206 (h) x 82 (w) mm. 	 Vllth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 7

Preservation: 20 lines and the left and right margins. See below for text on side (B).

Palaeography: a large, slightly right-sloping majuscule hand, similar to the one used in

no. 13.

Linguistic note: the form MflP in 11. 12-13 could be interpreted as a spelling of

rrapd, 18 with Mfl for 11.19 or as a compound preposition made up of Coptic fi- and

Greek napd. Compare Nfl P ? in no. 19 1. 6.

Provenance: unknown. The place of origin was an Hermopolite monastery of Apa

Apollo.

Acquisition: see §2.4.1.

This is an order for aparchê collection on behalf of the monasteries of Apa Apollo,

Apa Anoup and Apa Jeremias, the proceeds of which will be used as pactum payment of 16

solidi less 2 (carats or tremisses) according to the measure of the diakonia. In 11. 16-17 a

reference is made to the fact that all brothers shall pay. This document may be linked with

no. 18 which concerns the pactum payment to a monastery of Apa Apollo.

This papyrus has been studied from a colour photocopy.

l—*	 rN1CPN[

2 1 TC 1 NNKeMI>x 1 e'-

3 C9NMCTHnC-

4 p0qNKC0KTCY

5 ?T1^PXH 2?. 11^x

6 ?dlOxxW MN

7 ?ATThNOYflMN

8	 rTipHMIC

9 fKTI T1CYTThK-

10 TWN £TC 11i..

11 11CMNTCC.

12 N2OXOKOTN M-

13 flep^ CM?.Y CilO-

14 ThNTM.UJCNT-

15 Tiè.KWNI^

18See Ba!. p. 104 §79A)d, and Girgis 1967-1968 pp. 74-75.

' 9 See Ba!. p. 124 §94C).
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16 CPCMCCNHY 1-

17 HPOY thTI MOC

18 ?NOK 1ThCOMiC-

19 pHMi[C TIO MNT-

20 pJrNl[

4iircwK 5 2^.	 9-10 1ThKTON 12 2OXOKOTTIIIOC

12-13 nps 15 lbKONI	 17 FIMOC

Agreement	 (1) each other (?)

Assignment	 (2) (3) and places which belong to it

Aparchê	 (4)that you collect their ( 5 )aparchê (uapi)

Beneficiaries	 for Apa (6) Apollo and (7) Apa Anoup and (8) Apa Jeremias

Payment	 (9) and you pay their pactum (10) which (11) is sixteen (12)

solidi (13) less (rrapd) two for each

Measure	 (14) according to the measure of the (15) diakonia (&aKova)

Stipulation	 (16) (and) every brother (17) shall pay it.

Witness 1	 (18)!, brother (n.coM ) Jeremias, (' 9 )[am witness.]

Witness 2(?)	 (20) (?)

Transcription notes

1 1 N 1 CPK...[: read NCPHY, and reconstruct the Agreement clause followed by the

Assignment of place(s) clause, see §5.5.

2-3 NNKeMIX>.,.rcic: a reading of r1FiKMIM 1 C 1 C may also be possible, as the two xs are

joined. If this text follows the same format set out at §5.5, this line should contain a

place name (see §4.10 for possible interpretations).

20 1 ^N 1 [: ^NOK "I" may be reconstructed here, marking the beginning of the declaration of

another Witness, see §5.5.

Translation notes

4 tIKCOK: this is the only text which uses the Conjunctive verbal prefix instead of the

Causative (Tp- etc.) in the Aparchê collection section, see §5.5.

5-8 fl	 flOxxW MN ?11 ^NOYfl MN flè. iepHMIeC: for these monasteries, see

§ 5.8.
12-13 2OXOKOTN MflP. Cr1Y e11OY?: see the transcription note to no. 81. 13 for

the interpretation of this sum.
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FRAGMENTARY LETTER MENTIONING EXPENSES

P. Schøyen 89/11(B)	 VIIIVHIth C.

Plate 8

Preservation: 5 lines and all but the left margin are preserved; this text is written below a

fragment of a protocol belonging to an earlier text.

Palaeography: a small, semi-cursive hand, with numerous ligatures and large 2.

]Mrp1 . WM^jCX l C 2Y M1i 2WS HIM TRjINC CTCKMCT( 	 ±8	 )

2	 ]HC ^YW I1PÔW MTTI I1CK2O Mi COx rlCTC MMTCTCT r M 1 (	 ±8	 )

3	 IH. T2MOOC 2HT1MC iK 2TH1 CI1NOYTC (	 ±8	 )rN1(	 ±8

4	 ]. C2J MCMK T^CN flN2xM? C 2P .I (	 ±8	 )rr.(	 ±6 ).

5	 111CKOYWUj 1- OYXèJ 2CM I1XOCiC 1-

1 2H M1f2W, CTCKMrIT- 2 MVIpoW, CICTC (?) 3 iT-, 2CTOIMOC (?)

4 NT^- , N2WMè (?) 5 2M

(1)	 Before all else, I greet your (2)	 and do not continue without
showing your face to me. Behold (?) you do not have (3) and I sit ready

(ToqJ.oc?), I have ... to God (4)	 with you that I bring up (?) the expenses

(dvdXwiia?) (5)	 your wish. i- Farewell in the Lord i-.

Transcription note

I ] N 1 p1 W M I	 C: another possible reading is IN 1 1 W M I CX' C but the meaning is still

obscure.

Translation note

2 ripow NTTI : literally 'do not carry on without giving"; compare no. 16 1. 10

MflOWNTCI CPHC.
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10
APARCHE COLLECTION ORDER(?)

P. Schøyen 89/14	 80 (h) x 90 (w) mm. 	 Vil-VilIth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 9

Preservation: 9 lines and the upper and left margins.

Palaeography: right-sloping, competent majuscule hand with a number of ligatures: cxx.

Ku (NOK flCON 1. 1), ?C (u1^CON 1. 1); and rc (C- 1. 1). Noteworthy features: I

and K extend above the upper "baseline" (e.g. CI- 1. 3, ?NOK 1. 1); I and p extend below

lower "baseline" in MOY1 1. 7 and CPHOY 1. 6; three-stroke M; Y and q are similar e.g. in

flOY2 1. 4.
Provenance: unknown. The place of origin was an Hermopolite monastery of Apa

Apollo.

Acquisition: see §2.4.1.

Only the first half of this document is preserved but its format suggests that it is an

order to collect aparchê. Geo[rg-1 the psalmodist and monk of a monastery of Apa Apollo

has assigned certain places to a fellow-monk of his monastery who is a deacon and acolyte.

This papyms has been studied from a colour photocopy.

1	 1- NOK fl?CON rcwprc flCt?,.x-?

2	 MWTOC ^YW HMON[XOC MITTOI100?

3	 NT1? èd1Ox>. W eIC2[I NNN?

4	 flTIKON rio y 2 1 q è)[

5	 NI1ITO11OCNOYWT.[

6	 1 N 1 CN -flC MN MCNCPHOY r1[ITI(?)

7	 NK MTMOYIKOTC2 MN Ffll[

8	 ^JylwTM1uCoMMfl[

9	 ..116'T1XW1.[

4 ,IèKWM MM floYS2q? 5iirri- 6 cYNTIeC, CPHY

Parties	 (1) -1- I, brother (ii c 0 N) Geo [rg-1J the psalmodist

(caxiiuj6dc) ('?) (2) and monk (iiovax6c) [of the monastery?] (3) of Apa

Apollo, am writing [to NN] (4) the deacon (81dKv) (?) and acolyte (?)
(5) of this same monastery (i-6i-roc)

Agreement	 (6) We agreed (cYuvT(Ocva) with each other

Assignment	 [I gave ?] (7) you Tmouikoteh and •• (8) and further we

went with (9)
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Transcription notes

1 FCW [ pr C: FCW F, FC W pr I, and r 6W pr I 0 C are other possible terminations for the

name George attested in Coptic texts.

2 MI1TOI1OC: this term is used in 1. 5 and so has been restored here. See §3.5 and 5.8

for other terms used to describe the monastery.

8 ?JY 1 W: theY resembles aT.

Translation notes

1-2 '1'xJMWT0C: see §3.13 for this title.

4 flTl^.K0N: this may be interpreted as a title or as a personal name, compare ll&cxi<oc in

no. 40 1. 17.20

0Y2 q ': see §3.13 for this title. If flTIK0N is to be interpreted as a title, it is

interesting to note that it may be held concurrently with the title 0Y2q.

6 criTlee: see the analysis of the Agreement clause at §5.5 for the use of this verb.

7 TMOY1KOTC2: see §4.9 for this place name.

8 T?N-: this may be interpreted as the first person plural Second Perfect verbal prefix

(TM- for HTM- ) . 2 1

2 The name flIèKOMOC is only listed in Heuser PN as the possible antecedent of flIè.KOY, see p. 117 n.

21 See Bal. p. 158 §131 in which examples of the Second Perfect lacking initial ii from regions C, D, and E
are cited.
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11
APARCHE COLLECTION ORDER

Christie's '11"	 75 (h) x 70 (w) mm.	 VIJIVfflth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 9

Preservation: this manuscript has been joined with a number of others written in

different hands. Three fragments of papyrus with numerous lacunae appear to belong to

it; 8 lines and all but the right hand margin (and possibly bottom margin) are preserved.

The verso is obscured by fragments belonging to the other papyri.

Palaeography: a competent, essentially majuscule hand with a few ligatures.

Provenance: unknown. The place of origin was an Hermopolite monastery of Apa

Apollo.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

This fragmentary order may have been issued by a monk of Apa Apollo (see §3.5

for this designation) to a fellow monk from the same monastery. Few details concerning

the collection of the aparchê are preserved, but the phrase HCTuWMC (see §5.2) occurs

after the Payment of pactum.

ii .	 NOK 11?COH licE... flMONXOC MI1TOI1-

2	 OCN]1iOX>..[W

3	 ]C rMlflCoN[

4	 TorI]01C' NOYWT[

5

6	 eTrcpClKCWK TCq[nepXH

7	 2WWK ifri- n[]rfll[KToH

8	 1M1N .T.[±2 1Kcp.rTl(IoM?

9	 NNeTuwNc '[

6 CTPCK-

Parties	 (1) .p I, brother (ncoN) PeE ... the monk (iiovaxóc) of the

monastery (T3noc) (2) ofi Apa Apollo	 (3) my brother	 (4)	 same

monastery (T.)

Agreement	 (5)

Aparchê	 (6) so that you collect its [aparchê (crrapxr9] (7) yourself

Payment	 and pay ... pactum	 (8) ..with (?) ... carat(s) (KpdTov?)

(9) to the sick ones
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Transcription note

7 Restore CTC 11J tie at the end of this line, see the Payment clause in §5.5.
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12

APARCHE COLLECTION ORDER (?)

BL Or. 6201 B187	 40 (h) x 45 (w) mm.	 VilIth C.

Papyrus	 No plate

Preservation: (A) 5 lines and no margins; (B) one line and all but the left margin.

Palaeography: a right-sloping majuscule with some ligatures, similar to the hand of no.

107 side (A); 3-stroke II with an elongated leading stroke; I descends below the

'baseline' (MMMJ 1. 2); the left oblique stroke of Y is almost horizontal.

Provenance: unknown. The acquisition details for this text suggest that its place of origin

may have been an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo.

Acquisition: see §2.1.

In this text the pactun payment is to be made in wine (Hpfl 1. 5).

(A)

ii	 1... MN flCON.[	 (TCTN-CCNTI-/

2	 (CYM)1I]C r1MM^J TN[TI NI place names

3	 Tpsce1rKl TCThJT?A P X 2? ?[tT NN

4	 ]T1?KTWN CTC n r ^,.. 1 [l flC

5	 ].0 CN?Y NH11 rNl[

6	 I(	 ±8

(B)

Hand 2 ink 2. Very faint.

7— ?fl]Oxx( ±6

2 ?TCT-? 3 tTèXH 4 1ThKTON 5 HT1

Parties	 (1)	 and brother (ncoN)

Agreement	 (2)	 agreed (GuvTOcvat/(cYuI1)ucOcv) with me you [have

given me
Aparchê	 (3) [so that I] collect their aparchê (crrapxij) for [Apa NN

Payment	 (4) pactum which is ... (5)	 two ... of wine	 (6)

Docket?	 (7) [• of Ap]ollo (?)

Transcription notes

1 The first two letters visible in this line may be W or

3 Only the ends of the upper and lower diagonal arms of the K are visible.
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5 1 .C: the letter before this may be an I, but not a I which rules out a reconstruction of

2OT (Crum CD p. p. 727a) a measure or vessel which can be used for wine.22

1 r1 1 [: a Measure may be specified here, see §5.5.

22 See also Ep. I p. 93 for this vessel.
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13
APARCHE COLLECTION ORDER(?)

Christie's "19"	 170 (h) x 115 (w) mm.	 Vllth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 10

Preservation: the first 7 lines and the left margin.

Palaeography: a large majuscule hand, with letters irregularly positioned on the papyrus;

it resembles the hand of no. 9.
Provenance: unknown. The acquisition details for this text suggest that its place of origin

may have been an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

Few details are preserved in this order which has been issued by Ammoui and

Pamoun to a monk belonging to their monastery. The month Mesore is specified in what

might be the Payment date section.

ii	 -f- HOK MMOY1 MN flM 1 OYN[ NCMONOXOCFIrTT0I10C N ... CNC2J N-

2	 11MONOXOC NI1ITOOC XC flIrTH [ -niec MN-/NFiM? # ^TI N^.#

TCKCWK TC # flp-

3	 XH MKTI flC1ThKTWN C[TC fl^d flC

4	 MC ?AYW NCOYè CNMIOY ^[

5	 flOC N..O TCK^TCC NrK1[

6	 uj^ COY[.J MCCWP( ±5 ).[

7	 Ffl(jl NTrC1[ . 1 . ( ±3)[ ±4 J.'[

8	 1CC.1 ±5 ]Il[

2 MONe.XOCRflITOflOC xe €11CIAH 3 irTi flC91ThKTOM 5 CKèTHC

Parties	 (1) - , Ammoui and Pamoun [the monks of the
monastery of ..., we are writing to ?] (2) the monk (iiovax6c) of this

monastery (-róuoc).

Agreement	 Whereas	 [... agreed with
Assignment	 ... gave
Aparchê	 so that you collect its] (3) aparchê (ài-rapxtj)

Payment	 and pay its pactum which [is	 (4) and the good ones
(5)	 tenth (6KaToc ?)

Payment date?	 (6) until day ... (of) Mesore	 (7)	 (8)
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Transcription notes

11-: an apostrophe-shaped mark appears at the top of the vertical stroke.

^,MMOYI: this personal name is not attested in Heuser PN.

2 See the Agreement and Assignment clauses at §5.5 for the restoration of the end of this

line.

5 hOC N..O TCKTCC N F K I [: the first three letters of this may be interpreted as the end of

TO11OC (TcTroc) "monastery"; following this a reading INO "of indiction-year

(' v&KToJv) " may be possible (although it usually follows the ordinal number in these

documents, see, e.g., no. 4 11. x+3 and x+5). The last visible letter in this line has a

superlinear stroke; possibly restore 1 K 1 [OI2K "Choiak.

6 COYL.]: [x] or [?'] are both possible.

.[: the final letter visible in this line resembles a Greek 6.

8 This line is not visible in the plate because the papyrus is folded over.
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14
DOCUMENT RELATING TO APARCHE COLLECTION

Christies "20"	 100 (h) x 55 (w) mm.	 Vilith C.

Papyrus	 Plate 10

Preservation: 9 lines and all but the right margin of this text are preserved. It has been

used to replace the missing right edge of a larger, unconnected papyrus Coptic letter in

order to give the appearance of one complete text. An unconnected fragment of papyrus

has also been attached to the back, bearing two lines of text (1 ]..[]...[..]1X1[ / 2

Palaeography: a competent, flowing semi-cursive hand with some serifs.

Provenance: unknown. The acquisition details for this text suggest that its place of origin

may have been an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo.

Acquisition: see2.5.

A scribe (see §3.13 for this title) issues this now fragmentary document

concerning aparchê collection.

ii	 . ^,NoK flC?2

2
	

2M flTOuNuM1[OYN

3
	

XC CrrI.H ?,[...TP#CWK T#è-

4
	

TThpXH2? r ? l (tTè,.. NN...TI tTflKTON/,HMOCION

5
	

CTC fled lie

6
	

M]TMaIC [NTIKOMI??

7

8
	

]N^.T2e[fl?

9
	

]MOK[

3 Cfl€IAH

Parties

Agreement

Aparchê

Beneficiary

Payment

Measure

Witness?

(1) p I, the scribe	 (2) in the nome of Shmoun (?)
( 3 )Whereas (i- n) ... have ... [collect ...]
(4) aparché (ànapxij)

for Apa
(5) which is

(6) the measure [of the diakonia (&aKov1a)? ...]

(7) (8)	 without law (?)
(... I...
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Transcription notes

1 .: where the right end of the horizontal stroke of the staurogram should finish there is an

s-shaped curve downwards; 23 see also nos. 16 text 111. 1 and 13, and 22 11. 1 and 9. A

similar embellishment to a -I- occurs in two texts (nos. 54 11. 1 and 5 and 82 1. 1).24

2 Ncjr M 1 [ OYr'l: if this text could not be connected with the aparchê collection documents

from one of the Hermopolite monasteries of Apa Apollo, other restorations, such as

UJMIN, would be possible here.

3 The Agreement clause followed by the Aparchê collection verb C W K should be

reconstructed here, see §5.5.

4 TI fl#flKTON/HMOCION: this restoration is suggested by CTC 11^I 11 in 1. 5, see

§5.5.

6. TM?xQjE [NTIKONI: seethe Measure section at §5.5 for this reconstruction.

23 See Naldini 1968 pp. 23-27 and P. Lugd. Bat. XXV p. 100 n. to 1. 1 for the staurogram.

24Also in unpublished BL Or. 6201 B35, see §2.1; and in Co no. 6 1. 1 and SPP VIII no. 1294, a VIIth.

C. Greek parchment manuscript.
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15
DOCUMENT RELATING TO APARCHE COLLECTION

Christies 18"	 18 (h) x 77 (w) mm.	 VII-VHIth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 10

Preservation: 5 lines and no margins.

Palaeography: competent, right-sloping majuscule with few ligatures.

Provenance: unknown. Place of origin may be an Hermopolite monastery of Apa

Apollo.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

This fragmentary document concerns the collection for a monastery of Apa Apollo

of aparchê from Tiloj (see §5.6).

i 'I'

2	 NM]M?XK N-f- NK NTIXOX

3	 ]rMlrcl(±3 )ITOYW'2

4 T P CKCWK TE1 F YVT?PXH 2^ ?xrT?. ?1iOx-

5

Agreement	 (1) (2) [we agreed ?] with you

Assignment	 (2) we have given you Tiloj (3)

Aparchê	 (4) [so that you collect] their aparchê (ài-rapxrj)

Beneficiary	 for Apa Apollo (5)

Transcription notes

1 The last letter in this line may be a X.

2 rIM] MK: reconstruct the Agreement clause before this, see § 5.5.
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16
LETTER OF GREETING

BL Or. 6201 B29 Text 1	 145 (h) x 345 (w) mm.	 VIIth C.

Papyrus
	 Plates 11-12

Preservation: 12 lines and all margins. The address on side (B) is written in the same

hand as texts 2-4.

Palaeography: a large majuscule hand written with a thick pen. Wide M, N, W and

narrow C, 0, C. The second stroke of three-stroke M sometimes curves down almost to

the "baseline" (e.g. MCN 1. 1). Tioid t (tYXH 1. 3).25 This text uses a superlinear dot to

mark syllabic function as well as the superlinear stroke, and certain clauses are

punctuated with a raised point (11. 3 (bis), 5, 6, 7, 8, 11).

Provenance: unknown. Text 1 on this papyrus may have been written by a monk of a

monastery of Apa Mena to a monk living north of him, possibly in a monastery of Apa

Apollo in the Hermopolite nome. Text 2 is a practice introductory letter formula involving

a monk of the monastery of Apa Apollo. The formula, e.NOK flC0N NN CIC2^J (see

Chapter 7), is found in texts relating to an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo. Two of

theplacenamesmentionedintexti, I1NH (1.3; see §4.4) and tIOYCIPC (1. 5; see §4.4)

may be in the Hermopolite nome.

Acquisition: see §2.1.

This letter is written in practically standard Sahidic by a monk called Makare to

fellow monks, Apollo and Anoup, who live to the north of him (11. 10-11 "do not delay

coming south so that I can see you"). He mentions that monks collecting aparchê for a

monastery of Apa Mena in the region of Pousire met Anoup who sent news of his and

Apollo's health. This text gives an insight into the monastic network through which

messages were carried.

25 For this tenn, see Kasser 1991 p. 44 no. 16.
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(1) First of all indeed (v) and before all else, my humbleness (xdxaToc)

greets (2) and salutes (àrndaOa) my beloved and honoured brother Apollo
with my whole heart (3) and my whole soul (4suxTj), and I greet my brother
Anoup of Pnê. For he has sent (4) his good news and yours by some
brothers of mine when they were in (5) the district of Pousire, collecting
aparchê (ànapxij) for our beloved father Apa Mena in Pe(-)etkême. (6) When
they had drunk with one another they brought your good news to me. I
rejoiced greatly (7) especially (ciXuTa) when my brother Phoibamon
brought your good news to me. I rejoiced (8) greatly all the more because I
heard how you were. Now then () my beloved brother, (9) be so good
(eydrn) as to remember me in your prayers (npoGux1j) and let God save us
from temptation (nElpaGI1Sc) (10) whenever (Kapdc) we meet (ivavTâv) it.
And do not delay coming south so that I can (11) see you. Send (news of)
your good health to me. + Farewell in the Lord ----- (12) my beloved
brother.
Address: (13) p Give it to my beloved brother Apollo, (14) from Makare the
most humble (L).

Transcription notes

1, 13 : see n. to 1. 1 of no. 14 for the form of this staurogram; an s-shaped mark written

with a thinner pen can be seen beneath the staurogram in 1. 1.

5-6 rTC.CTKHMC: possibly read HCrX1CTKHMC; see §4.5 for this place name.

Translation notes

5 CYCCK fl^PXH 2^ VTCNMCPIT MCIWT ?xfl^x MHN: this is quoted in Crum CD p.

326a.

6, 7 For N- /M- 11OYW: see Crum CD p. 474b.

8 flCKOYXJ: literally "your health".

10 M11PÔW MTCI: literally 'do not carry on without coming"; compare no.91. 2 ripow

NTTI 11CK2O NJ.

14 ex < : see Ep. I p. 12 for this common monastic epithet.
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PRACTICE INTRODUCTORY LETTER FORMULAE

BL Or. 6201 B29 Texts 2-4
	

VIIIVHIth C.?

Plate 12

Preservation: Text 2 : 2 complete lines. Text 3 (above and to the left of text 2): 2 largely

illegible complete lines of text. Text 4 (below and to the left of text 2): 2 complete lines.

Palaeography: texts 2: an irregular majuscule hand which is different from that employed

in text 1, with erratically positioned letters, and, in some cases, exhibiting different forms

of the same letter. The hand does not belong to an unskilled writer, but the fact that it is

not a flowing scribal hand suggests that this text may have been produced in an

educational context. Texts 3 and 4 are both written in similar hands to text 2.

Provenance: unknown. The writer of text 2 may be a monk of an Hermopolite monastery

of Apa Apollo.

The epistolary formula MOK H^CON NN CI C2^J (see Chapter 7) is the object of

the exercise in text 2, and possibly in texts 3-4. Text 2 may be the model formula and texts

3 and 4 the attempts made by two trainees at copying it.

Text 2 features Enoch, 1 a monk of the monastery of Apa Apollo, and his addressee

Victor.

BL Or. 6201 B29 Text 2

1-3	 .p ^xMOK flCON eriwx I1MOMOXOC MTITO1100 N-

2	 ^..11 flOx>..W CIC2J Mfl?CON SiKTW

I MOMXOC 2 rio>..xw

(I) .p I, brother (n^coN) Enoch, the monk (ii ova x dc) of the Monastery

(Tuoc) of (2) Apa Apollo, am writing to my brother Victor.-t-

BL Or. 6201 B29 Text 3

.g. rest of text illegible

2	 FM1

BL Or. 6201 B29 Text 4

1	 + ^J10K HCON

1 See MacCoull 1993c pp. 42-43 for monks with this name belonging to the Aphrodito monastery of Apa
Apollo, noting that the name Enoch in P.Cair. Masp. II 67234 II. 3 and 6 cited by MacCoull 1991 p.
210 refers possibly to a monastery ([IlovaaTljpto]v) of the holy Abba Enoch, and not to an individual.
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17
LETTER INTRODUCING THE APARCHE COLLECTOR

BL Or. 6201 B105
	

152 (h)x 170 (w) mm. 	 Vilith C.

Papyrus
	 No plate

Preservation: (A) 10 lines and all but the right margin; (B) 2 lines with lacunae and all

margins.

Palaeography: a proficient, right-sloping semi-cursive hand with many ligatures. M has

an elongated leading stroke; C is large; I and 4) have hooked tails; Y and q are similar. T

in CpWr T 1 N 1.4 has a hook at the left of the horizontal stroke.

Provenance: unknown. If this text was written by someone belonging to a monastery of

Apa Apollo,' the details of its acquisition link it above all to an Hermopolite monastery

although internal evidence may suggest that it is from the Balaizah monastery.

Acquisition: see §2.1.

This is a letter of introduction written by Theodoros who may be identified with the

archimandrite of an Hermopolite Monastery of Apa Apollo mentioned in no. 23. He

addresses a villager, possibly a headman, and introduces a monk called Makare who has

come to collect the small aparchê for the monastery (KOYI Nfl^XH HilT 0 , 1. 6). See

§5.3 for an interpretation of this text.

(A)

ii
	

±1

2	 ± NujOTl MN TIUINC ^..YW TI^Cn^.ZC Nfl^.[

3	 ..YW TI(UINC CilCYX^J r111[C]TNCTIMC THPrC1(q

4	 ^tT^. flOx>W C r S l pOCiC CpWT 1 N XINC rINOo[... NTCTNCMHTNThJ-(?)

5	 IIOYTC NHPC XC CIC nu[Hp]e M^K^pe[

6	 TKOYI M^,dl^pXH NI1T°,C[.](±6 	 )[

7	 HCPMHOYC .ry1w r M l ee r q i MN [±2]C]Ox 2[N ?

8
	

^YW NT CTI1 P OCXC epoq 2N NoY.[

9
	

I1TIXO11 N1 XC rTlCTrN( wi-I l Cpoq[

10
	

] 11O 4) YTHC N?I ClC2^J NM.E

11
	

± OYX^J 2[M ITXOCIC

(B) Address.

l2—	 npcMrT.[±21N.NOMC..0 2ITN re1ero1wproci

13	 rrp.[±2J(	 ±10 illegible ) r ^d10 1 xxWTO I C l r±1

2 RrTe.[ 3	 neliT-	 4 eqpocic CPWT 6 TOI1OC 7MecYc

8 rrpocexei 10 np0HTHC 12 pR-

'This is suggested by the epithet of Theodor(...) given in the address in!. 13 ((fl0lx>WT0rC '... of
Apollo) and the blessing involving Apa Apollo in I. 4.
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(2) ± Firstly indeed (v) I greet and salute (oudco0ai) my (3) and I greet

the well-being of all your village	 (4) Apa Apollo watch over you from

the great ... your (?) (5) God-loving son. Behold my son, Makare	 (6) the

small aparchê (iiiapxTi) of the monastery (Tduoc)	 (7) 
•• and sailors and

[the ones ?] from (?)	 (8) and attend (npoaci.v) to him in	 (9) obstruct

him because you receive him (?) ... (10) prophet (nponIT11c). I am writing

this	 () Farewell in [the Lord].
Address	 (12) The man of ... from Theodoros	 (la) the ... of Apollo -s-.

Transcription notes

1 The + could	 also be interpreted as a superscript I at the end of criZe.

4 xirie rMOô E: this may be followed by (^ OYKOYI 'to a small", although the usual

phrase is XIMC OYKOYI (iJ^ OYMOÔ "from a small to a great" (CPR IV no. 177 1. 23).1

7 rICPMHOYC: alternatively this may be translated as "the men" or "the rich men",

interpreting MHOYC as an unattested plural of PWMC "man" or pMM^.O "rich man" (see

Crum CD pp. 294a and 296a respectively).

MM[±2]C]SOX 2LN: restore MCT "the ones who" vel sim. here.

9 CT: or read just CT.

epo r Cl 1 : possibly read CPOCIC "to watch".

10 tlM.[: the last letter has a long tail similar to that of an I; the most probable reading here

would be rii CIC2^xI IIMOOY in which case a range of phrases could be reconstructed

preceding OYXI 2[M I1XOCIC.2

12 M.NOMC..0 : the final C may be interpreted as a +. This may be interpreted as a place

name, possibly 11NOM[.]CT F C 1 in the Antinoopolite nome, which is the place of origin of

two men who write to a monk of the Monastery of Apa Apollo at Bala'izah (Bal. no.

114). If this place name is to be read here, Bala'izah would be a more likely provenance

for this text. 3 Another possibility is the place name llvç which is listed in Ryl. no.

338 after the Hermopolite place name TMOYMHp/e11outr,pc.

13 rTp.H: restore the titles upoEoTcs' "superior" or npE3uTepoc "presbyter" here, or

perhaps liP WMC "the man".

'Other examples of this phrase may be found in BKU III nos. 338 1. 17, 354 1. 2, 355 I. 6, and 4111. 2;
and Rvl. no. 349.

2 See Biedenkopf-Ziehner 1983 pp. 70-73, 237-238 Table 8, types 3d and Sb-c, noting Brunsch 1988 p. 216

with reference to her comment on Ba!. no. 188.

3 See CKA p. 1990 "Pnom[.]ets'.
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Translation notes

4 ^rr ^XT1OX>W e r s i pocic CpW.[.]N: compare rINOYTC MiOC 11^

d1OxxW esepocic CPWTN ... "the God of the holy (yoc) Apa Apollo will watch

over you ..." in 11. 22-23 of P. Society for Coptic Archaeology, Cairo mv. 7•1 It is

interesting to note that a phrase of this type does not appear in any of the published

Coptic papyri from the Monastery of Apa Apollo at Bala'izah.

'Edited in MacCoull 1984 pp. 784-785.
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18
PACTUM COLLECTION ORDER (?)

P. Schøyen 89/02
	

40(h)x 110 (w) mm.	 VIIth C.

Papyrus
	

Plate 13

Preservation: poor, only the upper margin is preserved and there is a lacuna in the

middle of the six lines of text which are extant. A fragment of Greek papyrus (which

appears to be unconnected with the Coptic text) obscures part of 11. 1-3.

Palaeography: a competent, upright majuscule with some serifs.

Provenance: unknown. The writers and addressee belong to an Hermopolite monastery

of Apa Apollo.

Acquisition: see §2.4.1.

This text concerns the pactum payment of Pehno(-) (see §5.6) which is one solidus

less two carats or tremisses according to the diakonia's measure. Monks of a monastery of

Apa Apollo who may be connected with the diakonia write to another monk from their

monastery about his agreement with them to be responsible for this payment.

This papyrus has been studied from a colour photocopy.

>r>1[w

IR Joyr1 F	 ±7 ].N?x. MrrToLrro] r c fT^..111?,. ?J1[O

2	 TI1r^1KoflI^. r M l [	 ±4 ] r po y1 f{e yr c 1 [2j] M1flCONE

3	 1.Ox MI1ITOI1OC N[OYWIT XC 111TH ^NepceMnIee[ MN NCNCpHY/NMM^.K

4 NTRITI NK M11C2 r o l Cfl[C] F S l flK, CTC 11F ne 0Y2[O>0K0TTIM0C

5	 11]rip CM^Y N r T 1 M r ^,2 1 C[ NTlTI^K0NI^ . [R1r^x1KT^6

6
	

I.E	 I.E	 I.E	 I.E

2,5 IKOMI 3 XC CflCIH, PcYMT1CIeC 4 11CTThKTON 5 MC Tq

Parties	 (1)	 Anoup ... of the monastery (T6noc) of Apa Apollo
(2) diakonia (6aKov(a) ... they are writing to my brother (3)	 of this

same monastery (T.).
Pactum agreement	 Whereas (n€i6i) we agreed (uinie.iv) [with one

another/you]

Assignment

Payment

(Tlapd) two

Measure

Recipient

(4) [we] have given you Pehno(-)

for its pactum which is one [solidus] (óXoKdTTwoc) (5) less

according to the measure of the diakonia (s.)

which you should give (6)
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Transcription notes

1 Restore the Opening fomula at the beginning of the line, see §5.5.

]J: restore iiH the son of.

2 rpoylfj cY 1 C 1 [2^I1: this may be divided to read f{CY r C 1 [2^J1 'they were writing".

3 1.Ox,.: restore the personal name iloOx here, see §4.8 Papcol.

41162F{rOl.:thefinallettermaybeax.

5 [fi] 1 ij^ 1 K-: this form of the second person singular Relative Aorist prefix also occurs in

no. 8 1. 17.

Translation notes

5 111 1 ip .. CM Y: see the transcription note to no. 8 1. 13 for the interpretation of this

sum. No. 9 11. 12-13 also specifies a number of solidi less two.
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19
AGREEMENT CONCERNING PACTUM

Christie's "21"	 50 (w) x 70 (h) mm.	 VIIth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 13

Preservation: 11 lines and the left margin; the last 4 lines are practically illegible. On side

(B) is one line of text written across the fibres in a different hand (the following can be

read: ^,M.[.]percle).

Palaeography: (11. 1-4) a large majuscule hand, with well-spaced upright letters; (11. 5-7)

smaller, right-sloping majuscule; the text in other lines is not sufficiently legible for

analysis.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

This fragment is included here because it records a pactum payment of "three

less six and a half' (11. 4-6).

(A)
1-9

2 11TOTOC NE

3 rrleeft.[

4 KflCTW[... fl^-

5 KTOFI OM6[NT
aYo(oc

6	 corw[Y

7 uJi FiTMCN1E

8	 1(	 ±5 )rK1..E

9	 ](±3)E

10

11	 ](±3)E

3rreiee 5uoMT 6n^p

Parties

Agreement

Payment

Measure?

(I) ... (2) the monastery (TdTtoc)

(3) agreed (ou1i)u€B€v) ... (?) (4)

(5) pactum three	 () less (i-iapd) six (and) a half

(7)measure (?) of my (?)
(8) (9)	 (10)	 (1!)
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Transcription notes

3 N..[: following the N may be a q or an

6 Nflp: see no.9 11. 12-13 for napd as M1P^.
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CHAPTER 6

OTHER DOCUMENTS CONNECTED WITH

AN HERMOPOLITE MONASTERY OF APA APOLLO

§6.1 Introduction to the texts in this chapter

This chapter presents twenty-nine texts (twenty-seven Coptic and two Greek)

which mentio;or can be related to) a monastery of Apa Apollo. One of them is written to a

monk of the Titkooh monastery (no. 20), and two are addressed to a monastery of Apa

Apollo which is 11HC JMOYN "south of Shmoun" (nos. 31 and 33) (see §3.5). A

location for the monastery in the Hermopolite nome is suggested for most of the other

papyri by place names mentioned in the texts or by the details of their acquisition. Three

documents which mention a monastery of Apa Apollo which is not obviously Hermopolite

have been placed last in this chapter, nos. 46-48.

All but one of the papyri (no. 40) presented in this chapter are written from or to a

monastery of Apa Apollo. Published texts which mention a monastery of Apa Apollo

which may be Hermopolite but which are not edited here include P. Duk. mv. C4 (see

§3.5); Ryl. 284; 1 and a number of CTMOYXON ostraca which mention a M^ ... N

^rTOxxU.)N. 2 M^ may be interpreted here as "monastery" (see §4.6) and the large flour

delivery specified for RM N^J1OXXWN in some of the ostraca suggests that it had a

population the size of a small settlement. 3 The M^x NflOxWN is also mentioned in a

couple of ostraca in the Papyrussammiung of the Egyptian Museum in Berlin, P 14707 and

14716; these may also be CTMOYXON ostraca.4

Many of the texts edited in this chapter are discussed in Chapter 3. A group of three

tax demands is analysed below as well as in §3.7.

§6.2 Tax demands

Three unpublished Coptic tax demands addressed to monks of the monastery of

Apa Apollo ("to the south of Shmoun" specified in two of them) are presented in this

chapter (nos. 31-33). Three of them may have been issued to monks at the Bawit

monastery, 5 and have a similar format to eight published Coptic papyri from el-

'RvI. 135 mentions OYPf W'Mr CrrTI1MON.CT H rTC eno>..xw 2HxIC which should be interpreted as "a man

(of) this monastery is Apollo Helias" rather than "a man of this monastery of Apollo Helias".

2See Shelton 1990 pp. 112-1 14.
3 See Shelton 1990 p. 114.

4These are described in Beltz 1980 pp. 144 and 161 respectively. This collection contains further unedited

CTMOYXOM ostraca: p 14713, 14705, and 14711, see Beltz 1980 pp. 161 and 181.

5 See §2.8 for this possibility.
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Ashmunein, 1 and two copies of one document from Jeme. 2 No. 47 is a Greek demand

for dêmosion, which follows a different format from the three Coptic tax demands.

Kahie (Bal. p. 538) dated no. 31 to around 725 C.E., based on a comparison with

a document from Jeme, BL Or. 4664A (Bal. no. 130 Appendix), which is dated to 724

C.E. The same date seems likely for nos. 32 and 33.

The standard format of the Coptic tax demands may be summarised as follows:

Opening formula

Tax demand

Liability

Issuer

Date

(cYN eew) 3 NN rrqc2eJ NNN4

NN flCTC2^,J NNN5

XC MI NC MTCT^2OK MMOOY N(r)T^Y6

tax and amount specified (see §3.7)

CY(i^\MM^,..2C (MMOK)7

iTh.p Nl NN8

erp (^4 H ) 9 M(HMI) x (day) x IN(IKTIONOC) x

Résumé of payment rI(NeT^I) Mo(MIcM?T(I)^) (p(IeMI?)) x10

Where the tax in question can still be ascertained in the published tax demands,

three relate to the payment of poll-tax, and one to 6ov (Ryl. no. 118, where the

payment represents the unoôoXll of a uo6K'r11c). CPR IV nos. 3 and 5, and Ryl. no. 119

use the term àv6put6c for "poll-tax" and CPR IV no. 6 uses &dypa4ov (see §8.7.1 for

these terms).

The same Liability clause, covering the possibility that the tax-payer may still be

held liable even after making his payment, is encountered in one of the published tax

demands, Ryl. 119, and following this a 11ITT^xrN (rnTTdKov) "order for payment" is

mentioned. In BL Or. 4664A the tax-payer is advised to acquire a receipt (àu68cc) as

proof of payment in case further payments are demanded (11. 57): 1 I	 y w

1 CPR IV nos. 3-6 (nos. 3 and 4 of which belong to the archive of Flavius Atias, see CPR VIII nos. 72-
84), and Rvl. nos. 117-119 and 378. See Kahle's comments on this type of document in Bal. pp. 537-
539.

2BL Or. 4664A and B, which are edited in Ba!. pp. 541-544.

3 See, exx., CPR IV nos. 2-6 and Ryl. nos. 117 and 118.
4 "(With God) NN is he who writes to NN'. This formula occurs in no. 31 (and may be restored in no.

33 which also omits the dative Fl- before the name of the addressee); and the published tax demands listed
above in this section. It is found in texts from Ashmunein to the Theban region dating from the VIIVIIth
C. - Xth C, see Biedenkopf-Ziehner 1983 pp. 45, and 228 § IV.

5 "NN is the one who writes to NN'. This occurs in no. 32.

6 "This is what has been assigned to you to pay'; this occurs in nos. 31-33. See also BM Or. 4664A (see
Ba!. pp. 541-544); CPR IV no. 5; and Ryl. nos. 117 and 118. RI. no. 119 records the variant
NiCTe.2OK; and CPR IV nos. 3 and 6 record CT2OK "it has been assigned to you"

you are held liable'; in nos. 32 and 33, and, e.g., Ryl. 119 I. 5.

8 'By me NN'.
9 It was written' (no. 33).
'°"Total reckoned solidi x"; in nos. 32 and 33; see also CPR IV nos. 3, 4 and 6.
I 1 BaI. pp. 542-543.
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ncTeKM?T..q THP xl	 noeiC cpoq .cy...[... XCI HNCKTlX.Y 11^..p^

TCKflITTK 1 "And as regards everything which you shall pay, get a receipt (cknd6€ic)

for it as a [security for you (?) so that] you shall not pay anything beyond (napd) your

order of payment (rnT'rciKov) " ) Three RCMCIWT 1CTC2J formula documents (see

§8.7.1) provide evidence that monks with the title "brothers of the poll-tax (àv6put6c)"

could hold people liable for tax payment (again the verb ()M2C is used).2

In at least six of the published tax demands, the Issuer bears an Arab name, 3 and in

three his father may have been called as is the case in no. 31. The issuer

of the Greek tax demand, no. 47, has a hellenized Egyptian name, Ouersenouphios, 5 and

his father a Greek name, Theodoros. He may have belonged to a monastery of Apa Apollo

himself because the demand is written on the back of a Coptic letter addressed to a monk of

a monastery of Apa Apollo.

The published tax demands are issued at different times of the year, so the fact that

two of the unpublished tax demands (nos. 32 and 33) are issued on Pharmouthi 22nd in

different years may have little significance.

See Rn. nos. 120-123 and 125 for examples of tax receipts.

2 In Ba!. no. 281, a fragmentary letter, someone mentions that	 MMDI CY2OxO/ "I was arrested

for a solidus", presumably for not paying their taxes. See also Ryl. 127 1. 16 CMCM(.M2C MOK CxY

NA.YMOCIOM	 pooY 'we shall not be able to make a claim on (?) thee for any tax (6rdnov) on their

account".
3See CPR VIII p. 193 for tax demands issued by a pagarch or dux.

4The name of the issuer is not preserved in the two other Coptic tax demands.

SAformofDyCPuCMOYC,seeCrumCDP.491OY(C)P.
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Herm. 3

P. Princeton AM 15960 G

CMAA Green "13"

BM EA 10460(A)

BM EA 10 135(A)

CUL Q102(B)

Herm. 39

P. CtYBR mv. 2102

P. CtYBR mv. 1832

Herm. 14

BMEA 10135(B)

BM EA 10460(B)

BM 1078

OTHER DOCUMENTS RELATING TO
A MONASTERY OF APA APOLLO

IN THE HERMOPOLITE NOME

Content	 Ms.

DEBT ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 	 P. Med. Copto mv. 76.21

P. Mich. 6860

Christie's "31" text 2

BL Or. 6201 B230

"Ex-von Scherling 44"

Christie's "24"

BL Or. 6201 B216

SALE OF LAND	 Herm.7

LEASE AGREEMENTS

for land (emphyteutic)

for bee(hive)s

FRAGMENTARY GUARANTEE

TAX DEMANDS

no.

20

21

22
23
24
25
26

27

28
29

30

31

32

33

LETTERS
about I1acp'na
requesting a sale of wine

concerning pledged items

WINE ACCOUNTS

RECEIPT FOR WINE

LIST OF CORN PAYMENTS

34

35
36

37

38

39

40
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FRAGMENTARY DOCUMENT

ISSUED BY A TOPOTERETES?	 CMAA Green "1"	 41

FRAGMENTS
	

Christie's "30"
	

42

Christie's "25"
	

43

Christie's "26"
	

44

Christie's "23"
	

45

TEXTS RELATING TO A MONASTERY OF APA APOLLO
WHICH IS NOT SPECIFICALLY HERMOPOLITE

DEBT ACKNOWLEDGMENT
	

P. Duk. mv. 439(B)
	

46

DEMOSION DEMAND
	

P. Duk. mv. 439(A)
	

47

FRAGMENTARY DOCUMENT

CONCERNING EMBOLE
	

P. Miss. mv. 2
	

48
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20
DEBT ACKNOWLEDGMENT

ADDRESSED TO A MONK OF THE

MONASTERY OF APA APOLLO AT TITKOOH

P. Med. Copto mv. 76.21 	 202 (h) x 64 (w) mm. 	 VIIth C.1

Papyrus	 Plate 14

Preservation: (A) 7 lines and all but the left margin; (B) 1 line and all but the right

margin.

Palaeography: a right-sloping majuscule with a few ligatures, reminiscent of CPR IV

no. 23 (plate 1 opposite p. 160) which is dated to 610 C.E. Some letters descend below

the 'baseline", sometimes into the line below ( in 11. 3 and 6, X in 1. 1, 4) in 1. 4, .ij in 1.

5, and 2 in 11. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6). Trema on I is prominent.

Provenance: unknown. 2 Written by a woman from Tahrouj (see §4.4) in the

Hermopolite nome to a monk of the Titkooh monastery of Apa Apollo. Two of the legal

formulae in this text are common to the Hermopolite nome: HT2fl N^.TMOMOC

Tx^^,.Y	 M4lO>..cI^. "without judgment or law and without any objection", 3 and

Ka0apwc Ka cinoKpom)c "plainly and without fail".4

Bibliography: published in Pernigotti 1985 pp. 101-105.

Acquisition: no details were given in the edition.

Pia from Tahrouj promises to repay her debt to Apa lenoch, a monk of the

Monastery of Apa Apollo at Titkooh. In P. Sta. Xyla 10, the son of a woman called Pia,

Aurelius Phoibammon, from the village of Demetriou in the Hermopolite nome,

acknowledges his debt to Apa Phibis, another monk belonging to this monastery. For other

texts which feature monks of this monastery as moneylenders, see §3.9.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

1 VII-VIIIth C. according to Pernigotti 1985 p. 101.
2Pernigotti 1985 p. 101 suggested Hennopolis.
3 This occurs in one other text edited in this thesis (no. 53 II. 8-9: MT2fl NTNOMQC Nxè
NE 4 CbOXI?. ) and may be restored in one other (no. 54 1.4). According to Steinwenter (1957 p. 462) this
formula is only found in Coptic documents from the Hermopolite nome. Kahle (introduction to Bal. no.
163) maintains that this formula is common north of Balaizah but not in the Bala'izah region. Rabel 1917
pp. 83-84 and C. Schmidt 1932 P. 62 n. to 1.13 also analyse the usage of this formula and give further
references.
41t occurs in one other debt acknowledgment edited in this thesis (no. 24 Il. 2-3) and may be restored
in two others (nos. 54 I. 4 and 55 1. 5). See Satzinger 1970 for this formula, and CPR IV index p.
198 s.v. xaBapdc which lists a dozen texts featuring it.
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Parties	 (1) [I, Pia ?] daughter of Dioskre, daughter of Dora, of
Tahrouj in the region of Shmoun, she is writing to Apa lenoch, the
monk (iiovaxdc) (2) of Apa Apollo on the mount of Titkooh.

Acknowledgment	 I owe (xpewTEIv) your fatherhood clearly and without
fail (KaOapc Ka àT1oKp6T()c) (3)

Repayment	 I am ready ( 'TotIioc) to pay you them in full (uXrpoOv)

Date	 in the month of Mecheir of this year
Promise	 (4) and to give them to you without judgment or law

(voii6c) and without any objection (ài.uinr3oxi'a)

Issuer's affirmation ± I am Pia, daughter of (5) [Dora]	 ... guarantee

(àrndX€a)

Witnesses	 + Anoup, son of Silbane, and Anoup, son of loannes, are

witnesses
Scribe	 (6) they asked me and I wrote on their behalf because

they do not know (vo€iv) how to write ± (7) Farewell in the Lord (?) ±

Docket	 (Greek 8) . Guarantee of Pia, daughter

Transcription notes

1 IOCKp e : asyncopatedformofJOCK0P0C.'

C NW X: the prothetic I may be inserted following the final - ^ of ^. H .

2 N^,]fl1^,.. fl0xXW: preceding this and following MONOXOC at the end of!. 1,

restore MI1TO11OC "of the monastery" (following no. 59) or M4^..rI0C "of the holy"

(following no. 1), see §3.4.3.

TI T K 002 C: the editor read TI T K 002 -I- , although an C following the 2 is clearly visible

from the plate accompanying the edition, with its horizontal crossed by the tail of a p

descending from the line above.

3 ]..Ti FN1 .. [: reconstruct 2OXOKOTTN NN0Y "solidi of gold" or 2OXOKOTTH CN^Y

"two solidi" here; a sum of solidi greater than one is suggested by the use of the plural in

the repayment clause: T^d1XHP0Y RMOK FTMOOY "I pay you them in full" (1. 3) and

T^T^.è.Y "I pay them" (1. 4).

4 ^N0K 116 flI^: in the ed. pr. this reading is acknowledged to be possible but ^xNOK

rrCTiI. "I, Pepia", is favoured and uac in the docket assumed to be a mis-spelling of

the genitive form of this name. 11C11I is chosen in the ed. pr. because it fits the lacuna

in 1. 1 better than Ill .

'See Heuser PN pp. 10, 79, and 98.
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8 yvaiic: this word is also abbreviated in no. 211. 8 (y€voi/), no. 27 1. 13 (vaiiE),

and no. 29 1. 23 (yvopi))

OuyatP: the names of Pia's parents and the sum she owes would have been written

following this.

1 For other abbreviations of yvoivr following cadXEa, see CPR IV nos. 77 1. 12 (rer1MH), 125 I.

17 (rcNMM.), 171 I. 20 (rc[r1eM]R).
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21
DEBT ACKNOWLEDGMENT

P. Mich. 6860	 85 (h) x 318 (w) mm.'	 First half VIth C.?2

Papyrus
	

Plates 15-16

Preservation: (A) a complete text of 7 lines written over an erased text and around a

vertical gap running from the top to the bottom of the papyrus; (B) a docket of one

complete line is written on top of a large protocol (see no. 3).3 This is missing its right

and lower (and possibly upper) margins, indicating that the papyrus was cut down for re-

use.

Palaeography: the hand of Paulos the scribe is an irregularly but competently written

majuscule which does not vary from the Coptic to the Greek text. Noteworthy features:

large 6 and K (and 2 1. 3); incomplete e in 1. 2 (if the reading XCPCWCTC is correct);

minuscule and majuscule forms of H; three-stroke 11, and elongated initial stroke of M,

second stroke of x, and tail of ij. For a parallel hand, see P. Sta. Xyla no. 5 v° (p1. 5),

which is dated to 539 C.E.4

Linguistic notes: K is used for r (K C W p K C 1. 6); and a N is intrusive in

rp^xMM^x r N l TloN 1. 6.

Provenance: Kahie (Bal. p. 664) thought that the Bawit monastery of Apa Apollo was in

question here and this seems very probable given that the issuer comes from Esou, a

place just north of Bawit. See the provenance details for no. 20 for the Hermopolite

associations of the formula N^TxS.^.Y N?,.M4160X1^x in 1.4.

Acquisition: (according to Mich. p. 210) bought from Nahman in Cairo on April 15th

1936.

Bibliography: edited in Mich. pt. III pp. 210-212 no. 20, partially copied in p1. 7;

translated and emended in Till 1958 pp. 203-204 no. 59.

Victor, son of Mathias from Esou, acknowledges his debt of thirty sextarii of oil to

Apa Enoch, 5 a monk of the monastery of Apa Apollo,6 and promises to repay it at the

'Mich. p. 210 gave (width by height) "32 x 10 cm.' I am grateful to Dr Traianos Gagos for checking
details of the dimensions and direction of writing in relation to the papyrus fibres.

2 See the palaeography section of this text. The suggested date of IX-Xth C. in the ed. pr. (Mich. p. 210)
was also based on palaeographical analysis of the text.

3mis protocol is not illegible, contrary to the claim made in Mich. p. 210.
4According to Mich. p. 210: "Hand: similar to Stegemann [19361, Taf. 22, col. 3 of 952/3 A.D. and other

columns, but also Taf. 16, col. 2 of 813 A.D.".
5 The date assigned to this text suggests that this man is different from Apa lenoch of the Titkooh

monastery in no. 20.
61n CKA p. 2078 "Ptoou n-Titkooh", Timm conjectured that the Titkooh monastery might be in question

in this text.
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harvest of indiction-year twelve. The document is written on the 15th of Choiak in that

year, which is when the olive harvest begins. Victor's debt may represent his payment for

the use of an olive grove or oil-press or other property belonging to the monastery) The oil

is measured according to Apa Enoch's measure, which is presumably that of his

monastery, see the Measure section at §5.5.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

'On the practice of the large estates in Egypt lending oil-presses, see Hardy 1931 pp. 130-131.
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Parties (A 1) !, Victor, son of Mathias, of Esou in the region of
Shmoun, am writing to Apa Enoch, (2) the monk (.tovaxc) of the

(monastery) of Apa Apollo.
Acknowledgment	 I owe (XpcoJTctv) you thirty sextarii (aT1c) of oil

according to (3) your measure.
Repayment	 These then I am ready (To1I1oc) to [send/bring] to you

Date	 at the harvest (Kapucc) of the twelfth (6c'KaToc)

indiction (iv&KT(uw) (4) without any objection (ài4oX(a).

Issuer's affirmation I, Victor, son of Mathias, agree (cYTolxcIv) to this

document (ypa.qiaTciov).

Surety	 (5) , Pieou, son of Papre, act as surety for him.
Witnesses	 I, Serene, son of Victor, and Pakob, (6) son of Keorke,

bear witness to this document (y.).
Scribe	 I, Paulos, son of Joseph, have written -i-.

Date	 (7 Greek) Written in the month of (?) Choiak (day) 15,
indiction-year 12.

Docket	 (8 Greek) Document drawn up by Victor, son of Mathias, of
the village of Isou 30 sextarii of oil outstanding 1-

Transcription notes

1 C r I 1 c2I: the &L pr. gave Cq 1 C2?,J and suggested CTC2?J as an alternative reading.

CNWX: CNOX in the ed. pr.

2 Nfl for M11M: this interpretation was not given in the ed. pr. Till 1958 p. 203 n.1

considered Mfl? (sic) to be a scribal error for N?J1.

x r e l p r e l wcTC: the ed. pr. gave XOPWCT but 0 cannot be read and the W is preceded

by a letter.

HCTC: this emendation was also made in Till 1958 p. 203 n. 2.

3 T è. [ TI r ? Y 1 : the ed. pr. did not consider this to be "justified by visible remains'

(Mich. p. 211). Till's suggestions (1958 p. 203 n. 4) of Tè>.00Y and NTOY cannot be

substantiated.

WcKTEHCI: there is perhaps only space for one character in the lacuna, but the

genitive form is intended here.

7 ri in the ed. pr. this was read as rMH 1 , an abbreviated form of uv( "in the month of"

which is what was most probably intended here. However, this cannot be read without

difficulty since the first letter looks more like an or an H.

I C. : in the ed. pr. a M was read following the I C , but this does not seem likely.

8 KW11 Iou: Kahie erroneously emended this to PWM COY in Bal. p. 664.
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c.,: the letter or combination of letters written after the may be part of the abbreviation

for cTa; in the ed. pr. this was read as =, presumably interpreting = as the sign

sometimes found before a numeral (see, e.g., no. 76 1. 5).!

c [ v]x, : for the resolution of this abbreviation as VCX0VTa "outstanding" see CPR XII 4

11. 17,31 and 40.

Translation notes

2 !HCTC, 8 cyTa 1j: a measure which is found in Greek papyri from the Und to Vilith C.

and which may have had a capacity of a fifth or a seventh of an angeion. 2 is a common

abbreviation for this word.3

3 TC: see Crum CD p. 391a for this Coptic enclitic. An alternative interpretation of it as the

Greek enclitic TC (LSJ p. 1763b), which is found, as here, in assurances (LSJ p. 1765a

C.1.) is also possible. In the ed. pr. TC was considered to be a form of ..c (o).

5 r1ed1pH: this name, meaning "the one of the sunlPre", is not attested in Lüddeckens

DemNB, Heuser PN, Preisigke NB or Foraboschi OA .

fl?KW: this personal name occurs in another Hermopolite document, BM no. 1076.

6 TpMMNTION, 8 ypcx.i: see Youtie 1973 p. 181 n. 43 for the term ypa.qLaTcov. In ST

201 1. 7 it is something distmct from a XXC.

'Till 1958 PP. 202-203 does not translate this line.
2See CPR XII p. 41 §20c and Schilbach 1970 p. 115 for this measure in the Greco-Roman and Byzantine

periods.
3 See, exx., CPR XII no. 27 11. 1-2 and Horn,nes et richesses I p. 287.
4The closest parallel is the Egyptian P3-R', see Ranke PN vols. I p. 114 no. 11 and 2 p. 354.
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22
DEBT ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Christie's 113111 text 2
	

c. 80 (h) x 155 (w) mm. 5 	 VIJJVIHth C.?

Papyrus
	

Plate 17

Preservation: (B) 8 lines and all but the bottom margin are preserved; (A) a 2 line docket

is imperfectly preserved. The first text written on this sheet of papyrus is a fragment of the

first part of an account or list involving men's names and consisting of approximately 18

lines written parallel to the fibres. The papyrus is crumpled and many fibres are partially

detached, especially 11. 5-8 which cannot be fully read.

Palaeography: hand 1 is a competent, rounded majuscule hand with some ligatures.

Noteworthy letters: 2 and >.. go below the "baseline" (cxx. C2I 1. 3, flOxW 1. 4); wide

M and W; 0 can be a small blob. Hand 2 is also majuscule with some ligatures; is written

with a loop.

Provenance: unknown. This document was issued by people from Migdôl in the

Hermopolite nome (see §4.4) to a monk of an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

Anoup and Kolthe, the headmen of Migdôl, guarantee repayment of their debt of

one solidus to Kosma, a monk of a monastery of Apa Apollo. The docket reveals that the

loan repayment involves iachanon-oil and wheat (see §8.15 for both commodities).6

(A)

l-	 . M0K N0Yfl MM KOxee M?JTHOYC MMIrwx

2
	

rrcqoo y NTIMC 2M T1T0u rIUIMOYN TI1OxIC cr1-

3
	

C2I MI1CNCOM KWCM?I. ITMOMOXOC M11TOI1OC

4
	

M11 ^J1OxW	 rflfl-1 NpXpI ?,MXt1 NTOOT.[

5
	

No y 2OxoKo r Tr1 r N 1 [N0Y?1( ±3 )11( ±3)[

6	 OY1WTCTIMOYOY.[ ±4 ]( ±4 )[

7

8

Docket (B) Hand 2

91	 .p ^4x[	 ±6 ] MoY 4 e ( ±2 ) J Kox e c xx, ex7r°irJ

10	 ( ±4? )[
	

CIT ^.T I. I

3 MOF1.XDC 4 CflCIH e.NpXCI	 5 2O>OKOTTINOC 9	 J=KaI., xX^1J1OY CxIOY

= orrii f 1 /2 10 CITOY PTI	 2/3

5These dimensions have been estimated because the papyrus is crumpled.
6For oil made from lachanon, see Sandy 1989 P. 6 + n. 23, and Bagnall 1993 P. 30.
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Parties 1) . , Anoup and Koithe the headmen of Migdôl (2) the

four villages in the region of Shmoun the city (u6xc)) we are (3)

writing to our brother Kosma the monk (povaxóc) of the monastery

('rónoc) (4) of Apa Apolo.

Debt

	

	 Whereas ( uc S) we were needy (xpd:a), we received
(5) a solidus (óxoK6TTvoc) of [gold ? . ..jl (6)

Repayment?	 Now •.. (7) ... (8)

Docket	 (9) .p Guarantee (àdXna) ... Anouphe(-?) and (Ka) Kolthe

(for) 13 1 /2 ounces (uncia) of lachanon-oil (XcIavov, Xaiov) (10)

artabas (àpTd11) of wheat (cIToc)

Transcription notes

1, 9 .p: for the form of this staurogram, see transcription n. to 1. 1 of no. 14.

4 N TOOT. 1: this cannot be read from the plate because of a fold in the papyrus.

6 IWT: the papyrus is damaged following the 1. Possibly interpret this as "father" (Crum

CD p. 86b) or "barley" (Crum CD p. 87a).

9 ^èx[: restore an abbreviation for ycvaIlc'vTl in the lacuna after this (see the

transcription note to no. 20 1. 8).

(±2): following NOYC the papyrus is damaged and so the personal name

'AvoJ4aoc (attested in 0. Mich. I 71 (IlIrd C.)) may have been written.

J: this is used twice in this line, the first time expressing Ka(, the second 1 /2; see

Youtie 1974 p. 50 for the range of meanings which this symbol can have.
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23
DEBT ACKNOWLEDGMENT (?)

BL Or. 6201 B230	 178 (h) x 173 (w) mm.	 Vilith C.

Papyrus
	

Plate 18

Preservation: (A) 9 lines and the upper and lower margins preserved; (B) a one-line

docket and all but the right hand margin preserved.

Palaeography: Coptic: a majuscule hand which slopes to the right; Greek: a small cursive

hand.

Provenance: unknown. The acquisition details of this text suggest that its place of origin

was an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo.

Acquisition: see §2.1.

Bibliography: cited in Krause 1985b p. 151 n. 92 because it mentions an archimandrite

of the monastery of Apa Apollo.

A monk of the monastery of the holy Apa Apollo writes to the dikaion, presumably

of his monastery, through its head, Apa The[odo]ros. He acknowledges that he was given

two solidi for a purpose which is not now clear. Indiction-year eleven is mentioned. Four

oblique strokes across the papyrus indicate that the debt was cancelled, see no. 5.

(A)
ii	 MlrIoc ^T1^ ^T1O>.xW CIC2J N11IK^JON MI1MOM

x
2 21T11 T?xMMTM^l r I l MO y TC MCIWT r11i eC[OW]P O C 1ThM?xM YU) 111W

T
3 MVTTOI1OC XC ]flCTM^ T^2OI r1K 20X0K, CN[^] ry1 21XW1 2è wq N 1 11 1 -

0
4	 ]1(- 2 cM r I l K^,.THc IM 1 ri, ..L.] C..TOYM 2M flOYWoj

5 MI1HOYTC ... ]ft'OC M[.IT.TI1(±2)T( ±4 )[±21( ±3 )[.]oNr^..lo^11C( ±7 faded )

6	 ]11T0110C M..2(±3)[±61. ^JCMM nCX^PTHC

a a	 0

7	 HTlo[l]X 1- yp t ' 11 1- i. (±2)E.l. ii +.. El' OVO1T T9U 0E9U

-t-tt(	 ±6
8	 ±K...K..FT0Y1(	 ±11	 )

9	 n]pcqpoeic TIO MMrITPC.[

Side (B) 10* ?.L

I RrUjKjoNRnM0FthCTHpI0M 2 11?x	 PXHMbMPTHC, I1CIWT 3 11CTRN, 1?K<???>

2OXOKOTTIFIOC, Mfl- 4 2CMCKTHC INAIKTI0M0C rINcTI 6 RXPTHC

7 pd4n ITVt flauvIJllawTTE?, u)&KTOvOc

Parties	 (1) [I, NN the ... of the monastery] of the holy (iytoc)

Apa Apollo, am writing to the dika ion (Kaiov) of the monastery
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(.IovaaT1jp1.ov) (2) (through my) God-Ioving(?) father Apa The[odo]ros

(7) the archimandrite (dpxtav6prnc) and father.

Debt?	 ... your mercy reached me and you <...> two solidi
(XoKTT1voc) on me for the work (4) for the eleventh (v6KaToc)
indiction-year (v6KTwv) i.e. (y(yvEaeal) ... by the will (5) [God] ... (6)

the monastery (TdrIoc) ... I composed the document (xdpi-ric) () with

my (own) hand.

Date	 (Greek) Written in the month of Phaophi/Pauni (?)

indiction-year (L)

Signatory?	 ± ... in the name of God (?) (8 Coptic7)

Witness	 (9)	 the watchman I bear witness.

Address/docket	 (tO)

Transcription notes

M 4)] ^. rio C: on the plate it looks as though the tail of a 2 might be visible before the ^,

suggesting a reading of M11]2^ri OC; this, however, cannot be read from the papyrus.

Reconstruct NOK fl^CON NN tTMOMOXOC M11TOTTOC ... vel sim. at the beginning of

this line, see no. 49 1. 1.

2 Restore 21TN at the beginning of this line, after no. 49 1. 2 2iTOOT.

r fl i : the missing final ^, may have been written above the damaged 11.

ee[ow1poc: see Krause 1985b p. 151 + n. 92 for the reconstruction of this name as

"Theodoros". Apart from ®Aoupoc, all of the names which are eight letters long and

begin with O- and end poc recorded in Preisigke NB and Foraboschi OA are versions

of Theodoros.

111W: it is unlikely, but not impossible, that the final T (11iWT) was written at the

beginning of 1. 3.

3 r^1K something appears to have been left out here and the context implies "you

bestowed two solidi on me" ye! sim.

4CM r i l K^,THC . theI couldbeanC.

2M flOYW(A [M11FIOYTCI: this common phrase occurs in nos. 2 1. 12,3 1. 10,41.

x+4, [8 1. 18], 25 1. 3, and 28 1. 8.

Translation notes

I iKJOM: see §3.13 for this term.

rio C: see §3.5 for this epithet describing a monastery of Apa Apollo.

2 eeL OW] p OC: an archimandrite of this name occurs in an unpublished Coptic papyrus

from the same collection as this document (BL Or. 6201 B50 (B), see §2.1). See no.

17 for another Theodoros, who may be the head of a monastery of Apa Apollo.
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3 flCTM? T?2OI: compare the phrases in nos. 3411. 6 and 7 flCTN T2ON, and 49

11. 4-5 and 7; and Ryl. 331 TCflCKMèJ T?2ON CI1TIOY N2OXOK T , ("that your pity may

attain us to (the extent of) five solidi").

7 TEa: Pauni and Phaophi are the months most commonly abbreviated in this way;

flP MOYTC , fl^PM2OTfl and flujONC would normally be expected to have longer

abbreviated forms than this, although Oikonomides 1974 p. 92 records a 140 B.C.E.

document with the abbreviation na for llaXv.
8 1--t-1-: see the translation note to 1. 10 of no. 27
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24
FRAGMENTARY DEBT ACKNOWLEDGMENT

"Ex-von Scherling no. 447 No dimensions recorded Whereabouts unknown

Preservation: judging from the transcription, the first 4 lines and all but the lower margin

of this text appear to have been preserved.

Provenance: see the provenance details of no. 20 for the Hermopolite associations of

the formula [KJe?POC KE ?JiOKOTOC recorded in 11. 2-3.

Bibliography and Acquisition: see §2.7.

Loukas, a monk of a monastery of Apa Apollo acknowledges his debt of fifteen

folles. His creditor's identity is not recorded.

1?	 r1OK flCON xOYKèC I1MONOXOC MrT[TO]11OC N-

2? rr ?,J1OxXW TIXPWCTC NeK [K]OPOC

3? KC TiOKOTOC MNTC c OXx[IC NIMOY-

4? ci MO P ICON CYO MNOYUjI NX(or)[...IrXOl

I MOMXOC 2 TIXpCWCTCI 2-3	 eepwc Kè.I J1OKpoTWC 3 MIITH

3-4Nom 4opYzori

Parties	 (1?) J, brother (Ti ? C ON) Loukas the monk of the

monastery (r6uoc) of Apa (2?) Apollo,
Acknowledgment	 owe (XpcwTciv) you plainly (3?) and without fail

(KaOapi3c Kat TroKp6TWc) fifteen folles (follis) of pure (puoc) gold,

(4?) being their weight

Transcription notes

3 Oxx[IC: Crum reconstructed Ox[xOC.

Translation notes

3 4oxx[IC: the follis was used sporadically in the VIth C; 8 Preisigke WB 3 p. 354

records V-VIIIth C. usages.

4 O CIPICON: for 3pu(ov, see Pap. Colon. XXI p. 5 n. 19, and Hendy 1985 pp. 350-353;

P. Budge 1. 203 has OP[YZOC.

7This text is oniy known to me through the transcription of Walter Ewing Crum; see §2.7. No superlinear
marks were recorded in the transcription.

8See Pap. Colon. XXI pp. 44-45 for references and occurrences in Greek papyri. See also MacCoull 1994c
pp. 485-486, especially n. 22.
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CYO MMOYUJI: this phrase occurs in Bal. no. 121 1. 2 applied to "[solidi] of good gold';

Kahie could not find any parallels for this Coptic equivalent of the Greek cYTaOI1oc.
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25
FRAGMENTARY DEBT ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Christie's "24"	 c. 40 (h) x 250 (w) mm. 9	VHth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 19

Preservation: 4 lines and part of the upper margin are preserved.

Palaeography: fairly competent, upright majuscule hand with few irregularities; ?

sometimes with a double loop; wide M and W; two- and three-stroke 11; three-stroke M.

Provenenace: unknown. The place of origin is a monastery of Apa Apollo for which the

acquisition details suggest an Hermopolite context.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

Pesoou, a monk of a monastery of Apa Apollo, acknowledges his debt of just

under three solidi (the exact amount is not preserved) to another monk of his monastery.

(A)

ii	 fljrelcwroly I1MOrIOXOC MI1TOT1OC N?J1^. 11OxxW CiC2J MTThCO[N

2	 M]T1iTO11OC NOYWT C1X[p]WCTC N 	 NuOMT N2O>%OKOT flptX1[

3	 ]..[2M] I1OYWUj FMfl1MOYTC

4

1 MOM.XOC 2 XpeWCTCI, (lOM?1T i2OXOKOTTII1OC

Parties (1) Pesoou (?) the monk (iiovaxc) of the monastery

(T6rroc) of Apa Apollo am writing to my brother (2) of this same

monastery (T.).

Debt I owe him three solidi (óxoK6'rnvoc) less (i-rapcI)	 (3)	 [by] the will

of God

Transcription notes

1 rTl rcicwrolY: Pesoou, literally "the sheep" (Crum CD p. 61a £COOY), is the only

personal name ending in -CWOY or -CCOOY recorded in Heuser PN.'°

9The dimensions of this fragment have been estimated because some of the papyrus fibres are twisted.

10See Heuser PN pp. 26, 37 and 73. It may occur in an inscription from Bawit, see Clédat 1904-1906 p.
25 no. I (nccooy).
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26
FRAGMENTARY DEBT ACKNOWLEDGMENT

BLOr. 6201 B216
	

50 (h) x 107 (w) mm.	 VIIIthC.

Papyrus
	 Plate 19

Preservation: (A) 5 lines and all but the lower margin preserved; (B) the beginning of a

one-line docket is written in between two thick lines which may have been part of the

protocol of a larger, earlier text.

Palaeography: a fine small semi-cursive hand with distinctive 	 (sometimes large), C

(large), and K (large). The same hand is used in BL Or. 6201 B184 (see §2.1), an

unpublished fragment of the end of a document which mentions I CHMI C fluj

nujRujcRT r IM 1 [ and Mè.K''PC.

No. 26 employs three different superlinear marks: a mark resembling a grave accent is

used without syllabic function (T1?xK and F .iCCOP F H 1 1. 4), and a superlinear stroke

(positioned slightly to the right of the intended consonant) with syllabic function (N- 11. 1,

2 (bis), 3, 4; N- 11. 1, 2) and without syllabic function (TfO 1. 1; CMnu 1. 3;

2eToIr'WC 1.4), and marking the end of a word (O 1. 1 and x r1 l. 3); and there

is a circumflex over the second I of CI1OIKION in!. 1.

Provenance: unknown. This text was issued from Po5ntelke (see §4.5) which may be

connected with Telke (modem Dalga) in the Hermopolite nome. The addressee belonged

to a monastery of Apa Apollo in the same nome as Posntelke, which may be identified as

the Bawit monastery a few miles south of Telke.1'

Acquisition: see §2.1.

The issuer of this guarantee, who is from an T1OKLOV called Posntelke, addresses

someone from the monastery of the holy Apa Apollo. A certain commodity (which is not

extant hut which can be used as fodder, see §8.15) is to be repaid in Mesore.

(A)

ii
	

]CrrC1-TolKioNHOFiT1C1>KC 2RflTOruj1[

riionioc NrIoc ?rr	 rrOx>W 2N rTCIT 1 O'uJ 1N1[OYWT

3
	

i.'r' ecx	 y w ccfflris N2 F P 1 C N.E

4
	

].N2CToIRwc T?T.?Y MK MMCCOP1H1[

5
	

±10	 )rTMTlCTy[

(B) Hand 2

6—	 ay4/V.[

2 Rrioc 3 ccRnu 4 2CTOIMOC 6.ioQdAEa FCMOMCFIH (1)

1 R yl. no. 356 n. 3 cites part of this papyrus and states that the monastery of Apollo mentioned here is the
one at Bawit.
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Parties	 (1) 
••• of the settlement (Tro(Kov) of Pontelke in the

region	 (2) the monastery (i6uoc) of the holy (yoc) Apa Apollo in

this [same (?)] region
Debt repayment	 (3) ... it is cut (?) and worthy of fodder	 (4) ... (I am)

ready (ToLoc) to give them to you
Date	 in Mesore	 () ... which she gave

Docket	 (6 Greek) Guarantee

Transcription notes

1 219 flTO F u[: restore [NMOYN after this if Posntelke is to be located in the Hermopolite

nome.

2 r N[o y wi- : the N is barely legible.

3 ].Y: the first lettermay beaM.

èYW: between the Y and W is something which looks like a circumflex.

6 a/ r.: possibly read ri or a similar abbreviation for ycvoiivii (see no. 20 1. 8).

Translation notes

3 ccx^X YW CCCMflU H2 p6 1 : this seems a more probable interpretation than

cceRnuj. 12 r pe i Ff "it is worthy of artemesia" (see Crum CD p. p. 703a 2P1M). The

use of superlinear strokes does not help in dividing up the words here because they may

be employed without consonantal function over the last letter of a word, as in x^J.
2rP61: the form of the p is doubtful because of a mark on the papyrus next to it. The

reading of the next letter as C is also uncertain because it is preceded by a ioop which is

not accounted for. A reading of 2MCM "burn" or 2MC 19- "forty of ..." is unlikely

because the M would be formed quite differently from other Ms in this text.
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27
GUARANTEE FOR A SALE OF LAND

Herm. 7	 150 (h) x 300 (w) mm. 	 Vilith C.

Hermitage Museum mv. no. 13495(B and A)	 Plates 20 and 26

Papyrus

Preservation: (B) 12 lines and all margins may be preserved (the bottom two lines are

obscured by the frame in which the papyrus is mounted). This text is written beneath the

2-line address belonging to the first text inscribed on this papyrus, no. 34. (A) a 2 line

docket is written over part of no. 34.

Palaeography: hand 1 is a semi-cursive hand with a mixture of minuscule and majuscule

forms. The c+p ligature is almost "ace-of-spades" in form (2 CPC 1.4; TCPCN- 1. 9).

Hands 2-5 are an inexpert majuscule.

Linguistic notes: the following forms are noteworthy: CYMI N for CMN- (1. 8, compare

Ryl. no. 178 CYMN); and A for Tin Coptic (CC 1.7) and Greek (TIHTC 1.7) words.

See Herin. pp. 40-41 for an explanation of the form ?CxCI.

Provenance: el-Ashmunein. This document is issued to the monastery of Apa Apollo by

people from Pôrahêu (see §4.4) which suggests that an Hermopolite monastery is in

question here. 12 The proximity of Pôrahêu to Titkooh may argue in favour of the

monastery at this site rather than Bawit.

Acquisition: no details are given in the publication.

Bibliography: edited in Herm. pp. 35-42.

The council of the settlement of Pôrahêu provides a guarantee to the head of the

monastery of Apa Apollo for the three arouras of fodder-land and twenty-five arouras of

pasture it has sold the monastery for l/6 solidi in indiction-year 11.

The council is represented by three men who are presumably leading members of

the community. They bear the titles priest (icpci1c), deacon (6dKuv) and presbyter

(upcGl35Tcpoc) respectively (see §3.13), and their signatures reveal their lack of writing

experience.

This document was not written on an empty sheet of papyrus which may suggest

that it is a copy of the original legal document. 13 If this is the case, it is noteworthy that it

bears the signatures of the signatories and witnesses.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

' 2 Krause 1985b p. 146 n. 18 (and p. 148) considers that the Bawit monastery is in question in this text.
13 Another example of a legal text written on previously used papyrus is P. Oxy. III 584 (dated to around

129 C.E.), which is cited in Turner 1954 p. 103 no. 2. In this case, the papyrus contains two legal
documents both addressed to the same person.
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Parties (1) f We, the council (KovT1]c) of the settlement

(rroi.K(ov) of Pôrahêu, through the agency of Eisitre the priest
(icpciic), son of Victor (= Beiktor) (2) and Petre the deacon (eiidKoiv)

and Anouph the presbyter (upciJTcpoc) and Shenoute, son of the late

(paKdp1oc) Phib, and the rest of the settlement (L) (3) together we are
writing to the scribe Athanase (the) head (upocTSc) of the monastery

(.IovaaTrjp1ov) of Apa Apollo.
Sale agreement	 Whereas (rrcrI) we agreed (rrc(Oav) with you (4) to sell

you three good arouras of fodder and twenty-five arouras of
pasturage in the meadow (5) of our settlement (L), we allot you them

Measure	 (according) to the measure of the monastery (11.)
Object	 which is (Tot1T'TIv) (Greek) arouras of fodder 3, and

arouras of pasturage (KaTavo un?) 25.

Declaration of satisfaction (Coptic) Now (6) we state (óoxo'yctv) that we have

received and have been satisfied (rrXripoQv) by you our price as (-rrp6c)

we agreed (7) with one another
Price which is two solidi (óxoKóTnvoc) less (rrapd) half a tremissis

(Tpnnjcnov) (Greek) i.e. gold solidi 1 + 1 /2 + 1/3. (Coptic) Now then (ov)

you are the owner and you may manage (&otKcIv) (8) them in any way

you wish.
Assurance	 As an assurance, therefore (oJv), (for?) your

fatherhood, we have set up this guarantee (uaX(a) for you, and we

agree (cTonXiv) to it,
Oath	 (9) swearing by God the Almighty (uavToKpdmp) and by

the well-being of those who rule over us that we shall look after you
according to (rrpóc) the power of this guarantee.

Date	 (10 Greek) Written in the month of Tybi, (day) 21,

indiction-year 11.
Signatory 1	 (Coptic, Hand 2) - Eisidre .p, priest (i.), agree (-r.).

Signatory 2	 (Hand 3) sign (citcIov)
-t--t-i- (I) agree (aT.) 1-
Petre, deacon (s.)

Signatory 3	 (Hand4)fI. sign (a.)
i--i- (I) agree (ar.)
Anouph, presbyter (i-r.)

Signatory 4	 (HandS)1-.j- sign (ai.)
-I--I- agree (aT.)
Shenoute (son of) Phib.
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Witness 1 (11) I, Gennate son of Anop, of Plêtem in the district of
Kôs, bear witness (to) this document (xdpTllc) which I heard (12)

through the one who created it.
Scribe and witness 2 (Greek) I, Mena, scribe, write and bear witness.

Docket	 (13 Greek) - Security document executed by Isitre and the
others of the settlement of Pôrahêu (2) for the price of the fodder and
pasturage, indiction-year 11.

Transcription notes

5, 14 XOP T and KaTac: in the ed. pr. it was suggested that these could be abbreviations of

6 p Toc or X6pTaaa, and KaTavoiIrI or aav trnc respectively (pp. 38-40). The

shorter form seems the more likely in both cases.

11 NT.CWTCM: this line is not visible on the plate, but NTJCWTCN "which I heard"

would be expected.

12 ypat+so: literally "I will write" possibly written instead of the expected form 'ypatsa "I

wrote" because of the scribe's confusion between this Aorist indicative form and the

Present indicative form of iapTiip which follows. This line is illegible in the plate and

so it cannot be verified whether the scribe wrote a 4' which looked more like a . In the

ed. pr. ypa4su was interpreted as an attempt at writing ypa&.sa, and the form Crp?.tO,

which occurs in a Coptic document from Aphrodito, P. Lond. IV 1536 1. 23, was cited.

Translation notes

1 KOl IIWTHC: see Steinwenter 1920 pp. 52-53 and 1955 p. 18 for occurrences of this body

in Coptic legal documents.

2ITOOT: see Papini 1990 p. 300 forthe implications of 2ITN- and 2ITOOT= in Coptic

legal documents.

40111 W2C 2CPC: Crum CD pp. 90a CIW2C and 701a 2P cite BL Or. 6201 B19 (see

§2.1) as containing the phrase CeTI?x2 2PC.

5 TCNM^.2K: for TCN- as a Conjunctive, see the ed. pr. p. 38; "allot" seems the most

suitable translation of Mè.2 here, although M?2 # RMO= usually has the meaning

"(re)pay someone something", as, e.g. in Ba!. no. 102 11. 15-16 TPNM?2K MMOOY,

21-22 TM?2K ON MITOOY, 23-24 T?pM2K RMOO?, and!. 25 eNM^.2K RMOOY.

S^: literally a "date-palm branch", and more specifically a measure of length.' It is used,

e.g., in the mathematical exercises recorded on BM no. 528, p. 258 where it occurs as

beel. The term is borrowed into Greek as 3dIov, see Herm. p. 38 for references and

details. On monastery measures, see the Measure section in §5.5.

1 Ep. I p. 95 has a diagram (fig. 51) of such a palm-stick measure from the Monastery of Cyriacus.
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9 CMWpK NT1NOYTC r fl lr M l TOKpTWp MM flCYX?I NCT?PXC CXWN: for this oath,

see Seidi 1935 pp. 139 type 11.1 and p. 141 type d, y which lists several Vilith C.

examples. The same oath also occurs in the five sale transfer documents from an

Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo: BL Or. 6201 11. 62-63, 6202 11. 70-7 1, 6203 11.

84-86, 6204 11. 59-60, and 6206 1. 42 (see §2.1.1).'

TC P CM P OCC rIHTN: see Green 1983b for the use of T?i.PC- in non-literary texts,

especially p. 139 for the subordinate use of TpC- in legal documents.

10 TU Ka: Tybi 21st = 16/17th January.

CYMION, +1--I-: the word 1flIcIov and (often written below it) the triple cross (+1--I-) are

sometimes written in documents for someone who is unable to affirm their satisfaction

with the contract competently in writing. 2 The triple cross is also found in nos. 23 1. 8;

49 1. 19 (a large triple cross followed by one small cross); 54 1. 6; and 76 1. 8. In

Berlin P 11937 11. 16-7 (Schmidt 1932 pp. 60-68) an illiterate man refers explicitly to his

use of the triple cross.

11-12 MT.CWTCM 2ITCM 11CTCrMC 1 IMe M 1 MO'q: parallel phrase in P. Lond. IV no.

1494 11. 38-39, p. 436 (dated 709 C.E.): iipoc ec NTdCOTIM ZITM TTCTCMINC

MMOC.4

13 aXXou: the singular form is possibly written instead of &X7uiv here through analogy with

its Coptic counterpart rccrrc in 1. 2, or because it refers back to KOINWTHC in I. i.

'Thjs oath is discussed at Krause 1958 p. 54 §2 Ia.
2See, exx., P. Laur. V 196 1. 2; and CPR IV 48 11. 24-27, and 79 11.23-26. See Brunsch 1981 p. 103 p) for

bibliography and C. Schmidt 1932 pp. 62-63 n. to 1. 22.
3 Kahle stated that the triple cross is very common in 'the Ashmunein texts and further north" (Ba!. p. 519

n. (4)). No. 56 also preserves a triple cross whose function is uncertain.

4COTIM is mis-spelt CWTIM on p. xlvii of this publication.
5The reference to P. Lond. IV 1574 given in the ed. pr. commentary (p. 41) on X1ou is incorrect and

should perhaps cite P. Lond. IV 1419 1. 696 aXX.
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28
EMPHYTEUTIC LEASE AGREEMENT FOR LAND

Herm. 3	 270 (h) x 328 (w) mm.	 VUIth C.

Hermitage Museum mv. no. 13490(A)	 Plates 21 and 27

Papyrus

Preservation: (A) 10 lines and all but the lower margin are visible. Most of the right half

of 11. 1-4 is missing and there are lacunae in II. 8-10. (B) 4 lines of a docket; this side of

the papyrus was later re-used for a wine account, no. 37.

Palaeography: a flowing cursive hand which slopes to the right, with generous spacing

in between the lines as found in other VIllth C. Coptic manuscripts.

Provenance: el-Ashmunein (according to Herm. p. 17). The place of origin was most

probably an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo, because Senesla, where the land is to

be leased, is located in this nome. Further connections with this nome are provided in the

wine account, no. 37, inscribed later on the other side of this papyrus.

Acquisition: formerly no. 14 in the collection of LL. Lixacev.1

Bibliography: edited in Herin. pp. 17-22.

Two monks (Enoch and another whose name is not extant) of the monastery of Apa

Apollo are leasing land in Senesla from the dika ion of their monastery through its

archimandrite, Apa Georgios. A payment of 2 solidi less 24 h/2 carats is specified, which

presumably represents an annual payment. The lease (p8ixnc (M e 1. 11)) is emphyteutic

(1.9 esiirr CPON y w xI[Nc±? N1]C200Y THP OY N11NWN2).

The land is described as TM00Y "waterless", and access to water would have

been an important factor in determining the amount of rent to be paid. ^. TM 00 Y is the

Coptic equivalent of the Greek vu6poc, a term used in V-VIIth C. documents to signify

land which was not watered by the Nile. 2 Such land was taxed at a lower rate than land

which was naturally irrigated because it required the expense of supplying hydraulic

facilities. This may explain why "the men of Senesla", from whom this land was acquired,

were willing to relinquish ownership of it, see § 3.12. Other leases of TM 00 Y land

include CPR IV 117 and 122. The former is also arranged by a monk with the dikaion of

his monastery: a deacon pays 5 carats of 4o'poc ayearforone C€TIW2C ofTM00Y

land.3

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

1 No other details are at present available for this papyrus. I am most grateful to Dr M. Dandamaeva of the
Hermitage Museum for her assistance with tracing this papyrus.

2S Bonneau 1993 PP. 208 and 221 for this interpretation following P. Cair. Masp. .1 67113 1. 10, and
Bonneau 1971 n. 418. P. Lond. V no. 1693 n. 15 gives a different explanation.

3 CPR IV no. 148 II. 5-6 describes land as "watered and unwatered".
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Parties	 (1) - We, brother (rmcoN) Enoch and brother (n^coN)

B-..... . (2) of the holy (&yioc) Apa Apollo, are writing to the dika ion

(6(Kalov) of the monastery (ovaTrp1ov) (3) father Apa Georgios the

archimandrite (ápxi1av5p(Tnc) and father of the monastery 	 (4) of

your fatherhood.
Preamble	 We did not give any	 (5) you gave us eight waterless

arouras from the fields of the small meadow (6) which you have

exchanged (dXXdGci-v) with the men of Senesla more or less so that
we take possession of (7) them and farm them ourselves (aiToupyctv)

on behalf of the monastery (TdTToc) and your fatherhood

Date

	

	 starting from this coming harvest (Kapu6c), (8) by the will

of God, the eighth (y600c) indiction-year (iv&KT(uv).

Term

	

	 It is ours (9) for all the days of our life. Whereupon (ir

Tu3) we, brother (n^.coN) (10) Enoch and [brother (TmcoN) B-...] the
ones who have written above, are ready (-ro141oc)

Docket	 (11)1 The lease ( 0icnc) of brother (ncoN) Enoch and

[brother (ncoN) B-...] (12) for the eight waterless arouras (13) in the

small meadow of Senesla (Greek) gold solidi 2 less 24 1 /2 carats from the
(14) place of Hor (?).

Transcription notes

1 b[ ±10 1( ±6 ) [ ±4 1 ±6 following the name of the second person

addressed, a phrase along the lines of NCMONXOC N11MONèCTHPI ON "the monks of

the monastery" is a possible restoration for the damaged second half of this line.

2 2ITN 11€-: restored at the end of this line after no.4912 (2ITOOT).

4 ry r1 l [±3]C r O 1 [.1..: the ed. pr. read X Xry [N]CICO1[>jrHl, which cannot be

read from the plate, but did not give an interpretation of it or cite a parallel usage in a

Coptic document. The principal meanings of ciaoXfj according to LSJ are "invasion",

"entrance", and "beginning". Another possible Greek word which may be restored here

is 1OCOxK (npo3oXij 'embrace, attack, approach").

9 XI[NC: restore I100Y RnOOY "this day" (see Crum CD p. 731a 200Y) ye! sim.

here.The ed. pr. suggested a restoration of xI[N€ flOOY CeK NNIC200Y after Ry!. nos.

174 and 191; the latter text does not contain this phrase.

10 ±?J.. r NC l NT y uCpflC2e,j : the ed. pr. tentatively read NTJN 1 UjCpflC2J in

keeping with the first person of the following phrase.

Translation notes

2 AjKION: see §3.13 for this term.
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5 201: following 61W26 this should perhaps be translated as something other than "field",

Westendorf KH suggests "Wiese", which is followed here; Crum CD 650b 201 also

gives the meanings "canal, ditch" and "waterwheel".

6 ^xxCC: see Boulard 1913 p. 52 for this verb in Coptic sales contracts.

CCMC[2] C6U.T: Crum CD p. 208b MOY2 cites the Greek equivalent of this phrase

as iiXov fXaTTov "more or less" which is found in Greek papyri of Byzantine date.' At

least three published Coptic documents use this phrase following numerals (Ryl. 162;

BM 1021 1. 4 and CPR 11190), the first two of which have been assigned the

provenance of el-Ashmunein.

^ M ? 26: note the use of this verb followed by the preposition C - and then the object; see

Depuydt 1993 p. 286 for the absence of immediate connection of this verb with its object

in the bi- and tripartite conjugations.

13 an°: the ed. pr. (Herm. p. 2) notes the unusual usage of ckrró rather than uapci (see no.

8 1. 13) here, and cites a parallel in another Hermopolite document, Ryl. no. 158 1. 29

XPU / N° y arro KT, K131 "3 1/3 gold solidi less 22 1 /2 carats".

14 x p up°: this may be interpreted as xp(ou) "place/district" po(u) "of (H)or(os)", see

(H)oro(-) §4.5.

'See Drew-Bear 1979b p. 293 and commentary on p. 297 for this phrase in a VIth C. Greek papyrus from
the Hermopolite nome, P. Sorbonne mv. 2291 1. 16 (nXwv X[aTTov]).
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29
GUARANTEE FOR A LEASE AGREEMENT CONCERNING BEEHIVES

P. Princeton AM 15960 G	 215 (h) x 115 (w) mm.	 VIIth C.

Papyrus
	

Plates 22-23

Preservation: (A) all 22 lines and margins are preserved; there are a few small lacunae.

(B) a one-line docket is preserved.

Palaeography: hand 1 is a competent, right-sloping majuscule hand with few ligatures.

The form of is noteworthy, written almost like a tilted backwards on its bottom left

corner in CICIT 1. 6. M in MN 1. 2 involves two ioops. The hand which wrote the docket

may also be hand 1, modified slightly for writing Greek: the cp ligature tends towards the

'ace-of-spades" form (Fcpiiavoc 1. 23).

Provenance: (according to Satzinger and Sijpesteijn 1988 p. 49) the Hermopolite nome.

This guarantee was issued by monks of a monastery of Apa Apollo to an inhabitant of the

Hermopolite village of Thake. One of the witnesses is from Tin, possibly the place of this

name belonging to the Theodosioupolite nome, see §4.7.

Acquisition: no details given in the publication.

Bibliography: edited in Satzinger and Sijpesteijn 1988 pp. 49-51, p11. 22-23.

Three monks from the monastery of Apa Apollo have leased some beehives to

Lazaros, a beekeeper from Thake. 2 In the document presented here, they issue a guarantee

to Lazaros in case the beekeeper Enoch, who has presumably been in charge of the

beehives in question and who may be employed by the monastery, somehow deceives him.

However, the monks disclaim any responsibility for the bees once Lazaros has transported

them back to his village.3

This text exhibits a variant introduction to the standard ? N OK fl CON NN CI C 2 I

formula found in texts mentioning a monastery of Apa Apollo (see §7.2). There is only

one witness to the document and no scribe is named. This may indicate that one of the three

monks, most probably the notarius (see §3.13) Germane, drew up the document.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

1 See P. Sta. Xyla pp. 114-117 for this ligature.
2For apiculture in Egypt, see Chouliara-Raios 1989 (Byzantine period pp. 85-89).
3Chouliara-Raios 1989 pp. 101-106 mentions cases of damaged beehives recorded in the papyri, and

discusses the meticulous and constant care they require from bee-keepers.
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(A)

1- 	1-

2	 .p ^..MOK flTThJT^ 2H>%IC MTT1?CON

3
	

TThT1HOYTC MfI CM?MC flNOT^P

4
	

NCMOMOXOCRnTOITOC N^J1e.

5
	

CNC2d NxZ^.pOC flujN^rTOxxW

6
	

I1CBICIT flWMTKC XE CflCIH

7
	

KCMCM OYMICeWCIC N?M

8
	

r2i UJHT MeTTCNM

9
	

NMIQ) TCNOY C TCM-

10
	

KIHYMCYC N?K 2 CNWX

11
	

11CICIT CTCMTCfl^PTC

12
	

7MOK 2? rTEY2Wq CNflè-

13
	

reRrioK ic pwric errwq tie

14
	

KO N P CM 2 C 2POOY ^MON

15
	

uj^NflWxo NCM	 NOH

16
	

fltT?1Th 2HxI^C MN fl^.11NOYTC

17
	

MN TCMNC TT{CTOIXC

18
	

eTI?cx Nec CCCH2MMOC

19
	

^YW CpuH2W q T2OK 2R I1CKTIMC

20
	

2è wq T!NCN^ TN11OCOC TTMOK

21
	

^FIOK tT?YxC T1ijHNMHN? TIN TIO MMC

22
	

cypaii llau u w6 1

(B) at right angles to text on side (A)

C

23—* -1- aaX yvoii , }IXac ir I HauvoVT OXflV1K I rcpiiavoc 1TCp1. TOy

23 continued pcXcou 1-

3 NOTbPIOC 4 MONXOC 6, 11 CIT 7 CMT 8 MTe.qTc ibq 9 NCBIW 11 ciR- 12 2WS eq-

14 pR26 15 NRM9 17 CTOIXCI 18 cxci 19	 20	 NNeq TNJ1OCOS€I 21 (jN-, M1ITPE

22 HaiJv, tV6LKTOVOc	 23 áo4dX€ta YEVOIIEII11 iiii 	 'HXac 11pEcY(3JTpoU, J = KaL, Y11XTVtKOU,

Fppavoi, ieXwoupyoO
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Parties (1) - (2) .p I, the Papa Elias and brother (n?.coN) (3)

Papnoute and Germane the notarius (voTdploc), (4) the monks

(iiovaxóc) of the monastery (T&rroc) of Apa Apollo, (5) we are writing

to Lazaros, son of Apollo, (6) the beekeeper, of Thake.

Object

	

	 Whereas (rraTS) (7) you have drawn up a lease (i11crouirnc)

for us (8) for two hundred and fourteen bee(hive)s,

Security clause	 (9) now then (6) we (10) are liable (Kv6uvctav) to you for

Enoch (11) the beekeeper lest he deceives (napc('ycv) (12) you
concerning them. If he deceives (i-i.) (13) you, or any man of his, (14)

you are free to them. We (15) have an agreement with him.

Issuer's affirmation We, (16) the Papa Elias and Papnoute (17) and Germane,

agree (ToXciv) (18) to this guarantee (àada) as it is written

Abnegation	 (19) and if circumstances befall you in your village (20)

concerning the matter of our bee(hive)s, we will reject your claim

( rroaoi3 Ely).

Witness	 (21) I, Paule, son of Mena, of Tin, bear witness.

Date	 (22 Greek) Written Paone (day) 17, indiction-year 2.

Docket	 (23 Hd 1? Greek) i- Guarantee drawn up by Elias the priest
and Papnoute the splenetic one (?), and Germanos, concerning the
beekeeper 1-.

Transcription notes

23 ycvoii 1,i,: the ed. pr. read ycvo u ; another letter may be read instead of u, possibly a

second i marking the abbreviation of ycvopvi) (see the transcription note to no. 20 1.

8 for other abbreviations of this word). Note that Fcpavoc is not given in the genitive

form, see the linguistic note to no. 40.

Translation notes

3 rcpMNC: abrother(fl^CON) rCpMNE occurs in an NOK fl^CON NN cIc2?I-

formula text, WS 166, see Appendix 2 text A.

8-9 ^ NN6IW: although this means "bees' it is translated beehives" here and in 1. 20

(KS), as suggested in the ed. pr., because of the small number involved. One would

hardly refer to two hundred and fourteen bees. The usual Coptic word for "beehive" is

1-2Mcq (Crum CD p. 459a), which may mean "jar".'

10 KIHYMCYC: see Schmidt 1932 p.62 and CPR IV index p. 198 KtVUVCU(AV for further

occurrences of this verb in Coptic documents.

'See Vycich! 1975 p. 48, where he mentions the use of jars as beehives in Pharaonic and modem-day

Egypt.
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11, 12-13 n^pe..rc: P. Budge 1.77 also uses rrapdyctv with the meaning act wrongly.

The specialised meaning of rrapdyav as "sue", as mentioned in the commentary to the

ed. pr., does not appear to apply here.

14 KO II P CM 2 C 2?pOOY: compare the phrase KOl NPM2C MMO CI which is cited as an

equivalent of 1-?T1OTCCC MMOC NK "I renounce it to you" in Crum CD p. 29715

pMze.

20 ^rrOCOe: the same usage is found in CPR IV no. 148 1. 11.
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30
FRAGMENTARY GUARANTEE

CMAA Green "13"
	

Dimensions not recorded	 Whereabouts unknown

Preservation: Kahie recorded that the papyrus was broken beneath 1. 4. (A) Only the

right (and possibly the upper) margin and 4 lines appear to have been preserved. (B) The

beginning of the first line of a docket is extant.

Acquisition: see §2.6.

Prase and a builder called Apollo address the dikaion of the monastery of the holy

Apa Apollo through its head (whose name is not extant). Hatre and possibly Serne are

mentioned.

Margin(?)

(A)

ii'

2
	

]flIKIoNNflMON NrIoc	 ^JIOXXW 2ITOOT

3
	

CNC2èd HNN T-T]CIWTNI1TOI1OC XC CflIHT2TPC

4
	

C] C P N H 2N flMON

(B)
5—). 1- TCflYTHC MTThCON flpuC fl.[

2,4 MOITh.CT1IPIOM 2Rrioc 3 MUTOFIOC, eneiji 4 2R 5 TCFVYHTHC FTTTh.CON

Parties	 (') [Prase ... and] Apollo the builder, son of the late
(IaKdp1oc) lohanes (2) [we are writing to ?] the dikaion (MKnov) of the
monastery (ovaTrIpov) of the holy (ytoc) Apa Apollo through (3)

[NN ... the] father of the monastery (-rórioc).

Preamble	 Whereas (i-rc6) Hatre.... (4) Serne in the monastery (it.)

Docket	 (5) -j- The guarantor ('yyurTrIc) of brother (imcoN) Prae
the

Translation notes

1 flpuC MN: this is restored following the description of this document in 1. 5 as the

CYTHC of Pra5e. Names of other contractors may also be missing here and in 1. 5.

3 CIWT: Kahle read CWT.

'This text is only known to me through the transcription of Paul Kahie Jr, see §2.6.
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5 TcrrYTHc: the feminine noun yyiir1 "security" was probably intended here, and it may

explain why the Coptic feminine definite article (1-) was assigned to the masculine noun

yyurTTic (see Bat. no. 122 1. 2). A similar feminine noun, yytiTrIc "nearness"

(Sophocles Lexicon p. 412b), may also have influenced the scribe.

The name of Apollo the builder is expected following Pra5e and his patronymic and/or

title.
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31
TAX DEMAND

BM EA 10460(A)	 57 (h) x 150 (w) mm.	 Vilith C.

Papyrus
	

Plate 24

Preservation: 3 lines of which only the upper (and possibly right hand) margin is

preserved; the other side of this papyrus was used for a wine receipt, no. 39.

Palaeography: written by the same scribe as no. 33, in a small, semi-cursive hand with

the fairly generous spacing of lines often found in VilIth C. documents.

Provenance, Acquisition, and Bibliography: see §2.8.

A tax official also known from an unpublished Coptic tax demand, Abdella son of

Abderaman, 2 writes to Pamoun (son of?) Paul(-) of the monastery of Apa Apollo located to

the south of Shmoun with a demand for the first instalment of his tax contribution. The

parts of the document where the tax and date would be specified are not extant. See §6.2

for the format of this tax demand.

11'	CYN e	 jri> flCN	 CPMN r1cJ fl?.MOYN fl?Yx[

2	 TiP] WMT1MO T N^1i ?xflOXXW I1PHC UJMOYN XC N?,..1[ NC

3	 NT^CTe2OK M]MOOY NT??Y 2N TuJOpfl CK^Tr1srol[).H

1 eev, ncci Rrmrio y ri 2 MONe.CTHpIDN, RnpHC 11MOYM 3 KT6OXH

Parties	 (1) [With God (?) Abd]e lla (?), son of Abderaman, is he
who writes (to) Pamoun (son of ?) Paul(-) (2)	 of the monastery
(ovaT1jp1ov) of Apa Apollo to the south of Shmoun.

Tax demand	 This is what has been assigned to you to pay for the first
instalment (KaTaoXr)

Transcription notes

1 CYN e: see §6.2.

TThYx[: this may be reconstructed as TThYXC, fl?Yx, fl^Yx? or fl?YxOC.

2 MOT: for this abbreviation for iiovaorrcpov, see Bal. 103 1. 4 and 125 1. 5; it also occurs

in two unpublished Lansing papyri, BM EA 10454(A) (where the monastery of Apollo

may also be in question) and 10136, see §2.8.

1 See §6.2.
2 BM EA 10136(B) (see §2.8). An Abdella father of Abd er-Rahman occurs in CPR IV no. 168e. The

name 'Abd er-Rahman occurs in BM no. 685, CPR IV no. 197 1. 6, and several times, in P. Lond. IV,
see index p. 537.
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3NT^CT^2OK MJMOOY and K^T 1 6O 1 [XH see no. 33 and §6.2 for these

restorations.
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32
TAX DEMAND

BM EA 10135(A)	 c. 105 (h) x 135 (w) mm. 	 VilIth C.1

Papyrus	 Plate 24

Preservation: 7 lines, all but left hand margin preserved. There is a circular clay seal

between 11. 6 and 7. The back of this document was used for a wine account, no. 38,

which may have been written by the same scribe as a papyrus excavated at Bawit by Jean

Clédat.

Palaeography: Coptic: a competent majuscule hand with many ligatures. Greek: a semi-

cursive hand.

Provenance, Acquisition and Bibliography: see §2.8.

The name of the issuer of this tax demand is lost, but the addressee, who may be

called Phinouke, belongs to the monastery of Apa Apollo. The demand is for half a

solidus, representing the second instalment of Gii II&nov or c'ypa4ov, see §3.7. The date

of issue is Pharmouthi 22nd, indiction-year 15.

xx

ii'	 ].rN41.[ ±4 ]flCTC2 r I 1 41N0Y r K 1 C flO[

2	 ].0 npWMflMONCTL..](±6)xW XC NSJ NC N-

r
3 TCT21 1 O 1 K NMO 1 OY NT	 r1 2ri TruJ l o r p l rr 1 N 1 KTOxH r2lN I1CK[

I

4	 ION r d - C l ri flCY1TUJC M2OxOKi[

5	 CYI^.NM^2C NMOK Fflp1 NSJ

8	 6

6	 IF.sIll- p 4ap Kf wilCt

0

7	 1	 Iy'L

1 1II1OYKC rTox>w(-?) 3 FIMOOY, 2R 4 lie OYliC II2OXOKOTTINOC 5 RMOK
6 ini v' 4apiioOt, v6tKTiovoc 7 y(v€'rai. vonaIIa(Ttov) (?)

1 See §6.2.
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Parties	 (1) ... is the one who writes (to) Phinouke (son of ?)
Apollo (2) of the monastery (iovaT1pov) [of Apa] Apollo.

Tax demand	 This is (3) [what has been assigned to you] to pay for the
first instalment (KaTa3oXr1' ) in your	 (4)	 their half solidus
(óxoKo'Tnvoc)	 () ... if you are held liable.

Issuer	 By (i-rapd) me (6)

Date	 (Greek) i- In the month of (prIv) Pharmouthi (day) 22,
indiction-year (iv&KTv) 15 ±.

Résumé of payment	 (7) Total (?) solidi (?)

Transcription notes

1 c I NO Y 1 K' C: alternatively the K may be read as an open beta, which would give a reading

of 4INOYC, a form of Pinoube. The name 4INOYKC is not recorded in Heuser PN,

Preisigke NB or Foraboschi OA , but the name Ill NO '(K occurs in a guarantee involving

monks of a monastery of Apa Apollo, no. 50 1. 11.

2 Restore flMON?CT(HION) N^,.11A ?11OxxW.

2-3 NTcT?2J r o l K; 5 CYl Jè..NM^2C; 7 y. v°[: see §6.2 for these readings and

reconstructions.

6 ] r j 1 : possibly reconstruct the personal name MOYNJ which occurs in no. 33.

4ap0 : this abbreviation of Pharmouthi also occurs in no. 62 1. 8.

Translation note

6 4ape i: Pharmouthi 22nd = 17th April. The same day (in a different indiction year) is

recorded in no. 33 1. 6.
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33
TAX DEMAND

CUL Michael. Q102(B)
	

93 (h) x 145 (w) mm. 	 Vilith C.1

Papyrus
	

Plate 25

Preservation: 7 lines and all but the left (and possibly lower) margin preserved. The

back of this papyrus is used for a list or account described below.

Palaeography: written by the same scribe as no. 31 in a small, semi-cursive hand. The

Coptic (11. 1-6, 7) and Greek (1. 6) sections are in the same hand. Coptic N sometimes

resembles a three-stroke Ni, exx. CiMOYN 1. 2, and MC 1. 4.

Provenance: unknown but this document is very similar to nos. 31 and 32 which were

both found near Assiut, and have been associated with Bawit. The destination of this

document is a monastery of Apa Apollo to the south of Shmoun.

Acquisition: see §2.2.

This demand for the first instalment of 6i6c.nov for indiction-year 5 is addressed to

someone belonging to the monastery of Apa Apollo to the south of Shmoun. It may have

been issued by someone called Amounai, and is dated Pharmouthi 20th, indiction-year 5.

An account or list which may involve wine payments (it mentions some amounts in

knidia) is inscribed on the back of this tax demand. Two columns of text written in a small

cursive Greek hand are preserved, of 9 and 8 lines respectively, but not the top and bottom

margins. The mens' names which can be read are: 2 Than(-) (son of) A(-)pame(-); 3 Phib

(son of) Apame(-); 4 Dauid (son of) Apollo; 5 Aur(elios) Kuriak(-); 6 Paul(-) (son of) E-

..; 7 Ptol(emaios) (son of) loannes; and 8 Ammon (son of) Phib

t See §6.2.
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r

ii'
	

rrfq 1 C2J ^rro>.xw rewp

2
	

] r > 1 C flpM11MON I1^x1T^ ^,..I1OXXW I1PHC (LJMOYN

3
	

N^I tiC MTCT?2OK ]MMOOY N r r l T^x^,.Y 2N TUJOPfl C-

A.

4
	

K^..T^OXH 2N ne(±4)[±2IC.HMocIoN I r1.j- r e -I- e l r N l 1 NC

0	 r0i

5
	

I. r Nr 1 ep.T r N l [±2].. etio yq ri N rp1 .[±3]N TOY ..CrK^,.)T M,

0	 6

6
	

CYUNM] r ^ l 2e NMOrK1 fl^..p^ N^i MOYNi yp 	 4ap.t 1(13 v € +

Gap of about 10 mm.

0

7
	

]Y!. i qp.

I ncqc.i f.nax>W rewpr(c/-I/-I0C etc.) 2 MON.CTHPIOM, RI1pHC TkMOYM 3 RM0OY

3-4 TK.TOXH 4 2R, TTA.HMOCIDN HIMA.IKTIOHOC 5 KpTlON (?) TNOY rIMCT..I MOMICMT(ITh.

A.CK.TOY MHNOC 6RMOK, ypa4r i1iv' 4apo6e v&KTovoc 7 y(vETa voflcrt1aT()a
dpC6ina

Parties	 (I) ... is he who writes (to) Apollo (son of) Georg(-) (2)

of the monastery (povaT1p.ov) of Apa Apollo to the south of

Shmoun (3)

Dêmosion demand	 ... them and (?) give it on the first	 (4) 
••• demos ion

(611 ii600v)

Indiction	 (for) indiction-year (iv6iK'r- wv) 5

Payment	 which is () ... of gold, total (y(yv€aoa) reckoned

(ckp0inoc) solidi (vonoI.taTov)) •.. (Greek) of the tenth month	 (6) jf you

are held liable.

Issuer	 By (napd) me, Amounai.

Date	 (Greek) Written in the month of Pharmouthi (day) 22,

indiction-year 5. -1-.

Résumé of payment (7) Total reckoned solidi

Transcription notes

1 fl]1lCJ: this restoration follows no. 311. 1 which was written by the same scribe;

see §6.2.

2 IF >. l C: this may be the end of Apollo's title or a description of his place of origin.
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3 NJ NC NTCT2OK ]NMOOY: or N?I NC N 4 CT? 2 OK CMOOY; for these possible

restorations see §6.2.

4 2M 11C(±4)(±2]C,HMOCION: following TiC there may be a K (rICK- "your"). In another

Coptic tax demand, BL Or. 4664 A (1. 3), there is the phrase 2M flICT 1 >', NNAHM°

which Kahie tentatively interpreted as "in the assessment (?&acrTaXIl6c) of the poll-tax

(6iii6tov)".' A more suitable interpretation of ICT >', may be as aai-oxrf

"payment" which occurs in another Coptic tax demand, Ryl. no. 378 (1. 3).
ri in CPR IV 4 and 5, and Ry!. 117, 118 and 119 the indiction date is also written

before the CTC Nèd NC -clause.

5 r r 1 C p. ^. r N 1 : above the p is a sign resembling a minuscule H which is unlikely to belong

to the line above because of the amount of space left in between the lines of writing.

[±2]..: the first letter visible after CPTN has a circular lower half.

6 CYu..^NM] 1 )2C NMOrK1: restored after no. 321. 5 and Ryl. 119 1.5, see §6.2.

ap I.t ° : the same abbreviation occurs in nos. 64 and 68.

7 ]y v? q?.: see §6.2 for this reading.

Translation notes

3 TujOpli: reconstruct TujOpli CKT^OxH after no. 31 1. 3, see above; i aj OP Ti

CCO11 "the first time" which occurs in, e.g., Ba!. no. 290, is also possible.

4 CTC NI NC: in Ba!. no. 1381.3 this follows 2^ I1CKTCMOCN (singular).

6 MO '(N I: this name may also occur in another papyrus from the Lansing Collection,

BM EA 10454 (see §2.8); it is not recorded in Heuser PN.2 See transcription note to 1. 6

of no. 32.

qap I.I ° 1<13: Pharmouthi 22nd 17th April. The same day (in a different indiction year) is

recorded in no. 32 1. 6.

1 See Bal. p. 541
2The closest parallel attested in Heuser PN is SMOYM, pp. 44 and 59.
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34
LETTER REQUESTING TWO Iiacdprta

Herm. 39
	

Vilith C.'

Hermitage Museum mv. no. l3495(A and B)
	

Plate 26

Preservation: (A) 9 lines and all margins are preserved although the central portion of the

text is almost illegible, possibly as a result of deliberate erasure by the writer of the

docket belonging to the text written later on this papyrus, no. 27. (B) a 2 line address is

partially visible above the text of no. 27.

Palaeography: a right-sloping semi-cursive hand.

Provenance, Acquisition and dimensions: as for no. 27.

Bibliography: edited in Herm. pp. 108-111.

This letter may have been written by a village representative to someone at an

Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo, the monastery in question in the legal text written

later on the other side of this papyrus, no. 27. The ed. pr suggested that the addressee of

this letter is on the board of directors of the monastery of Apa Apollo.

The purpose of the letter is to complain that the two .ia46pna sent annually by

someone (whose name is illegible) from the monastery have not been delivered. 2 The

reason for this arrangement is not given although the monastery may well have produced

textiles for its locality.3

The exact interpretation of the term I iaópnov in this text also remains elusive. It

can refer to a veil or head covering worn by women,4 or to a short cloak worn by women

or male monks. 5 If the former meaning is to be interpreted here, the i.a6pTta could have

been destined for the poor women of the community. 6 If the latter, the monastery could

have been a supplier of specialist monastic uniform.7

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

1 A11 of the epistolary formulae used in this text are attested in papyri from the Faiyum to the Theban
region dating from the VI-VIHth C.: initial TIT1pOCKYrICI YW TICT1èZC (Biedenkopf-Ziehner 1983 p.
246 no. 2); TIT.MO introducing the main body of the letter (Biedenkopf-Ziehner 1983 p. 227 no. 6); and
final TIèCTTh.ZC NN 2ITr1MeIc2eI (Biedenkopf-Ziehner 1983 p. 250 no. Bib).

2The ed. pr. cited P. Ross. Georg. III 15 as a similar text. This is a VIth C. letter complaining that a small
rug or blanket (Tail TjTov) has not been delivered.

3See Gascou 199 lb p. 1641a on the monastery of Epiphanius as a textile supplier for its neighbourhood.
4Rassart-Debergh 1993 p. 241 describes it as a head-covering worn by female monks.
5 See Beaucamp 1993 pp. 187 n.14 and 192 n. 52 for bibliography; Bazzero 1917 for literary and non-

literary references to the term aØ6pnov (or iiaOdpov as it was normally written in Byzantine Greek
texts); and P. Meyer p. 95 n. to 1. 6 which analyses the origins of the word.

6Compare the donations of wine made to widows by various Oxyrhynchite churches, see Pruneti Piovanelli
1994.

7Coquin 1992 pp. 8-9 for references to the I1a6pLot/ worn by monks made by John Cassian and in the
Apophthegrnata Pa: :un.
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Greeting	 (1)	 welcome (npowuvciv) and I bow down (àndcaOa)

to the footstool (irroucc6tov) of the feet of your God-honoured

(ocoTir1Toc) (2) lord and honoured father.

Report I tell (3) our village (4) ask your God-honoured

(o.) lord and father to order (KXclJctv) him to send two maphortia
(papnov/ta46pT1ic) (5) to us according to (rrpdc) the annual custom

(cyuviIoaa). My (?) lord, your brother was not kind (ayarrri) to us (6)

this year. I trust (nuTc5ctv) God with you that he causes your mercy

to reach us. I beg (i-iapaKaXciv) (7) you, cause your mercy to reach us

so that the blessing of the holy one might come down upon you and

all of your blessed (cixoy(voc) (8) congregation.

Final greeting	 I salute (a.) your God-honoured (o.) lord and honoured

father (9) through this letter.

Address	 (10) --- (To my?) God-honoured (o.) lord and honoured

father

Transcription notes

2 TITr1MO E: following this a range of phrases are possible, see Biedenkopf-Ziehner

1983 pp. 36 and 223 no. 6.

Fe 1 [	 I CE	 ].[: only the second C read in the ed pr. is visible in the plate.

3 lie COYTN NTYOE: this may be divided in other ways, including I1CCOYTH or

rTCCOYTHN, but the meaning still remains unclear; the Y of NTYO may be a q

5 cYNHeI^.: the ed.pr. read CYNKeCI.

fl r1 OIC an , similar in form to the one in CYNHI earlier in this line, may be

written in a ligature with the top left of the X; the ed. pr. read I1XOCIC which makes less

good sense here.

r fl 1 CTNC[CI r ON l ( ±4 ) rflqpT1rne: in the ed. pr. this section was interpreted as

VTCTNC[C]ON riqIpC NTèJVflC which is grammatically incorrect (the Negative

Perfect prefix follows the Tripartite pattern) and it is now barely legible in the plate. The

word CON is very doubtful, and perhaps something like JHpC ' son " might have been

written here. Following this a personal name would be expected, and there is space for

five characters, the last of which is superscript.

6 FNOYTC NCMHTN XC E..ITC flCTN^ T2O'[HI: this is notlegible from the photograph.

[...ITC: [uq]TC reconstructed in the ed. pr., but compare the use of TC11CTN in 1.7.

8 CW[Y]2: the ed. pr. read CWEO]Y2, but no Y is visible and there does not appear to be

space for 0Y after the W.

C20Y F N THPCI N'-: this reading is not as certain as the ed. pr. might suggest.

eCOTIM T : the ed. pr. read this as OCOTIN1O T and so this word is interpreted as an

abbreviation of OonitóT1c rather than the more common OcoTIr1Toc, in 11. 1,4 and 10.
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10 There appear to be faint marks above this line but they cannot be determined from the

photograph; to the right of the centre of the papyrus are signs which may have constituted

an ornamental space filler such as a line of crosses 111; 1 these are now covered by a

small rectangle of paper or papyrus or similar material.
I MXOCIC NCIWT CTL 1 : this reading cannot be made from the plate with the certainty it

is given in the ed. pr. The text following this, which probably recorded the name of the

addressee and the writer of this letter, was not transcribed in the ed. pr.

Translation notes

8 e '' > or M C NON: the same epithet is used of monastic institutions in other documents from

el-Ashmunein (cxx. BM 1103 11. 2 and 30; and 11191. 3 (CYpOrIMCNON)), and Middle

Egypt (cxx. BM 666 and 1240 (the latter is Greek)).

1 See Ep. I p. 188.
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35
LETTER REQUESTING A SALE OF WINE

P. CtYBR mv. no. 2102
	

97 (h) x 180 (w) mm.'	 VIl-Vilith C.2

Papyrus	 No plate

Preservation: (A) 7 lines and all but right margin; (B) 2 lines and all but left margin.

Palaeography: no details are recorded.

Provenance: unknown.3

Acquisition: see §2.3.3.

Bibliography: edited in MacCoull 1989 p. 29; mentioned in MacCoull 1975 p. 219.

A monk writes to a woman (whose identity is not extant) about some wine. He asks

her to bring him some wine if she has not already sold it, and tells her not to sell it to

anyone else in the meantime. For evidence of economic activity of women in Greek papyri,

and interaction between men and women, see Beaucamp 1993.

(A)
ii	 - 2^M MCN NflE	 X€ -l-QINe C]flOYXCi NT r ^ l M[NTM^jNO y Te NiCCpC?

2	 . ^YW ±uiNC C[	 MIrN1 NOYuHC MEN?

11.
3	 NK^11H fl^ 4I CC (i NHPC11 r ( 1 CNO y TC T^OY e[sox(?) ... pi T^..K^-?

4	 11H CoWflH MflCT^OY COx CI ^NIOY NN CiT?Y rC1ESO>(?)

5
	

MON MHFTOY MXOY NFWMC (1NTCCNrTOly.[

6
	

YW 2WS NIM CpIp CMrO1OY NMM^.CI Cpip C 1 M 1 EOOY MN-/NMM=?

7	 ]OYX^CI 2 r N 1 riXOCIC [±2] YW ciJ^.E

(B)
8—* I ornamentation 2. 11CTPC MrON1OXOC Nflè flOxXW CX.

9

I Rnxc, o yxi 3	 T1H cc{rT) ujI/jC (?)NHprT	 CNOYTC TY 3-4 rrrH cuwnc

R11cTY CSOX CIC 5 RMOM MT1TY , Tx?Y i.ijNTCflTOY 6 CPCIpC 7M0OY MRMI CpCIPC RMO0Y

7 OYXè..i 27 8 MOMèXOC

'MacCoull 1989 P. 29 records dimensions as 20.8 x 7.5 cm.. I am grateful to Stephen Emmel for
providing me with details of this manuscript.

2MacCoull 1989 p. 29 assigns a VIIth C. date; T.C. Petersen previously gave a VI-VIllth C. date (recorded
in the computerised library catalogue).

3 MacCoull 1975 p. 219 suggests that it originated from the monastic community at Bawit.
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Opening formula	 (I) . First of all [I greet] the well-being of my [God-

loving sister?] (2)	 and I greet ... and (?) your sons/children 	 (3)

love (ck?drni)

Report	 Apa Phib sixty ... of wine. Shenoute sold (?) them

Request [be so kind?] (4) if you have not sold them, then bring
them to us and I will (?) give them () indeed, do not give them to
any one until you have brought them (6) Anything you do with me,
you do [with ? ... (7) . .

Closing formula	 Farewell in the Lord ... and

Address	 (8) Petre (the) monk (iiovaxdc) of Apa Apollo ...

Transcription notes

2 At the beginning of this line and under the second x of ^r1O>-xW in 1. 8, is a sign like a

koppa written above a sampi on top of a c-shaped sign. Beneath the 6 of 6x.... in 1. 8 is

a sign like an iota above a zeta. These may be what MacCoull 1989 p. 29 describes as a

Greek fragment which has erroneously been mounted at the right of this document.

3 CC 1q : the purpose of the IT is not clear; the letter above the q may be a IT or an H; if

the latter, JH might be a spelling of ujl "measure", which may also be used in connection

with wine in nos. 82 1. 2 and 83 1. 3. It might also be interpreted as ujC "she-coin", see

Crum CD p. 547a.

6 CpIP CM 1 O 1 OY: this could also be read as CPIPC M r O 1 OY; the same applies to this phrase

later in this line.

8 2.: there is not enough space to read 21 TN- "from" written in full here, but an abbreviated

form is possible.

this may be reconstructed as an abbreviated form of EXaXurrOc "least", a

common epithet of monks, see translation note to no. 16 text 11. 14. If, as seems likely,

the addressee's name was written at the beginning of this address and is now missing, an

interpretation of Cx... as "to La(-...)", with xx as the first two letters of the addressee's

name, would be untenable.

Translation notes

4 CI: this is an attested form of 616, a particle which is used introduces apodosis, see Crum

CD p. 74a.

6 CpIp: Cp- is probably to be interpreted as the second person feminine singular of the

Second Present prefix rather than the Circumstantial Present (Cp(C)-) or Third Future

(usually CpC-) prefix.
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36
LETTER CONCERNING PLEDGED ITEMS

P. CtYBR mv. 1832	 (1) 87 (h) x 138 (w) mm. (2) 16 x 30(3) 6 x 10	 VI-VIIth C

Papyrus	 No plate

Preservation: this text comprises three fragments mounted together with fragments from

two other texts; two of the fragments are positioned upside down in relation to the others.

Fragment (1) 12 lines and the upper and right margins are preserved; fragment (2) 3

lines, no margins; fragment (3) 1 line, no margins. None of these fragments join.

Palaeography: according to Petersen [1964] p. 64, this is written in a "cursive script

probably written with some speed, it covers the papyrus rather closely with little or no

space between the letters and the lines".

Provenance: unknown. Written to a monk of a monastery of Apa Apollo.

Acquisition: see §2.3.1.

Bibliography: described in Petersen [1964] p. 64 no. 94.

This papyrus provides further evidence of the comparative wealth of monks of a

monastery of Apa Apollo, see §3.8-9. The writer of the letter belongs to a monastery

whose name is not fully extant. His addressee is Pau(-), a monk from a monastery of Apa

Apollo. The text reveals that a certain man who pledged some things with Pau(-) has died,

and it may be that the writer is complaining that he has not been allowed to reclaim them.

Fragment (1)

11'	 ICP]HMIC t1MO1OXOC unTO-

2	 110CM-
	

]r1MMWN CIC2 .J Mfl^COM r1y.

3
	

M111T0110C M^x11^ 110XXW

4
	

XC?
	

1^XKC rNlflpMOyTC MTIPOM-

5
	

116 T^J
	

jre1CI r s i I 2MKOYI FICKCYC

6
	

MT^,?]^,d1^x [ICpH]MIC [0]Y^x2OY 2^THK

7
	

) . rlcrM1 ... [±21 urewp[r] r I uqep

8
	

PIOC M?]HCKK^T CSL' M2FITOFY1	 èK(5)[

9
	

1.THPC MT^,.K F P l XPI^x MMrO1[C

10
	

]^K NCYW THPOY .MTrCl[

11
	

bY MMOK MWC1L

12
	

lK1rjoN r11.[

I F1Ot1èXOC RI1TOITOC 2 RrrcoN 4 RnpMOYTC 5 eiqi (?) 2CNKOYI CKCYH

7HTq- 8ci 9xpci^

t According to [Petersen] 1964 p. 64.
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Fragments which have not been joined to fragment (1) and which are not included in the

translation or commentary below:

Fragment (2)

ii	 ]t1^K.[

2

3

Fragment (3)

ii	 TI]rplHMrel[

Fragment (1)

Parties	 (1) 
••• Jeremias (?) the monk (Flovaxdc) of the monastery

(T6iloc) of (2) -ammon, I am writing to my brother Pau[- . . .1 (3)

of the monastery (T.) of Apa Apollo

Report	 (4) the last day of Pharmouthi of this year... (5)

I shall take a few utensils (Kdoc) (?)... (6) Apa (...-)mias pledged
them with you... (7) George, he died (paKdpwc) (8) you did not (?)
allow me to take (?) from them (9)	 all the .... you need (p€a)
(10) ... all the pledges until	 () ... you... (12) dikaion (ôKatov) (?)...

Transcription notes

Fragment (1)

1 ICp]HM^C: Petersen [1964] P.64 interpreted this as the name "Esaias".

6 ]MIC: the lacuna which follows ^11^ may be too large to restore [lepH or ICPC] alone

unless written larger than the rest of the text. However, I C MI ^x C, 11 ^,.. MI è. C, and

2CPMIC, the other attested names ending - MI ^x C, are all shorter than

ICCMIC/ICPHMIC and were far less common in Egypt.

7 rewpr'T': rCWpr 1 C 1 or rewpr 1 H 1 less obviously.

10 K: restore M^K "to you'?

Translation notes

Fragment (1)

1-2 rrTo(nOC Mn?.JMqrIoc ^JT^ ?]-MMWN: besides ^J-1MWN, other personal

names which may be restored here include: XX^xMWN, 6HCMMWM, KXMWH)

xIx^MMWM, N(X^..MMWN, flxb..MWM 11^xMWM, 11OTM1WN C?PTThMMWN,
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ISMMWN, uJ?MMWN, 2HP^xKXMMWM, XCN^xMMWN, and XCN(eM^MMWM.

Monasteries with which this may be identified include monasteries of Phoibammon in the

Hermopolite nome, 1 at Djeme near Armant, 2 and in western Thebes; 3 Otter, less likely,

possibilities are a topos of "Neilammon Isidor(ou)" which is attested in a IVth C. Greek

papyrus along with other topoi located in el-Ashmunein; 4 and a monastery of

Sarapammon in the Antaeopolite nome.5

4 ^>...KC N1 fl^pMOYTC: the last day of Pharrnouthi is April 25th.

6[O1Y^2OY 2?,THK: Crum CD p. 507a OYW2 ^2^x/2(2)TN- cites examples of this

meaning "lie (pledged) for money".

1 CKA pp. 2768-2769 'Topos des Apa Phoibammon (bei Tcina 1-Gabal"; pp. 2816-2817 'Topos des
Phoibammon'; and pp. 1378-1379 "Kloster des Apa Phoibammon (I-LI) in the Antinoe region. Note that
there is no entry for a 'Kioster des Phoibammon' despite the cross-reference given on CKA p. 1379.

2See CKA pp. 1379-1392 "Kloster des Apa Phoibammon (III)'.

3 See CKA pp. 1392-1394 'Kloster des Apa Phoibammon (IV).

4See CKA p. 2807 'Topos des Neilammon Isidôr(ou)".

5 See CKA p. 2826 "Topos Sarapammôn(os)".
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37
WINE ACCOUNT

Herm. 14
	

VilIth C.

Hermitage Museum mv. no. 13490(B)
	

Plate 27

Preservation: this text was written on the back of a legal document, no. 28. It preserves

two columns of 25 and 3 lines respectively. A lacuna obscures the beginning of col. II so

that text is now only visible from the level of col. Ii. 13 downwards, although a few

letters are discernible above this (e.g. an a level with col. I 1. 2-3). The scribe has

followed the shape of the piece of papyrus so that the text is irregularly positioned.

Palaeography: a semi-cursive hand with a mixture of majuscule and minuscule forms,

sometimes of the same letter. The text slopes downwards to the right, especially from 11.

18 onwards. Y resembles an q and is formed in one movement with a loop at the top of

the vertical stroke. The	 in P^ZI 1. 5 is an unusual, large minuscule form.

Provenance: unknown. The text written earlier on this papyrus, no. 28, involves the

dika ion of an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo, and, as a legal text, it may have

been kept in the monastery's archive for some time before being "recycled", probably

within the same monastery, to contain this wine account.

No. 37 mentions two places which are securely located in the Hermopolite nome,

Michôleos and Piôh Pemom (see §4.4), and one in the Faiyum, Ptêne (see §4.7); in 1.

18 a monastery of Apa Anoup is mentioned (see §4.1) which may be linked with an

Hermopolite monastery of Apollo.

Acquisition and dimensions: as for no. 28.

Bibliography: edited in Herm. pp. 55-6 1.

This is an account of wine payments made by a monastery from the 17th to the 21st

of Mesore. Recipients of wine include individuals with ecclesiastical, monastic or lay titles.

"The church" is specified three times, receiving one and a half angeia on day 17 and two

knidia twice on day 19. The shaliou of Ptêne is the only person to be assigned boiled wine

iia), 1 and he is listed on three separate occasions, on one day he appears in two entries

receiving one kollathon; see §3.7 and 3.14 for further comment on these entries. If the

head of the monastery is to be identifiedwith I1CMMOÔ MI WT "our great father" as well as

HCMIWT "our father", he is also assigned wine on more than one day. Three symmachoi

receive differing amounts of wine: Isaak 2 angeia on day 17, Theodre an illegible amount

on day 18, and PeCo and Theodre 2 knidia and 1 knidion respectively on day 19.

Ba!. no. 312 is a comparable account of the expenditure of wine by the diakonia of

the Balaizah Monastery of Apa Apollo: the wine is reckoned in knidia and recipients

'Herm. p. 59, and Schnebel 1925 p. 290 discuss boiled wine.
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include the church, (the table of) the great father, and a smith ( CIHCNHT = CCNHT). In

some cases, the same people are mentioned more than once.

Three different wine-measures are used in this account, the largest of which is the

koilathon; the relative capacity of the other two measures, the angeion and knidion, varies.

A koilathon may contain 25 sextarii (WS p. 22); an angeion may be worth five or seven

sextarii; 1 and a knidion may contain between four and eight sextarii, depending on whether

it is small or large. 2 In P. Apoll. Ano no. 96 there are four knidia to a kollathon (n. to 1. 7

p. 200), and the editor cites a case where the ratio of 5 knidia to one koliathon is recorded.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

±	 Col.I

'C

1	 .p MM IZ NH11 NTI2pOKO r Y l [HMOOY

2	 TCKKxHCI?	 ?.NrHH	 aj

5

3	 NCPMflIW2 I1EMOM	 KV

0

4	 flu?,xlY 1T1THMC H±H K a

S

5	 p^CZI	 KV	 a

S

6	 1CNNOô FN 1 IWT	 KV	 a

S

7	 fluj>CMMOOY	 KV	 a

S

8	 NCPMMIx0).,.crocl	 KV	 a

x

9	 iCK TCHM	 NrH[N1

0

10	 tTeJ12?XWM^	 K	 S

11	 •tii

0

12	 rruj>JY NtITHIIC CtH K	 a

S

13	 MC[.]KKTHC	 KV	 y

1 Casson 1939 p. 5, the larger amount may be attested in Vith C. documents from Aphrodito.
2Casson 1939 pp. 6-8.
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rCl	 6

14	 fle.i[W2]?MNHC 11	 KV	 a

0

15	 iiuj^>.[1]Y rlllTHrlC C[tH	 K]	 a

x

16	 [CO1pC I1CH1I	 [..	 .1

w

17	 NCCNHY M11oex2pe	 NrI

w

18	 SJT^ M r W 1 CHC flTTe NOYfl ?xMrI a

x	 6

19	 0 1lCOWUj I1CHM	 KV

6

20	 TEKKxHCI	 KV 13

6

21	 n1rujl.>.cMMOOy	 KV	 a

X	 6

22	 ]co.pe iCHM	 KV a

6

23	 MC2?MrKlxxC	 KV	 a

6

24	 KTCKK>HCI	 KV	 13

6

25	 rTeMIWT	 KV	 p

Col. II starts to the right of 1. 13
26	 g400[Y] NT[iJr2pOl[KOY

27	 cNr1I Hp11 FNT1CK_

/	 C

28	 K>..HCiM[M]

1, 28 MIIFII MCCOPH I RMOOY 2, 9, 17, 18, 27	 2 j = 1/2

3, 5- 8, 13, 14, 19-25 Ky tOY/KV16U1 4, 12, 15 2CtHMè	 4, 10, 12, 15 Koxxaeov/KoAxaea

4, 12, 15 uxIOY RT1THNC 6 CIWT 9, 16, 19, 22 CYMMXOC 14 F1PCCSYTEQC

Col.I	 1-

1	 . In the month (pv) of Mesore (day) 17: the wine which I paid in

kind (1o'ycikv):

2	 the church (KKXr1aia)	 1 '2 angeia (cyyciov)

3	 the men of Piôh Pemom	 ....knidia (Kvli6tov)

4	 the shaliou of Ptêne boiled wine (ir.ia) 1 kollathon (K6XXaOov)
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5
	

Raszid
6
	

Our great father
7
	 the water-...

8
	

The men of Michôleos
9
	

Isaak the symmachos (aiptaxoc)
10
	 expenses (àvdXta)

11
	

(day) 18
12
	

the shaliou of Ptêne	 boiled wine (.)
13
	

The (-)akkatês
14
	

Apa lohannes the priest (npcaliTpoc)

15
	

The shaliou of Ptêne	 boiled wine (.)
16 Theodre the symmachos (a.)
17
	 the brothers of the food-gatherer

18	 Apa Moses (?) of Apa Anoup
19	 (day) 19 PecoS the symmachos (a.)

20	 the church (.)
21	 [the] water-...
22 Theodre the symmachos (r.)
23	 the (bolt-)smiths
24	 (day) 20 the church (L)

25	 our father

1 knidion (Ky.)
1 knidion (Ky.)
1 knidion (Ky.)
1 knidion (Ky.)
2 angeia (cL)

4 kollatha (K6.)

1 kollathon (Kó.)
3 knidia (Ky.)
1 knidion (Ky.)
1 kollathon (Kó.)

2angeia (&)

1 angeion (i.)
2 knidia (Ky.)
2 knidia (Ky.)
1 knidion (Ky.)
1 knidion (Ky.)
1 knidion (Ky.)
2 knidia (Ky.)
2 knidia (Ky.)

Col. II

1	 .gthedayIpaidinkind(.)
2	 angeia (ck.) of wine (to the?) church (c.)
3	 in the month of (i.trjv) Mesore (day) 21

Transcription notes

3 Ky6 [:the ed. pr. read KV [.........] .. 1, interpreting a sign following the lacuna as part of

this line.

6 F N 1 I WT: the N is barely legible.

13 N C [ .] K K ^ T H C: C K K T H C was restored in the ed. pr. and interpreted as C K -

KTHC "(one who) draws pails", i.e. someone who operates a shaduf (for C W K -

K?OC (Kd6oc) citing K?TCC in BM 1147 1. 7 as a similar spelling of Kaoc); or as

oaarc, an otherwise unattested Greek word, citing a VJJVHth C. Greek papyrus (SPP

XX 269 1. 21) which describes someone as a aaKka..c.

18 M r W 1 CHC: this could also be read MOYCHC.

24 K: this was interpreted as an abbreviation ofnrp "by" in the ed. pr
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Translation notes

1 2p0KOY: Latin erogare, see Herm. pp. 57-58 for this verb and its form in this text.

4 ue,.xIY: this man also occurs in II. 12 and 15; for this title, see §3.7.

6 NO 6 MI W T: this may refer to the head of the monastery, as i W T does in 1. 25, or

alternatively the founder of the monastery, see §3.13.

7 uJ x CM MOO Y: the interpretation of the first element of this word uj x C( M) -, is not

obvious, although the second appears to be MOOY "water". ixCM- may be the

participium conjunctivum of uWxCM "be concerned with" ("sich kummern, (sich)

beschaftigen" Westendorf KH p. 311), although this is only attested in Bohairic texts.1

uW>..M "draw" ("ziehen" WestendorfKHp. 311) is not suitable here because it is used

of swords which is quite a different semantic usage. Westendorf (KH p. 311 n. 3)

follows Kasser 1964 p. 85 no. 561a in suggesting a connection between uSxCMMOOY

and iJxOOY "waterwheel", 2 and does not rule out a connection with ujW>...M "draw".

Another possibility is that u.j?xC- may be a form of ujWx "flow" (Crum CD p. 558a).

9 IC?.K I1CHM X : for other syinmachoi called Isaak, see Jördens 1986 p. 113. For the title

symmachos,which is also applied to Theodre in 11. 16 and 22, and Peo in 1. 19, see

Jördens 1986 and 1992, and Bal. no. 154 n. to 1. 11. For payments made to symmachoi,

see Sijpesteijn 1994 pp. 259-26 1.

10 flM2>WM?.: this may be the total of the day's expenditure. In the ed. pr., Jernstedt

suggested the interpretation of this word as fl? -N -2?>WMe "the one of the àvdXup.a"

(Herm.. pp. 59-60), with 2^>..WM^ as an attested Coptic form of àvdXuia.

16 eeo,]pc, 22 e]eopC: this is the only name ending -CO,pC listed in Heuser PN.

For symmachoi called Theodoros, see Jördens 1986 p. 113 and 1992 p. 230; and a

V/VIth C. Greek papyrus, P. Mich. mv. 4253, edited in Sijpesteijn 1994 pp. 259-261.

An arch isymmachos with this name from Pkalankeh in the Faiyum occurs in P. Vindob.

19, see Krall 1887 p. 60.

17 O^.>2 p C: for compounds involving 6Wx and 2PC, Crum CD pp. 806b-807a OWx

gives the following references: BM 678 M? N6?x2PH (mentioned along with

MMKW2, and M?NKWT); and Ryl. no. 356 C6Wx2PCOOY; the ed. pr. cited the

form 1 6N 1 2PC in CMSS appendix verso 1. 32.

23 2?,.MrK>>C: see §3.14 for smiths.

1 See Crum CD p. 560b UWXCM for these texts.
2The word uexOOY is recorded in an inscription from Bawit, see Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 p. 151

no. 544, where it is tri.nslated "Roue(?Y'.
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38
WINE ACCOUNT

BMEA 10135(B)
	 Vilith C.

Papyrus
	 Plate 28

Preservation: 4 lines and all but the right margin preserved. This text is written on the

back of no. 32.

Palaeography: a semi-cursive hand which employs the "ace-of-spades" ligature, and

open beta (11. 3 and 4). The scribe of this document may be identified with one who

wrote an unpublished Coptic papyrus wine account excavated at Bawit by Jean Clédat, P.

Louvre E 27592.'

Provenance, Acquisition and dimensions: as for no. 32.

An account of the wine, possibly distributed to the men of Ten, representing

payments for cumin (TflCM), a feast or a person named Pa, an iron-seller, and lectors. It

is drawn up by Enoch, for whom see §3.11, who may be a TIWTKoç in the monastery of

Apa Apollo, the destination of the first text written on this piece of papyrus. The date at the

end may read 25th Epeiph but the indiction-year is lost. The wine is measured in kollatha

and knidia.

r

11'
	

ClixO MCPWMTCM CTTOE	 -	 1ri Ne.[

e	 rylEe

2
	

ri,	 2 T.flCM KM	 [.1.. [.1. 2 flus OIN K,[

	

Fb1
	

e
3
	

flC^ MI1CMII1C KM ^
	

Mepqwuj K, SE

4	 ow K/ 0 J K 1 6 €vwx	 i-'i . 4 i[

I xoroc 2 OINOY 2, 3 KNIAJON 2 KOxxeON 3 peqw

4 'yiv'rai. o'vOu Koxxaea, I = ai. Kv&a, uv	 'ErrcC4 (?)

Payees	 (I) To the account (X&yoc) of the men of Ten(-?) for the

(?)	 (2) 1 kollathon (KXXa0ov); for cumin 1 knidion (Kv&ov) ... for

the feast/Pa wine (otvoc) kollathon/kollatha (Ko.) 	 (3) the iron-seller

one knidion (Ky .) ... the lectors 2 kollatha (K6.)

Total	 (4 Greek) Total 9 kollatha, 2 knidia

Issuer	 by Enoch

'This is written parallel to the fibres and the first two lines read t eri xot NI1MHPOC/ NTThMIP OIN"

followed by two lines containing details of the amount. See §3.3.2 for these papyri.
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Date	 in the month of Epeiph (?) (day) 25 (?)....

Transcription notes

1 NCPWMTCN: see the entry for Ten at §4.8 for its possible interpretation as a place name.

Alternatively TCN- may be the beginning of a longer place name, or the feminine

possessive article "our" followed by a noun beginning no-.

N CE: the last visible letter may be a P.

3 C: the C is large, extending well below the letters preceding and following it.

pqwu: in between the q and W is a gap.

4 6,: this is restored after no. 39 1. 2, and other documents from the Lansing Collection

BM EA 10128 (B) 1. 2, 10130 1. 3, 10132 1. 2, 10136 (B) 1. 7, and 10140 (B) text 3 1. 2

(see §2.8).

p,1' ..4 i ç[ : this is restored following a related wine account from the Lansing

Collection, BM EA 10136(B) 1. 7, which reads: M HN , nTCp T CE "in the month of

Pharmouthi (day) 4 ..." (see §2.8).

Translation notes

2 TflCN: cumin is indigenous to Egypt; it is mentioned in an account belonging to the

Pesunthius archive, see Revillout 1900 p. 176 no. 46.

See the introduction to no. 37 for the capacity of a knidion and a koilathon.

nu: this may also be a personal name; another wine account from the Lansing

Collection (BM EA 10 136(B), unpublished, see § 2.8) has an entry for fl u ^

M11CCTYOC which may be "the feast of the Saviour" or "Psha (son) of Pestauros".

3 c. r'inCinc: an interpretation of "the brother of Penipe" (CON NI1CNInC) seems less

likely. 1

pqWu,: see §3.13 for this title.

4: Epeiph 25 = 19th July.

1 See Heuser PN pp 27 and 64 for this name.
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39
WINE RECEIPT

BM EA 10460(B)
	

VilIth C.

Papyrus
	 Plate 28

Preservation: 2 lines and all but the upper margin preserved. This was written on the

back of no. 31.

Palaeography: a small, semi-cursive hand.

Provenance: this text was probably recycled for use in the monastery of Apa Apollo

which was the destination of the text written on the other side of this papyrus, no. 31.

Acquisition and dimensions: see no. 31.

This is one of several wine receipts from the Lansing Collection issued by Enoch

(see §3.11) who is described in this document as a pistikos (see §3.7). Markos the

builder is to be given one kollathon of wine for building the "wall of the great house"

which may be identified as part of a monastery of Apa Apollo.

H- MPKOC I1CKWT eqKwT C 1 T'XO MI1NOO NHI	 K°, a

2	 IIH	 f v61 a 6, EVUJX TTUYTU(0 , ±

1 K0AXa8a 2 iivov 4'at v6uzTovoc, &a,

Payee	 (1) - Markos the builder who is building the wall of the

great house:
Amount	 (Greek) kollathon of wine 1 one (2) only.

Date	 Phaophi, indiction-year 1,
Issuer	 by Enoch (the) pistikos. 1-

Transcription notes

1 LqKWT CtT1XO: Crum CD p. 122a KWT cites this text (note that Crum read CYKWT)

as a rare example of KWT followed by the preposition e-.
Ke,: for this abbreviation of kollathon, compare no. 38, Herm. 16 1. 1 and P. Lond. IV

1414,1125,27]. For the value of a kollathon, see the introduction to no. 37.

1-2 a ev for the use of p.óvoc following a numeral, compare P. Lond. IV no. 1407 1.

4 (dated to 709 C.E.),' CPR VII no. 74 1. 6 (from the archive of Fl. Atias, dated to 698

C.E.), and two unpublished wine receipts from the Lansing Collection (BM EA

10136(A) and 10457, see §2.8).

'The expansion of this abbreviation is interpreted in the ed. pr., see Becker 1907 P. 91.
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Translation note
1 C K W T: for the employment of builders by large establishments in Egypt, see Hardy 1931

pp. 122-123.
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40
LIST OF CORN PAYMENTS FROM AN ACCOUNT CODEX

BM 1078	 315 (h) x 225 (w) mm.' 	 VIIJVIIIth C.2

BL Or. 6049
	

No plate

Papyrus

Preservation: (A) two columns of 38 and 18 lines respectively, preserving the left and

right margins; (B) 1 line and all but the right margin. The frame in which it is mounted

obscures some of the papyrus.

Palaeography: a small cursive hand. The following features are noteworthy: a is formed

with a double loop; p is open; the cp ligature tends towards an "ace-of-spades" form; , p.,

p and have hooked tails; ii sometimes takes a documentary minuscule form similar to

the one in no. 61, compare Cavallo and Maehler 1987 p1. 43c 1. 3 arro6citv.

Linguistic notes: this text often has a nominative form where a genitive would be

expected:3

a) following the preposition &ci , cxx. op.00c 11. 4-6, Taupivoc 1. 7, Ev&uc 1. 20,

cp ii voc 1. 25, IIKUXç 1. 29, and Baoi.Xi.oc 1. 37.

b) expressing a patronymic: cxx. XcXoc 1. 10, Oppac 1. 14, fftcpou&oc 1. 20, WaT1ç

1. 24, and Ecpvoc 1. 26.

c) other: AuoXXwc 1. 11.

Provenance: unknown. A place of origin in the Hermopolite area is suggested by the

place names Palas (1. 19) and Antinoe (1. 9), and the monasteries of Abba Apollos and

Abba Anouph (11. 11 and 18 respectively), see §4.1. A personal name which occurs in

this text, Taurinos, is said to be typical of this nome, 4 and it occurs many times in

inscriptions at Bawit. 5 See also nos. 72 and 76.

Acquisition: see §2.1 for the possibility that this manuscript was acquired by the BM

from the Rev. Murch in 1903 in a lot comprising BL Or. in nos. 5987-6 176.

Bibliography: described in BM p. 453; MacCoull 1987b, is a preliminary report on a

planned edition of BL Or. 6046 and 6049.6

This text is discussed at §3.10. It is a list of payments whose precise purpose is

not clear. Crum (BM p. 453) described it as a list of rents. Wipzsycka 1972 p. 37 n. 1

1 For the size of folios in documentary codices, see Gascou 1989b p. 78.

2Conjectured dates for this text, some based on datings of BM no. 1075, are as follows: beginning VIth C.
(Gascou 1989b p. 84 no. 3); 546 C.E. (MacCoull 1993b p. 119 and 1994c p. 484); VIIth C. (Wipszycka
1972 p. 37 n. 1); and VII-VIIIth C. (Drew-Bear 1979a p. 398).

3 This is very common, compare no. 29 1. 23 and, e.g., the Vilith C. P. Apoll. Ano no. 80.

4See Drew-Bear 1979a p. 268 "Taup(voJ". This name occurs in a number of Greek texts from this nome,
see, exx., BGU XII (index V p. 150), and CPR IX (index p. 108).

5See, exx., Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 index p. 167.

6Thanks are due to Dr Leslie MacCoull for allowing me to take over the publication of this text, and for
supplying me with her transcription of the text.
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I

I

[

I

[au X, a[

refers to it as a list "d'impôts fonciers établies par les fonctionnaires locaux pour rendre

compte aux sup&ieurs de létat de La perception". Unlike BM 1075,1 with which it shares

some personal names in common, it cannot be identified as a corn assessment.

The entries include individuals and institutions, including the monasteries of Abba

Apollos and Abba Anouph, a topos of Kames (represented three times by different

individuals and once by a hospital) (see §4.1), and the Holy Church (see §4.2). Also

listed are twenty-eight individuals who come from religious as well as lay spheres, from

humble to elevated social positions: two are described as àf313â and npEa3liTpoc; one bears

the title K1poc; two are bakers; and one a builder. Apart from Antinoe (qnvou 1. 9), only

one securely located place is mentioned, Palas, in the Leukopyrgites ano toparchy of the

Hermopolite nome, see §4.4.

Amounts of corn recorded range from one to three pounds, representing three to

nine drachmas. A couple of entries record odd amounts in drachmas (II. 24 and 34).

(A)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

,	 . [	 I	 I

&ap°p° 1TKTU)V	 [

[

6, TOIl, KaIlrIToc 6 TOU Kup 1 Oco&).[

6, oiotoc 6, a13, Ern4raXou	 [

6 oI.Io.oc 6, a 13 , ZaXapi.ou	 [

6 oI.Iowc 6 T s€VC(JV1OlJ

6 Taupivoc 1avvou -

6 AaUE1T EVXLOU

6, T OU Kupi Taupi. air 0 au'ou -

6, Iuio1i4 XwXoc

6, .IovaaTrp, a 1 AnoXXuc	 [

6, ArroXXw Tlallouvtou

6, ArroXXu arro Tot.aacc	 {

6, KoXX° Opf3ac

6, IaKuI3iou Koupcu

6, a, Thupouc Up(YPT1Tcp0V

6, Iavvou fl6taKou	 [

6 .IovaaT11P, a 13 , Avou

6, BiKT ,	 flaXavToc

6, Ev6iwc fhcpou&oc

1 This is a papyrus account book recording the corn assessment for Temseuskor(don) and the ToTIoc of
Demeos (or Demeon), which may be in the region of Antinoe, see MacCoull 1987b and 1994c.
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21	 6 a 1 Huiio npOUTp,	 a [.]. [.1 a[] A,

22	 6 Allou[v] 4i43ou	 J c [.1. a[

23	 6, KupaK, HiXwX	 [} 1 0 [.1 a[iI Ai y

24	 6 IIT0IA 9 II [aIlo 'l'aTrlc	 I ( [. at Ai]

25	 6, Epflvoc OlKO6OI1°' 	 I c [ at] A, 3

26	 6 Oo6wat1 Z€privoc	 - I ç [. x,] P
27	 6, Avou Mouoric	 # j ., [] , a

28	 6, Kup1aK1 A 13p0 ,	 - I' [	 All a

29	 6, llKuAtc llanvouO 1	[] J y [ ]	 A,] a

30	 6, loaK apTaKOTT1	 [] 5 y [ ]	 [A/I a

31	 6, A(3pa , apTaKorT,	 I y[ I at Ai a

32	 6 Trìc a'ytac EKATIOt,	 - I ' [.1 o- 	, a

33	 6, Ovvw 1 IaKwI3	 - I c [ alt A, P

34	 6, MXoO 1 KWJTaVTt/	 I E [.1

35	 6 1i(3 Havilou	 - I	 x, (3

36	 6 TIailouv ArraAo	 ç	 kJ A, (3

37	 6, BaaiAtoc BtKTwp9c 	 5

38	 0,,v[±21

(B) In same direction as text on (A) three characters written on two lines are visible.

At 90° to text on (A)

39—p + KU)11

1 &d4opov 3-37 &d 3,9 KIJpL0U	 3 TOIIOU 4,5, 11, 16, 18,21 à 13 13â 6ToO	 9 'AvTtvoou

11, 18 LovaaT1pou 14 Koxxoiieou	 16,21 TTpEoI3uTEpou	 19 BuTwpoc 20-33,35-36,38 U1TOU

22-38 J = 6 paxiii i 23, 28 KupaKoO 26 OEo600u 28, 31 'A3paaou 29 flauvou8ou

30,31 &pTOK6TIOU 32 EKKXJWLac 33'Ovvo4pou 34 cMAoOdou KWVUTaVTOU

38 8aXX'a, J	 '2 (?) 39 wirc (?)

2
	

Balance of pacta:

3
	

From the Topos of Kames, from the Lord Theodo[ros]

4
	

From the same, from Abba Epimachos

5
	

From the same, from Abba Zacharios
6
	

From the same, from the hospital

7
	

From Taurinos (son) of loannes
8
	 From Daueit (son) of Enochios

9
	 From the Lord Tauri<n>os from A<n>tinoe

10
	

From Joseph (son of) Cholos
11
	

From the Monastery of Abba Apollos
12
	 From Apollo (son) of Pamounios

13
	 From Apollo from Toi(-)asis (?)

14
	 From Kollouthus (son of) (H)orbas

15
	 From lakubios (son) of Koureus
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16	 From Abba Sourous the priest
17	 From loannes (son) of Pdiakos/the deacon
18	 From the Monastery of Abba Anouph
19	 From Victor(os) from Palas(?)
20	 From Endios (son of) Pieroudios	 ...	 1 pound of corn

21	 From Abba Pieou the priest	 1 [... 6 drachmas]	 2

pounds of corn
22	 From Amoun (son) of Phibios 	 6 drachmas	 [2]

pounds of corn
23	 From Kuriakos (son of) Pemjol	 9 drachmas	 3

pounds of corn
24	 From Ptoilomaios (son of) Psates 	 7 drachmas

pounds of corn
25	 From Serenos the builder	 6 drachmas	 2

pounds of corn
26	 From Theodosios (son of) Serenos 	 6 drachmas 2 pounds of

corn
27	 From Anouph (son of) Mouses	 0 3 drachmas	 1

pound of corn
28	 From Kuriakos (son of) Abra(amios)	 3 drachmas 1

pound of corn
29	 From Pkulis (son of) Papnouth(ios) 	 3 drachmas	 1

pound of corn
30	 From Isak the baker	 3 drachmas	 1

pound of corn
31	 From Abra(amios) the baker 	 3 drachmas 1 pound of

corn
32	 From the Holy Church	 3 drachmas	 1

pound of corn
33	 From Onnophrios (son of) lakob	 6 drachmas	 2

pounds of corn
34	 From Philotheos (son of) Kostanti(nos)	 5 drachmas

35	 From Phib (son) of Paneos 	 6 drachmas	 2

pounds of corn
36	 From Pamoun (son of) Apalo	 s 6 drachmas 2 pounds

of corn
37	 From Basilios (son of) Victoros	 8 drachmas

pounds of corn
38	 sacks .. drachmas (?), of corn
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Docket:

39	 The village (?)

Transcription notes

4-6 ol.tooc: the second o looks like a small iota.

5, 11 a3: the open beta resembles a kappa.

9 a'rtvou: the a is damaged and there does not appear to be enough space for avTwoii to

have been written.

21 : only a vertical stroke remains.

22-38 : this sign may indicate the beginning of a numerical entry or that no number or

measure was specified;' Crum believed that it represented "ditto" and related to an

abbreviation, now lost, of vonoiaT[]a "solidi" at the top of the page. This is disproved

if, as here, I is interpreted as a symbol representing "drachma". 2 The use of the symbol

' representing K€paTov (as, e.g., in P. Lond. IV 1442 11. 32-36, 72) is not appropriate

here.

24 One would expect an entry for 2 1/3 pounds of corn, corrresponding to 7 drachmas

here.

26 j3: this resembles an a.

38 0, v[±21	 ç: the double stroke is written through the 0; the v resembles an w, but not

one written in this text; the ç may represent 1 /2 here.

Translation notes

2 &a4p°p°: 6ui4opov has other possible meanings apart from "balance": apart from

"money" in general (Sophocles Lexicon) it can mean "interest" (LSJ; Pap. Colon. XXI

pp 144-145).

rraicrwv: see §3.1O and 5.3 for the implication of this term.

3 Kajiroc: this appears to be the genitive form of Katific,3 a hellenization of the Coptic

name K^..MC "black". 4 The form KaIlfiToc occurs in a Vth C. Greek papyrus, CPR VIII

no. 53 (1. 5), where it is suggested that KaIf1- c or KOIUT11 is intended.5

4 Em Ilaxou: see Preisigke NB and Foraboschi OA which list occurrences of this name in

some Vth and VIIth. C. texts.

7, 9 See the provenance details above for the name Taurinos.

1 See CPR VIII 22 1. 2 note on p. 221. It also occurs in no. 76 II. 5 and 7.
2See Youtie 1974 p. 50.
3 For this name see Preisigke NB and Foraboschi OA.; it also occurs in Sijpesteijn 1986 text 11. 11 and 29

(KaIfinc); the form flKaj is used in P.Berl. mv. no. 25006 II. 56-57 edited in Pintaudi and Sijpcsteijn
1991, see pp. 282 and 292.

4See Heuser PN pp. 21, 33, 43, and 69; and Crum CD p. llOa KMOM.

5The editors' statement that KaIfiToc is not attested should be discounted.
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10 XdXoc: literally "lame'; a Cholos also occurs in BM 1075; see references in Foraboschi

OA and Preisigke NB, adding Warga 1991 P. 363; see also Till 1962 P. 70, and Crum

CDp. 670a 2>XO.

13 To.a€wc: if this has been read correctly, there are no previous attestations of this place

name) TavKacJ€wc, 2 a place located in the same toparchy as TlaXavToc which is

mentioned in 1. 19, cannot be read.

14 'Op3âcI' Opi3ac: for this name, see P. Mich. 3709 1. 5 in Sijpesteijn 1985 pp. 82-84 no.

13.

15 KoupEu: the entry for this name in Preisigke NB cites only this papyrus and SB 11881.

17 ll&aKou: this could be a personal name or a title "deacon", prefixed by the Coptic

masculine definite article 11-; see flTIKON no. 101.4. A topos of H&dK(ovoc) occurs

in P.Lond. IV no. 1419 1. 749; see also Preisigke NB s.v. HöIKaii.

18 iovaTip1 a3j Avou4: for this monastery, see §4.1.

20 Ev&wç: the name"Ev&oc is attested for the VIth C, see Preisigke NB and Foraboschi

OA.

lli€pou&oc: Preisigke NB cites only this papyrus in his entry for this name.

X 1 : the amount which a X'rpa represents varies: in principal it is 0.3274 kg. but it can be

0.558 kg.3

23 I1CMXWX: literally, "the onion" MXWX Crum CD p. 213b; 4 a ICPHMIC rIMXWX

"Jeremias (son of) Pmjol" is mentioned in an unpublished Coptic papyrus, CMAA Green

"5" which also mentions TnoCnsnê (see §2.6 and §4.11).

24 'I'arric: a 'I'a'roç occurs in BM 1075.

25, 26 The same Serenos may be intended in both lines.

29 flKiIAIc: this name also occurs in BM 1075 and the Greek text written on BL Or. 6050

col. 11. 26 (Coptic text = BM 1079); see Preisigke NB and Foraboschi OA s.vv.

I1Ko1X1S, flKiXoc, fIKupc. It has been associated with the Hermopolite region by the

editor of P. Vindob. G 1265;6 see also a VIth C. Greek papyrus which may be from the

Hermopolite nome, P. land. mv . no. 529 11. 3 and 12.

32 riìc ayac EKA11ni,: see §4.2 for the identification of this church with the Basilica at

Hermopolis.

35 Havrou: for Ilavfioc see Preisigke NB and Foraboschi OA entries s.v. rIavi-ooc.

36 ATTaX0: this spelling of Apollo also occurs in BM 1075.

1 CKA p. 2728 "Toi[.Jasis (?)".

2See, e.g., Sijpesteijn and Worp 1990 p. 262 11. 17, 33, 45 and 65.

3Hornrnes et richesses I p. 287.

4See Heuser PN pp. 24 and 72 for this personal name; Preisigke NB cites only this papyrus (no. 40).

5Edited in MacCoull 1994b pp. 139-140.

61t occurs in II. 2, 4, 5, 9, and 13, see Papaconstantinou 1994 p. 93.

7See Metzger and rrauer 1985 pp. 248-2Q.
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41
FRAGMENTARY DOCUMENT ISSUED BY A TOPOTERETES (?)

CMAA Green "1"	 Dimensions not recorded	 Whereabouts unknown

Papyrus

Preservation: (A?) 7 lines and the upper and left margins appear to be partially preserved;

(B?) 2 lines of an address or docket and all but the left margin appear to be extant.

Provenance: unknown. The place of origin may have been a monastery of Apa Apollo

and a Hermopolite context is suggested by other manuscripts from this collection, see

§2.6.

Acquisition: see §2.6.

The format of the address to this document (11. 8-9) suggests that it was issued by a

topoteretes to someone from a monastery of Apa Apollo. The content of the document

remains obscure.

(A?)

ii	 ± fROpn MCM 1-lrl-Il[pOCKyNCI

2	 TCTNCO NTCOO[YN

3	 CTC rrJ Iwn Frr2lwq YTI r TI l KJOM CT[

4	 NTCTMTI 11CCKEY]XMOC NTCTNCCI erT..[

5	 M1111CTOY	 [IT CPON XC cij^xFIHPOCKYN[Cl

6	 nP	 H2re1[ ?] CT6C 1161 2W

7	 VTPOTPCI1CFIMWTM 2^. TCYT6XCI[?x

Gap left in transcription

(B?) Address/docket?

8? ]>,^YWflTO11OTH,±

9? ]MONT, N^.fl^. 11OXXW ±

3 2W& €YIKIOM (?) 4 MTCTHCI 6 2(JTh 7 flPOTPCflCI FIMWTM

8? TOT1OTHPIITHC 9? MOT1?XCTHPION

Greeting	 (1) - Firstly indeed (v) I welcome (TlpooKuvEiv)

Preamble?	 (2) you were ignorant (?)	 (3) Because of this I have

recounted the affair to a dikaion (öKaIov) which (?)

Request?	 (4) you make the effort (KuXl1dc) and come to the... (5)

of the holy .... to us because we welcome (i-i.)... (6) more than (napd)

any ... about this matter (7) authorize (npoTpnEtv) you for my

humbleness (TAa).

'This text is only known to me through the transcription of Paul Kahle Jr, see §2.6.
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Address/Docket	 (8?) 
••• and the topoteretes (TonoT11 p fl T' c)	

• (!)

monastery (iovaorijptov) of Apa Apollo i-.

Translation notes

3 €YTI rTI1KlON CT[: alternatively interpret as 'they giving justice (?)".

4 CK[Y]>..MOC: this term also occurs in P. Budge 1. 215, BKU II.! no. 303 (context

obscure), an unpublished ostracon P. Berlin 14814,1 and an unpublished Coptic

papyrus, CMAA Green "1" 1. 4 (see §2.6).

6 fl^P x^^Y R2C: no parallel is given for this in Crum CD pp. 638b-640a, or

Gregorius 1976-1978 pp. 2 17-219.

7 flpOTpCllC: see Ryl. no. 289.

CYTCxEI[: this is translated as "humbleness" in P. Budge 1. 218.

8 TO1T°T 1 ,: see §3.7 for this title.

1 Described in Beltz 1980 p. 144 no. IV 474.
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42
FRAGMENT

Christie's "30"
	 c. 72 (h) x 100 (w) mm.'

	
VIIth C.

Papyrus
	 Plate 29

Preservation: (B) 7 lines and the right margin (and possibly top margin?) are partially

preserved. The papyrus is crumpled.

Palaeography: a large, irregular but fairly competently-written majuscule, with few

ligatures. Wide M, N and U), and sometimes also H, K, rT and X. ^. written with a double

loop, v-shaped Y.

Linguistic notes: the spellings of MC (for MN 1. 4) and M^xN^XOC (for M0NXOC 1. 5)

are noteworthy.

Provenance: unknown. The document was issued by the monastery of Apa Jeremias to

the monastery of Apa Apollo. The acquisition details suggest an Hermopolite context.

The place name mentioned in 1. 7 may be Perciê in the Hermopolite nome (see §4.4) or

PerCiêse (see §4.7) in the Faiyum.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

This document is very fragmentary, but it may be related to aparchê collection

documents from the same collection, see §2.5 and Chapter 5. Fathers of the diakonia (see

§5.7) of the monastery of Apa Jeremias (see §4.1) address two monks belonging to a

monastery of Apa Apollo, to whom they may have assigned a place called Perëiê or

Perciêse (1. 7).

l—*
	

1...

2
	

MC fl^dCON 2HXI^[C] r NCIO 1 TC NT'I 1 -

3
	

KO] r NI l MHM^x Nfl^ ICPHMIC

4
	

CNC]2^J M1Th r c0 1 N KXOYX MC rm-

5
	

CON OIYCNOSCP NCM^N^.XOC

6
	

M11TOI11OC N^..11^ ^11OXXW XCIII-

7
	 ,H N]TI NHTN MTCPOIH rC1C()

2-3 NTIKOFII 4 MN 5 MOMXOC 6-7 crrci

Parties (I) J (?) ,,,, (2) [and my] brother Helias, the fathers of the

diakonia (ôtakovia) (3) of the monastery of Apa Jeremias, (4) we are

writing to brother (n^coN) Klouj and brother (ri^coN) (5) Ouenober,

the monks (,iovax6c) (6) of the monastery ('rónoc) of Apa Apollo.

'These dimensions have been estimated because the papyrus is crumpled.
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Preamble	 Whereas (i-ru6rj) (7) [we] gave you Perëiê(se)

Transcription notes

7 Ii c pol H r C 1 C: the place name I1CP 01 H C C is just as plausible as lie P61 H here because the

scribe of this text appears not to have had any qualms about beginning a new word at the

end of one line and completing it in the next (exx. flCON 11. 4-5 and iii H 11. 6-7).
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43
FRAGMENT

Christie's "25"(1)(A)
	 c. 90 (h) x 125 (w) mm. 1 	VHthC.

Papyrus
	 Plate 29

Preservation: (A) 5 lines and part of the upper margin are preserved. Christie's "25"

consists of five fragments from four different texts which have been joined in order to

produce the appearance of one fairly rectangular document; two of these texts (fragments

2-4, and fragment 5) are written in the same or a similar hand to (1)(A), parallel to the

fibres. Side (B) of Christie's "25" resembles a patchwork whose individual components

are difficult to distinguish. Fragment (1) appears to contain parts of two texts, both

written in different hands to the text on (A), parallel to the fibres: text 2 preserves only

one line which reads ] 1 M l MTJY l PINC ..[; and text 3 preserves only ]TpC[.

Palacography: a large majuscule hand written with a thick pen.

Provenance: unknown. Written by an incumbent of a monastery of Apa Apollo possibly

to someone of the same monastery; the acquisition details suggest an Hermopolite

context.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

(A)

i 'I'
	

1011010 riri^. rroxxw cic2 1 e. 1 I[	 monastery (T6uoc?) of Apa

2

3

4

5

]fTrTITOrTOC fi[OYWT

ITHC N[.]KI[

i y q T{TCKON[

].t'L.C...[

Apollo am writing
of this same monastery (T.)

2 11ITOflOC

Transcription notes

1 TOIlOIC: MOrthXO1C is another possible restoration.

4 ]Yq : restore NO1Y1 (for MOY) "gold"?

flTeKOrl[: restore NTeKOrI[MCTpC?

'The dimensions of this fragment can only be estimated.
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44

FRAGMENT

Christie's "26"	 41(h) x 55 (w) mm.	 VUth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 29

Preservation: 4 lines and parts of the upper and right margins are preserved. The text is

partially faded.

Palaeography: a fairly competent majuscule hand.

Provenance: unknown. Written by a monk of a monastery of Apa Apollo for which the

acquisition details suggest an Hermopolite context.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

ii	 ^,dlOxIxW I1MONOXEOC	 ... Apollo the monk (iiovax6c)

2	 N?I r rT?	 no>.xW CIC2e.[I ... of Apa Apollo am writing

3	 I.0 I1MONOXOC.[	 ... the monk (p..)

4	 ]Fy1w nIW[T	 ... and the father...

1, 3 MOtthXOC 4 CIWT

45
FRAGMENT

Christie's "23"	 c. 30 (h) x 45 (w) mm. 	 VI-Vllth C.?

Papyrus	 Plate 29

Preservation: 3 lines and part of the upper margin are preserved.

Palaeography: an upright majuscule hand. x is written back-to-front. A superlinear

stroke may be used without syllabic function over M in '?xiiWTEOC (1. 1).

Provenance: unknown. This fragment may have been written by a psalmodist (see

§3.13) from a monastery of Apa Apollo; an Hermopolite context is suggested by the

acquisition details.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

1__*	 ItxRWTEOC

2	 Ir?1noxxw CiC2[eJ

3	 I.E

I '.XMWOC

(1) [I, NN ... the] psalmodist (çsaxp.u6c) ... [of the monastery of Apa?] (2)

Apollo am writing (3)
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46
DEBT ACKNOWLEDGMENT

P. Duk. mv. 439(B)	 88 (h) x 194 (w) mm. 	 Vilith C.?'

Formerly University of Mississippi Collection I C 20.2	 Plate 30

Papyrus

Preservation: (A) 7 lines and all margins are preserved, the upper one only partially. The

text is faded in places and there are a few small lacunae. (B) 4 lines and all but the right

margin are preserved. This is written on the back of no. 47.

Palaeography: a clumsy and inexperienced majuscule hand which is very difficult to

date; sometimes the letters are too unorthodox to be decipherable.

Linguistic note: this text features elements of different dialects (e.g. the Bohairic forms

of the definite article Ill and III 11. 2 and 3; and OYXOKOXI (óXoK6TTtvoc) 1. 5). Other

unusual forms include: Wil for 2W 1. 1, cei for C2I 1. 2, TOCI for TOYOI 1. 4

and i^oq for TOYOq 1. 6; fl?UTC for fl^ujC 1. 5; and the unusual First Perfect

verbal prefix ICI- for I- twice in 1. 6 (but note the standard Sahidic form in 1. 4 -

(rilpoM)). The spelling of flExxW for Apollo in 1. 3 also occurs in the Difnar, see

§ 3.2.1.

Provenance: unknown. The two place names mentioned in this text are unattested unless

T 1 NMNHYOY in 1. 4 is to be interpreted as a form of Tanamoou in the Hermopolite

nome. There are some linguistic similarities with no. 100 text 1 (omission of the 2 in

C2J; spelling of oonvoc; see summary) which might suggest a place of origin in

Middle Egypt if not the Hermopolite nome.

Acquisition: in 1988 Duke University bought the papyrus from the University of

Mississippi which, in turn, had acquired it from a dealer in Cairo in 1955.

Bibliography: mentioned in MacCoull 1990 pp. 225-226.

Eisak (son of) Lia from Danaier (?) reports to a monk of a monastery of Apa Apollo

called Iaanes that the men of Tanamneuou have sent him half a solidus. A monk called Apa

Kyri is also mentioned. It is probably sheer coincidence that the dêmosion demand written

on the back of this letter is also addressed to a monk of Apa Apollo called 'I wdvvr1c.

Some of the forms contained in this letter are so unusual that they are impossible to

interpret. This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

'This date is based on the Greek hand of the text written on the other side of this papyrus, no. 47.
2 i am grateful to Peter van Minnen for this information.
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1	 1-t-.p-f-1 ujOp'fl CrIWii N[IM	 NN J.uCN

2	 ClCK F\11 nip 1 MJN l JI l Hp CICCI fleCON

3	 INCC flIMe.N?.XC NTC^flè. 11CX>..W

4	 XC NIpOM r T l ?,.NMNHyOy T r1 OCI ?Y-

ON
5	 fluTC NOYXOKOXI CXWKC F C 1 O CIC fl^C-

6	 ^.11?KYPI IeIToq ftCIX?Tq CM-

7	 MOCTCKTICNqN^TNThJTh.XI1-

I iuOpfl M2WS FIlM 2(c)IcK, rrpR-, cici Rncori 3 IW2JINHC flMOMXDC NflB.

eriox>w 4 TOYOI (?)oy - 5 Vr?,uJCN2OxOKOTTlMOC CXOKCCO> (?)

(?)

Parties (1) ±1 First of all (?) ... son of (2) Eisak (son of) Lia, the man

of Danaiêr (7), I am writing (to) my brother (3) Iaanes the monk (ovax6c)

of Apa Apollo.
Report (4) The men of Tanamneuou have sent (?) me (?) a (5) half

solidus (óxoKd'r'nvoc) to finish it (?). Here is my brother (6) Apa Kyri. I

have sent (?) him and ... him it (?) (7) so that you (?) give it to him (?) the

ones belonging to

Transcription notes

1 -t- .p t 1 : possibly read -P-P.R.

ujCN: the letter before this is not recognisably a 11.

2 r x 1 1 : the initial letter is damaged and may be a A although no personal name Dia is

recorded in Heuser PN, Preisigke NB or Foraboschi. xl ? is only attested as a feminine

name, 1 see, e.g., a mid VIth C. Greek papyrus from Oxyrhynchus, P. Mich. mv. 474 1.

5 (A(a).

r N 1r l 1 Hp: AèJM 1 JI 1 HP is also possible although neither is attested as a place

name. Damanhür cannot be read.

C?CI: compare the forms of this word in no. 53 1. 2 (CI), and no. 100 text 1 (C e I,

see summary).

3 MNXC: or read MNXO.

4 1T1NMNHYOY: the horizontal of the T comes halfway down the following (as in

TOq in 1. 6), and the papyrus is damaged so that a reading of r ± 1 NNNHY maybe

possible. No such place name is recorded in CKA but it may be a variant writing of the

Hermopolite place name Tanamoou/Tanemoou vel sim.

1 See P. Sta. Xvla 9 1.4 (Ada) and note on p. 74: and Heuser PN p. 97 xci.
2 See Sijpesteijn 1982 p. 145.
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5 OYxOKOXI: a similar spelling of ÔX0K6T'rtvoc, >\OYKOXI, occurs in no. 100 text 1

(see summary) and is listed as a Bohairic form in Crum CD p. 140b xOYKOXI.

xwKC r C l SO: or XW KC 1 CSO although the meaning of this would be even less clear.

6 XTq: this may involve XWTC (Crum CD p. 791b "pierce" etc.) in which case the

meaning "drangen" assigned in Westendorf KH p. 436 n. 4 may be the most appropriate:

"I urged him'?

7 TCKTIC: the prepronominal form -t-' is attested for 1- "give" in Crum CD p. 392a. At

least four different interpretations can be put upon I C K: IPC K - (Causative Infinitive,

which is followed in the translation), fiT?K- (Second Perfect or Relative First Perfect),

or NV- (Conjunctive). The Relative First Present (CTK- ) is discounted because it cannot

be used with a prepronominal infinitive.

N T NT . ii ^ xli-: this may involve the attested personal names ^ ii xli- , or 11 x I

(see Heuser PN p. 118) followed by a 1-.

t See Clackson 1993a p. 129 §11 (edm.xxITI), and a VLIVIIth C. Greek manuscript from the Faiyum, SPP

III no. 100 1. 2 AnaXXvrt.
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47
DEMAND FOR DMOSION

P. Duk. mv. 439(A)	 VUith C.

Formerly University of Mississippi Collection I C 20	 Plate 31

Preservation: 4 lines and all but the right margin are preserved. This papyrus was later

reused for no. 46.

Palaeography: a competent semi-cursive hand; C is tall and sometimes written in two

separate halves.

Provenance, Acquisition, Bibliography and dimensions: see no. 46.

Ouersenouphios son of Theodoros issues a dêmosion assessment of one solidus to

loannes a monk of Apa Apollo.

This is the only tax demand written in Greek examined in this thesis and it has a

different format from the Coptic tax demands issued to monks of a monastery of Apa

Apollo in the Hermopolite nome,' see §3.7 and 6.2.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

1	 . cyo oucpcvou4[io]c Oco69p9' ypaü) TOi.1[

aTIa aiioAXw

2	 Toy i.tovaxov uavvrc cTn6il ciaaaa TOV ...[

3	 tavvc CXaXC nap auTo' v° a TOU 6lWoyloU

4	 Xotrrov TocauTov

1 yuS	 2 11E16T 4

Parties

	

	 (1) - , Ouersenouphios son of Theodoros, write the
(2) the monk loannes \(of) Apa Apollo!.

Tax demand	 Whereas I have determined of the ... (3) loannes, it is
allotted (for payment) from him: one solidus of demos ion (4) such a

remainder.

Translation notes

1 oucpacvou[to1c: this is a hellenized form of the Coptic name OYCPUJCNOYSC (see

Crum CD p.491 OY(C)puC), which literally means "good watch".2

1 Professor Roger Bagnall has suggested that this text is a translation from Coptic, and was possibly used as
a scnbal model (private communication).

2HeuserPNp. 19 oYepuer1o'rqc.
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48
DOCUMENT CONCERNING EMBOLE

P. Miss. mv. 2	 40 (h) x 202(w) mm.	 Vil-Vifith C.?

Formerly University of Mississippi Collection I C 24. 	 Plate 32

Papyrus

Preservation: 4 lines and only the upper and left margins are preserved.

Palaeography: clumsy and inexpert majuscule, with letters irregularly written and

aligned. is written with a double loop. The uncertainty of the scribe is also suggested

by the three errors which are corrected, see transcription notes to 11. 2 and 3 below.

Noteworthy are the three-stroke 11 and M.

Provenance: unknown. Written to someone belonging to a monastery of Apa Apollo.

Bibliography: mentioned in MacCoull 1990 p. 226.

A caulker (KaXaqdTllc) writes to an incumbent of a monastery of Apa Apollo on the

matter of the corn-tax ( i3oXij) (see §3.7) for the third indiction-year. It is not clear who is

paying the tax although it seems more probable that the monastery is collecting the tax from

the caulker on behalf of the ruling administration.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

ii'	 -I- ?..NOK T1C^.2 j'T6 flK?x 4 THC T1PWM[ ClC2I NNN (?)

2	 MI1TOI1OC N?,JT erToxxW XC CT1I[H

3	 FOflMOOY CNO>H TPITHC INAjKT[IONOC

4	 N1TOOT HTCKMCTIWT MOK[

2cncIlK 3CMS0XH 4r1iTcIwT

Parties	 (1) - I, the master Psate the caulker (KaxadT11c), of

[am writing (?) to NN the monk (?)] (2) of the monastery (r6i-roc) of

Apa Apollo.
Preamble	 Whereas (i-rij)	 (3)	 embolê ( t i oxri) (for the) third

(Tp(roc) indiction-year (iv&KTIJv)	 (4) from your fatherhood. I

Transcription notes

1 At the upper edge of the papyrus above the ii of 1Kx4^.THC is a small mark which

may have belonged to the last line an earlier text written on this sheet.

MacCoull 1990 p. 226 assumes that the text in 11. 1-2 is continuous and that Psate is from

the monastery of Apa Apollo.

2 fl?: the 11 is written over an C.
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3 r o l .nMooY: the lower half of the first two letters in this line is barely visible; the second

letter may have been a P. but now appears as a thick blob of ink. Possibly interpret MOOY

as RM00Y "them.

erleOxH: the H is written over another letter.

TpITHC: the p is written over a C or C.

Translation notes

1 flC2: a parallel usage of C^x2 following the format C^2 NN occupation (rather than

NN C2 occupation "master ... ") may be found in an inscription from Bawit which

mentions '+'2 fl^..HCC flC^MCSlW (Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 p. 98 no. 268 1.

2); and in BM nos. 1037 and 1064 which both mention ''2 IWMNHC MuC. Crum

appears to have interpreted the latter as "John the master carpenter", to judge from his

citation of BM 1037 in CD p. 383b under the section headed "master of a craft". It seems

unlikely that "the scribe Psate" is in question here given that the man is a caulker, skilled

occupation though it is. For the honorific use of the title C^2, see §3.13. Alternatively

flC^.2 could be a personal name "Psah (son of Psate)")

for caulkers, see the index to P. Lond. IV p. 624 s.v. KaXa4dT1- c; SPP

VIII nos. 901, 902, 903, and 920 (in which they receive payments of oil in accounts

from the church at Arsinoe); Bal. no. 312 1. 17, BKU III no. 468, and WS 377. This

occupation also occurs in the unpublished Coptic papyrus CUL Michael. no. 1036 (see

§2.2), and possibly in P. Yale copt. 1 fol. 9 1.2.

3 TPITHC lNJKT[: MacCoull 1990 p. 266 suggests that this date may correspond to 718

C.E. but does not give a reason.

'The name C2 is not recorded in Heuser PN, Preisigke NB or Foraboschi OA, although a compound

including it, tXO, is listed in Heuser PN pp. 11 and 53.
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CHAPTER 7
MOK 1ThCON NN CIC2J FORMULA DOCUMENTS

§7.1 DOCUMENTS WITH THE NOK 1ThCOI1 NN CIC2I FORMULA

This chapter deals with documents beginning with the formula NOK flCON

ClC2J "I, brother (flCON) NN, am writing". Twenty-one documents are analysed, all

but two of which are unpublished. Eleven documents contain the formula in its entirety,

and it may be reconstructed in another ten (see lists below). Only one of the documents has

a secure provenance, a Coptic papyrus excavated at Wadi Sarga. WS 166 (see Appendix

2 text A) is an undertaking to repay a debt of one solidus in cheese. Since this is the only

Coptic text from this site to preserve this formula (see §8.1 for a 11CM C I W T 11 CT C 2 ? I

formula text from this place),' its significance cannot outweigh that of the much larger

number of texts which relate either to a monastery of Apa Apollo or Titkooh. The other

published text with this formula concerns an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo (no.

49).

Most of the documents which (may be reconstructed so as to) begin with the NOK

TCON NN CIC2^J formula, and preserve the identity of their writer(s) were written by

monks of a monastery of Apollo (nos. 2, 3, 5, 10, 11, 16 text 2, 24, 49-52, 58 and

60). No. 55 was written to (and possibly from) a monk of this monastery. Three of the

texts may originate from the Titkooh monastery of Apa Apollo, nos. 54, 59 and 61; no.

59 was written by a head of this monastery.2

One of the texts specifies that the monastery of Apa Apollo is in the region of

Shmoun (no. 2) and three texts (nos. 10, 16 text 2, and 49) mention places in the

Hermopolite nome as well as a monastery of Apa Apollo. The monastery of Apa Apollo

mentioned in seven texts can be assigned an Hermopolite context based on other internal

data or the acquisition details of the manuscripts (nos. 3, 5, 11, 24, 50, 51 and 55).

Apart from WS 166 already mentioned above, three texts do not mention a

monastery of Apa Apollo or Titkooh (nos. 53, 56 and 57). One of these (no. 53)

mentions a monastery of Apa Mena (see § 4.1).

A number of documents issued by monks of a monastery of Apa Apollo no longer

preserve their introductory formula, but may also have begun with the NOK 11?CON NN

am grateful to Dr Morris Bierbrier of the British Museum and the staff of the British Library Oriental and
India Office Collections for facilitating my study of the unpublished Coptic texts from Wadi Sarga in the
British Museum (ostraca) and British Library (papyrus and vellum: BL Or. 9035 (1-164)).

2An unpublished fragment of papyrus from a collection offered for sale by Christie's of London, Christie's
'16, see §2.5, which mentions a TOnOC at TI]TKOO2C may also bear the MIOK ncori NNeIc2i
formula.
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CIC2eJ formula. 1 Unpublished papyri from the three collections discussed at §2.1, 2.2

and 2.5 may also have begun with this formula.2

Five of the documents beginning with this formula are concerned with the collection

of aparchê andlor pactum and they are presented in Chapter 5. Some of the documents

edited in this chapter (Chapter 7) may also be connected with aparchê collection orpactum

payment. No. 50 contains the Agreement clause analysed at §5.5; and nos. 52 and 58

contain a few elements which are also found in aparchê collection documents.

No. 57 is written in an unusually coarse hand compared with the other documents

beginning with the NOK flCON NN CIC2J formula. It is the only letter to preserve this

formula, and was sent by a monk called Seme to some fellow monks. No. 16 texts 2-4

may be interpreted as practice attempts at reproducing the formula on the back of letter (see

§3.3.2.2).

§7.2 THE MOK 11CON NN CIC2J FORMULA

The è N OK 11 CON NN C I C 2 I formula generally occurs at the beginning of the

documents. Their business-like nature is illustrated by the fact that only in no. 51 is the

formula preceded by an additional phrase, 3 in this case 2N fl]N N r fl l [N]OYTC "in the

name of God".4

The NOK NN CI C2 .J formula is found at the beginning of documents dating to

the VIJVII - Vilith C. and deriving from el-Ashmunein to the Theban region. 5 Similar

formulae, such as èNOK flèCON NN CC2I "I, brother (1ThCON) NN, he is writing",

and NON fl^CON NN MN TTCON NN CNC2I "We, brother (fle.CON) NN and brother

(flCON) NN, are writing", also occur, but usually in texts with some connection to a

monastery of Apa Apollo. Three related formulae occur at the beginning of nos. 7, 28 and

29, see below.

Similar formulae appear quite commonly towards the end of documents, e.g. in the

declarations of witnesses: NOK flCON NN lC2I "I, brother (flCON) NN, I wrote"

(see, cxx. nos. 50 11. 10-12, possibly 511. 18).6

Two inscriptions from Bawit preserve the ?NOK flCON NN CIC2I formula,7

and one from the Monastery of Epiphanius at Thebes. 8 In a number of other epigraphic

texts individuals record their names following the NOK tI^CON NN formula. These come

1 Exx. nos. 23, 25, and 43-45.
2 See also two papyri mentioned in Beltz 1978 pp. 73 (P 11935 .rIOK ncoM coxoMrwl[ri); from el-

Ashmunein, 1906 accession) and 89 (P 15947 MOK tthCOM ....).

3 sce ws p. 13.
4Examples of the most common additional phrases are given in Brunsch 1979 p. 35 A) Ib).
5 See Biedenkopf-Ziehner 1983 pp. 47 and 229-230 Tabelle V, 7) Typ VII. Green 1983a p. 111 §5.3; and

Brunsch 1981 p. 98 commentary n. c) also discuss the use of this introductory formula in documents.
6p,C 100 (= Louvre no. 2), which is not from Saqqara according to Wietheger 1992 p. 84.
7Clédat 1904-1906 pp. 25 (with eC.I for ciczei) and 42.
8 Ep. H no. 287 11. 2-.
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from the Monastery of Apa Apollo at Bawit,' and the Monastery of Jeremias at Saqqara

(see §4.2 Monastery of Apa Jeremias for contact between these two monasteries).2

1 Palanque 1906 p. 18; Clédat 1904-1906 pp. 25 (no. III), 42 (no. VII), 43 (no. XIV), 44 (nos. XV 1. 3 and
XVI 1. 2), 83 (no. II), and 138 (no. IV 1. 3); Cledat 1916 pp. 46 (no. 14), and 47 (no. 19); Maspero and
Drioton 1932-1943 pp. 60 (no. 49 1. 1), 86 (no. 198 1. 6), 87 (no. 203 11. 2-3), 88 (no. 209 1. 1), 89 (no.
215 II. 2-3 TTh.CM NN), 94 (no. 244 1. 2), 99 (no. 271 11. 1-2), 133 (no. 453 1. 1), and 134 (no.
459 1. 4).

2Wietheger 1992 p. 278 lists the inscriptions beginning with NOK T1èCOM NN from this monastery.
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Papyrus documents beginning with the
M'IOK ncor1 NN CIC2M formula

1) BL Or. 6201 B 29 text 2
	

no. 16 text 2

2) BLOr.6201B268A
	

nO. 3

3) BL Or. 13886.35
	

no. 51

4) CUL Michael. 8 56/5
	

no. 5

5) CUL Michael. 968
	

no. 57

6) KSB I 049 (= P.Wurzburg 43)
	

no. 49

7) P. SchØyen Ms. 089/08
	

no. 50

8) P. Schøyen Ms. 089/14
	

no. 10

9) Christie's "10"
	

no. 52

10)CMAA Green "22"
	

no. 53

11) "Drescher" text	 no. 58

Papyrus documents in which the
NOK flCOM NN CIC2J formula may be reconstructed

1) BL Or. 6201 B 267(A) (CIC2J reconstructed)

2) CUL Michael. 1201 (CI C2èJ reconstructed)

3) P. Schøyen Ms. 089/07 (CIC2J reconstructed)

4) WS 166 (CIC2d reconstructed)

5) Christie's "1 1" (CIC2d reconstructed)

6) Christie's "12" (CIC2J reconstructed)

7) Christie's "15" (flCOM reconstructed)

8) Christie's "16" (NOK reconstructed)

9) Ex-von Scherling Collection no. 20 (CIC2J reconstructed)

10) Ex-von Scherling Collection no. 44 (CIC2eJ reconstructed)

no. 2

no. 54

no. 56

Appendix 2 text A

no. 11

no. 60

no. 55

no. 61

no. 59

no. 24

Documents with related formulae

NOK flèCON NN CC2?I formula

1) P. Schøyen 1579/1 text 2

?ANON flCOH NN MN (flcON) NN CNC2J

1) Herin. 3

2) BL Or. 6201 A300 (CNC2d restored; unpublished)

no. 7

no. 28

see §2.1

NOK nIieri^. NN MN TTh.CON NN MN NN CNC2I formula

1) Princeton Univ. mv. Nr. AM 15960 G
	

no. 29
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57
58
59
60
61

OTHER DOCUMENTS

Order

Letter

Fragments

CUL Michael. 968

"Drescher text"

"Ex-von-Scherling 20"

Christie's "12"

Christie's "16"

^NOK 1ThCON NN CIC2SJ FORMULA DOCUMENTS

Content	 Ms.	 no.

LEGAL DOCUMENTS

Renunciation of property

Guarantee

Debt acknowledgment

Undertaking concerning a deal (?)

KSB I 049

P. Schøyen 89/08

BL Or. 13886.35

Christie's "10"

CMAA Green "22"

CUL Michael. 1201

Christie's "15"

P. Schøyen 89/07

49

50
51

52
53
54
55
56
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49
RENUNCIATION OF PROPERTY

KSB I 049	 350 (h) x 200 (w) mm. 1 	Vilith C.2

mv. no. P.Wurzburg 43
	

Plates 33-34

Papyrus

Preservation: good quality papyrus with fine fibres; complete apart from a few holes.

Writing faded in places. (A) 18 lines and all margins except perhaps for the bottom one

are preserved. On (B) are 4 lines continued from (A) and, at 180° to these, there is a 2

line docket.3

Palaeography: this text is written in four different hands. The main hand (hand 1) is a

flowing, right-sloping majuscule with many ligatures, 4 and the characters are fairly

regularly sized. and K are usually large; has a narrow upper and triangular lower half

(cxx. in CXWB and 4)W 1. 8). The vertical stokes of I, K, p . T, and 4) can end in a hook

curving up to the right. The M in xl MNC (11. 5 and 6) resembles a x and the right vertical

of the N is part of the following £ . Parallels (cited in Brunsch 1981 p. 93): Stegemann

1936 pls. 11-13, and Ba!. p1. 4.6 (no. 152, to which Kahle assigned a VII-VIIIth C.

date).

Two of the signatories (hands 2-3) write in a clumsy majuscule; and a third (hand 4) has

a more cursive and quite competent hand with many ligatures.

Provenance: unknown. The contract probably comes from the archive of a monastery of

Apa Apollo; an Hermopolite context is suggested by the introductory epistolary formula

and the involvement of the headman of Senesla.6

Acquisition: Ulrich Wilcken bought this text in Egypt for Wurzburg University Library

at the beginning of this century.7

Bibliography: edited in Brunsch 1981; re-edited in Krause 1985b; and Brunsch 1987

adds further comments. Their readings are presented in a second apparatus (Apparatus B)

which accompanies my transcription of this text.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph. See §3.7 and 3.10 for a

discussion of its contents.

'According to Brunsch 1981 p. 93 this hand can be dated to the first half of this century.

2See Brunsch 1981 p.93.
3 Brunsch 1981 p. 96 pp) speculated that there might be a third line in this docket.

4See Brunsch 1981 pp. 95-96 for details of these ligatures.

5 Brunsch 1981 P. 95 g) shows a diagram of this ligature.

6Brunsch 1981 pp. 93 and 98 b) assigns a provenance of Balaizah which he withdraws in 1987 p. 115 in
favour of Bawit following Krause 1985b p. 146.

7 Brunsch 1981 p. 93.
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Parties (1 Hd. 1) 1, brother (ncoN) Isak, the monk (i.iccvaxoc) of
the topos (r6uoc) of Apa Apollo, am writing to the dikaion (&Katov)

of the monastery (iovacYT1-ipiov) (2) of the topos (T.) of Apa Apollo
through the God-loving, holy father Apa Daniel, the archimandrite

(cpxLav6p(Tflc) (3) and father [of the monastery (T.).]
Preamble Whereas (i-rci6ij) I have two places, I was perplexed

(crropCa) (because) I could not see to (&ouc.civ) both of them. I asked
(rrapaKaXciv) (4) some trustworthy (ddrruToc) great men of the
monastery (p.), and they asked (ii.) your fatherhood on my behalf.
You were merciful (5) with me and you took one of the ones I had,
which was the cistern (Xpvr1) -half. You took my brother Jeremias
and you assigned it to him (6) so that he submitted to its demosion
(611 pcknov).

Renunciation Now indeed () I renounce (duoT ci.v) my share
(.ic'poc) in the cistern (x.) as (upcc) I requested (7) of the great
brothers, they asked (rr.) your fatherhood and you were merciful to
me.

Waiver of suit Now indeed (6E) I will not be able to proceed against
(vciyciv) the topos (T.), nor your (8) fatherhood, nor (o&') even
Jeremias, he who was assigned the place for the work of the cistern
(x.) -half for all the days (9) of my life, forever and ever.

Oath I swear by Almighty God and the universal (Kaooxuzccc) church
(KKXfl(a) and (10) the safety of the throne (opóvoc) of our father
Markos the evangelist (ci)ayycxuy Tlfc), that I will never proceed
against this affair. (11) Indeed (o) if I wish to sue for half of
Jeremias' place, firstly (rrpTov) indeed (pv) I will not make any
profit (uqcxctv) (12) but will stand by the excommunication
(opiac) of my oath and the charge (yKx1a) of not swearing
falsely.

Penalty (13) Secondly (6ciui- cpov) indeed () I will pay as the
penalty (npYTIov) for transgression (uapc(aaic) fifty solidi
(óXoK6TTvoc),

Security	 and the document (XapTov) will remain settled (14)every
where it is opened (	 avcOa?), either (dTc) by a ruler (cpx'rj) or (1.)
by a power (ou(a).

Contractor's signature (Hand 2) I, brother Isak, (15 Hand 1) he who wrote above,
agree (ToxcIv) to this renunciation (àuoTay1) according (rrp6c) to the
way it was written and I asked some other brothers to witness it

Date	 ... Pachon (?) 1 (?) indiction-year ([v&KT(v) 15 i-
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Witness 1	 (16 Hand 3)J , Apollo, son of Abraham, (Hd 1) and ... bear

witness.

Witness 2	 (17 Hand 4) J, ..., son of the late (I1aKdpoc) Taurine, of

Taposi (?), bear witness to this renunciation (a.) ... share (ii.) 2 i- ... it
(18)

Signatory	 (19 Hand 1) sign (ricIov) Lasaros of Senesla

protocometes (npuToKpijT11c)

I, the chief protocometes (ii.) Lasaros, of Senesla. At

(KaTd) a good time (cIKalp(a) I came to the pit of the basinlTnout (20)

under the supervision (TrtT1p1nc) of Apa Phoibamon, the man (in

charge?) of this judgment (aiT6Kpuc).

Witness 3 Isak asked me and I bore witness to this renunciation

(a.) according to (11.) the way it was written. (21) It was all read out to

us.

Scribe I Georgia, son of the late (ii.) Mine, he asked me and I

wrote on his behalf with my own hand because he cannot (voclv) (22)

write well (Kaxc).

Docket	 (23) The renunciation (a.) of Isak (...) the one of the

forearmlPejnah (?) for the (24) [half] of the cistern (x.).

Transcription notes

3 TI[WT T9rITO11OC]: alternatively, as suggested by Krause 1985b p. 147, fl[WT

M11TOOYI "the father of the monastery" should be restored here, see no. 28 1. 3. Both

of these are more probable than Krause's (1985b p. 147) second suggested

reconstruction of 11I[11PCCYTCPOC "the priest" based on BL Or. 6203 1. 15 (see

§2.1.1).

6 AHMOCION: the H is written over the top of what was originally an C.

11 tflplWTON . the 0 resembles a C.

NNc p CY()CxCI: the first N is written smaller and flatter than the second.

l4 . C r YN l (±4)HI COC: CYNCM?NI cec should be interpreted here. Following

CYN^ anl may be visible but neither C nor M is legible before -4NICeC.

15 (±3) rX . 1 : this reading is very uncertain. Before the month one would expect to

read something like Cr p(4 H ) M(HNI) "Written in the month of".

16 ii fl i C N ( ) C K: a reading of r uj 1 C N C K is not out of the question. 1 There is space

for more than one narrow letter between the N and C of N.CK. Brunsch (1981 p. 96 n. aa))

suggests that rT.I1C,N(?)IK, be read; the K, however, does not bear an abbreviatory

'None of the names ending -CK recorded in Heuser PN appear to be suitable (the shortest ones are CK

KOMI1CK, CCK and T6CK).
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diagonal stroke but is written, as in, eg. 	 in 1. 12 above, with an hook extending

upwards to the right at the bottom of the descending vertical.

TI r o NMeTPC' -1-: no further letters appear to have been written after this.

17 + JNOK1 .'.. : a reading of NOK flCON with the name umitted before the

patronymic cannot be ruled out here.

23 (±4) r fl X N 2: no letters are discernible before 1 fl1 ii cx N è 2 and this

space may have been left blank because it was to be covered by something which

bound the papyrus when rolled or folded up.

23-24 2T-[11"ijc] r NTXIMN1.1 1 : the reconstruction of 1jc rather than	 poc is

supported by the feminine definite article (1-) preceding it.

Translation notes

1-2 flMONCTHION MI1TO11OC Nfl èJ1O>..>W: noteworthy here is the description

"monastery of the topos of Apa Apollo", see §3.5. The meaning of T6uoc is discussed

at §4.1.

3 On the interpretation of 2iXW here, see Brunsch 1981 p. 99 f), Krause 1985b p. 147,

and Brunsch 1987 p. 115.

TIHKC <M>MOOY: this is interpreted following Krause 1985b pp. 147-148 rather than

Brunsch 1981 p. 97 (and reaffirmed with several examples in Brunsch 1987 pp. 115-

116), who reads TI I1KCMOOY "(ich konnte den beiden kein) weiteres Wasser (mehr)

geben".

4-5, and 7 YflpKXCI ... ^.11CKN Te..2OI: see the translation note to no. 23 1. 3

for similar phrases, and Ba!. nos. 102 11. 10-11 (NflpK?>-J MMOK	 flCKN

T?2ON) and 228 11. 10-11 (Nflp?KxI MMO ^flcqN T?2OT).

5 xIMNH: I translate this as"cistern" because X(tvri can refer to an artificial basin or a

naturally formed wetland; 1 Krause (1985b p. 152) translates "Feuchtland", 2 and Brunsch

(1981 p. 97 11. 5, 6, and 8) "Zisteme". See translation note to 19 below.

6 CWK 2^ NeCHMOCION: this was translated by "aufkomme für ihre Bodensteuer". See

the Aparchê collection clause in §5.5 for the use of the verb CWK in texts concerning

the collection of àrrapxrj by monks of a monastery of Apa Apollo.

NcC-: one would expect NCY- here if, as Krause maintains (1985b p. 148), Jeremias

was to pay the taxes for both properties in question here.

HMOCION: as this is plural, it may he interpreted as "money taxes" (see §3.7) rather

than "rent" (see §3.7).

MrtOT?CCC: although the middle form is the more appropriate usage here, the Copto-

Greek form is active. For this phenomenon compare the forms of the verb found in the

'LSJ 1050b; according to the OED, the English word 'cistern' conveys both of these nuances. A
cistern (XdKKoc) is mentioned in one of the unpublished deeds of sale drawn up by a monk of one of
the Hermopolite nome monasteries of Apa Apollo, BL Or. 6201 1. 66 (see §2.1.1).

2None of the other meanings included in LSJ are mentioned.
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Agreement clause discussed in §5.5. See Krause 1985b p. 147 and Brunsch p. 115 for

uses of LhTOTdacT€1-V and àTroTdGYcoOa in Coptic documents.

9-10 Ci ° WPK MT1NOYTC 1ThNTWK?xTO MN TKeOXlKH NCK>HCI MN flCFY1XI•

MrrcepoN[oc] MrrCrl r c l lw r T l MPKOC flCYJ1KCxICTHC: for this oath, see Brunsch

1981 P. 102 j), and Ba!. p. 47, which lists two more occurrences of the use of the

KaBoXKrl KKXflota in the oath formula of Coptic documents: Ep. I p. 116 and RAC 100

(= Louvre no. 2).1

11 CI COx C-: the Coptic equivalent of the Greek vdyav, a term found in rroTayf

documents.2

12 COpICMOC: for the excommunication clause in legal documents, see Krause 1985b

pp. 149-50.

13 For the penalty clause, see Brunsch 1981 p. 102 k).

X?pTN: the same form of xapTov occurs in no.521. 15.

14 For the security clause, see Brunsch 1981 pp. 102-103 1); compare TlflPClC ow

CCCMONT CCICXCI 210H r1?p < FilM 21 COYCI? FilM 21 MMiM

MMDC N2FIT in BL Or. 6204 11. 56-8 (see §2.1.1).

17 For the place name Taposi see §4.5.

19 CHMION, 1- 1- 1- : see the translation note to 1. 10 of no.27 for this usage.

flflC: for the masculine gender of flC when used, as here, as a title, see Crum CD

13b (nC).

K^Te COYKCPI: this phrase also occurs in two Vilith C. Coptic papyri from

Aphrodito, P. Lond. IV 1628 11. 1 and 3 (K?T^.. CYK?.ipIè), and 1641 1. 1 (KT?

CYK]CpI?).

TriD yr T i : the place name Tnout occurs in five ostraca from Bawit bearing the qjINC

NC?- formula (MIFAO forthcoming nos 42, 43, 44, 46 and 47, see §3.3.2.1); since

FIOYT is equivalent to Greek Xvi1 (see, eg. Crum CD p. 229b), it may refer to the

xIMNH mentioned earlier in 11. 5, 6, and 8.

21 eYOuJC CON THPC: for this phrase, see, e.g., a house sale document from Djeme,

CPR IV 26 1. 55 (dated c. 760 C.E.).

r C W F p 1 rI : this is only recorded as a feminine name in Heuser PN p. 79.

23 11 flCXM2: this may be translated literally as 'the one of the fore-army"the one of

violence' (see Crum CD p. 777a XNe.2) or as "the one of Pejnah", in which case Pejnah

is an unattested place name.

1 0n the meaning of KaeoAui hzKATio(a, see Stemwenter 1930 p. 30.
2Krause 1985b p. 149; Brunsch 1987 p. 114.
3Krause 1985b p. 150.
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50
GUARANTEE

P. Schøyen 89/08	 110 (h) x 90 (w) mm.	 VUth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 35

Preservation: (A) 14 lines and all margins are preserved; there are two lacunae; the text is

inscribed on an essentially rectangular piece of papyrus although the left margin is

indented from 11. 7-14; (B) the beginning of a one-line docket written at 90° to the text on

(A) is preserved along with two lines written in a different hand and belonging to another

text.

Palaeography: a majuscule hand with many ligatures. A superlinear stroke is employed

over a diphthongal i (iC2èJ 1. 12).

Provenance: unknown. This document was issued by a monk of a monastery of Apa

Apollo for which the epistolary formula N OK 11 CON NN C! C 2 I suggests an

Hermopolite context.

Acquisition: See §2.4.1.

The subject of this guarantee is not now obvious but its format suggests that it may

have concerned the collection of aparchê, see §5.5.

This papyrus has been studied from a colour photocopy.

(A)

1—p 	-t è.NOK [fl^]CON 1WCH4

2	 T1MONOXOC MT1M^. rl^.-

3	 fl^. ^dlOxxW C1C2?d

4	 MrTh.CrONXlWWpflMO

5	 MOXOC M[I1PI 1 TOI1O C XC

6	 crrITC[±4II1IeCNC-

7	 M

8	 ]N0K flCON IWCIIfl

9	 MN flCOM IC?K

10	 THO MMCTP ?MOK

11	 fl^CON rIINOYK

12	 JC2?1J ?YW 1-0

13	 MMCTP Crp4 q:s-

14	 pIINA,,1l±e'

(B) Docket

l5—	 r1-i T^C4?JX1[CI MIWCH?

2,4-5 MONXOC 6 CnCIAM, nciec 8 IWCH	 10, 13 r-1iTpC

13 CTpeH 13-14 4prio'rei 14 IrIAJKTIOTIOC
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Parties	 (1)1 I, brother (n^cori) Joseph, (2) the monk (,iovaxóc) of

the monastery of (3) Apa Apollo, am writing (4) to (my) brother Jôôr,
the monk (•) (5) of this monastery (Tonóc).

Agreement	 (6) Whereas (rrE1) ... agreed ((-)ndOcv) with (7)

Witnesses 1 &2	 (8) , brother Josep (9) and brother Isak, (10) we bear
witness.

Witness 3, Scribe	 J, ('U brother Pinouk, (12) wrote and bear (13) witness.
Date	 Written (ypdcv) Pharmouthi (14) 12, indiction-year

(iv6KTv) 12 (?) -i-e (?)

Docket	 (15) - The guarantee (cidXca) [of Joseph (?).

Transcription notes

4 rxiwwp this reading is more likely than XWWp.

6-7 [±4]rrIec F1C[M?	 ...].. N.[.](±2)...: following CiiiTC there is space for

approximately four letters which would allow a reading of 	 cRiiiee "I agreed

(u1iird0civ)"; following this either NEM1 or NCMY "wjth him/them" is possible (see

§5.5).

14 11 1- e 1 : the beta is open, unlike the one which occurs earlier in this line. If I cannot be

read, the last two letters in this line may be interpreted as r q1 "99", the numerical

equivalent of "Amen". In this event, a single letter would represent the year, possibly an

H.

Translation notes

4 r1 wWp: a XWWP of flM^ Nfl? NOYfl "the monastery of Apa Anoup" occurs in

CPR XX 20 1. 4, an ostracon which bears the uI NC fTC^-formula and so possibly relates

to the monastery of Apa Apollo at Bawit (see §3.3.2.1). The name Jôôr is rarely

attested in Coptic and Greek manuscripts;' there was a martyr with this name, a shepherd

from Pjinjef near Achmim.2

8 I WCHfl: this is presumably the same man who writes this letter (1W0H4 1. 1), and no.

56. Preisigke NB records one example of the name 'I wofiri for the Vith C.

11 n i rio Y K: this personal name is not recorded in Heuser PN, Preisigke NB or Foraboschi

OA. A monk of a monastery of Apa Apollo to the south of Shmoun may have been

named 4INOYKC, see no. 32 1. 1.

13-14 4^xP l: Pharmouthi 12th=7th April.

'See Heuser PN p. 43 (contrary to the comment made about this name in CPR XX 20 1. 4), Ba!. no.
339 Li, and Ryl. p. 213. For the Greek equivalent of this name, see Preisigke NB s.v. Twwp.

2See Coquin 1975 p. 210 1. 54 and pp. 230-231; Orlandi 1991 p. 1370; and BM no. 337.
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51
DEBT ACKNOWLEDGMENT

BL Or. 13886.35	 160 (h) x 95 (w) mm.	 VIIth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 36

Preservation: 17 lines and only the top margin are preserved. The one line docket (1. 18)

is extremely faint.

Paleography: a majuscule hand with a few ligatures; although irregularly spaced and

sized it is not incompetent. Minuscule H.

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: See §2.2.

Enoch, a monk from a monastery of Apa Apollo, has borrowed five solidi from

another monk from his monastery, the scribe Hor, and he promises to repay them.

(A)

il'
	

-I-

2
	

2M fl]N r1 1 fl 1 [H]OYTC NOK r1?CON[

3
	

CNW?IX 11MOMO F X 1 OC I'II1TOI1OC N(rIoc ^TTh

4
	

è11Ox]xW 61C2?J Nflt2 2W rTMON1[OxOc

5
	

NI1ITOVTOIC NOYWT XC fl11	 Irp[K-

6
	

CII N.I NT r r( N2OXOK T , NOYr1[

7
	

M]HTCNOOC NTWbC JQ1[

8
	

TJeTpTHC IN, TPCCP2[

9
	

10 T?.pCCiTi NITiTTY 1j1[

10
	

].CPCI1[N]OYTC M?Touq CE

11
	

N]TOK ri r e l t2 2WP Tfl^uj[

12
	

].TNK Fl T1NOYTC MN liCE

13
	

].W 2N TCNMI-ITC XC OYK[

14
	

] r c l T(±2)CIwpK HI1NOYT[C MN

15
	

fl]CYXSJ N?TPXCCe[J CXWN?

16
	

]rol Hfl[IIx 1 p'T 1 H 1 NeH[ CCCII2 MMOC

17

(B)

1 8—	 ] r NlOK li[5mm.]COM rCNW1[

2 2M, RrTMOYTC 3 MOFthXOC IThTOnOC MFIOC 4R'$'z, MONXOC

5 MI1ITOVIOC, XC CflCIH 6 TIOY I2OxOKOTTIMOI NMOYS 7 MNTCFIOOYC

8 INAJKTIONOC T?pI2I (?) 9 T?ITI F1flITIOY 13 TIi- 14FIVIN0YTC

15 flOYXI NMeTpXecee 16RnIxpTHc ee
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Invocation	 (1) (2) th the name of God.

Parties I, brother (rr^coN) (3) [Eno]ch , the monk (i.tovaxc^c) of
the monastery (T.) of the holy (byoc) [Apa? (4) Apol ] lo , am writing

to the scribe Hor, the monk (ii.) (5) of this same monastery (Tórroc).

Debt	 Whereas (rrcirI) I asked (napaKaXcIv) for (6) myself five

gold solidi (óxoK6Tnvoc) () twelfth of Tybi	 (8) fourth (TTapToc)

indiction (iv&KTwv) then I shall (?)	 (9)	 then I shall give these

five	 (°) ... God will ordain it	 ('fl you are the scribe Hor, the

half	 (12)	 put (?) God and the (?) ... (13) ... in our midst	 (14)

Oath	 I swear by God and (15) the well-being of those who rule

(pXcOa) [over us ? ...] (16)	 this document (XdpTrc) as [it was

written] (17)

Docket	 (18)J, brother (ncoM) Enoch

Transcription notes

7 ii C rolE: this may be reconstructed as tIC 0>...

8 TpC(C)-: thisispossiblytobeinterpretedasavariantOfthefOrrfl TpCCi- in 1.9; see

translation note to 1. 9.

15 pxcce[I: this form is restored following Ba!. no. 52 1. 36 which records

pxciceJ. No. 271. 9 has the more orthodox active form PXC.

16 NeHI CCCH2 MMOC: C1CH2 is also possible; see the translation note to 11. 15-16 of no.

2 for the reconstruction of this clause.

Translation notes

7 MIHTCMOOC NTWC: Tybi 12th = 7/8th January.

9 T?pCCI-: see the translation note to 1. 9 of no. 27 for the use of T^pC-. A similar form

of the first person singular TpC- prefix may also have been written in no. 53 1. 11

(T P1 CII-). The first person singular of this prefix is often expressed by the Conjunctive

form T- 1 In Ba!. p. 190 § 158, Kahie noted that the form TpCl- occurs frequently

in documents; and he provided a number of examples of this form in his analysis of the

clause which follows the oath in legal documents (Ba!. pp. 190-192 § 159). In this list of

examples, Tp(C)I- (Ba!. p. 191 a-c, e) occurs far more frequently than T?- (Ba!. p.

192 r)).

14-15 CIWK NrINOYT[C MN t1ICYXèJ NT?pxCceEJ CXWN: for the oath sworn by

God and "those who rule over us", see Seidl 1935 p. 142 ( which cites other VIIth and

VHIth C. examples (n. 5).

1 See Green 1983b p. 133.
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52
DEBT ACKNOWLEDGMENT (?)

Christie's "10' 	 c. 170 (h) xc. 95 (w) mm. 1 	VHIth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 37

Preservation: (A) 17 lines and upper margin only; (B) 3 lines, the surface of the papyrus

is partially obscured by a mud-like substance.

Palaeography: competent, right-sloping majuscule with a few ligatures.

Provenance: unknown. The introductory epistolary formula suggests that this document

was issued by a monk of an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo. This context is

suported by the acquisition details. Pmansôlk in 1.17 may be interpreted as a place name

(see §4.6),

Acquisition: see §2.5.

This document may be connected with aparchê collection, in which case it could be

interpreted as an undertaking to collect the money, wheat and barley specified. It mentions

the phrase NCM CTHI1 C- "the places which belong to", and the word KOTC

"neighbourhood", both of which feature in aparchê collection documents, see §5.5.

In!. 17 flMr1uj 1 WxK 1 may be interpreted as a place name, see §4.6, or literally

as "the place of weaving/stitching".

(A)

ii'	 1-

2	 .p NOK 1ThCON 2TPC HMO r N 1 [OXOC fTn	 no-

3
	

XXW CIC2i r M 1 flCON t2 rCWp[rC?

4
	

XC C11I,H irr?p?xKxrI NM1[OK

5
	

WTCS MN NCr M 1 CTH11 1(

6
	

^tt^ 11oxxW1[

7	 .HC r1 O,I NK 2 fleE

8
	

(±2)..M..rNl(±3)c N00ry1..[

9
	

v0 i J	 apT 3 = I p° ap' 3 rNlE

10
	

)[

11
	

NTI F P 1 ..E	 ±4	 ]..WT.[

12
	

2OxW( ±5 )CpWMC.[

13
	

±8	 )NK 2^[

14
	

P? F TWPX CNcICuI r fl l [p.. ±? Ill-

15
	 rX1pTN NeC eqcH2[ MMOC (±?) f-

16
	

T(JIrClpCflc2[J]..[

'The papyrus is badly crumpled and so its size can only be estimated.
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17
	

1-r^,J-rM?M(rw>..Kl[

(B)
1 8—*

19	 2^TPC 2^ TKOT(	 ±7	 )

20	 ..cIT^,pTIrS1Kp,(	 ±6	 )

2 M0NXOC 4 CTTCI,H IflPK ..XCI 5fThis 7 Itth,IKTIOMOC 9 yvai XPuou voacyl1aT()a,

= Ka, 1TOU àpTd3a, = = '12(?), KptOrlc 15 XPTI0M 16 ujfl-

Parties	 (1) ± (2) 1, brother (rr^coN) Hatre the monk (.i6vaxoc) [...

of Apa] (3) Apollo, am writing to my brother the scribe Geor[ge?

Background	 (4) 'Whereas (n€ij) I asked (napaKdX€1v) you (?)

Assignment?	 () ... and the places which belong to
Beneficiary?	 ••• (6) Apa Apollo
Collection date?	 (7) • .-th indiction-year (v&K'rwv)

Payment	 and I give you for (8) of day (?)

Total	 (9 Greek) Total gold solidi 10 and artabas of wheat 2 1 12 (?)

and artabas of barley 2 ... (10) .•. (11) of this (?)...
(12)	 man	 (13)	 (to) you for (?)

Oath?	 ••• (i") be invalid. I will not be able to [transgress ?... this

?] (15) document (XapTov) as it is written
Issuer's affirmation?	 (16) he who wrote above	 (17) the one

belonging to Pmanô1k/the place of weaving
Docket	 (18)	 (19) Hatre for the neighbourhood	 (20) ... (Greek)

artabas of wheat (oli- oc) 12 (?), barley (Kpe1-j)

Transcription notes

1 rrMo r N l [oxoc: restore M11TOflOC/M1MOF1?CTHPION/MflM "of the monastery" or

R^rioc (eTOY?^) "of the holy (saint)" before 11 flO- at the end of this line,

see §3.5.

4 r HM 1 [oK . restored after no.561. 3; this is a more likely reading than N^.J "for myself'

which occurs in no. 511. 6.

5 WTCB: this is presumably the end of a place name.

CTH11 re l . [: restore CpO as found in the Assignment of place(s) section of some of the

aparché collection documents, see §5.5.

7 .HC: the first letter in this line is obscured by a fold in the papyrus.

I1C.. [: if this were an aparchê collection document, one would expect to read

flC # flKTOM here, see the Payment section in §5.5.

8 co ryl ..[: this may alternatively be interpreted as part of COYO "wheat" to correspond to

in 1. 9.
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11 MTIp..[: restore NTIOMT1C T^>J "of this very year"?

..WT.[: the second letter may be a q.

12 20xW: read 2OxWC (Xwc) "generally", or (in a negative sense) "at all".

13 Most of this line is obscured by a fold.

14 rn 1 [ps^: for examples of the use of the verb napa3av€v in Coptic legal

documents, see CPR IV index p. 200.

17 M^..N( r wxK l : the last part of this is obscured by a fold in the papyrus.

18.:thismaybeaXoraX.

Translation note

15 1 X 1 pTN: the same form of xap'rov occurs in no.491. 13.
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53
DEBT ACKNOWLEDGMENT

CMAA Green '22'!	 Dimensions not recorded 	 Whereabouts unknown

Papyrus

Preservation: it is assumed that the first 17 lines of this text are preserved, because Kahle

noted at the bottom of his transcription that the papyrus breaks off.

Provenance: unknown. This document was drawn up for a monk of the monastery of

Apa Mena (see §4.1) and the introductory epistolary formula suggests that it may have

been issued by a monk of an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo.

Linguistic note: the following Coptic forms in this text deserve attention: 	 for

Tx^Y 1. 9;2 CMOK 1. l2; uOfl 1. 7; MCP 1. l5, and MCPC 1. 16; 6 CCH2 1. 12 (C

for CC); C^I 1. 2; TCNOH for TCHOY 11. 5-6; T^C for MT^,..T^,?xC in 11. 7 and 13; the

omission of genitival N before NOYTC 11. 6 and 10,8 and of the preposition N in CIWPK

flCN 1. i0; the omission of the definite article 11- in uC 1. 1, HCP^x 1. 3 and OYW0

NOYTC 1. 6.10 Unusual forms of Greek words include: hOC for np6c (1. 12); flCp for

TICTpa (1. 3); 	 64C- for à114t- in C4CS O xI^ 1. 9; and rCp^,.KOC for KYpI^.KOC or

2ICPKOC (11. 14-15).

Acquisition: see §2.6.

Paule, who styles himself TCON but does not mention whether he belongs to a

monastery, undertakes to repay the half solidus he borrowed from oi of the monastery of

Apa Mena. A monastic milieu for the drawing up of this guarantee is provided by the two

men with the title Apa who witness the document (11. 14-16). Some of the forms in this text

are problematic.

'This text survives in a transcription made by P.E. Kahie Jr, see §2.6.

2Compare M2fl N.M0M0C mentioned in Ba!. p.130 §llOd, noting that these very words occur in
standard Sahidic form in I. 8 of this text. For 	 for ^, y , see Ba!. p. 63 § 17.

3 SeeBa!. p.115 §82j for EMO-for MMO-.

40 for 00, see Ba!. pp. 83-84 §48.

5 See Ba!. p. 66 §20c for the omission of e at the end of a word.

6See Ba!. pp. 113 §82c fore for N, and 129 §1 10a for the omission ofT.

7 See Ba!. p. 128 §108 for C for C2.

8 See Ba!. pp. 107-108 §80c.

9See Ba!. pp. 109-110 §80h.

'°See Ba!. p. 122 §94a.
H SeeBa!.p . 130l10e.
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^]NOK 1ThCON 11^Y>6 ujC

2
	

MK^piOC ^rT INC CIC?J

3
	

6fl^CON (ijOl fl^11Cp^. N^>11

4
	

MHN^ XC 111TH KTi Ni

5
	

NOY11^0C 2O>OKTN TC-

6
	

NOH ON 26N OYWU NOYETC]

7
	

TIOfl 2CTCMOC TC N?-

8
	

K N^xT2J1 NTNOMOC

9
	

N^X^. NC46SOXI^x (uj

10
	

CIWPK HCPN I1NOYT[C llfl^xN-1

11
	

TWKpTEWp T^p]C[I-

12
	

CMOK hOC 86 CCH2 N[MOC]

13
	

?xYW T^C NK U COMCNET]

14
	

OC MCCOPH NOK 11^ rcp^x-

15
	

KOC Tb MCP ?ANOK ?,11?

16
	

xWKC TIO MCPC

17
	

NOK fl^YXC TIT-

1 nuH- 2 C2bJ 3 fl11fl€TP 4 eneiH 5 H2OXOKOTTIMOC 5-6
6 2R 11OYWU RI1IIOYTC 7 uOOfl R2CTOIMOC TTC

10Rflp^NRflNOYTC 11 T P I-
12 HMOK flpOC, CCCH2 RMOC 13 TTC
l4RMecopH 14-15 KYpISKoC/ICKOC 15, 16 MFTPC

Parties (1) , brother (i1 CON) Paule, son of (2) (the) late

(llaKcIpIoc) Apa lane, am writing (3) to my brother oi of the

monastery (11Tpa?) of Apa (4) Mena.

Debt	 Whereas (nEI61í) you gave me (5) half a solidus

(óxoK3T'nvoc)

Repayment	 (6) now by the will of God (7) J am ready (ToIiioc) to give

it (?) to (8) you without law or judgment (9) or any objection

(àiii41I3oXa)

Oath ( 10)1 swear in the name of God the Almighty (II) that I will	 (12) for

you as it is written

Repayment date	 (13) and that I will give you on (?) the third (?) (14) of

Mesore.

Witness 1
	

I, Apa Gerakos, (15) am witness.

Witness 2
	

I, Apa(' 6) Lokas, am witness.

Witness 3?
	 (17) , Paule,
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Notes on Kahie's transcription

9 {uj }: possibly written in error by the scribe; compare the (.ij^3.. in 1. 13.

11 T P1 CLI -: probably reconstruct O C I C, "look after", as suggested by Kahle, but

YXCCC and 2^PC2 are also possible here. The clause following the oath was

analysed by Kahie in Bal. pp. 190-192 §159.' The clause TPCNP0CIC TN2^PC2

MHTN occurs in the four of the five sale transfer documents from an Hermopolite

monastery of Apa Apollo (see §2.1.1), 2 and [T^,.pCIp0]rCllC T[^2J^.pC2 NHTN in the

fifth.3

13-14 COMCM[T]OC: this may also be interpreted as COY MMTCC "day sixteen".

17 TIT-: reconstruct TI-T^xK0 "I swear", TIT^M0 "1 tell", or TIT^Y0 "I proclaim"

followed by RMOK/FIMWTrI "you" vel sim. here; Ti0 MCP(C) "I am witness", as in 11.

15 and 16, seems unlikely.

Translation notes

3-4 iiCp^. Nfl MHN: for monasteries of Apa Mena, see §4.1.

7 TIUjOfl 2CTCMOC: see no. 3 1. 10.

8-9 N^,.T2fl M^XTNOMOC	 MC4CS0XI: see the translation note to 1.4 of no.20

for this formula.

10-11 CIWPK flCPM I1MOYT[C flfl^xMlTWKp^TLWP: for this oath, see Seidl 1935 p.

144 IV. 1 a who cites examples in texts dating from the VITJVIIT-IXth C. (n. 4).

12 hOC eC CCH2 I1[MOC]: see translation note to 11. 15-16 of no. 2 for this clause.

14-15 rCpKoc: either a form of KYPI^K0C (Heuser PN p. 87), or 'Ipa because I

and r were often interchangeable.5

'See also Green 1983b p. 139; C. Schmidt 1932 p. 62 n. tol. 21; and Krause 1958 p. 55 §21b.

2BL Or. 6201 1. 64, 6202 1. 72, 6203 II. 86-87, and 6204 11. 60-61; see §2.1.1.

3 BL Or. 6206 I. 42; see §2.1.1.

4Compare the name of the monastery of Kerakos at Antinoe which is recorded in SB I 1596 I. 2, see
CKA p. 2749 'lopos des Apa Kerakos.
am grateful to Professor Roger Bagnall for this suggestion.
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54
FRAGMENTARY DEBT ACKNOWLEDGMENT (?)

CUL Michael. 1201
	

54 (h) x 142 (w) mm.	 VIHth C.

Papyrus
	 Plate 38

Preservation: (A) part of the first 4 lines and the left margin are preserved; (B) the end of

a 2-line docket or address is preserved.

Palaeography: large, well-formed majuscule, right-sloping; the letters are generously

spaced. Noteworthy features: the horizontal bar of C extends into the following letter, and

I reaches down well below the lower "baseline" (both features may be seen in

KWCTNTINE2 1. 3); the vertical of K can extend well above the upper (NOK 1. 1) or

below the lower "baseline' (KWCTè.NTINC 1. 3); P in ?i1OKPOTKC 1. 4 is open at the

top. In ligatures involving K (cxx. ^NOK flCOH 1. 1, and TITKOO2C 1. 2) the lower

diagonal bar is almost horizontal.

Provenance: unknown. This document was issued by a monk belonging to a monastery

at Titkooh, most probably of Apa Apollo, see §3.4.2. The introductory epistolary

formula strongly suggests that a monastery of Apa Apollo is in question here.

Acquisition: see §2.2.

This fragment records barely more than the name of Paule, a monk of a monastery

on the mount of Titkoohe (sic), and his addressee Kostantine who was also a monk

(possibly of the same monastery).

(A)

1I
	

1- ^NOK flCON 11^1YxC llMOrl[OXOC of the monastery of ApaApollo?

2
	

2M I1TOOY MTITKOO2C 2 r M 1 [ flTOu NUJMOYN CIC2J MflCOM

3
	

KWCTNTINC nr1oNox 1 [oc M1ITO11OC NOYWT XC CflCIJ1

4
	

NT.[

(B)

5-	 rT] 1 ^Y 1 XC -1- CbC2?J MflCON KWC

6
	

T.MTINC -hH-

1, 3 MONè..XOC 3, 5-6 KONCTe.MTIMe vel SiPfl. 4 flQKPOTWC 5 CC2J

Parties	 (') I, brother (ncoN) Paul, the monk (iiovax6c) [of the

monastery of Apa Apollo ?] (2) on the mount of Titkoohe in (the

region of Shmoun, am writing to ?) (3) Kostantine the monk (it.)...

Repayment?	 (4)	 without fail (cnoKpdTuJc)

Docket/address	 (5) Paule i- he is writing to brother (ncoN) Kostantine
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Transcription notes

1, 5 1-: see the transcription note to 1. 1 of no. 14 for the shape of this sign.

1 Restore something along the lines of Mfl- TOflOC/MONCTHPI ON/Nth N?11è

èdlO>..xW at the end of this line, see §3.4.3.

2 2 1 M 1 [ 11TOUJ NiJMOYN: reconstruction based on no. 591. 3?.

4 11-Tro1Krp1oT r H1c: restore the formula KaOapLJc Ka	 auoKpcTc)ç here, see the

provenance section of no. 20 for this formula.

N F ^T l .[: restore NTY "without any", possibly followed by MMIOxI

"objection"; see the provenance section of no. 20 for this formula.

5 Above the I of CC2^I is a squiggle rather than a dot or trema.

Translation notes

3 KWCTMTINC: see Ba!. index (A) p. 821 for parallel spellings of this name.

6 1-1-1-: see the translation note to 1. 10 of no. 27.
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55
FRAGMENTARY DEBT ACKNOWLEDGMENT (?)

Christie's "15"	 c. 150 (h) x 60 (w) mm.	 VIHth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 37

Preservation: 14 lines and the top and left margins are partially preserved. Lacunae

obscure parts of 11. 2-3 and 11-12.

Palaeography: cursively written majuscule hand with many ligatures. Minuscule H.

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

The interpretation of this document as a debt acknowledgment rests upon the

conjecture of reading the formula KaGapc Ka àrroKp6Tuc in 1. 5; this reading also

prompts the restoration of TIXPCWCTCI M^.K in 1. 4.

ii	 -t-r1OK[ fl^.CON?

2	 ri flq1[

3	 reij MflCO[HNN(11MONXOC)MflTO-

4	 rioc rirle. ?flo[>.xw ±? TIXPCWCTI NK

5	 Kepoc.[.1.[

6	 NHP11N..[

7	 wujR11.[

8	 KTHCIN,[

9	 ]MIflXON[

10	 T?TI 2oxroK1[

11

12

13

14	 ]( ±5 )[

5 ee,pwc 8 IMA,IKTIOFIOC

Parties	 (1) --	 (2)	 (3) am writing to my brother 	 (4)

monastery ('r6uoc) of Apa Apollo

Debt acknowledgment	 [I owe you ?] (5) plainly (Kaoapc)	 (6) of wine

(7)
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(8) ...-nth indiction-year (iv6IKTv)	 (9)	 (10) that I give ... solidi
(11-14)

Transcription notes

5 Ke^ p oc: possibly restore the formula Ka0apc Kcn arropowc, see the provenance

section of no. 20; no.241. 2? also spells KaOap()c as K?ePOC.
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56
UNDERTAKING CONCERNING A DEAL (?)

P. Schøyen 89/07
	

60 (h) x 70 (w) mm.	 Vil-VilIth C.

Papyrus
	 Plate 39

Preservation: (A) 9 lines and all but the right margin are preserved; (B) a one line

continuation from (A) is preserved with all but its left margin.

Palaeography: a competent, cursively written, right-sloping majuscule hand with a

number of ligatures. The horizontal stroke of can he elongated (e.g. in 1. 2);

wide M; 2 has a very long curving tail in 11. 4 and 7; in 1. 4 it descends almost as far down

as 1. 7.
Provenance: unknown. The epistolary formula and acquisition details link this text with

an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo. It mentions Mijôl (1. 7) which was located in

the Pen polin kato toparchy of the Hermopolite nome (see §4.4), and Nemhate (1. 4)

which has been tentatively located in the nome of Heracleopolis Magna (see §4.7).

Acquisition: see §2.4.1.

Josep, who styles himself 11 CO N, writes to someone (possibly Apa Diane) about

a deal (TCNflOi CXWN 1. 5) and mentions the place names Nemhate and Mijôl. More

than one witness sign at the end of the document.

This papyrus has been studied from a colour photocopy.

(A)
ii i- èNOK rr^coNiwcHrT 1 [ ±? CIC2d ? (±?)

2 Mflfl?Afl? 1^NC I1M.[.. I1Th-

3	 K?xCI MMOK KT1Y1[

4 MMOC 2C NeM2eTc.[

5 TNVTOU EXWN MN 1T1[

6 KujOMTNK[C1pTN[

7 MMOC 2C MIXWX 1i1ueN.[

8 -1- erp, ewe e IN1 1l ?NOK Iw[CHrT ±? MN NN

9 T€NO MMT P C errlrp..,1-[

(B)
10	 NNTI]1CTHX1 ±1-1-

3 T^Y ? 4, 7 2N 5,9 T- 6 uOMT MKCpTION 8 £FPH,

INIKTIOMOC 9 T1O MfTTPC enIrpMMTCIOM (?) 10 cToixci
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Parties	 (1) - J, brother (ncoH) Josep [... am writing (•••)] (2) to

the Papa Diane the

Preamble	 ... [I] (3) asked (uapaKaXv) you and you	 (4) in Nemhate
(5) we split it between us and the (?) (6) another three carats

(Kcpd'rtov) ••(7) it in Mijôl. If I ...

Date	 (8) Written (ypdav) Thoth 9, indiction-year (iv&KTIv)

10 (?).

Witnesses	 I, Jo[sep ... and NN ••] (9) we bear witness to this

document (ypap.iaTiov) 1-

Signatory	 (1O)NN I] agree (ai- oixcv) -i--i--i-

Transcription notes

2 liME: possibly restore 11MOMXOC the monk' here.

7 Between the C andI of C'ujN.[ there maybe a character.

8 111: this is thicker than the other Is in this text, and is bisected by the abbreviation marker

from the preceding word, IM,; alternatively it may be a r "3".

Translation notes

1 1WCHI1 possibly the same man who writes no. 50; see translation note to 1. 8 of that text

for this spelling of the name.

2 INC: INH is recorded only as a feminine name in Heuser PN p. 102, although

Preisigke NB records Byzantine and Islamic period occurrences of a masculine name

tav and Aiavij, as well as tavvij and av6c.

10 +1-1-: see translation note to 1. 10 of no. 27.
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57
ORDER

CUL Michael. 968	 65 (h) x 300 (w) mm.	 VI-VHth C.?

Papyrus
	

Plate 40

Preservation: the papyrus has a number of lacunae, mostly small. (A) 6 lines and all

margins are preserved; the second half of 1. 2 appears to have been corrected by the scribe

in a thicker pen. (B) 2 lines and all but the right margin have been preserved, and the ink

has faded almost to illegibility.

Palaeography: inexpert, irregularly formed majuscule. Letters vary in height and width

and also positioning with regard to the "baseline'. Noteworthy features: v-shaped 'r (g.

YW 1. 5); double v-shaped W in YW 1. 2; A-shaped X; some letters tilt upwards to the

right, g. M (MO N 1. 4). The punctuation used is noteworthy: a colon with no obvious

function in 11. 1, 4 (his), 5 (bis), and 6; and a raised point occurs before MC "with" in 11. 1

and 4.

Provenance: unknown. The epistolary formula NOK flCON NN 610 2i suggests that

the place of origin is an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo.

Acquisition: see §2.2.

This text is written in very informal way, almost as though Serne was talking to

Phoibamon and his other addressee(s) in person. It is dated to the feast day of Victor (see

§3.12). The interpretation of parts of this text remains obscure.
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Parties	 (1) .p I, brother (ncoN) Serne : am writing to my
brother Phoibamou and my brother

Greeting	 (2) greet you.
Instruction	 When my letter ( rna-roXi?) reaches you, (3) take these

four ... for yourselves ... and I entreat you by God: (4) and by our
great father: come to me today (which is) indeed the feast day of the
martyr (I.IdpTupoc) ( 5)Apa Victor : indeed I have not found (?) a way
(?) to come (?) to you. I tell (?) you that we have not (?) ... (6) we

pity you.
Address	 (7) - Give it to my brother Phoibamon (8)

Transcription notes

1 ccpMre: CCPN 1 W 1 is also possible.

11 C0N [:there is an unidentifiable mark over the ? of 11 C ON. The final letter visible

in this line begins with a small, rounded loop like an . See 1. 7 for possible

reconstructions of the name of the second person addressed in 11. 1 and 7.

2 epcTr1(±4)FC1TOrx1H [[±2]] Nrl flW2 CpFWTN1 : this is written over existing letters

with a thicker pen than the rest of this text.

3 K?11 NxK 2N NHTN: this may involve Kfl "receptacle or measure" for corn, honey

and other commodities (Crum CD p. 1 13b, see BM 1 135),1 and x^.K (an unattested form

of XWK) "fresh grain" (Crum CD p. 138b). Other possible interpretations involve xK2

as a variant form of POK2 (Crum CD p. 293b) "fuel" or POK2C "fuel, baked cake"

(Crum CD p. 294a). x?K2 "corner, extremity" (Crum CD p. 140b) is not appropriate.

Alternatively Kfl may be "string" (Crum CD p. 113a; compare KH HZW2 "string" in

P. Lugd. Bat. XXV no. 79), or "a cutting tool" (Crum CD p. 1 13b), or "(sole of) foot"

(variant of 6011, Crum CD p. 824b and Westendorf KH p. 462).

NTCI1ITOY 1 C 1 p: the interpretation of this is problematic. There is no attested place name

resembling 11ITOY r C 1 P, 2 although personal name ill TOY/r[t-roi3c is recorded.3

Alternatively C11ITOYCP may be the Greek Tr(TUpOV "confection of olives" LSJ 669b.

MWTN: the W may have been changed from an 0, or the tail of the preceding NI may

bisect the left half of the W to create this impression.

4 NeM[p]TH r p l oC: NC may be interpreted as a copula or as the long form of the plural

definite article preceding MMPTHPOC. The second p of M[p]THrplOC and the 0

following it may have been changed from earlier writings.

5	 11 1 : the first is totally reconstructed.

1 See Bal. no. 249 1. 9 and note that Crum translates KJT as "basket' in BM 1135 1. 6.
2 The closest parallel is ffiT ' which is recorded in a Greek papyrus from the Monastery of Apa Jeremias

at Saqqara, see CKA p. 1945 "Pita(......
3 See Heuser PN pp. 16, 47, and 49; and Preisigke NB s.v. (where all of the examples cited are from an

earlier period).
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TIMO.: the uncertain final letter is long and thin like an I or a short p but it does not

resemble any such letters in this text. If this is taken to be a mark on the papyrus one

might read TIMO for TiT?MO "I tell", which would fit in well before XC introducing a

fact.

6 r T 1 M( r n 1. the N looks more like an H.

7 (±4)Jp): the first two illegible letters may have been MC (for standard Sahidic MN)

"with" as in 1. 1, followed by a personal name ending in - p which is approximately

five-letters long. The first letter of this name may be preserved in 1. 1 and may be

reconstructed as an . The only suitable personal name ending in - P and beginning

with ? - recorded in Heuser PN is ^ p e, an abbreviated form of p ^ 2 ^ M •1 Other

four and five-letter personal names recorded there include rip, CCP, flCTP,

flITp, COY P ? and 2WPe..2

Translation notes

1 CCPNC: a Coptic form of the Roman name Serenus, see, e.g., CPR IV no. 79 1. 22.

2 Te y No ryl CPCT 1 (±4) r C 1 TO r X 1 H E[±2]I N r ^, 1 flW2 Cp'WTN 1 : this formula is a

variant of "as soon as you receive this letter", for which see, exx. VC 52 1. 1 (ITTCYNOY

CXI -l-C11ICTOXH) andBKUIIIno.401 ll.3-4(TCYNOY CTNXI TC11ICTOX).

4 11CNNOÔ : N1WT: this may refer to the founder of the monastery to which Serne belongs,

see §3.13.

1 HeuserPNp. 110.
2See Heuser PN pp. 125, 106, 90, 93, 112 and 44 respectively for these names.
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58
LETTER

"Drescher text'	 Dimensions not recorded	 Whereabouts unknown

This text is only known to me from a copy made by Professor James Drescher

which was cited in full by Paul Kahie Jr in a letter to John Barns dated 16/7/1950.1

Provenance: unknown. Written by and to a monk of a monastery of Apa Apollo which

the introductory epistolary formula suggests was in the Hermopolite nome.

Bibliography: part of the text was cited in Ba!. p. 657 n. 1 ref. 4.

This is a letter from Pamoun of the monastery of Apa Apollo to Makare a monk

from the same monastery. Psakhalôm, which may be a place name (see §4.11) is

mentioned. If this can be identified with a place in the Faiyum which was assigned for

aparchê collection in no. 5 (Psakh(-)), it may be connected with this and other documents

edited in Chapter 5.

No line division or numbers are recorded.

± ^MOK 11xCON fl^.JM 1 OYH FI11TOHOC M4rloc MA11?. T1OXXW CIC2^xl Mfl^.CON

M?KPC I1MONOXOC II11TOITOC M^..T1 ^[flOX]XW rfl1-fl. ^..IXOOYK C2HT

en j'K2^XWM NTOK MN fl*^2 M?,..K^..PC ± OYX^xI 2N I1XOCIC ± YY

RflTonOCM4rIOC	 RTThCOM, MONXOC NI1TOI1OC, CflCIH, efK2.XWM?, flC2Ij'2, 2R

Parties I, brother (ncoM) Pamoun of the monastery (T6i-roc) of

the holy ((ytoc) Apa Apollo, am writing to my brother Makare, the

monk (iiovaxdc) of the monastery (T.) of Apa Apollo.

Instruction?	 Whereas (n€oij) I have sent you north to Psakhalômlthe

cheese-man, you and the scribe Makare. i- Farewell in the Lord ± '"'

Translation notes

M^xK^pC: this common name also belongs to the addressee in no. 5, and possibly occurs

in an unpublished Coptic papyrus document, BL Or. 6201 B242 (see §2.1), which may

also contain the ^NOK 1ThCOM NN CIC2^J formula.

fl*^,.K2^>.WM: in his letter, Kahle compared the f^K- part of this word with COK-

t lhis letter is now catalogued as belonging to item 17 (correspondence 1949-1955) of the Kahle
archive in the Griffith Institute, Oxford.
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/C^K- in COKSHT/C^KSHT (see Bal. nos. 229 and 259), with the conclusion that it

refers to a person rather than a thing; see also Ba!. p. 657 + n. 1.

NTOK MN flt2 MKpC: this could also be interpreted as "you, indeed (pv), are the

scribe Makare". Makare is, however, such a common name that it is not unlikely for there

to be at least two men with this name in a monastery.

Y Y: the significance of these characters, if correctly copied, is obscure.
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FRAGMENTARY DOCUMENT

Ex-von Scherling no. 20' 1	 Dimensions not recorded 	 Whereabouts unknown

This manuscript may possibly be identified with no. 7 which was numbered

"C20" in the collection of Erik von Scherling, see §2.8. If this is the case, my readings

differ substantially from Crum's.

Provenance: unknown. Written by a father, i.e. head, of the Titkooh monastery of Apa

Apollo.

1? NOK 11?CON MHNe.CHC I1IWT

2? NITTOI100 NTTh ?riOx 1 xW 2M 1 [ TTTOOY?

3? rMlTITKo2 2M llTOuj N

4? IWM1NOMOC

1CIWT 2RnTonoc

Parties	 (1?) , brother (ncoN) Menases, the father (2?) of the

monastery (Tdrroc) of Apa Apollo on ... (3?) Titkohe in the region of

(4?) ... of the nome (voiiccc)

Transcription notes

2? 2M: Crum read rfl-p

3?-4? Reconstruct uMOYN TflOxlC RflNOMOC "Shmoun the city of the nome" here, see

§ 5.8.

Translation notes

1 MHN?CHC: a form of this name, Mivcnoc, is recorded for the VIHth C. and the Coptic

Period in Preisigke PN and Foraboschi OA.

tTIWT: see §3.13 for this title of the head of the monastery.

1 This text is only known to me through the transcription of Walter Ewing Crum; see §2.7.
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60
FRAGMENTARY DOCUMENT

Christie's "12"	 c. 45 (h) x 80 (w) mm.' 	 Vllth C.

Papyrus
	 Plate 41

Preservation: (A) 4 lines and upper and left margins.

Palaeography: a competent, slightly right-sloping majuscule.

Provenance: unknown. This text was written by a monk of a monastery of Apa

Apollo. The place name P?KOTC may be mentioned in 1. 3 (see §4.5).

Acquisition: see §2.5.

11'	 .p	 ]NOK 1-xrC1[O]rN1 (±4)[

2	 1NrTTOTI1OC N?flè.. ?d1OxXW fll[

3	 N111T1UJ PKOTC C.[... MO-

4	 NOXOC r Nfl- I 1 [TI r O l flOC OYFW 1 [T ?

5	 ±8

2 FnT0T10C 3 RrrTou	 KDTC? 3-4 MOMèXOC RrTITOflOC TOYWT ?

Parties	 (1) .p I brother (ncoN) ... ( 2)of the monastery (T6iroc)

of Apa Apollo (3) of the region (?) of Rakote (?) (4) monk(s)

(iiovax6c) of this same (?) monastery (T.)	 (5)

Transcription notes

1 (±4)[: the first or second letter may be a p ; the last letter may be a .

2 1 r1 1 [: restore I1PNC HuMOYM TI1OXIC "(to) the south of Shmoun the city", see

§3.5.

3 r 111 1 euj: the n resembles a K and may have been written over an earlier letter; the I

could be an Y or a q

Translation notes

3 F flT l u pKOTC: if this has been correctly read, see §4.5 for Rakote; no.6, a text

which may have been found in the same place as an NOK flèCON NN CI C2I formula

text, mentions F fl i M^ MPKOTF 1[ (1. x+31).

1 The height of this papyrus is estimated because the papyrus fibres are twisted.
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FRAGMENTARY DOCUMENT

Christie's "16"	 51 (h) x 21(w) mm.	 VIIJVIIIthC.

Plate 41

Papyrus

Preservation: the first 5 lines and only part of the upper margin are preserved. The right

edge of the papyrus is folded over.

Palaeography: what survives of this hand shows that it combined majuscule and

minuscule forms, with some ligatures. The 11 in TO 110 C in 1. 2 has a documentary

minuscule form, see the palaeography note to no. 40.

Provenance: unknown. This text was written by a monk of a monastery of Apa Apollo.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

This small fragment is included here because it may provide another example of the

N0K flC0N NN CiC2J formula used by a monk of the monastery of Apa Apollo at

Titkooh.

1-4 ?N0K flJ?C0N[ NN flM0NX0C

2	 RTITJOT1OC[ Nri^ S110>W 2R

3 I1TOOY TIJTKOO2C[ 2R11TOUJ MUJMOYH

4 TI1OXIC eII r c 1 2s ML NN MM NN

5	 IMCMO[MOXOC

Parties	 (1) [I] brother (necoN) [NN the monk	 (2) ...of the]

monastery (i- 6rroc) [of Apa Apollo on (3) the mount of?] Titkoohe [in
the region of Shmoun ? (4) the city] I am writing to ... (5) the monks

(i.iovaxác)
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CHAPTER 8
DOCUMENTS WITH THE 1TCNCIWT tTCTC2.I FORMULA

§8.0 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ABOUT THE TEXTS

Forty-six monastic documents beginning with the formula iierieiwi rrcic.i "Our

father is the one who writes", and two texts with variants of this formula (nos. 73

(rTeNcIwT c2^i) and 83 (ITCNCIWT flCSC2CI), are presented in this chapter.1

Thirteen of these texts have been published previously.

All of the texts are short, usually under ten lines long although they range from three

(no. 79) to at least nineteen (no. 93) lines long. All are written on papyrus, except for

no. 92 which was written on an ostracon. 2 Apart from four or five of the texts, the

documents take up just one side of the writing material (exceptions: nos. 65, 74, 90, 99,

and 102 (?)). The texts are written across or parallel to the papyrus fibres in fairly equal

proportion, and in many instances the papyrus has already been used at least once, see

§8.12. Some of the texts can be grouped together because they involve the same

addressees, scribes or signatories.

§8.1 PROVENANCE

Only two of the texts have a secure provenance. One of them, an order for payment in

wine addressed to "the one of the 6aKova" (WS 175), is not included in this chapter

because it was excavated at Wadi Sarga although it is reproduced in Appendix 2 (text B).

It is worth remarking that, of the many texts discovered during the excavations there, only

this one exhibits the 11NIWT flCTC2J formula.3

The other text with a secure provenance is the only ostracon discovered so far with this

formula (no. 92). It was excavated by Jean Clddat at the Monastery of Apa Apollo at

Bawit, and a papyrus (no. 68) with the I1CNCIWT 11TC2.I formula may also have been

found there by him.4

The provenance of this papyrus has implications for other flCNCIWT 11CTC2d

formula documents (see §3.3.2.2). It is addressed to "the brothers of the poll-tax", as are

six other texts (see §8.7.1 and Table 5), and is signed by Ken (the Coptic form of

Cyrus) as are five of them and also no. 69 (see §8.11 and Table 8). A signatory called

'There may well be further unpublished texts with this formula in manuscript collections around the world.
I have not had time to include in this chapter P. Vindob. K 11.375 (1) which is addressed to Apa Petros
the steward (oikov6lloc), and signed by Theodoros. I am grateful to Dr Monika Hasitzka for information
about this text.

2The text survives only in a transcription made by Jean Cledat.
3j am grateful to Dr Morris Bierbner of the British Museum and the staff of the British Library Oriental and

India Office Collections for facilitating my study of the unpublished Coptic texts from Wadi Sarga in the
British Museum (ostraca) and British Library (papyrus and vellum mss.: BL Or. 9035 (1-164)).

4See Boudhors 1995 pp. 29-30.
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Daniel, who occurs in another document addressed to the brothers of the poll-tax, is also

found in two other I1CNCIWT flCTC2I formula texts, nos. 81 and 99 (see §8.11 and

Table 8). His signature differs from that of Daniel who occurs as a signatory in the

11CNCWT 11CTC2d text from Wadi Sarga,WS 175, which was mentioned above.

A link with the monastery of Apa Apollo at Bawit may also be found in no. 100. The

third text written on this papyrus was issued by the archimandrite of a monastery of Apa

Apollo on behalf of its &i<aov to a certain George. This text is written in the same hand as

text 2 which bears the I1CMCIWT 11CTC2J formula and may have been intended for the

same addressee. A connection with Bawit may be made because the first text written on

no. 100 (text 1) may be written in the same hand as P. CtYBR mv. 2334 (unpublished)

which mentions flYHT, possibly to be interpreted as the place name Bawit rather than

'the monastery" (fl-YHT).

The place names and monasteries mentioned in the I1CNCIWT I1CTC2^J formula texts

suggest a place of origin in the Hermopolite nome (see §8.12 and 8.13). It should be

noted that some of the place names, such as Pmanallou, Pmanlouga and Pmanranê (see

§8.13.2), are only otherwise attested in the ostraca excavated at Bawit which now belong

to the Louvre (see §3.3.2.1). No. 76 mentions TOYè...UjCP (see §4.11) which may be a

place name and is only otherwise attested in an inscription on a wooden lintel believed to

have come from Bawit.

Ten of the documents edited in this chapter belong to the BL Or. 6201 series of

manuscripts, many of which Martin Krause believes may derive from the Monastery of

Apa Apollo at Bawit (see §2.1).

§8.2 DATE

None of the texts bear a year date. Editors of Ti C ICI WI 11 CT C 2 S.. I formula texts have

assigned dates ranging from the VIth - VIllth C. C.E. Palaeographical analysis of the texts

suggests that they date to the Vil-VIlith C., more usually the Vifith C.

§8.3 PALAEOGRAPHY

The documents are written in a variety of hands, including documentary majuscule,

semi-cursive and cursive hands. The fact that all are experienced suggests that this type of

document was drawn up by professional scribes working in the monastery's

administration. In some texts the scribes are named (see Table 6). No. 74 is written in an

unusually elaborate majuscule hand and it may be that the scribe's training was more

literary than documentary. Nos. 76 and 79 are also written in elegant majuscule hands.
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§8.4 PREvIOUS OPINIONS ON THIS FORMULA

Walter Ewing Ct-urn assumed "from internal evidence" that a I1CNCIWT flCTC2J

formula text, no. 62, was from Wadi Sarga, 1 and so it was published along with Greek

and Coptic texts excavated there as WS 174. As this text contains no place or personal

names which might suggest this provenance, it maybe concluded that it was the I1CNCIWT

11CTC2J formula, which also occurs in WS 175 (Appendix 2 text B, see §8.1), which

caused Ct-urn to form this assumption. Crum suggested that the signatory in WS 175,

Daniel, may be the archimandrite who occurs in WS nos. 87 and 161.2

Paul Kahie Jr noted that this formula occurs 'several times" in texts from Wadi Sat-ga,

although, as has just been demonstrated above, it only occurs in one British Library text

excavated there. 3 He did not however assume that three Michigan texts, nos. 62-64, have

this provenance. He remarked that the formula was quite common in unpublished financial

documents from Ashmunein in the British Museum, specifying BM (now BL) Or. 620 lB

146 (which does not bear this formula), 179 (read A 179), and 21 l.

Beatrice Klakowicz has remarked that this formula occurs in texts from the region

extending from Assiut to Abydos, drawing on Kahle's analysis. 5 Anne Biedenkopf-

Ziehner analysed the NN I1CTC2^d i/C NN type of introductory epistolary formula and

found that it occurs in IVth - Vil/Vilith C. texts from Ashmunein to the Theban region. In

the list of texts she consulted for her study, 6 none bear the 11CM C 1W 1 11 CT C 2 è I formula.

§8.5 ANALYSIS OF THE TEXTS

The TCNCIWT 11CTC2j formula texts can be interpreted as the type document

employed by the head of the monastery's office when addressing short orders to internal

monastery staff. The head of the monastery is designated as I1CNCI WT "our father" (see

§3.13). His personal authorisation is sometimes attested by his signature but this is

lacking in many documents (see §8.11). This indicates that, although documents

beginning with this formula were associated with his authority, they did not necessarily

require the head's presence in order to be issued by his staff. The documents can be

divided into three groups: orders for payment or invoices involving a range of

commodities; documents relating to poll-tax administration; and a variety of orders and

'See WS p. 142.
p. 22.

See Bal. p. 22 n. 2.
See Ba!. p. 185 §155.
See Klakowicz 1981 p. 47.

6See Biedenkopf-Ziehner 1983 pp. 44, and 226 (Tab. V Nr. A 2). Reference should also be made to some
noteworthy "Melitian' MN VICTC2e.I documents from the IVth C., P. Lond. VI nos. 1920, 1921, and
1922; and another document of similar date which may also be Melitian, P. Neph. I no. 15.
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other documents, some of which are now too fragmentary for their purpose to be

ascertained.

No. 96 uses the uI MC i{c^- "enquire after" formula which is found at the beginning

of numerous ostraca belonging to the Louvre which were excavated at Bawit, see

§3.3.2.1. This formula may also have occurred in no. 90 in which a scribe is ordered to

"enquire after" half a solidus of wine from an unspecified source and not to entrust it to a

certain Phoibammon who is described as a wretch (TaAaTupoc). It may be that on receipt

of nos. 90 and 96 the scribe would fill out an ostracon (using the uji MC f{c- formula)

with the request for the commodity, and hand it to a person who would be responsible for

the delivery. In no. 90, Phoibammon may have earned himself a bad reputation as a

delivery man, hence the warning not to use him.

A further connection with the Bawit monastery of Apa Apollo may he provided by no.

100, which also throws light on the context in which I1CMCIWT flCTC2d formula

documents were produced. Firstly a fragment of papyrus, one side of which had

previously been used for a letter (text 1), was inscribed with the tTCMC1WT rTCTC2?,J

formula and the beginning of the name of the person addressed (rC-) (text 2). Then the

scribe abandoned this text in favour of a new one (text 3), written around text 2 on the

same side of the papyrus. But this time, instead of writing "our father" (rTCNCIWT), he

writes flIKIOM M11MOM?THpIOM (sic) MrIOC ?fl?	 flrOxlxW

2ITooT 1 q l [M]rT ZX^PI^C rT^,PXHM?,M	 YW T1[iWT MflMOtthCTHPIOM] 'the

dikaion of the monastery of the holy Apa Apollo through Apa Zacharias the archimandrite

and [father of the monasteryl". The addressee is called rwprc and so can be identified as

the intended addressee of text 2. Very little of the rest of this document is preserved and so

its purpose remains obscure. Judging from the format, it may have been a scribal exercise,

possibly executed by someone connected with the office of the head of the monastery.

Nevertheless, it is clear that text 3 is an official document and therefore intended for quite a

different purpose from the short and informal I1CMCIWT tTCTC2I formula text. Possibly

the scribe was more familiar with composing these short documents and automatically

wrote the opening formula without thinking of the context.

The fact that only one of the nerici WI flCTC2J formula documents (no. 74) has

something resembling an address written on the back supports the idea that they were not

intended for use outside the monastery. Only two of the documents, nos. 96 and 97, may

he interpreted in such a way as to suggest otherwise. Both are invoices, one for oil, the

other for oil and lead. "Our father" notifies his addressees that he has sent the item(s) to

them which may indicate that he is in a distant place from them. However, it is probably the

case that the head of the monastery is the only person authorised to organise the requisition

of supplies from external sources. He is responsible for sending someone out for the

supplies and is notified when they arrive. Then an invoice for the goods is issued from his

office to the person destined to take charge of them. In no. 97 he includes the message

that he is about to send someone out "about the pitch' which suggests that his addressee
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has notified him that fresh supplies are needed. In no. 96 a consignment of lead and oil

has been delivered by "the sailors of Enoch" from whom they must be fetched. The sailors

may have been attached to the monastery or may have been local people who worked for

the monastery (see note to no. 96 1. 7).

It is striking that, apart from one ostracon, the I1CNCI WT liCTC2?.I formula texts are

written on papyrus whereas the UJINC Tc- foiula texts from Bawit are all ostraca. This

might suggest that the former were to be preserved for a longer period than the latter,

because papyri need less storage space than ostraca and are more durable. Papyrus is also a

much more "user-friendly" writing material than pot-sherd, and its use might also indicate

the higher status of the office from which the 11CM C I WI ii CT C 2 ? I formula documents

were issued in relation to offices which used ostraca. Another factor to be considered is the

possibly confidential nature of some of the texts inscribed on the papyri which were to be

reused for I1CNCIWT 11CTC2J documents (see §8.12). Presumably they would have

belonged to the monastery's archive and so might contain important financial or other

details. Unauthorised people could not be allowed to have access to legal documents for

example, fragmentary though they might be.

§8.6 SIMILARITIES WITH OTHER TYPES OF COPTIC DOCUMENT

The T1CNCIWT TCTC2^d formula tax receipts can be compared with NN 11CTC2^d

formula tax receipts which are issued and signed by people in positions of authority such as

the superior of a monastery, a poiOóc, or a priest. Published examples include Bal. nos.

132-134, 136, 145-147, CPR IV no. 10; and P. Mich. mv. 4556; 1 and an unpublished

dêmosion document issued and signed by Peter the TTpoccYTSc, CMAA Green "21" (see

§2.6).

There are also similarities of format between some of the T1C1CIWT 11CTC2J formula

texts and documents beginning with the NN flCC2I formula (exx. WS nos. 87, 89,

182 and 184); and with the NN CqC2?I formula (cxx. WS nos. 185 and 187).

§8.7 FORMAT OF ITCNCIWT 11CTC2J FORMULA DOCUMENTS

All of the documents contain the Opening fomula or a variant of it. Orders for

payment, invoices and receipts generally follow the format given below (compare the

homogeneous format of the aparchê collection documents discussed at §5.5). For

conciseness,only standard Sahidic forms are used below and the texts should be referred to

individually for variants.

1 Edited in Heisler 1984 p.125.
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Opening formula	 J1CNCIWT 11CTC2i MnquJHpe (/NMqUjHPC 1/other2) NN

Introduction	 XC (?..PI T^rflH)3

A) Order for payment	 TI 4 commodity (Total/Résumé of commodity and value)5

B) Invoice

C) Receipt

Date (and scribe)

Signatory

CIC	 ITNOOY6

CIC ... q-/?YcI CTOOT(T)7

A) (month) x (day) x indiction x8 (+ NN fypapa)9

B) i.iriv( x (day) x indiction x'° (+ NN 'ypaa)"

C) iuivi x (day) x indiction x NN'2

D) ypdii (month) x (day) x indiction x 13 NN'4

E) ypat.sa NN (month) x (day) x indiction x15

NN (TI)CTOIXCI16/CTOIXCYC'7

Three texts are inscribed on the back with docket (nos. 65, 90 and 99), and a fourth

may have had an address or a docket (no. 74).

t Nos. 62-63 and 65-68.
2No. 64 is simply addressed to the CNHY MTThMAPICMOC 'brothers of the poll-tax', and no. 74 is

addressed rather elaborately to IrT]c q Me p IT Ticori ipCquMuCMOYTC YW rireoc "his beloved brother,
the God-serving, good" Apa Phoibammon the npEo(3irEpoc. The elegant hand in which this text is
written suggests that the scribe was used to composing less mundane works than a simple order for
payment.

3 "Be so good (d)"in nos. 74, 76 and 92.
4 "Give"; no. 74 has the optative form M?,p0YTI "let them give". In a couple of instances, TI may be

preceded by TCYIIOY CKXI TIflITTPIOM "As soon as you receive this note" (no. 83 (ncIleIwT

flCBC2CI formula), and possibly no. 77).
5 This is always written in Greek, see nos. 78, 81, 82, 83 and 84.

6"Here is (the commodity ) I have sent .....in nos. 96 and 97.

7 "Here is/are x, I have received it/them (literally "it has/they have come into my hands")" in nos. 62 11. 2
and 4, 63 11. 3-4, 69 1. 5 and 99 1. 2. For this formula, see CPR IV indices p. 187 (ci CTOOT=).

8 Nos. 72, 73, 75, 79 and 85.
9 "NN I have written" in nos. 67 (which frames the date with a pair of crosses), 68, 70, 81, and 99. In

no. 69 Eypa may be interpreted as ypdi "it was written", because the scribe's name is in the genitive
case as though &d "through" precedes it, compare Ba!. no. 148 1. 4. See also the transcription note to
no. 68 1. 5.

'°Nos. 89 and 91.
"NN I have written" in nos. 65 and 90; and in nos. 66 and 80, both of which frame the date with a

pair of crosses.
' 2 "In the month of x (day) x indiction x NN" in nos. 62 and 63.
13 "It was written (month) x (day) x indiction x "in no. 78.
l4" was written 'month) x (day) x indiction x NN" in no. 64.

wrote NN (month) x (day) x indiction x ' in no. 82.
16 "I agree (oToXEü') " , CTOIXC and CTOIXI are the most common spellings; no. 89 I. 8 has CTYIX1I1.

' 7 Nos. 711. 8 and 80 1. 5 and possibly also 86 1. 6; all three were signed by Georgios, see §8.11.
Gignac 1981 does not record any examples of the interchange between - and -ciw which is exhibited in

the form CTOIXCYC (for CTO1XCI).
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§8.7.1 POLL-TAX (dvôpi.aI.idc) DOCUMENTS

The term for poll-tax used in these texts is áv6pi6c instead of the more usual

cypaov. 1 "The brothers of the poll-tax" are addressed in seven documents and appear to

be responsible for poll-tax administration within the monastery (nos. 6268). 2 Their job

includes receiving payments, assessing them, issuing receipts, and determining liability.

Only one document, no. 69, is addressed to a private individual, a rug-seller or rug-

maker, who has paid his tax with two rugs.

The poll-tax payments recorded in these texts are half a solidus (no. 62 represented by

four sacks) and one solidus (nos. 63 and 65). In all but one of these documents (no.

65), the tax is paid in kind, with sacks, rugs or wine. In no. 64 an unspecified number of

people have made a payment of one solidus of wine, possibly for poll-tax.

Three documents are issued by "our father" Ken in order to prevent people, who are

presumably monks belonging to his monastery, from being held liable for tax payment by

the brothers of the poll-tax (nos. 66 1. 3, 67 1. 2 and 68 1. 2). The word used for "hold

liable" is ()M^2C "seize, arrest" which is also found in other tax documents edited in this

thesis, see §6.2. In no. 68 the head waives the tax liability of lohannes whom he refers

to as "his man". As head of the monastery, he had the power to exempt someone from a tax

payment because he was ultimately responsible for his monastery's taxes (see §3.6).

In no. 67, Phoibamon 1flMN[N]C p IP "of the piggery/swineherd" is not given the

title "brother" or "monk" and so could be one of the lay people connected with the

monastery (see §3.14). In only one document, no. 66, is the person whose liability is

waived specified as a monk, and he is described as being from the monastery (TOO Y) of

Phoou. It may be that this monk is now residing in the monastery from which this

document is issued but that he is given an epithet involving his former institution for the

purpose of identification. However, it is also possible that the monastery issuing this

document is responsible for collecting the taxes of monks from the monastery of Phoou. A

similar role is played by an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo when it administers the

collection of aparchê for other monasteries as well as itself, see §5.6.

1 See Husselman 1951 P. 336. Bell declares that there is no difference between the two terms in P. Lond.

IV p. 168, although the two terms are found together in at least three Coptic documents, Ba!. nos. 293
(see n. 12 p. 724) and 303B, and 130 Appendix ((= BL Or. 4664 A and B) (pp. 541-544), see p. 741 n.

15.
2For poll-tax in the Arab period, see Simonsen 1988 pp. 10-12, and chapter 9, esp. 98-99 and 101; Ba!. p.

43, and Husselman 1951 pp. 332-338.
3 A payment of one solidus is recorded in seventy-nine of the one hundred and three Coptic poll-tax ostraca

from Medinet Habu analysed in Simonsen 1988 Pp. 101-102, although payments could range from a third
of a tremissis to two solidi depending on an individual's assessment.
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§8.8 ADDRESSEES

Many of the addressees (see Table 5) have the monastic title fl?rT (nos. 70, 71,

80, 87, 88, 90 and possibly 104) or 11 (nos. 74, 81 and 83). One man is titled

UpCcYI3UTcpOc (no. 74). Other titles or occupations assigned to addressees are that of oil-

maker (see below), rug-seller (no. 69), woollen-garments-seller (t^MocxswT no. 85),

and scribe (C2, see nos. 90 and 93). No. 99 is addressed to a scribe and a builder.

Apart from seven of the poll-tax documents described at §8.7.1, only two documents

are addressed to bodies of people: 2 one to "Apa Victor and the brothers' (no. 81), and one

to the "brothers of the pistikos" (P. CtYBR mv. 1824(A). The latter document is an order

for payment in wheat which is not edited in this chapter and so is summarised here. The

brothers of the rrw -ruzóc (MCCMHY Nih CTIKOC, see §3.7 for this title) are ordered to issue

three artabas of wheat (UjOMMT NCP r T 1 [OSPN 1 COYO) to someone called Peurot, 3 who

may have had a title, such as fl^T1 or 11PCCYTCPOC, beginning with the letter 11-

(fllh.[). This text is written on the back of a fragment of papyrus containing the end of a

letter (P. Ct YBR mv. 1824(B)), whose addressees may have included a woman (the final

greeting mentions NCCuMC "her children").

Three orders for payment in aracus, barley and wheat are addressed to an oil-maker

named Papa Shenoute.4 That this is the same man in all three texts is confirmed by the fact

that two of them are signed by a man named Georgios. It would be difficult to identify this

Shenoute with Shenoute the builder, the addressee in no. 99.

Two orders for payment in wine, nos. 82 and 83, are addressed to Simothe/Simothi,

who is given the title Apa in the latter document.

Two documents are addressed to a person from Pmanle (nos. 72 and 94).

§8.9 SCRIBES

A number of different scribes feature in the texts (see Table 6), and there may be a

few instances of the same scribe writing more than one document. Victor appears to have

written nos. 81 and 99 (see plates 58 and 66), and Georgios nos. 62 and 68 (see

plates 42 and 47). The last two texts have the same addressees, scribe and signatory as

no. 67 (which may also have had the same date as no. 62), but it is impossible at present

to say what sort of hand this was written in because the whereabouts of the manuscript is

1 Not including Apa Noc in no. 92.
2No. 86 may also have been addressed to more than one person.
3 A &dAT11c called Peurot is recorded in an inscription at Bawit, see Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 P. 115

no. 37; and flEupoT occurs as a personal name in BM no. 1075.

4Nos. 70, 71, and 80. It may be that no. 88, an order for payment in a commodity measured in artabas,
was also addressed to Papa Shenoute.
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not currently known (see §2.6). This is the case for no. 65, whose scribe Anoup may

also have written no. 80.1

Nos. 64 and 70 were written by two different scribes with the name Elias.

§8.10 DATES

The dates recorded in the poll-tax documents are as follows (see Table 7): three from

the month of Pharmouthi (nos. 62, 67 and 68), two from Phamenoth (nos. 63 and

64), and one each from Choiak (no. 65), Mecheir (no. 66), and Pauni (no. 69). Year

11 may occur in two or three texts which have the same addressees and signatories (nos.

62 and 63, and possibly 67). Years 1 (no. 65), 8 (no. 64), 10 (no. 66), and 12 (no.

68) occur singly.2

No general pattern can be established on analysing the dates in the other texts: the

month Phaophi may occur in four texts (nos. 79, 86, 90 and 91), and the months

Choiak (nos. 73 and 80) and Pauni (nos. 69 and 85) in two documents each. The other

months (Hathyr, Tybi, Mecheir, Pachon and Mesore) only occur singly. Three texts record

an indiction-year 9 (nos. 73, 81 and 99, the last two of which are written by Victor and

signed by Daniel); and two have indiction-years 1 (nos. 79 and 90), 2 (nos. 89 and

91(?)) and 6 (nos. 75 and 80); indiction-years 6, 7, 8, 11 and 13 occur in one document

each.

§8.11 SIGNATORIES

Five different signatories appear in the texts (see Table 8). Germanos (no. 89) and

Phib (no. 94) occur once each, and no. 76 may have been signed with the triple cross

(1-i--I-) of an illiterate signatory.

Thirteen documents bear the signature of Georgios, Ken, or Daniel. 3 The signatures of

Ken and Daniel (see §8.1 for their significance in assigning a provenance to the texts) are

written in a large, inexpert majuscule which appears crude in contrast with the scribal

hands.4 The signature of Georgios is written in a flamboyant hand and appears in three

orders for payment (nos. 71, 80 and 86). His signature is made all the more distinctive

by the unusual form of cJT0XEV he employs, CTOI XCYC, see the Format section at §8.7.

It may be that this Georgios also signs at least a dozen unpublished documents from the BL

I	 documents were written in Choiak albeit in different years; they employ different abbreviations for
Choiak but this need not necessarily disprove that they were written by the same scribe.

2The indiction-year recorded in no. 69 is at least year 10.
3 The ends of nine documents are not preserved: Nos. 82, 87, 92, 101, 102, 104, 105, 106 and 108.

4conipare the signature of Enoch in WS nos. 167(?), 169, 170, 171, 173, 176 and 182.
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Or. 6201 series, see §2.1, and possibly CMAA Green "14" (see §2.6). I In these texts,

however, he uses the forms CTOIXCI, CTOIXI and CTHXC but never CTOIXCY€.

A striking sequence emerges on analysing the dates of the documents in which these

three signatories appear (see Table 8). Georgios is attested for indiction-years 6 and 7;2

Daniel is attested for indiction-years 8 and 9; and Ken is attested for indiction years 10-l2.

If these dates can be relied upon, and the identification of these signatories as heads of a

monastery of Apa Apollo is correct, the tTCMCIWT flCTC2^.I formula documents may

preserve the names of three successive heads of a monastery, possibly of Apa Apollo at

Bawit (see §8.1 for this possible provenance). 4 It may be a coincidence of the preservation

of the dated documents, but the sequence is noteworthy. Another "coincidence" which

should be considered is that Georgios and Daniel are named as archimandrites of an

Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo in nos. 28 and 49 respectively.

§8.12 DOCUMENTS WRITTEN ON "RECYCLED" PAPYRI

Many RCMCIWT HCTC2J formula texts are written on papyrus which has already

been inscribed. Earlier texts include letters (nos. 63, 71, 86, 89, 91, 93, 100, and P.

CtYBR mv. 1824(A) (see §8.8)), legal documents (no. 68) one of which concerns the

dika ion of a monastery (no. 62), and a receipt or account (no. 70) which may be another

I1CNCIWT 11CTC2I formula text. Fragments of protocols may be found in nos. 73, 80,

108, and possibly 104. Some of the papyri may originally have been much larger and bear

only a fraction of their original text. 5 Two of the papyri were originally inscribed with a

Greek text (nos. 79 and 87). The following contain text which is too damaged or

fragmentary for its content to be determined: nos. 69, 77, 78, 84, 86, 98, 101, 102,

and 107.

A 11CMCIWT HCTC2^J formula text (no. 100) is inscribed on a fragment of papyrus

which has already been used once before and which is used again when the second text

proves unsuitable; see §8.5 for an analysis of this text.

In his transcription of this text, Paul Kahle Jr noted that the hand of Georgios was the same as the one
found in 'BL Or. 6201 AB' which suggests that he believed that the same Georgios signed the BL Or.
6201 series texts.

2No date is recorded in no. 71.
3 'rhe date Pachon 15, indiction-year (10+) is recorded in no. 69 (scribe flpC(-)). Note also that Phib is

attested as a signatory for year I I in no. 94, hut this document may date to another indiction cycle.
4Although Daniel appears to have been the head for only a period of two years, the same cannot definitely

he claimed for Georgios and Ken, although both are also only attested for two years each. See §3.13 for
heads of an 1-lermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo.

5 See note on the preservation of no. 72.
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§8.13 PLACE NAMES IN THE TEXTS

§8.13.1 PLACES IN THE HERMOPOLITE REGION

Of the names which can be read with certainty,' three can be securely located within

the Hermopolite nome: Pmanle (nos. 72 1. 2 and 94 1. 2, see §4.6); Taparoou (no. 71 1.

3, see §4.4) which is very near to Titkooh; and Tepôt (no. 68 text on side (A), see

§4.4).

If Tber5ê (no. 65 11. 3 and 8) is correctly identified as el-Bera, this was situated just

south of Antinoe (see Map 3 Antinoou), which is itself mentioned in two texts (nos. 69

1. 6 and 91 1. 2).

§8.13.2 PLACES WITH UNCERTAIN LOCATION

These include C2SOOYC (no. 91 1. 3) and TCYCI (no. 95), which is found in two

IMC fTc.- formula ostraca which may be from Bawit, see §4.8. 4>01 exe "the field of

Le" (no. 711. 3) may be associated with Pmanle (see §8.13.1).

A number of place names beginning with flM M/M- "the place of ..." (see §4.6) have

yet to be assigned a location and some of them also occur in the Louvre ostraca from Bawit

(see §3.3.2.1): Pmanbête (no. 64 1. 4); Pmanranê, Pmanlouga and Pmanallou (no. 92

11. 4, 5 and 6 respectively); Pmanpaselei(-) (no. 102); Pmansike (no. 81 11. 3-4); and

Pmancanah (no. 77).

In some instances it is not possible to determine whether something which looks like a

place name should in fact be translated literally; these names are analysed at §4.11. A good

example of this is Tesnê (nos. 70 side (A) 1. 2 and 86 1. 3), which literally means "the

garden'; there is also TnoCnnê (no. 95 1. 2), literally "the big garden"; and Toua5er (no.

76 11. 6-7), which can be interpreted as "the carpentry workshop'. There is also uncertainty

as to whether some epithets constitute a person's place of origin or their job title, e.g.

n^11exO0xe (no.851.4) which literally means "the one of the grape".

For the interpretation of Po (nos. 100 1. 4 and 103 1. 1), see §4.11.

§8.14 MONASTERIES MENTIONED IN THE TEXTS

Men of the monastery (MOM) of Jeremias Papmanbête are mentioned in no. 64 11. 3-4

as paying one solidus of wine for their poll-tax payment. See §4.1 for possible locations,

including the Hermopolite nome, for this monastery.

'I.e. not	 0r1i N[ (no. 1041.4).
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A monk of the monastery (TOOY) of Phoou is at the mercy of the "brothers of the poii-

tax" in no. 66. This place was located in the Patre ano toparchy of the Hermopolite nome

(see §4.4).

The monastery (eCMHHTC) of Stephen, which is mentioned in no. 103 1. 3, has no

secure location (see §4.1).

See §8.1 for the Monastery of the holy Apa Apollo mentioned in the text written after

no. 100.

§8.15 COMMODITIES

Comestibles

Aracus ^pKe, paoc

This is a type of flat bean. 1 In no. 70 it is measured by the ÔOYIIC "sack", and in no.

71 by the artaba.

Barley CIWT, Kpthl

In no. 71 this is measured by the artaba; and in no. 72 it is destined for the office of the

notarius.

Bdellium xexW2C
The word xCxW2C may be translated as "bdellium", the gum of the Commiphora tree

(see Crum CD p. 142a xI>OO2C). It is mentioned in no. 93 (see commentary for further

information) and in three unpublished texts from the BL Or. 6201 series, BL Or. 6201 A9

and 149, and B15 (see §2.1).

Bread OCIK

In no.73 uOMCT M200Y HOC[I]K "three days (worth) of bread" are specified and in

no. 74 "handfuls" (TWPC) of bread.

Carp xSHC

This is a type of carp (Cyprinus niloticus) commonly found in the Nile, 2 whose gall is

used in recipes. 3 This fish is the object of five uIMC HC^- formula ostraca in Vienna (CPR

XX 16, 18, 20, 25 and 28) and may be mentioned in no. 93.

Fish TCST

In no. 76 one /akon-measure of fish is valued at twenty-one solidi, an improbably

large sum of money for such a small amount. For dried fish and salted fish found during

'See Schnebel 1925 pp. 185-189; WS 202, BM 1132; CPR II 227; and CMSS p. 78.

2See Brewer and Friedman 1989 pp. 57-58.

3Crum CD p. 148b xei1i gives details.
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the excavations at Bawit, see Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 PP. Xii and 44 respectively.

Krause 1988 p. 119 and n. 115 notes the occurrence of monks in the VIllth and IXth C.

documents from Bawit bearing the title "fisherman'.

Garum XIP

Eight lakon-measures of this are specified in no. 78.1 Garum was found in jars during

the excavations at Bawit, see Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 p. xv.

Greens OYOOTC

No. 79 specifies that just "a few greens" (OYKOYI OYOOTC) are to be paid, compare

CO no. 371 1.5, Ep. II no. 249v° (dc 11KOYI MOY^,.. F T 1 [e1) and ST no. 299 (dC

I1IKOY1 NOYOTC). Men who may be from Te5nê are ordered to give greens and other

items to men who may belong to a shaliou in no. 86 ( or Y0 1 TC 1. 3).

Lachanon xX

In no. 79, >...?X may be interpreted as Xdavov "garden herbs, vegetables" or

Xaav6oii€pIiov "vegetable seed". 2 The former can be used for the dried as well as the

fresh form of this commodity, and Bagnall 1993 pp. 27-28 states that it may be applied to

the seed as well as the plant; he also suggests its interpretation as a variety of lettuce

cultivated for its seeds from which an oil can be derived. If the quantity specified were

large, an interpretation of seed or vegetable in dried form would seem more likely, but the

small amount involved here could easily have been supplied fresh or dried. OYOOTC and

Xdxavov are cited as equivalents in Crum CD p. 493b OYOOTC (under OYWT), but in this

text they designate two distinct commodities.

In no. 22 (Chapter 6) a debt of one solidus is to be repaid in lachanon-oil and wheat.

Oil 11d2

In no. 74 this is measured by the sextarius (CCTHC); in two other texts the lakon-

measure is used: no. 96 (a full lakon-measure) and no. 97.

Wheat COYO

Four artabas of wheat are to be paid in no. 80. In no. 22 (Chapter 6) a debt of one

solidus is to be repaid in wheat and lachanon-oil.

Wine HprI, otvoç

Various different measures are used for wine in the texts: the idooc "jug" in no. 81

(qT0OY NXOYWT K	 OYC MHP11(o, Ka6 1 n));theujdl in no.82 (o.JMOYM MidI

1 For the production of garum in the western Roman Empire, see Haley 1990, esp. p. 72 n. I. Garum is
also measured in xK(OM) measures in an unpublished Coptic document, CUL Michael. 960 II. 3, 4, 6,
and 8 (see §2.2).
2This is suggested in the ed. pr. of no. 79 following CPR IV no. 86 1. 4 (bis), and WS no. 370 where

x.X,MOCCflCPM in 1. 4 is abbreviated to xx in 1. 7.
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MHPfl) and possibly no. 83 (iC1I NHp11) where it may be the equivalent of CHK,

(aiKw.ta). In no. 84 four lahê s are to be paid (TO MX^2H NHPFTTJ) and this measure is

equated with the Greek Kv&OV. 1 In two documents the amount of wine is determined by

its value: no. 64 specifies a solidus of wine and no. 90 a half-solidus.

No. 74 mentions purified wine (or "strained wine', see Crum CD p. 366b cwTq)

measured by the lakon-measure.

Fodder

Clover CPIM

In no. 75 this is measured in artabas (epToq). Clover features in a monastic account

from the monastery of Apa Apollo at BaIa'izah (Ba!. 291 1. 10 CTPIM); see also a IXth C.

Coptic wine list, P. Vindob. K 4825 + 2820 + 4448 1. 52, edited in Hasitzka 1995; KRU

196; and Crum CD 430b TI M (where an unpublished Michigan ostracon, 0. Mich. 9683,

is cited).

Fodder 2PC

In no. 95 "a little fodder" (OYKOYI M2PC) is to be given to an ass; a plural form of

2p6, 2rplcrely, may be interpreted in no. 77. Fodder is also mentioned in nos. 26 and

27 (Chapter 6). In no. 26 a debt may be repaid in fodder, and in no. 27 an Hermopolite

monastery of Apa Apollo acquired fodder-land in Pôrahêu (see §4.4).

Construction materials

Lead T2T

No. 96 is an invoice for twenty-five pounds (X'rpa) of lead. For consignments of lead

see the late VIth C. receipts for lead issued to a lead worker for plumbing P. Turner 50-53

(re-editions of P. Oxy. VI nos. 1000-1003), and P. Oxy. VI no. 915.

Pitch >MX^Tfl

No. 97 mentions that someone is to be sent out for some pitch. See Hardy 1931 p.

126 for references to pitch issued to potters in P. Oxy. XVI nos. 1911-1913.

Stone WNC

No. 99 addresses a scribe and a builder in connection with "some stones which are

assigned to them (?)' (2N NWMC CYCH2 NCWTN).

'See WS pp. 23-24 for >2H as the equivalent of a KvôtOV.
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Textiles

Plaited work (IJONTC

In no. 89 OMTC CMTC may be interpreted as "two (pieces of) plaited work" or 'two

(pieces of) acacia". They are to be sold but the price mentioned is not preserved.

Rugs T11HC, T^11IC

In no. 63 a poll-tax payment is made with a rug worth one solidus; in no. 69 a rug-

maker or -seller may be ordered to take two rugs to Antinoe in order to sell them.

Sacks OOOYMC

In no. 62 four sacks are reckoned to be worth half a solidus, and are accepted as poll-

tax payment from a sack-weaver ('{'2oOOYNC).

Woollen garments ôOx6

In no. 85 a woollen-garment-seller ('t^ . NoCxSWT) is asked to supply twelve

woollen garments.
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LIST OF UNPUBLISHED flCNCIWT T1CTC2J FORMULA TEXTS

1. BL Or. 6201 A179(B)

2. BL Or. 6201 A227(B)

3. BLOr.6201A231

4. BL Or. 6201 A244(B)

5. BL Or. 6201 B48(B)

6. BL Or. 6201 B94

7. BL Or. 6201 B 143(A)

8. BL Or. 6201 B204(B)

9. BLOr.6201B211

10. BL Or. 6201 B241(B)

11. BL Or. 13886.37(B)

12. CUL Michael. 818/3

13. CUL Michael. 830(B)

14. CUL Michael. 1120

15. P. CtYBR mv. 1820

16. P. CtYBR mv. 1824(A)

17. P. CtYBR mv. 2103 qua text 2

18. CMAA Green "2"

19. CMAA Green "16"

20. CMAA Green "23"

21. Christie's "1"

22. Christie's "2"(B)

23. Christie's "3"(B)

24. Christie's "4"(B)

25. Christie's "5"

26. Christie's "6"(B)

27. Christie's "7"

28. Christie's "8"

29. Christie's "9"(B)

30. Christie's "27"

31. Christie's "28"

32. Christie's "29"

33. p. Louvre E 27616

34. MIFAO forthcoming no. 81

35. P. Vindob. K 11.375 (1)

no. 71

no. 101

no. 102

no. 88

no. 80

no. 103

no. 69

no. 70

no. 95

no. 86

no. 78

no. 82

no. 87

no. 99

no. 104

see §8.8

no. 100

no. 67

no. 65

no. 90

no. 107

no. 108

no. 77

no. 98

no. 85

no. 93

no. 106

no. 94

no. 84

no. 75

no. 105

no. 89

no. 68

no. 92

see §8.0 n. 1
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LIST OF PUBLISHED HCFICIWT flCTC2I FORMULA TEXTS

1.BKU 111367
	 no. 81

2. P. CtYBR inv.1853
	

no. 74

3. P. CtYBR mv. 1861
	

no. 66

4. P. CtYBR mv. 2037(A)
	 no. 91

5. P. Byrd 36.2
	

no. 96

6. P. Meyer mv. 13(B)
	 no. 79

7. P. Mich. 578(B)
	 no. 62

8. P. Mich. 1300(B)
	 no. 63

9. P. Mich. 1520
	

no. 64

10. P. Mi!. Vogi. 4. Testi copti no. 3
	 no. 76

11. KSB 1288
	 no. 97

12. KSB I 291
	 no. 72

13. WS 175
	

Appendix 2

UNPUBLISHED TEXTS WITH RELATED FORMULAE

rrNcIwT C2I FORMULA

1. CIJL Michael. 1232
	 no. 73

1MCIWT rIcqc2I FORMULA

1. CUL Michael. 1159 (rrCBC2CI)
	 no. 83
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62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

P. Mich. mv. 578(B)

P. Mich. mv. 1300(B)

P. Mich. mv. 1520

CMAA Green "16"

P. CtYBR mv. 1861

CMAA Green "2"

P. Louvre E 27616 (B)

BL Or. 6201 B 143(A)

Receipts

Orders

to waive liability

to sell rugs as payment

HCIICIWT VTCTC2J FORMULA DOCUMENTS

Content
	 Ms.	 no.

POLL TAX DOCUMENTS

ORDERS FOR PAYMENT IN VARIOUS COMMODITIES

Aracus

Aracus and Barley

Barley

Bread

Bread, Oil and Wine

Clover

Fish

Fodder?

Garum

Greens & Lachanon

Wheat

Wine

Woollen garments

Greens and other items

Unidentifiable

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

BL Or. 6201 B204(B)

BLOr. 6201 A179(B)

KSB 1291

CUL Michael. 1232(A)

P. CtYBR mv. 1853

Christie's "27"

P.Mii. Vogi. IV copt. 3

Christie's "3"(B)

BLOr. 13886.37

P. Meyer mv. 13(B)

BL Or. 6201 B48(B)

BKU III 367

CUL Michael. 8 18/3

CUL Michael. 1159

Christie's "9(B)

Christie's "5"

BL Or. 6201 B241(B)

CUL Michael. 830(B)

BL Or. 6201 A244(B)
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ORDERS

To sell plaited work

To supply wine

Unidentifiable

To give ass fodder (?)

Christie's "29"(B)

CMAA Green "23"

P. CtYBR 2037(A)

MIFAO forthcoming no. 81

Christie's "6(B)

Christie's "8"

BL Or. 6201 B21 1

89
90
91
92
93
94
95

INVOICES FOR VARIOUS COMMODITIES

Lead and Oil
	

P. Byrd 36.2
	

96
Oil
	

KSB I 288
	

97
Unidentifiable
	

Christie's "4"(B)
	

98

VARIA

Content
	

Ms.	 no.

Receipt for Stone
	

CUL Michael. 1120
	

99
Beginning of a document

	
P. CtYBR 2103 qua (B) text 2

	
100

FRAGMENTS 101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

BL Or. 6201 A227(B)

BL Or. 6201 A231

BL Or. 6201 B94

P. CtYBR mv. 1820

Christie's "28"

Christie's "7"

Christie's "1(B)

Christie's "2(B)
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62
POLL-TAX RECEIPT

P. Mich. 578(B)	 101 (h) x 88 (w) mm. 1 	Vilith C.

WS 174
	

Plate 42

Papyrus

Preservation: all margins of the 9 lines of this text are preserved. This text is written on

the back of another document, see below, and the papyrus was cut down in size. The text

on side (B) is perpendicular to that on side (A) so that both are written across the papyrus

fibres.

Palacography: hand 1: the scribe Georgi(os) (see § 8.9) writes in a semi-cursive hand

with very few majuscule characters, which becomes more cursive for the Greek date in 1.

8. For hand 2, the signature of Ken, see §8.11. Apart from using superlinear strokes

without syllabic function (JTO 1. 2 and CFINTOY 1. 6) this text also employs a mark

which resembles a grave accent with syllabic function in CNTrA 1. 5.

Provenance: unknown. The place of origin may have been the Monastery of Apa Apollo

at Bawit because this document is addressed to the brothers of the poll-tax and signed by

Ken, see §8.1.

Acquisition: (WS p. 142 no. 174:) Dr F.W. Kelsey bought this papyrus for the

University of Michigan in 1920; it was included in the WS volume because of its

similarity to WS no. 175, although it was not excavated at Wadi Sarga.

Bibliography: side (B) of this papyrus was edited first in WS pp. 142-143, and then in

Husselman 1951 pp. 332-333; it is also mentioned in Mich. p. 21.

The brothers of the poll-tax are ordered to issue a receipt to Mena the sack-weaver

for his payment of four sacks which are estimated to be worth half a solidus. Compare the

amounts specified in P.Mich. mv. 522, a Coptic poll-tax account possibly dated to the

Vilith C., 2 in which sack-weavers (C2T oOOYNC) make payments of either 1, 2, or 3

sacks (exx(IC) (OaXX(ov)).

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

'Husselman 1951 p. 332 records the dimensions as "10.3 x 8.1 cm.".
2Edited in Heisler 1984 pp. 126-128, p1. 12a).
3 iudging from the plate published with the edition of P. Mich. mv. 522, an open beta is to be read as the

amount in line 10 rather than the alpha ('1') given in the transcription.
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i'I'	 -f-11CNCIWT flCTC2?i NquHpc

2	 NCCNHY M11	 XC CIC TO MoO-

3	 OYNC r NT 1 C rM1(HM1 t 1 . r 2 1 000YMC

IAJ
4	 YCI TOOT 2 11CM XOII1OM

5	 TI nCCMTrM M?q YW OW

6	 21XWOY THPOY MCOYCFINTOY

7	 rpoc 'ITO Mr600yMC 2? T111^ujC

0	 6
8	 NZOxOK, .t' api u	 / ta . yu.pyi.

9	 (Hd2)fKHpI

1 Mcq(JHpc 2Rn?NApcIMOC 2, 7 qroo y 4 CTOOT, flC9JthPCIMOC

5 n€9cMTriOM 8 2OXOKOTTIMOC JT1'I. 4apiouet, iV&KTIovoc

Opening formula	 ( 1 )-t-Our father is the one who writes to his sons, (2) the

brothers of the poll-tax (àv6pwi.16c).

Order Here are four sacks (3) belonging to Mena the sack-

weaver. (4) have received them as his poll-tax (d.). Consequently

(Xoiuóv), (5) give him his receipt (vi- cytov) and see (6) that all of them

are reckoned (7) (to be) equal in value to (up6c) four sacks to the half
(8) solidus (óxoK6Tnvoc).

Date	 (Greek) In the month of Pharmouthi (day) 18, indiction-

year 11.
Scribe	 ± Georgi(os).
Signatory	 (9 Hd 2)-f- Ken.

Transcription notes

1, 9 1-: the ed. pr. gave .p.

1 II']-: this is also found in no. 63 1. 1.

2 NrmH: Kahie wrongly assumed that the N was written instead of an C here and in nos.

63 and 64.'
3 F M l [HNJ . the ed. pr. gave rMKNl.

4 TOOT: the ed. pr. gave TOT.

'See Bal. p. 73 §27 b).
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Translation notes

3 +J 2 ÔOOYNC: "sack-weavers" occur in inscriptions from the Bawit monastery of Apa

Apollo.'

4 xOI liON: this may also be interpreted as "remainder", referring to the remainder of poll-

tax which Mena had still to pay; see no. 47 1. 4 for this term.

5 cNTerN: Steinwenter 1955 p. 28 discusses the use of cv'rayov in Byzantine documents

from the VI-Vifith C.

6 NCOYC NTOY: literally "let them be established".

7 lipOC: for other occurrences of npác with this meaning (LSJ p. 1498b section C III 4) in

Coptic documents, see Gregorius 1976-1978 pp. 220-22 1 § 145.

8 cp0, Ui: Pharmouthi 18th = April 13th.

yaip'y: for this scribe, see §8.9.

FRAGMENT OF A DOCUMENT

P. Mich. 578(A) (Unpublished)
	

VilIth C.
Plate 43

Preservation: only the upper and lower margins of the 4 lines of this text are preserved.

Lacunae obscure some letters in II. 2-3 and the ink has faded in several places.

Palaeography: written in a different hand to the text on side (B), a right-sloping

majuscule with quite an elaborate way of forming a (1. 2).

Someone, possibly the son of lohanes, writes to the dikaion of a monastery whose

name is not preserved. If the reconstruction of ] .1xCI as CxCi (àdXaa) in 1.4 is

correct, this would be another example of a legal document addressed to the dikaion of a

monastery being recycled for internal use, see §8.12.

ii'	 ]1fl1uj1CNl IW2.N 1 HC 1 ri p1 WM1CT[

2	 ]( ±2 ) 1 C 1 n[I]KeI 1 oN M1rT1MoNe.1[cTKpIoM

3	 NmJiNOY[T]c NrC1IOT CTOY^1?1[

4

3 CIWT

(1)	 the son of lohanes of T-... (2)	 to the dikaion (Ka1.ov) of the

monastery (I1ovacYTTSpov)	 (3) .God-loving, holy father	 (4)

'See Maspero and Dnoton 1932-1943 pp. 87 (no. 205 1. 2 (te2600YNcI oIsMMwN)), and 99 (no. 268
1. 5 (eriwx)). For the presence of sack-weavers in monasteries, see Dilwyn Jones 1981 p. 182.
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63
POLL-TAX RECEIPT

P.Mich. mv. 1300(B)
	

100 (h) x 165 (w) mm.'
	

Vilith C.

Papyrus	 Plate 44

Preservation: all margins of the 5 lines of text are preserved, and there is just one small

lacuna. See below for the first text written on this papyrus.

Palaeography: hand 1 is small and cursive; 1-, I. M, P, T and may have a long, hooked

tail. The CI ligature is distinctive with a hook at the bottom of the I (e.g. 1. 4). For hand 2,

the signature of Ken, see §8.11. This text employs a raised dot to mark syllabic function

in CTOOTT 1. 4.

Provenance: unknown. The place of origin may have been the Monastery of Apa Apollo

at Bawit because this document is addressed to the brothers of the poll-tax and signed by

Ken, see §8.1.2

Acquisition: (Husselman 1951 p. 332:) purchased by the University of Michigan in

1923, along with a group of miscellaneous Greek and Coptic documents.

Bibliography: side (B) of this papyrus was edited in Husselman 1951 pp. 333-334, and

mentioned in Mich. p. 21.

The brothers of the poll-tax are notified of the receipt of a rug worth one solidus as

amoul's poll-tax payment.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

l—* -1-I1CMCIWT 11CTC2J Nqc.9HpC NCCNHY 1Nfl^M1

2	 XC C 2P M 2t1 4W 1 NcOxOKOTTN NN CiJCOMOYx
T	 T

3	 Cr111u	 HT?.9 2. TCIOMflC T^XI CNCK1 r1i1 CIC 0Y120x'

0
4	 NTflIC qci CTOOTT C2P epoq I 4ai, t( t61 ia

5 Hd 2
	

1- KHl

1 Nr1ecjuHpe, MUM1PICMOC 2 2R WS 112OXOKOTTIMOC f1?.MpICMOC 3 Thru^,
Cr1CKèTHC I1AjKTIOI1OC 2OXOKOTTIFIDC 4 Tè.flh1C, €TOOT. rr)v'L 'taI.tEVWe tv&KTovoc

Opening formula	 (1) .g Our father is the one who writes to his sons, the

brothers of the poll-tax (civpiot6c).

Receipt	 (2) About the matter of the solidus (ÔX0K6T-nvoc) of poll-

tax (ci.) which amoul (3) must pay for this year, the eleventh

am grateful to Dr Traianos Gagos for providing information on this papyrus.
provenance of Hermopolis was suggested in Husselman 1951 p. 332.
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(v6KaToc) indiction (ivKT(uv), here is a solidus (óxoKó'rnvoc)-worth
(4) of rug (Tdrrrlc) which I have received for it.

Date	 (Greek) In the month of Phamenoth (day) 17, indiction-

year 11.

Scribe	 Phiph.

Signatory	 (5 Coptic; Hd 2) -p Ken.

Transcription notes

1, 5 1-: the ed. pr. gave ..

1 Nq-: this spelling also occurs in no. 62 1. 1, although written by a different scribe.

2 4OxOKOTTM MN: the ed. pr. gave 4OxOKOTTN MflNA.

3 CMCK T 1 r I, 1 ,: in the ed. pr. this was given as CNC K , ,. Although the text is faded,

there appears to be enough space for , rather than ,.

4 6: in the ed. pr. the 6 was superscript.

Translation notes

4 4ai0 ,' u: Phamenoth 17th March 13th.

n4: the name cM (a form of Phib) is attested in Preisigke NB for the VI-VIIth C.

LETTER

P. Mich. mv. 1300(A) (Unpublished)
	

Vilith C.

Plate 45

Preservation: the last 7 lines and all hut the upper and left margins are preserved. The

right half of 11. 4-6 of text is faded.

Palaeography: a fluent, semi-cursive hand with the following ligatures: in 1. 2 en, xc

(written without taking the pen off the papyrus, see also 1. 4), and "ace of spades" Cp; in

1.3 I, CM, CT and C2;and CT ml. 7.

The purpose of this letter is not clear. It mentions a certain Pphilemmon to whom

the writer has written.
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1	 l.( ±3 J...[ ±3 ].... r uj l c cipnpwujc

2	 ncccrrc TOYWKNOI XC .CP6YON

3	 ICTTICTOXH NfleXOCIC flXp T XC MT1CT1IXHMMWN

4	 IXC TI NHTN 2M 11OYWu MI1NOYTC uJ?.iNH2KtCl

5	 ]XC HTiC2J CflIXHMMW t N l ^.xx? OT1C XC MVTICINC

6	 ]CPXOXH CpOi X NOK èiC2i -t-NOY CIC2I MMOO.

7	 ].TN MCIC2i CTÔOX -1- OYX^i±

2FiTe.qoYw2 (?) gNOcI 3 XPICTOC 3, 5 IxHMMWM 6 xc

(') ... I am doing enough (?) (2) (napd) the rest which is (there) (?). You

think (voctv) that ... servant (3) ••• letter (rncy ioxif) of/to my Lord Christ,

that/because Pphilemmon did not (4) give to you by the will of God ()
because I wrote to Pphilemmon but it was necessary that I did not bring

(6) be angry (x oxri) with me because I have written. Now I am writing

them (7) these humble words. i- Farewell ±

Transcription notes

2 .CP-: the first letter does not resemble any other in this text, although it is most like a M.

Possibly interpret MI1CP- "do not", for which the spelling MCP- is attested (see Crum

CD 178b MrTwp), although an imperative sense does not naturally follow KNOt XC "you

think that".

3 NnXOCI C: the N is written in four strokes rather than three.

4 uINH2K r C l : the C is barely visible. A possible interpretation might run as follows:

uJ- (first person singular Habitual verbal prefix) NH2 (unattested prenominal form of

NOY2C "shake" Crum CD p. 241b) and KC "other".

6 ] C P XOxH CpOI: possibly restore FInF C P XOXH "do not be angry".

MMOO.: the final letter is illegible; restore MN100Y.

7	 ].TN: restore NIHTCN "(to) you".

Translation notes

2 ii ^. p : this is left untranslated here because of the different meanings associated with

uapd: "beside, except, beyond, more than, contrary to, against".1

'See Gregorius 1976-1978 pp. 217-219.
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64
POLL-TAX RECEIPT

P.Mich. mv. 1520	 190 (h) x 97 (w) mm. 1 	Vilith C.

Papyrus
	 Plate 46

Preservation: 5 lines and all margins are preserved; the scribe wrote around a lacuna in

the centre of the papyrus.

Paleography: hand 1 is an irregularly-written, documentary majuscule with a number of

ligatures, mainly combinations with C or . The date and scribe's name are written in a

Greek-type cursive. For Daniel's signature (hand 2), see §8.11. This text employs a

mark resembling an "acute accent" to mark syllabic function in MT0OTq 1. 3, and on the

first of two Ts in 2O>OKOTTM 1. 2. It also uses a superlinear dot in place of the trema

(C2i 1. 1 and iCpCMIC 1.4).

Provenance: unknown. The place of origin may have been the Monastery of Apa Apollo

at Bawit because this document is addressed to the brothers of the poll-tax, see §8.1.

Acquisition: (according to Husselman 1951 p. 332:) Michigan University Library

acquired this text in 1924.

Bibliography: edited in Husselman 1951 pp. 334-335 (where it is erroneously numbered

as "P. Mich. 1524"); and mentioned in Mich. p. 21 (where it is correctly numbered).

The brothers of the poll-tax are told to take wine worth a solidus from the sons of

Prase, of the monastery of Apa Jeremias of Pmanbête (see §4.1).

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

ii -l-nCrICIWT 11CTC2?J 1CCMHY NflN-

2	 PICMOC XC XI Q 1y 2o>..OKOTTN NHP11

3	 MTOOT MCu.JCN fl?UjC MCPWMC Nil MOFN1

ci

4	 I CCMI C fl11MNHTC± cyp	 cqi, a iv6, r iiXac

5 (Hd2)	 e.MIHx FCTOIXI -I-i

1 TMCCI1HY R- 2 2OXOKOTTIMOC 3Ne-jpwMeRnMONCTHPIOM?

4 ypdOi 'V'aJEvWe, U6tKTo1!oc 5 CTOIXCI

Opening formula	 (1) .p Our father is the one who writes to the brothers of

the poll-tax (vpic$c).

1 1-lusselman 1951 p. 334 records the dimensions as '14.5 cm. long and varying from 7 cm. in height on
the left side to 5 cm. on the right.
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Order (2) Take a solidus (6xoKcSrTvoc) of wine (3) from the sons of
Prase, the men of the monastery (,1ovaTrIpov ?) (4) of Jeremias of

Pmanbête.
Date	 (Greek) - Written (in) Phamenoth (day) 11, indiction-year 8,
Scribe	 Elias.
Signatory	 (5 Hd 2) Daniel agrees (ToXdv).

Transcription notes

1 and 4 1-: the ed. pr. gave p.

3 NTOOTI : the second 0 has been changed from another character.

ii p u C: this has been written around two small marks like a \ on the papyrus.

M 1 ON': the ed. pr. had F M0 r N l , but no final is visible. The M and 0 are written in a

single ligature; the 0 is strangely formed, and may be read less convincingly as an ?, to

give M N- "place of'.

5 ., r-Q	 f 1 : these were omitted in the ed. pr. Apart from the initial C, CTOIXI 1- has

been almost completely erased, and is reconstructed after no. 811. 5; see also §8.7.

Translation notes

2 The amount of one solidus appears to represent the poll-tax payment of more than one

person here; compare the half solidus paid by one man in no. 62, and see §8.7.1.

4 iXiac: see §8.9.

a I1 , ta: Phamenoth 11th = March 7th.
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65
POLL-TAX RECEIPT (?)

CMAA Green '16 1 	70 (h?) x 115 (w?) mm. 2	Whereabouts unknown

Papyrus
Preservation: (A): 6 lines and all margins may have been preserved; written at 1800 to

this on side (B) were 2 lines with possibly all margins intact.

Provenance: unknown. For the possibility that the place of origin was the Monastery of

Apa Apollo at Bawit, see §8.1. TCuH (11. 3 and 8) may be identified with the

Hermopolite place name el-Bersha (see Tbersê §4.5).

Acquisition: see §2.6.

"Our father" addresses the brothers of the poll-tax, presenting a solidus for Joseph

the brother of Mouses of Tberê. This may be Joseph's poll-tax payment, and he may have

given it to Papa Anoup the shaliou (see §3.7) in return for something which is not now

intelligible. The purpose of this document is obscure because some of the words are

incomplete and may not have been correctly transcribed.

(A)
1—*	 -1- VTCNCIWT nCTC2JNNqUHpC

2
	

NCCNHY Mrn1N Xe CIC OY2OXOK, C-

3
	

1WCH4 11C0N N j'?2 [MW] ry1 CHC 1ThTCPu1H1

4	 MrTT1ed1[^. e.M1 1 O'Yfl T1ujxIOY

-	 K	 6

5	 2 NUjOMTC Nb. ryl .N 1- ii' X K , a

6	 avoun

(B) Docket
71'	 IWCH (space) tON MWYCHC

0
8	 flT(space)CPUI1 Nè

1iricq- 2 Rnr1A,PICMOC.20XOK0TTIM0C 5R.' 1 ri, jrvi XoCai< Li/&KTot'oc

6ypa4sa 8 NOMICMS TIOrI

Opening formula	 1 -- Our father is the one who writes to his Sons, (2) the

brothers of the poll-tax (cv6puiic).

Order

	

	 Here is a solidus (ÔX0K6Tnvoc) for (3) Joseph the brother

of the scribe Mouses of Tbe(sê (4) the Papa Anoup, the shaliou, (5)

for the three

t This text is only known to me through the transcription of Paul Kahie Jr, see § 2.6.

2According to Kahies notes.
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Date	 (Greek) -t- In the month of Choiak (day) 21, indiction-year

1.
Scribe	 (6) Anoup, I wrote.
Docket	 (7 Coptic) Joseph the brother of Mouses (8) of Tberê, one

solidus (voI1ta(Tov)).

Transcription notes

2 CI C OY2OxOK : Kahie initially wrote TO) ?? .0Y20x0K 1 then suggested 610 [qToo]Y.

Reconstruct CIC "here is", as in nos. 621.2 and 631. 3, but note that the phrase ^.qCi

CTOOT "I have received it", which usually goes with 610 ... (see §8.7), is not included

in this text. The docket records H è., which would suggest a reading of OY2OXOKi

rather than qTOOY 2OxOK here. One solidus is the most common amount paid in poll-

tax documents, see §8.7.1.

4 no simple resolution of this is possible and the reading may not be accurate. It

may be that Papa Anoup the shaliou has been, or is to be given, the solidus as payment

for the three things mentioned in 1. 5.

5 fts..ri: this is probably to be interpreted as genitival fi- plus a noun beginning with

the letter S (which may be representing a Cl). That the noun in question is feminine is

indicated by the use of oOMTC rather than UOMMT, the masculine form of the word for

"three". There is no suitable Coptic word beginning with a S and ending in a N listed in

Strasbach and Barc DIC, and no Greek word in LSJ. It is possible that Kahie mis-read

one or more of these letters.

7 Kahle wrote -f-ON instead of 'VON, which suggests that the scribe wrote a tioid psi (see

note to the palaeography section of no. 16 text 1 for this term).

Translation notes

3 and 7-8 MWYCHC flTSCpH: this man also occurs in two unpublished Coptic papyri,

CUL Michael. 1047/1,1 and CUL Michael. 1233 (see §2.2). In the latter, he is listed

along with men of flM NYP INC "the place of Daurine (Taurinus)", which may be

equated with the monastery of this name in the Hermopolite nome rather than at

Aphrodito.2

5 < iza: Choiak 21st = 17/18th December.

7-8 This docket has a similar format to one in another I1CNCIWT 11CTC2J document, no.

90.

1 This papyrus mentions KYPIKOC	 son of ICeK, and nBcxc, son of ecoocc, who both occur
in Pierpont Morgan i. M 662 B 6a (A) text 1, which is edited in MacCoull 1979-1982 p. 4

2 See CKA p. 1446 "Kôm fsqâw' no. 19 for the Aphrodito monastery, and Drew-Bear 1979a p. 128

'Taupvou for the Hermopolite.
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66
ORDER TO WAIVE POLL-TAX LIABILITY

P. Yale copt. no. 21	 56 (h) x 161 (w) mm.' 	 Vilith C.
P.CtYBR mv. 1861	 Plate 46

Papyrus

Preservation: 5 lines and all margins preserved.

Palaeography: a cursive hand with some ligatures. I and p have hooked tails. is written

in one continuous movement without taking the pen off the papyrus (400Y 1. 2).

Provenance: unknown. The place of origin may have been the Monastery of Apa Apollo

at Bawit because this document is addressed to the brothers of the poll-tax and signed by

Ken, see §8.1. The place cIOOY (1. 2) may be located in the Hermopolite nome (see the

Monastery of Phoou §4.1).

Acquisition: see §2.3.1.

Bibliography: edited in P. Yale copt. p. 48; and described in Petersen [1964] no.123

(plate).

The brothers of the poll-tax are ordered not to hold liable, presumably for poll-tax,

a monk (possibly from the otherwise unattested monastery of Phoou) until brother Petros

arrives.

A.
ii	 rTCNCIwrT1 flCTC2J NgUJHPC MCCtIHY fl.N

2	 XC NY C11CIKOYI MOIIOXOC NTCI1T000Y rioo

3	 Fft1PM^2C NMog IJ^..NTCfl?.CON I1CTPOC CI

6	 /
4	 1- p .t Ka i/ 1- KWVOTaVT1VO C''p

5	 -I-KHpI

Uir1equHpc,Rn.r1A.pICMOc 2MoNxoc, TOOIIOJY 3RnFM2eRMo'1 4 iv'i M€XE'tp,
u'&KTLovoc KwvoTavTvoc y pa&jrn

Opening formula	 1 . Our father is the one who writes to his sons the

brothers of the poll-tax (ckv6pu3.L6c).

Order

	

	 (2) See this young monk (ovaxdc) of the monastery of

Phoou: (3) do not hold him liable until brother (imcoN) Petros

comes.
Date	 (4 Greek) In the month of Mecheir, (day) 21, indiction-year

10.

'These dimensions were supplied by Stephen Emmel; the ed. pr. gave (w. x h.) "15.7 x 5.3 cm".
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Scribe	 -I- Konstantino, I wrote.

Signatory	 (5 Hand 2)	 Ken.

Transcription notes

2 TooftOY: the third 0 is a blob of ink.

Translation notes

2 N00Y: this may also be interpreted as a form of RI100Y "today" (Crum CD p. 731a

200Y), leaving the "young monk of the monastery" as rather a vague description of the

person in question.

4 1iX Ka: Mecheir 21st = 15/16th February.
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67
ORDER TO WAIVE POLL-TAX LIABILITY

CMAA Green "21	 82 (h) x 120 (w) mm. 2	Whereabouts unknown

Papyrus

Preservation: 6 lines and all margins may have been preserved.

Provenance: unknown. The place of origin may have been the Monastery of Apa Apollo

at Bawit because this document is addressed to the brothers of the poll-tax and signed by

Ken, see §8.1.

Acquisition: see §2.6.

The brothers of the poll-tax are ordered not to hold Phoihamon of the

piggery/Pman[n]erir liable for poll-tax until the person issuing this order has had a word

with them.

11' i- [11C1NIWT flCTuiTZujHpC

2	 [NC]CNHOY ii11N XC NflCPM2C

3	 NOIN1WN n1MNfN1CPIPeNr

4	 uNTIuXC NCMHTN - 4pM 1K IN,
r

5	 rcwp, erp^t i-

6Hd2	 tKHPI

I iftiequHpc 2 CFIHY M1Th.rlA,PICMOC, RnFM2c 3 M401b?xMMWM, fi?,F1ICMOC

4 MRIIHTII,	 poyei IF1IKTIOMOC 5 rcwprc/ioc vel si,n.

Opening formula	 (1) - Our father is the one who writes to his sons, (2) the

brothers of the poll-tax (àvopu.i6c).

Order

	

	 Do not hold (3) Phoibamon of the piggery/Pman{n]erir

liable for poll-tax (&.) (4) until I speak with you.

Date	 t Pharmouthi (day) 18, indiction-year (iv6iKTIv) (...)

Scribe	 (5)Georg(-), I wrote (ypaia) ±.

Signatory	 (6 Hand 2) - Ken.

Transcription notes

3 Kahie read fl11MM[T1CpIp and NN".

4-5 -f- 4^PM e IN IN, rewpr, Crp?t? t: this may have been written inamore cursive

Greek hand.

'This text is oniy known to me through the transcription of Paul Kahie Jr. see §2.6.

2According to Kahies notes.
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?pM e IH IN,: Kahie did not indicate that any text was missing here, although no

indiction-year appears to have been entered. As the same month and day is specified for

indiction-year 11 in no. 62 1. 8, which has the same addressees, scribe and signatory as

this document, a restoration of indiction-year 11 here is highly probable. An alternative

reading of pMe IH I N, as "Pharmouthi 10, indiction-year 8" is also possible

although this type of date ((month) x (day) x (year) x indiction-year) does not occur in

any other of the TCNCIWT flCTC2?I formula documents, see §8.7.

Translation notes

2 Me.2C: see §8.7.1 for this variant of ^3M?,2TC (Crum CD p. lOa) with this meaning.

3 MèN[N]C p I p : this could also be interpreted as "swineherd", involving the prefix MN-

"man of' (Crum C'D p. 173b), rather than M N- "place of' (Crum CD p.153b).

4	 PMe IH: Pharmouthi 18th = April 13th.
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68
ORDER TO WAIVE POLL-TAX LIABILITY

P. Louvre E 27616 (B) 	 40 (h) x 169 (w) mm.' 	 Vilith C.2

Papyrus	 Plate 473

Preservation: 4 lines and all margins are preserved. See below for the text written earlier

on this papyrus.

Palaeography: hand 1: a flowing majuscule hand with some ligatures, including an "ace-

of-spades" C+ P 1. 2. For the hand of Georgios (hand 2), see §8.11.

Provenance: uncertain. There is a possibility that it was excavated at the Monastery of

Apa Apollo at Bawit by Jean Clddat, although, unlike other papyri from this source, it

was not specifically labelled by him with this provenance.4

Acquisition: donated to the Louvre by Jean Clédat's daughter, Mme Jean Mallet.5

Bibliography: this papyrus was described with a plate in L'Egypte en Périgord no. 122

papyrus no. 2, p1. p. 99 (no. 2); after I had been given permission to edit it in this thesis

and had sent a copy of my edition to Mme. Anne Boud'hors, 6 it was published in

Boudhors 1995 pp. 32-34.

The brothers of the poll-tax are ordered not to hold lohannes liable for poll-tax for

the year. lohannes may be referred to by "our father" as "his man' which might explain

why the payment was waived for him.

1-	 -I- 11CMCIWT neTc2?INHquHpc I1CCNHY Mfl^rM

2	 XC NnePM2cmw2NNHC tTCFq1PWM

aO	 8
3	 flF1	 TPOM11C t ct:p I1 a w1 i43

4	 (Written at the side of 11. 3 and 5, I-Id 2) -1- KHPI
C	 ?,

5	 rcwprio crp, -t-

1 NMc c , RfleMtpICMOC 2RrrF-, èJ1APICMOC 3 4apIioit v&KToVOc 5 CFP.t

Opening formula	 (1) - Our father is the one who writes to his sons, the

brothers of the poll-tax (àv6pl.cJl.16c).

Order	 (2) Do not hold lohannes, his man, liable for poll-tax (ci.)
(3) for (irpc) the year.

'Dimensions given in L'Egvpie en Périgord p. 99.
2 Boud'hois 1995 p. 32 proposes a date in the first half of the Vilith C.
3 Photograph © Christian Larneu 1994 La Licorne.

4See Boudhors 1995 Pp. 29-30.
5 See Boudhors 1995 p. 29.
6 am grateful for Anne Boudhors for providing me with a photograph of this papyrus.
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Date	 (Grk) - Pharmouthi (day) 1, indiction-year 12.

Signatory	 (4 Hand 2) Ken.

Scribe	 (5) Georgios I wrote (ypdqcv) 1-.

Transcription notes

1 eJN ' and 2 r N 1: the final letters in both lines are almost illegible.

2 rTc 1 q 1 : possibly, but less likely, flC F Y 1 (as read in Boudhors 1995 p. 33) because the q

and Y are very similar in this text, compare Nq- and CNHY 1. 1.

3 4apiO: the a looks more like an u on top of the p following it.

i(3: if correctly interpreted, the (3 is open; Boudhors 1995 p. 33 reads it as an a, possibly

influenced by the fact that no. 62, which has the same signatory as this text, is dated to

indiction-year eleven. However, although the scribe of both texts is named Georgios,

they are not written by the same person. Following the (3 there is a low oblique stroke

similar to the one in iv',' earlier in the line, but this may simply be a mark on the

papyrus.

5 rewprio c : the C resembles an u which is how it is read in Boud'hors 1995 p. 33•1

Translation notes

2 11 CJ C1 -: 'his", i.e. the head's man; but if 11 CY - "their" is to be read, a man attached to the

brothers of the poll-tax may be in question.

3 apIiO a: Pham.noth 1st corresponds with the 2éth-Fe1tty.

END OF A LEGAL DOCUMENT

P. Louvre E 27616 (A)
	

Plate 472

Preservation: 4 lines and only the left margin are preserved. A few lines of faint writing

are visible beneath this text.

Palaeography: a right-sloping majuscule hand with few ligatures.

Only the names of the scribe and signatories to this document are preserved. One of

them begins his declarations with HOK flCON [NN], and another is from TepOt in the

Hermopolite nome (see §4.4).

1 For the scribe's name in the genitive form, see §8.7.

2Photograph © Christian Larrieu 1994 La Licome.
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i't	 .[	 ±3	 ]..[	 i.E	 I.E

2	 MWC YW ?AIC2J MTOIX 1- ^.NOK TThC[ON

3	 MM 1ThCOM Ib MTCT1WT YW MME

4	 rj- MOK 1 11^J1S flTOxCMèd ^YKOujT [IC2J 2PWOY?

Witness/Signatory x + 1	 (2) and I wrote with my hand

Witnesses/Signatories x + 2-3	 i- I, brother (ncoN) ••• (3) and my brother

Phib of Tepôt and

Scribe
	 (4) i- I, Papa Ptolemai, they asked me (and) I

[wrote on their behalf (?)

Transcription notes

3 MN: the first MM in this line resembles the MW of MWC in the line above.

I: this has an open beta.

èYW MN[: the use of ?YW and MN is tautologous; it may be that MN is the beginning of

another word.

4 Fl- MOK' flfl? rTTOxCM^J: Boudhors 1995 p. 34 reads [±5 1fl flTOxCM?J.

Translation notes

4 flTOxCMI: a Coptic form of r[ToXaIoc;this name occurs as flTexCMC in three

inscriptions from Bawit.1

1 See Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 pp. 90 (no. 225), 91 (no. 231), and 111 (no. 343).
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69
ORDER TO SELL RUGS AS POLL-TAX PAYMENT

BL OR. 6201 B 143(A)	 93 (h) x 70 (w) mm.	 VHIth C.

Papyrus
	 Plate 48

Preservation: 8 lines and all but the left margin are preserved. (B) contains at least four

lines of faint text written in brown ink, in a flowing cursive hand different from that of

side A.

Palaeography: Hand 1: a flowing semi-cursive hand. Hand 2: for the signature of Ken,

see §8.11. Noteworthy in this text are the superlinear marks resembling a grave accent

which are used with syllabic function in iiq 1. 1 and ZA 1. 3.

Provenance: unknown. The place of origin may have been the Monastery of Apa Apollo

at Bawit because this document is addressed to the brothers of the poll-tax and signed by

Ken and deals with poll-tax, see §8.1. The place name Antinoe (?.NTINOOY) is

mentioned in 1. 6 (see §4.7).

Acquisition: see §2.1.

This text is not complete and may be interpreted in different ways. Our father'

writes to a rug-seller about his poll-tax (àvpui6c), and mentions that he has received two

rugs from Terei. The rug-seller is ordered to take them to Antinoe, presumably to sell them

there. Another interpretation is that the rugs are the rug-sellers payment and Terei has

taken them to Antinoe.

fle]tM1CIWT 11CTC2 NnqcijHpe

2	 ]fl1C1 NTflIC

3	 lx xc 2PèJ 2N cwq 1111K-

4	 ?N]pICMOC rITIpOMllC T?i

5	 ]rlC T11IC CMY ?.YCI CTOOT

6	 ]1 CTHI ITOY £MTINOOY
Y	 Y

7	 i1c ±nIeIN r I l npecci cya 1-

8Hd2	 IKHpI

1 ThrequHpe 3 CpeJ 2R	 RflCK- 5 TèJ1HC 6 qrro

7 nYi, iiKTiOriOC, npCCIOY Eypd11 (?)

Opening formula	 (1) Our father is the one who writes to his son (2)	 the

rug ( -rdnrlc)- seller )

Report	 About your (4) poll-tax (dv6poii6c) for this year: (5) here

are two rugs (T.) which I have received (6) [from ? ] Terei.
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Order	 Take them to Antinoe (7)

Date	 + Pauni (day) 15, indiction-year (iv6u<Twv)

Scribe	 (By ?) Praseios (?) (Greek) it was written.

Signatory	 (8 Hd 2) [...?] Ken .t-.

Transcription notes

2 ]n r c 1 MT^flIC: preceding this one would expect the name of the addressee. In

between and above the I and C of TflIC, there is a sign similar to an ^.

5 T^d1lC: the I has been changed from an 0.

6	 r 1 : restore 2lTOOT] (for 2IT0OT) "from him" here. 1 Less likely, but also

possible, is a restoration of (C2PI) epO] following no. 63 1. 4 (^qei T00TT

C 2P i epoq "(which) I have received for it"). In this case Terei might be the person

taking the rugs to Antinoou.

TI-Ipel: this personal name is not attested in Heuser PN, but Ti 1 p<€>i occurs in two Greek

papyri from Oxyrhynchus, P. Oxy. IX 1215 and PSI VII 808, both of which date to the

lind or Ilird C.

7 r1i possibly read IC "15". In any case, the indiction-year was at least 10.

rrp^ci: this may be a hellenized form of the Coptic name flp^CC "joy" (Crum CD p.

309a pC; Heuser PN pp. 43 and 64); see Preisigke NB, and Foraboschi OA for other

names which begin with ilpa-. A Prasi occurs in CUL Michael. Q109/2(B) 1. 3

(unpublished, see §2.2). For the scribe's name in the genitive form followed by €yp in

other rTCMCIWT 11CTC2.I formula documents, see §8.7.

Translation notes

2 r C 1 MT ^. 1110: this is translated "rug-seller" rather than 'rug-maker" although either is

possible, 2 and the same man probably performed both tasks. Evidence that textiles were

produced at the monastery of Apa Apollo at Bawit is provided in an inscription which

mentions a CCUT (C.ujT) "weaver". 3 For sack-weavers, see no. 62.

5 ^YCI CTOOT: see §8.7.

6 MTl NOOY: Antinoe was most probably a centre for the textile trade, and, indeed, many

Coptic textiles were excavated in the cemeteries of Antinoe.4

7 rr'' IC: Pauni 15 = June 9th.

'For Ci CTOOT # 21T00T see, exx. CPR IV 26 I. 12 and 189b I. 1.
may mean a "maker of" or "dealer in" (Crum CD p. 31 6a).

3 See Clédat 1904-1906 P. 80, where this title is mistranslated "portier"; it also occurs in the place name
flMNCCuT which is to be found in a uiMC rice-formuIa ostracon, published in Tait 1994. This
ostracon may be connected with the Bawit monastery of Apa Apollo because the uINC MC- formula is
found in a number of ostraca excavated by Jean Clédat there (see §3.3.2.1), and because it mentions
rTuj flM.N6è.MOYX who is also recorded in a Bawit inscription (see Clédat 1904-1906 p. 83 no. 2).
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70
ORDER FOR PAYMENT IN ARACUS

BL OR. 6201 B204(B)	 65 (h) x 115 (w) mm.	 Vilith C.

Papyrus
	 Plate 49

Preservation: 4 lines and all margins. This is the second text to be written on this

papyrus; see below for the text on (A).

Palaeography: an experienced right-sloping semi-cursive hand.

Provenance: unknown. Side (A) is an account or receipt which may mention the place

name Te'snê (T6uMH), see §4.11.

Acquisition: see §2.1.

Papa Shenoute is ordered to pay Horion a sack of aracus (see §8.15).

1—	 . I1CFICIWT flCTC2I[ MnequHpe

2	 rTrT?1Th .ijEMOYTC rxle TEl] OYÔOYMC

3	 M^xKC F'I2W F P 1 ION T Y r& K11 iri,e

4	 Hxl^.CCTp^t	 1-

2 ÔOOYMC 3 TY8I, INJKTIOMOC

Opening formula	 (I) .p Our father is the one who writes to [his son] (2) the

Papa Shenoute.

Order	 Give a sack (3) of aracus (paKoc) to Horion.

Date	 Tybi (day) 27 (?), indiction-year (tv&KTwv) 5.

Scribe	 (4) Elias, I wrote (ypd€v) 1-.

Transcription notes

3 Kr(1: KT is alsopossible.

4 -I-: there may be a further sign following this.

Translation notes

2 ÔOYIIC: according to WS pp. 20-21 no. 3, this non-standardised measure and its Greek

equivalent OaXldov commonly contained two artabas. Shelton 1990 p. 110 refers to the

ratio of three artabas per sack found in some of the CTMOYXON ostraca) The spelling

oorie also occurs in WS no. 189.

4Despite this, Wipszycka 1991c p.2221 'Centers of textiles production" states that "written sources do not
confirm that Antinoopolis played a more significant role than other cities in the production of textiles".

I I am grateful to Professor John Tait for this reference.
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3 2wp'or1: see Heuser PN p. 84 for this name, which is well attested in Greek texts

from many periods, see Preisigke NB and Foraboschi OA.

T''rS 1 Kr : Tybi 27 = 22nd123rd January.

FRAGMENT OF AN ACCOUNT or RECEIPT

BL Or. 6201 B204 (A)

	

	
Vilith C.

Plate 49

Preservation: 3 lines and the top and bottom margins are preserved.

Palaeography: a fairly large, right-sloping maj uscule.

ii	 C]r2^j1[ (±4)].6 IW2MMHC flrpl[

2	 ]MTCUJFIH MCP2T 2^ rTK^,pflrOl[C

3	 MM]TCNOOYCC MKCp^..Trl ri / K,IS H[CTHC(?)

3 yvrai KcpaTIoV

(1) lohannes	 (2) of Tenê, the fullers for the harvest (Kapndc) ()

twelve carats (KpcITov), total (yyvoOa) (...) carats (K.) 12, sextarii

(aT11c) (?)

Transcription notes

1 [(±4)] .6: if a restoration of M1iUJHPC were possible here, it might be that this is another

1iCIICIWT flCTC2i formula text.

Following IW2NNHC restore a title such as 11PCCbYT€POC, or a name beginning with

1-IF-.

2 ] MT6UNH: or restore M] N T6UjNH and interpret as a personal name, see translation note

below.

Translation notes

2 TCujNH NCp^2T: Crum CD p. 311a PW2C interprets TJNH (sic) N6P2T in this text

as a place name. See Shelton 1990 p. 113 for the interpretation of TCUjNH as a personal

name.
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71
ORDER FOR PAYMENT IN ARACUS AND BARLEY

BL OR. 6201 A179(B)'	 143 (h) x 175 (w) mm.	 Vilith C.

Papyrus
	 Plate 50

Preservation: 8 lines and all margins.

Palaeography: hand 1: an experienced semi-cursive hand, similar to the one used for no.

102. For the signature of rewpri (hand 2), see §8.11.

Linguistic note: the spelling of CTOIXCI as CTOIXCYC in 1. 8 is noteworthy, see §8.7.

Provenance: unknown. See §8.11 for the signatory Georgios. The Hermopolite place

T^T1^OOY (1. 3) was situated very near Titkooh, see §4.4.

Acquisition: see §2.1.

Papa Shenoute the oil-maker is ordered to pay four cultivators of the field of

Taparoou in aracus and barley (see §8.15). Each cultivator receives the same payment. It

is possible that these cultivators were monks belonging to the monastery, see Chitty 1966

pp. 34 n. 158 and 145 n. 24 for literary references to monks in the Delta working in the

fields at harvest time.

1—	 . 11CMIWT I1CTC2?xI MnqujHpe flfl^JTh (ijC-

2	 MOYTC 1C^PNH2 XC TI MI^x^KC
U)

3	 MCIOYOIIC NOI HT^JT^,pOOY I1POC TIN/
T	 OT

4	 rcwpre FTOYOIC apaK, ap 1 "2	 ap 1

T	 O'r
5	 ^11^KYPI apak, ap(3 1 /2 Kp ap

T	 OT
6	 flIHYapaK,apI3'/2 Kpapt3

T	 OT

7	 2H>ICapaK,apf3'/2 Kplapl3

8 (Hand 2) ± rcwprioc CTOIXCYC

2 CP NC 2 3Rricio y oeicR-, rriwcic 4 oYocie
4-7 àpdi<ou apTal3aL, Kp8r)c apTaI3aL	 8 CTOIXCI

Opening formula	 (I) -? Our father is the one who writes to his son, the

Papa Shenoute, (2) the oil-maker.

Order

	

	 Give the aracus (paKoc) (3) to these cultivators of the

field of Taparoou according to (npdc) this list (yvnc):
1st entry	 (4) George the cultivator: 2 1 /2 artabas (pTdpii ) of aracus

(L), 2 artabas (ci.) of barley (KpleTj);

1 Note that this text has recently been erroneously labelled BL Or. 6201 A180.
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2nd entry	 () Apakyri: 2 1 /2 artabas (d.) of aracus (L), 2 artabas (a.)

of barley (K.);

3rd entry	 (6) Pieu: 2 1 /2 artabas (d.) of aracus (s.), 2 artabas (cL) of

barley (K.);
4th entry	 (7) Helias: 2 1 /2 an artabas (a.) of aracus (L), 2 artabas (a.)

of barley (K.).
Signatory	 (8 Hand 2) ± Georgios agrees (oToXetv).

Translation notes

1-2 fl^fl (LJCNOYTC: see §8.8 for this man in other I1CMCIWT rTCTC2^i formula

documents.

2 C^pNH2: an oil-maker also occurs in a VTCNCIWT fl66C2?CI formula text, no. 83, and

in inscriptions from Bawit. 1 For this occupation, see Crum CD p. 241a (which refers to

this text), CPR XII p. 38, and Gascou and Worp 1990.

5 ^r1KYpI: this is interpreted here as a name because none of the other names in this text

have the title fl^; it occurs in an inscription from Bawit, 2 and in a number of Coptic

and Greek papyri. 3 An [xfl^x] KYP C also occurs in BL Or. 6201A 29, a marriage

document published by Kahle (see §2.1), and an èdl^x KIpC in no.31. 16.

FRAGMENT OF A MONASTIC LETTER

BL Or. 6201 A179(A)
	

Vilith C.

PlateS!

Preservation: the last 10 lines and all but the upper and right margins of this text are

preserved.

Palaeography: written in an experienced hand which uses semi-cursive and majuscule

forms.

Linguistic note: in addition to C for N (e.g. 4)01 C>.0 1. 3), this text occasionally has H for

C (exx. THu.[ 1. 5, XrHl and 11HTC 1. 6, and MH r OYC 1 1. 10), see linguistic note to

no. 75.

Although a fair amount of text is extant, the purpose of this letter is obscure. The

field of Le and a person called Acor are mentioned.

'See Clédat 1904-1906 p. 160, and 1916 pp. 31 (no. 16) and 33 (no. 29); Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943
p. 109 (no. 326); and Krause 1988 p. 119 (Apa Mena).

2 See Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 p. 160 AnaKi:ipc.

3 See cxx.: Coptic: Ba!. index p. 816, Herni. nos. 9 v I. 2, 26 I. 3, and 32 I. 7; and Greek: P. ApoIl. Ano
no. 74 II. A15 and B8 (709-10 AD.), and P. Ross. Georg. IV nos. 23 I. A13 and 24 I. A9.

4See Kahle 1951 pp. 335-339.
5 Note that Kahle cites six texts from the BL Or. 6201 series (but not the one edited here) in his analysis of

this sound change in Ba! p. 70 §22.
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ii
2	 ^YW MMC^ TCI1CI CMMHOY C2HT ^xTCKMCTM^,dNOYTFC1[

3	 uTI^M4OI CXC MHTN 2M x^?Y rl2Wq ^J1CCt1FfOY MT^yCrIl[

4	 2N TMHTC MOYOM NIM M11NOYTC COOYII XC ^JCI XC M^xK[].[

5	 flM^JMOYTC MXOCIC MCIWT KCXCYC MMOC THu.[

6	 2OYM CXWN XrH1 MrXK l O TTHTC NTN esox uNTCNCI Cp.[

7	 M?N ripoc fl0C NT^1J Wfl 2M r T1CK MHTC rClMflOyTI ,orw 1 p ri^.E

8	 ...FC1oN TCCXPI TCMCP 2wq F 1 yW r ClMTI COYMNTC ^YK?[

9	 eTr&e TCXpI^. MTKH Mn0YTJC 1 MèM rii CNC2^'J MMOY[

10	 YW pi I1CNMH 1 OYC 2N N 1 CKUjXHX CT0Y^6 I1CIIXO[CIC

2 M1RCb, CMNHY, ^.TCKMHT- 3 oi fixe, 2W, MCCIIHY 4 CPCI1MOYTC, XC èICI {XC} 5 HMOC TCuj?

6 C2OYM, XC, rTCTC 7 ,o(?), RnoY- 8 TTT	 8,9 xpci 9 HM00Y 10 MCCYC

(I) (2) and after we came north, your God-lovingness (3) Phoiele/the

field of Le (?) to you in any way. The brothers of (4) among everyone.

God knows that I came to you (?) (5) my God-loving lord and father

ordered (KcXEJ€iv) it that I ... (6) in on us because we have sold what was

ours so that we could come (7) to us according to (npc) the opinion

(6da?) which he received from you. They did not give Aëor (8) needed

it. We are working (?), having given ... they (?) (9) because of the lack of

akê, they did not give it to us. These things we write them ... (1) and

remember us in your holy prayers, our lord (?)

Transcription notes

3 401 Cxc: "the field of Le", perhaps involving the same component, xc, as the place

name flM^.NxC (see §4.6). OIC>C as a form of 11- 2OCIPC "dung" seems unlikely.

NT y C r I l [: possible restore T^,YC r I h LT to give "the brothers of Taueit (David)".

6 uMTCNCI C p .[: possibly restore u2 NTCNCI CPHC "until we come south" or

oMTCNCI CPWTM "until we come to you", ye! sim.

8 ^YK^[: or ^,.qK^E.

9 CTrC: the S may beaM.

Translation notes

6 ur1TCNCI: for the use of the i?xMTC- verbal prefix to mean "so that" rather than the

more usual "until", see Till 1961 pp. 158-159 §3 12.
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7 flpOC flOC: compare I1POC 11TOOF1 in KRU no. 7 1. 28. The form OON/TOOM

is more common than Q1

^,o r w 1 p: literally "Hagrite", see Liiddeckens DemNB p. 766 (hgr), and Heuser PN pp.

34, 42 and 45 for this name.
8 611 TCCXPI: literally 'found its need", possibly referring to the ^KH in 1.9 or another

object with feminine gender.

9 ^ K H: a utensil or product, see Westendorf KH p. 484, who suggests a link with ikyt

(OKC) 'sesame" rather than ikyt , an instrument, which is the etymology favoured in

ern CED p. 3. Crum CD p. xv note to p. 3b ^KH refers to two occurrences of this

word in the unpublished document BL Or. 6201 B66 (see §2.1): ^KÔWfl TKH

NNITxJflWpOC and ]>^KOOTC tIHPH 21 TCY^KH,aswe11asintwoTurinostraca

and a Bodleian Library papyrus (p1. ^KOOYC). See also 2^M?KH in WS p. 140 and

141 n.; 4ataK€ in Preisigke NB ; and 2^M^J'H in Herm. p. 54.

1 See Steinwenter 1955 p. 54 note on 6dov
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72
ORDER TO SUPPLY BARLEY

KSB I 291	 104 (h) x 98 (w) mm.	 V11/VIllth C.?

P. Laur. 111/905 (formerly P. Pintaudi Copt. mv. no. 1)	 Plate 52

Light brown papyrus.

Preservation: 9 lines and all margins of this text are preserved; the papyrus has been

"neatly cut with a pair of scissors from a larger sheet". 1 Kollesis at 8mm from the left

edge.

Provenance: unknown. The text is addressed to Taurine who is from Pmanle (see §4.6)

in the Hermopolite nome.

Palaeography: a large, expert majuscule hand. The lines of writing slope down to the

right. This text employs a trema in the form of a small wavy line over diphthongal I once

(11CTC2J 1. 1) as well as the more usual trema consisting of two dots (e.g. YWT 1. 3).

Acquisition: donated to the Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana in 1984 by Professor

Rosario Pintaudi who acquired it in Cairo in 1981.2

Bibliography: edited in Sijpesteijn 1984 pp. 371-372; and a transcription and brief

commentary was included in KSB I no. 291.

Taurine is ordered to instruct his ^ 110 'r' to go and fetch any barley the office of the

notarius (see §3.13) might require and to make a record of the amount given.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

C

1*	 . I1CIICIWT T1CTC2J MTtic9Hp

2	 TYpINCT1?xT1M?..r1xC

3	 XC xY ion C.C11M

4	 RflM0TpiC X F I M0

5	 MPCT1CK110Y WK

6	 qCTqN?YCnK2

7	 YW MCCiMC XC Q-

8	 fl0YKNY

9	 cQuptau'6,ty

3 1iCIWT 4 MOTIOC X I CIè. MMO' 6 qcT 7 u.q- 9 Lv&KTIovoc

1 According to Sijpesteijn 1984 P. 371.
21 am grateful to Professor Rosario Pintaudi for providing me with information on this papyms and a

photograph.
3 1n the published transcription, the letter z is used for 2.
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Opening formula	 (1) .p Our father is the one who writes to his son (2)

Taurine of Pmanle.
Order	 (3) Any barley which the office (4) of the notarius

(voTdpi.oc) needs (pc(a) (5) let your apou go (6) and throw it onto the

ground for them (7) and let him reckon how much he (8) gives them.

Date	 (9 Greek) Hathyr (day) 11, indiction-year 13.

Transcription notes

1 .: the vertical stroke of this sign extends down to 1. 3 and has a hook at the bottom.

C2^J: the trema is shaped like a tilde.

2 flMr1>.C: in the ed pr. the x was considered doubtful.

8 TI: the ed. pr. read i-I.

Translation notes

2 T?YINC: see the provenance details to no. 40 for this name.

3 Mè.: literally "place".

5 11Kèd1OY: "your apou ". ?flOY/flOY2 is a title or epithet,' which also occurs in no.

93 and BL Or. 6201 B 197, 201, 239(B) and 279 (all of which are unpublished, see

§2.1). In BL Or. 6201 B279, the apous of Pousire write to an Apa Theodore through

three people, including a boêthos. As a personal name, flOY is attested in Coptic,2 and

Greek papyri. 3 In a note to P. Lond. IV no. 1435 1. 80, Crum derives Arrou from the title

which was influenced "in later times" by the Arabic Abu . An interpretation of

flCK11OY as a personal name involving the possessive prefix liCK- and the word

noY,4 may also be possible here.

6 qC?Tq N?Y CflK?2: the interpretation 'and let him sow it for them in the ground" is

also possible, as C1TC (Crum CD p. 360a) can have either meaning, and Crum notes that

"sow" is the more common.

9 aoup ia: Hathyr 11th = 7/8th November.

1 Sijpesteijn 1984 p. 372 interprets it as meaning 'something like 'servant, assistant". See Crum CD p.
xv note to p. 14a; and Kasser and Vycichi 1967 pp.41 (no y ) and 47 (noz); note that this word is
not included in Westendorf KH.

2 is not listed in Heuser PN but see CPR XII no. 5 11. 26, 30, 35 and 37; and VC no. 481. 7 (.$oY).
3 Preisigke NB records two examples of Anou in Greek papyri dating to the Vil-Vilith C.

4Compare the personal name flCKPN, for which see Crum CD p. 298b p.ri (although Crum expressed
doubts about it being a name).
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73
ORDER FOR PAYMENT IN BREAD

CUL Michael. 1232(A) 	 109(h) x 103(w) mm.	 VilIth C.

Papyrus
	

Plate 53

Preservation: 7 lines and all margins are preserved. There are several holes in the

papyrus. On side (B) is a thin dark brown line, possibly part of a protocol (see note to the

preservation section of no. 3) belonging to an earlier text written on this papyrus.

Palaeography: a competent majuscule hand with a number of ligatures and some cursive

forms.

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.2.

apat is authorised to give Kostantine some bread if he needs it in the absence of

the person who issued this document. This text may preserve the introductory formula

rTNCI WT C2i 'Our father writes", a variant on the rTCNC WT 11CTC2^J formula.

1—^	 -1- flCNCIW'T 1 (±2)1I1

2	 rrquHpe orr^T

3	 XC CCNKWCTJ1TINC

4	 CpXpCINuOMCT

5	 M200YNOC[I]K T?Y

6	 N	 uNTICI CBOX

7	 xoIKzIN,rel

3 6iJbJ1KOMCTNTIMC 4p-xpci 1.LJOMFTT 6	 7 IMIKTIOMOC

Opening formula	 (1) t Our father writes (2) to his son apat.

Order	 (3) If Kostantine (4) needs (pca) three (5) days (worth) of

bread, give them (6) to him before I come.
Date	 (7) Choiak (day) 7, indiction-year (iv&KT(v) 9 (?).

Transcription notes

1 (±2)r?I1: most probably reconstruct C2^.J here. For the NN C2.I MNN epistolary

formula, see §8.4.

5 200Y: this may alternatively be interpreted as an otherwise unattested plural of 20, a

grain and fodder measure (Crum CD p. 650a).1

6 u?NTI-: this seems to have the sense before" here rather than its usual meaning "until".

1 Such a form would be possible by analogy with g o 'way' which has a plural g oo'r, see Westendorf KH

p. 352.
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7 r e 1 : or possibly a malformed è.

Translation notes

2 6 11 1: this is not attested as a personal name. It may be interpreted as the word for

"palm fibre (?)" (Crum CD p. 827b oe11eT), l which is part of the name of a onoc

mentioned in an Vilith C. document, P. Lond. IV no. 1419 11. 84, 218 and 817.

Alternatively it may be ÔflT "collarbone" (Crum CD p. 827b); 2 or a variant of

'Japhet', the name of one of the sons of Noah. The name 6tTT may also be

interpreted in the place name Manqabad although the only attested Coptic form of this

place name is MNK?J1WT.3

7 XOI K Z : Choiak 7th = 3rdJ4th December.

1 Compare the personal name KèJTOOXC which relates to a part of a date-palm (Crum CD p. l3Oa
K?XI

2Compare the personal name KèCPD Jawbone which occurs in CUL Michael. 1047/1 (unpublished, see
§2.2).

3See em CED p. 346 for two other etymologies of this place name.
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74
ORDER FOR PAYMENT IN BREAD, OIL & WINE

P. Yale copt. no. 17	 206 (h) x 97 (w) mm.	 Villith C.'

P. CtYBR mv. 1853 	 Plate 54

Papyrus

Preservation: (A): 14 lines and all margins; (B): 1 line and all margins (?).

Palaeography: a very ornate, slightly right-sloping majuscule with some ligatures and a

number of flourishes which cause the writing to become disjointed at times (e.g. CON 1. 2

is interrupted by the I of C2J descending from the line above). Abnormally large letters:

s (11. 5, 6), three-stroke X (1. 7), and K (1. 9).

Acquisition: see §2.3.1.

Bibliography: edited in P. Yale copt. p. 46; described in Petersen [1964] no. 115 (plate

p. 71) and Friedman 1989 p. 242 no. 155 (plate).

Apa Phoibammon the presbyter is ordered to give the deacon Mech oil, bread and

purified wine (see §8.15). The elegance of the hand in which this text is written is

matched by the embellishments added to the standard formula of this type of text, see

§8.7.

Side (A)
1—	 F1lT1CNCIWT T1ETC2?J

2	 ME11]eqMpITRCoH

3	 Npcur-1ujcriOYTc

4	 YW N??OOC

S	 tT?x OIMMWM

6	 11CT1PCCYTCPOC

7	 XC?pIT?,J'JTH

8	 M^pOY-t- MCNTH

9	 NTWPC NOCIK

10	 MflTIKWNMCX

11	 Mi CCTHC CN^Y

12	 NNC2YW

13	 M2 >xr(1	 CM?Y

14	 NKpn NCWT CI Nq

Side (B) Docketiaddress
151 . I C	 ( Ornamental design) (±4 faded)

8 MNTH 15 IHCOYC XPICTOC

1 Petersen [1964] no. 115 suggested a VLIth C. date.
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Opening formula 1) -- Our father is the one who writes (2) to his beloved

brother, (3) the God-serving, (4) good (áyaoóc) (5) Apa Phoibammon, (6)

the presbyter (rrpc1iTpoc).

Order	 (7) Be so kind (dydrni) as to (8) let fifteen (9) handfuls of

bread (10) be given to the deacon (dKv) Mech (11) and two sextarii

(cYT11c) (12) of oil and (13) fill two lakon-measures (XdKov) (14) of

purified wine for him.

Docket/address	 (15) .p Jesus Christ

Transcription notes

.$ 1 : the papyrus is faded at this point, but the transcribed in the ed. pr. cannot be read.

2 CON: beneath the 0 is a mark which does not appear to belong to it or the letters above,

below or following it.

15 This line was omitted in the ecL pr.

IC: these letters possibly bear superlinear strokes.

Translation notes

9 For the use of TWPC as measure, Crum CD p. 425a cites Turin ostraca St Symeon 651

and 699; and CO 330.

10 MCX: this is interpreted as an abbreviated form of personal name in P.Princ. I no. 13, a

Greek account dated to 35 C. C.E., where it occurs several times. Names beginning

MC X- recorded in Preisigke NB and Foraboschi OA include: Mc)(atac, McxauTrlc,

Mcxofpic, Mc xup flc and Mqc4pflc.

13 MC2 >..e.rK1oN: in the ed. pr. this was interpreted as 'full lakon", but compare no. 96

11. 5-6 OY>?1ON NHC2 CMC2 for a way of expressing a "full" lakon-measure. See note

to CPR XX no. 11. 1 for the XdKOV measure.

1 Crum's copies of these ostraca are no longer to be found among his papers in the archive of the Griffith
Institute, Oxford.
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75
ORDER FOR PAYMENT IN CLOVER

Christie's "27"	 83 (h) x 112 (w) mm. 	 Vilith C.

Papyrus	 Plate 55

Preservation: 5 almost complete lines and all margins are preserved; the papyrus is

crumpled.

Palaeography: a well-spaced majuscule with some ligatures (e.g. KT 1. 4). Minuscule H.

Linguistic note: H for C (I1HTCK- 1. 4), as in no. 71 side (A).

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

Apollo is ordered to give Victor six artabas of clover (see §8.15).

ii i- rieNciwi 11CTC2JTh1CUHPC

2 ^xI1OXXW XC Ti COOY fTCpToq

3 FlFl Mfl^UHPC

4 IKTWP 2N T1HTCKXO

5	 seYpelM,c

lRricq- 2pTo 3 fITPIM Ri-re- 4 2R TICTCKXO

Opening formula	 (1) Our father is the one who writes to his son (2) Apollo.

Order

	

	 Give six artabas (3) of clover to my son (4) Victor from

that which you are sowing fton ... ?

Date	 (5) Hathyr 9, indiction-year (iv&KT(v) 6.

Transcription notes

5 rji 2IWMTh these letters are very faint and may have been erased by the writer; they may

not relate to this text.
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76
ORDER FOR PAYMENT IN FISH

P.Mil.Vogl. 4. Testi copti no. 3	 95 (h) x 90 (w) mm.	 Vilith C.'

Papyrus	 Plate 55

Preservation: 8 lines and all margins are preserved.

Palaeography: a large majuscule hand; W (1. 1) and (1. 7) are very wide; I (1. 1) is tall;

and 2 (1. 5) is large. Numerals are enclosed within I/I/in 1. 5, and followed by I/in 1. 7

(see transcription note to no. 40 11. 22-38).

Provenance: unknown. Taurine of TOYU6P is mentioned (see §4.11 for the

possibility of this as a place name).

Acquisition: no details were given in the publication.

Bibliography: edited in P.Mil.Vogl. IV p. 143, p1. 10.

Proou is ordered to give the scribe Taurine one lakon-measure of fish which is

worth 21 solidi (see §8.15).

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

1
	

t flCIIIWT HT-

2
	

C2^.J fl6uH-

3
	

PC flOOY XC -

4
	

P1 Tfl11H + >TOM

5
	

i/e//HTCT M+2

6
	

TYINC TThSTOY-

7
	

Ka 1/

8

I I1CM6IWT 2 Rneq- 4 >KON 5 TT 7 voIna(IaT()a

Opening formula
	 (1) ± Our father is the one who writes (2) to his son (3)

Proou.

Order for payment	 (4) Be so kind (ciydi-rr1 ) as to give () II 1 II lakon-measure

(Xa' Kov) of fish to the scribe (6) Taurine of the carpentry

workshop/Toua'er

Value	 (7) 21 solidi (voInoIIa(Tov)) II

Signature?	 (8)

1 V1-VIIth C. according to P.Mil.Vogl. IV p. 143.
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Transcription notes

8 1-1--f-: these are joined together and the last 1- ends in a downwards flourish.

Translation notes

3 rTpOOY: a saint called Apa Proou is mentioned along with Apa Patermoute and the Bawit

triad of Apollo, Phib and Anoup in inscriptions from Abydos,' Saqqara, 2 and possibly

Bawit. 3 See also Foraboschi OA and Preisigke NB s.v. r[p000c (and variants listed

there) for this name in Greek papyri.

6 For the name Taurine, see the provenance details to no. 40.

8 tI-I-: these crosses may be interpreted as the "signature" of an illiterate signatory, see

translation note to 1. 10 of no. 27.

'See Peet 1913 p. 39 no. 11. 13, P1. 13 fig. 1.
2See Quibell 1912 p. 61 n.6 and nos. 203 1. 17 and 240 1. 4 (correcting the reference given there to '203 n.

6" rather than "203 n. 8").
3 See Hall Texts pp. 143-144 no. 16 11. 7-9.
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77
ORDER FOR PAYMENT IN FODDER (?)

Christie's "3(B)	 82 (h) x 67 (w) mm.	 VHIth C.

Papyrus
	

Plate 41

Preservation: 7 lines and all but the left margin are preserved. On side (A) are traces of

about 4 lines of text, now illegible, written against the fibres in brown ink.

Palaeography: a semi-cursive hand; if it has been correctly interpreted, p looks more like

an I, and both can have a hooked tail.

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

This may be an order to issue fodder (see §8.15), possibly to a carpenter. It

mentions the place name Pmancanah (see §4.6).

(B)
1-^	 1- I1CrICIWT fl[CTC2J MT1uHpC

2	 XC TCYNOY C 1 K 1 [XI TI11ITTKTON ?...

3	 MC2rplCrCly THI[TOY

fl2^MuiC jpi[

5	 C2^THK ?YW[

6	 flMN6èN?2[

7	 Cp?Tq CpM.uj[

Opening formula	 (1) + Our father
Order	 (2) As soon as you [receive this note (raTTdKov) (?)	 (3)

the fodder (?) give [it? . . . 1 4 the carpenter () who is with you and
(6) Pmananah/the place of Canah (7) to him

Transcription notes

2 CrK1[?,.XI TIflhTTKION: this is restored following no.831.2 (XC TCYNOY CKXI

TIflITTKIH); TCYNOY CKXI N- also occurs in an unpublished papyrusexcavated at

Bawit by Clddat (P. Louvre E27647).

3 NC21 pl C r e ly : the p looks more like ant and the second C is written without a horizontal

bar so that it resembles a C.

2 p i C C 1 Y: this plural form of 2 P C "food, fodder" is not attested in Crum CD p. 701a; it

may possibly be a plural of Crum CD p. 701b 2Pt "endive".

4	 P 1 : the P looks like an U above it is a superscript sign.
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7 cpTq: this is obscured by a fold in the papyrus.

CpM.uJ: the uncertain letter looks like 21, and is not obviously a 11 to give CpMfluj

he worth".
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78
ORDER FOR PAYMENT IN GARUM

BL Or. 13886.37(A)	 Main fragment: 90 (h) x 145 (w) mm. 1	Vil/Vilith C.

Papyrus	 Plate 56

Preservation: 5 lines and all margins are preserved. Side B (1') contains 2 lines which are

written in a different hand and ink to the text on side (A).

Palaeography: right-sloping majuscule with many ligatures.

Acquisition: see §2.2.

Patermoute is ordered to pay two men who bear the title i'zupoc, Sarapion and

louliane, eight lakon-measures of garum (see §8.15).

1-3	 1-rcNclrwTl [11CT]C2J Mfl4uHpe flIxTlCp...

2	 MOYT XC TI (iJMoYMMXroNNXlP

3	 M?]11KYpIC C^x11IWM {11C } MN 11KYPIC IOYXI-

4	 MCy,yapXii i oi<[Tw ±4 1.€ypq4	 ..

5

2 >KON 4 yu'ETW. yapou XaKa (?), pv(	 5 i.v61.KTOVoç

Opening formula	 (I) Our father is the one who writes to his son

Patermoute.
Order

	

	 (2) Give eight lakon-measures (XdKov) of garum [to] (3) the

lord (Kiptoc) Sarapion and the lord (K.) louliane.

Total IRésumé?	 (4 Greek) Total of garum lakon-measures 8 eight

Scribe?	 ... written
Date	 in the month of ... ) (day) 17 (?), indiction-year

Transcription notes

1 There is space for the cross, but it is not legible here.

4. erp ^4 H: before thisaX orX is visible.

the second letter may be a 4> or a p. but it does not resemble others written in this text.

5 v: reconstruct w6(KTovoc) followed by a numeral.

1 Four unrelated fragments of papyrus are also assigned the mv. no. BL Or. 13886.37.
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Translation notes

3 I1KYpIC: attested as a man's name in Greek (HKUpc) and Coptic (I1KYpIC, ilK YXIC)

documents, but it is interpreted as the title "lord" (Klipoc) here as it occurs before two

different names.

flE: this may be the enclitic - iie which is usually found after verbs and place names

(Crum C'D p. 260a nc2).

3-4 IOYxiNC: the Coptic form of Julianus.1

1 SeeHeuserPN p. 102 ioYxirioc.
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79
ORDER FOR PAYMENT IN GREENS & LACHANON

P.Meyer mv. 13(B)	 208(h) x 5 1(w) mm.	 Vil/Vilith C.'

Papyrus
	 Plate 57

Preservation: 3 lines and all margins are preserved. On side (A) is a badly damaged

Greek document.

Palaeography: a large, rounded, right-sloping majuscule hand. The superlinear stroke (19

1. 1), and dot (MIl 1. 2 and r 1. 3.) are used to denote the syllabic function of a consonant.

Linguistic note: the omission of genitival N- (OYKOYI OYOOTC 1. 3, OYKOY1 >X 11.

3-4) is noteworthy in this text.

Acquisition: Mr Richard T. Meyer acquired this and other papyri in Cairo "several

decades ago" according to Browne 1980 p. 10. It was donated by him to the Lakeview

Center for the Arts and Sciences in Peoria, Illinois.

Bibliography: edited in Browne 1980 p. 102 with plate on page facing.

Paule is ordered to give greens and lachanon (see §8.15) to Apa lohanes.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

1	 -I- I1CNCIWT flCTC2Y RflquHpC

2	 fl?YxC xe TI OYKOYI OYOOTC MN OYKOY1

3	 xrthJT?. IW2NHC4 W 4' I HIN,è.

I ncq- 2 IT0Y00TC 3	 XF1OM. IF1IKTIONOC

Opening formula	 (1) - Our father is the one who writes to his son (2) Paule.

Order	 Give a few greens and a little (3) lachanon (XcIXavov) to

Apa lohanes.
Date	 Phaophi (day) 8, indiction-year (i.v&KTüv) 1.

Translation notes

3 xX: may be interpreted as XdXavov "garden herbs, vegetables" or XaXav6yTTcpIioV

"vegetable seed", see §8.15.

WI H: Phaophi 8th = 5/6th October, when the land was inundated and fresh

vegetables would presumably be available in quantity.

'According to Browne 1980 p. 102.
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80
ORDER FOR PAYMENT IN WHEAT

BL OR. 6201 B48(B)
	

90 (h) x 122 (w) mm.	 VilIth C.

Papyrus
	

Plate 58

Preservation: 5 lines and all margins are preserved. The text on side (A) is a fragment of

a protocol from an earlier text written on this papyrus.

Palaeography: Hand 1 is an experienced semi-cursive hand. For the signature of

Georgios (hand 2), see §8.11. In addition to the superlinear stroke which has syllabic

function inMMO r O l Y and 3cwq in 1.4, this text also uses a mark resembling an acute

accent in CJTOOY and r- in 1. 2.

Linguistic note: the spelling of CTOIXCI as CTOIXCYC in 1. 5 is noteworthy, see

§ 8.7.

Acquisition: see §2.1.

Papa Shenoute is told to give four artabas of wheat to Kollouthe who is to send

them to Tesse (?).

1-4 T1CNCIWT flCTC2i Nnqu.JHpe flh1fl?

2	 uJCNOYTC XC TI TOOY MCPTO r{COYO

3	 NKOxxOYeC NOH NXOOY THCCC

Ti	 6	 U

4	 HMooY Ncwq -I.	 x c v1 c -I- avon

5 (11d2) -I- rcwprioc CTOIXCYC

1 Rneq- 2To 4iMooY, iv\. XoCaK tv6uz'novoc ypa&lJa 5 CTOIXCI

Opening formula	 (1) Our father is the one who writes to his son the Papa (2)

Shenoute.

Order	 Give four artabas of wheat (3) to Kollouthe (son of ?)

B anon (?) and let him send Tesse (?) (4) them for it (?).

Date	 (Greek) In the month of Choiak, (day) 16 indiction-year

(iv&KT(cv) 6.
Scribe	 1- Anoup, I wrote.
Signatory	 (5 Hand 2 Coptic) - Georgios agrees (ToXcIv).

Translation notes

3	 MOM: if this is a personal name, it is not recorded in Heuser PN, Preisigke NB or

Foraboschi OA. The name t1OC is listed in Heuser PN p. 45, and a Bavoc occurs in
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BGU XII no. 2159 ii. 3, 16 and V°,' and in BM no. 1077 foil. 2—* 1. 5; 3—* 1. 5 (his);

4—* 1. 18; 51' II. 3, 10, 19; and 6 1. 13, in the genitive form Bayou.

THCCC: no such name is listed in Heuser PN but a Tfirnoc is recorded in Preisigke NB

in a lind C. C.E. text.

4 x1 c: Choiak 16th = 12/13th December.

1 ! am grateful to Professor Herwig Maehler for this reference.
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81
ORDER FOR PAYMENT IN WINE

BKU III 367	 90 (h) x 140 (w) mm.	 VIHth C.

P. Berlin mv. no. 22 123
	

Plate 58'

Papyrus

Preservation: 5 lines and all margins are preserved.

Palaeography: hand 1 belongs to the scribe Victor, see §8.9, and is a mixture of right-

sloping cursive and majuscule forms. The following may have hooked tails: I, K, p, T,

Y, and (.1. Most of 1. 4 is written in a Greek-type cursive hand. For Daniel's signature

(hand 2), see §8.11. Together with the superlinear stroke which is used inconsistently to

mark syllabic function (FT 11. 1 and 3 (bis)), a mark resembling an acute accent may also

be used without syllabic function once (flCT- 1. 1).

Provenance: unknown; the place of origin may possibly be the Monastery of Apa Apollo

at Bawit because this document is signed by Daniel, see §8.1. See §4.6 for Pmansike.

Bibliography: edited in BKU III pp. 80-8 1.

Apa Victor and the brothers are ordered to give four kados-measures to lohanes of

Pmansike. Daniel is the signatory.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

1-
11' -1- 11CNIWT 11CTC2J r1flqcjJHpC ?d1? IKTWP

2	 MM MCC1HOY XC1 TI TOOY NXOYWT

3	 NKOYC NHPTT MIW2MNC flT1MH-
0	 ç	 T

4	 CIKCyi,oi, Ka6 1 ii tY K w5 0 tI3u<

5	 cyp ± (Hd2)-	 MIK> CTOIXI t.

I FThcq- 2 CMHY 4 y(vE'ra oivoi Ka6oL, MEoop 1v6KT(ovoc BuTwp
5 ypa4ia, CTOIXCI

Opening formula	 (1) - Our father is the one who writes to his son, Apa
Victor, (2) and the brothers.

Order	 Give eighty ( 3 )jars (Kdoc) of wine to lohanes of the

milllPmansike.
Résume	 (4 Greek) Total: jars of wine 80.
Date	 Mesore (day) 20, indiction-year 9.
Scribe	 t Victor,	 I wrote.

1 Photographed by Margarete Busing.
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Signatory	 (Coptic; Hd 2) Daniel agrees (aTotXcIv) 1-.

Transcription notes

4 0: the ed. pr. read considered this doubtful.

J3KT: the beta is open and was queried in the ed. pr.

5 yp: the ed. pr. considered the gamma uncertain.

Translation notes

2 qToo y NXOYWT: literally "four twenties"; this expression, using the vigesimal system

rather than 2MCNC "eighty", is found in literary and documentary texts, see Crum CD p.

794b.

4 jyO Mesore 20th = 13th August.
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82
ORDER FOR PAYMENT IN WINE

CUL Michael. 8 18/3
	

56 (h) x 138 (w) mm.	 VilIth C.

Papyrus
	 Plate 59

Preservation: 4 lines and all but the lower margin preserved; there are many small

lacunae and the upper surface of the papyrus is damaged, especially 11. 3-4.

Palaeography: a semi-cursive hand, with many ligatures.

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.2.

Simothe is ordered to give eight measures of wine to Pet.ra the carpenter.

ii -,- rfllj)T 1-1cT r C l 2J RrTuHp1C

2 cioec xc Ti QjMOYN NuCI

3 rN1HpflMflC r T l p r1rM1cIJH -I-

tIE.	 T

4 9 .. T OKTU.)	
131T	 :i w.

2 i? 3 RflCTp	 MqC 4 o'Cvou, ypa4sa BKTWp, Lv&KTtovoc

Opening formula	 (1) t Our father is the one who writes to his son (2)

Simothe.
Order	 Give eight measures (3) of wine to Petra the carpenter.

Resumé	 .j (4 Greek) of wine ... 8 eight.

Scribe	 I wrote Victor

Date	 ... 18, indiction-year (?)

Transcription notes

1 1-: see the transcription note to 1. 1 of no. 14 for the shape of this sign.

the stroke extends halfway over the following u.

Hp 1 C 1 : following this there is another mark on the papyrus. The title Apa, which is

given to Simothi in a related text, no. 83, does not appear to be written here.

3 1 N 1 KTr: because the papyrus is damaged here and the N looks more like a x, with only

two strokes visible, the second of which slopes backwards.

HptT: the stroke is barely visible but appears to extend over the 11.

4 o' ..: a restoration of yt V (crat) 'i.e., total" is also possible, but the phrase ru OiN°

'i.e. wine" found in other orders for payment in wine included in this chapter (nos. 81
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1. 4 and 83 II. 4 and 5; see also WS 175 1. 4 (see Appendix 2 text B)) does not appear

to be suitable here.
• . E. an abbreviation of a measure is expected here, such as pTpov, 1 the Greek equivalent

of Coptic uCI (see Crum CD p. 548a uji) which may occur in 1. 2 (see translation note to

1. 2 of this text). An abbreviation of rrkta does not seem likely here, although it is

used as an equivalent of ujel "measure" in no. 83 11. 4 and 5.
i T : the first letter resembles a &s, or a damaged 4, but may be a M with a vertical line

through the middle of it (possibly an abbreviation for iiriv( "in the month of"); the

superscript letter appears to belong to this group of letters despite being written over the

following i..

Translation notes

2 ciMoec: no. 83 is also addressed to this man, see §8.8. The name Simothe also occurs

in an inscription from Bawit (Cairo CG 8781);2 in WS no. 64 1. 5; and in an

unpublished Coptic papyrus document, CUL Michael. 832/1 (bis) (see §2.2). A saint of

this name is mentioned on a stela from Abydos.3

ujel: this is interpreted here as a variant of uji "measure" (Crum CD pp. 547b), as in

no. 83 1. 3; uje "she-coin" (Crum CD p. 547a) is a less likely interpretation.

3 flETp: this is attested as a man's name in Coptic, see the examples listed in BM p.

550a and Ryl. p. 249b (personal names index), and in Greek, see Preisigke NB and

Foraboschi OA.

1 See Casson 1939 p. 8 for this measure
2See Strzygowski 1904 p. 125.
3 See Peet 1913 p. 39 no. 2 1. 13, p1. 13 fig. 3.
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83
ORDER FOR PAYMENT IN WINE

CUL Michael. 1159
	

67 (h) x 145 (w) mm.	 VilIth C.

Papyrus
	 Plate 59

Preservation: 5 lines and all but the right-hand margin preserved.

Palaeography: a well-spaced majuscule hand with many ligatures.

Acquisition: see §2.2.

Although this text exhibits the formula Ti C MCI WI 116 SC 2 ? C I, its addressee and

content link it to the last text, no. 82. Apa Simothi is ordered to issue wine to a watchman,

bread-maker and oil-maker whose names are not specified. This may mean that there was

only one man engaged in each of these professions in the monastery, or that the context

made the identities of the recipients known to the addressee.

ii
	

-t- I1CNCIWT flCSC26I N^d1 cIMoe fl?[

2
	

2OTC XC TCYNOY 6K?.XI TlflITTKIM TI uj[MOYM

3	 CujrC1I NHpllT9flpCSpOCIC ?YW TI CY Nu[CI MH11 M-

ou
4	 11C0OCIK y., ow 1]K,t5 1- YW TI CWOY ([?)

oU

5	 MflC0PN2y,otv lil Y11K,K±

1 flC9C2J 2 flITTKIOM 3 ui, peqpoeic 3,4 coo y (?)4 COCIK
4, 5 'yCvat oCiiou o11KwJaTa 5 CèPMC2

Opening formula	 (1) - Our father is the one who writes to Apa Simothi of
(2)

Order	 As soon as you receive this note (nTTdIaov), give [eight]

(3)measures of wine to the watchman and give six measures (?) [of

wine to] (4) the bread-maker:

Subtotal	 (Greek) total of wine 14 sekoma-measures.

Order	 (Copuc) i- And give six (?)	 (5) to the oil-maker:

Total	 (Greek) total of wine 20 sekoma-measures .j-.

Transcription notes

2 2OTC: this may be part of an epithet of the addressee, 1 or of the name of another

addressee, although no personal names ending - 201 C are recorded in Heuser PN.

Alternatively, it may be a variant form of the end of the place name N2 W TC (Crum CD p.

1 Possibly part of a title such as pcqi-oic "giver of tribute", which is an equivalent of ØopoA&yllTOc

(Crum CD p. 722 2WT6).
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722b 2WTC). The only appropriate words ending - 2OTC recorded in Strasbach and Barc

DICare 2OTC "presence" (Crum CD p. 718b 20T), 201C "fear" (Crum CD p. 720b),

and 20T6 "hour" etc. (Crum CD p. 721b).

u[MOYM: this is restored here because it is the amount required to make the total in 1.4

up to 14 sekoma - measures.

3 this variant of ujT "measure" is also used in no. 821. 2; it is translated in the two

Greek summaries in 11. 4 and 5 by Kwlia, a wine measure which contained a varying

number of sextarii over the centuries.1

Restore u[CI at the end of!. 3 although uuj (Crum CD p. 604b) "a vessel or liquid

measure", might also be possible.

3 CY, 4 CWOY: both of these appear to be variants of COOY "six", although the latter is

not included in Crum CD or Westendorf KH. That it is to be interpreted as "six" is

reinforced by the running total which goes up from "14" to "20" after CWOY has been

added.

5 [cIi: an attempt appears to have been made by the writer to erase this superfluous sign as

it is now fainter than the rest of the text.

Translation notes

2 TYNOY CK?-: literally "The hour you will".

r1ITTKII: no. 94, an unidentifiable order, also refers to itself as a flCTTe.rM

(i-nTTdKLov) "note". See also no. 99, a receipt for stone, which may describe itself in a

docket as a flCTK (inTTdKov) to be translated as "receipt". The phrase xc TCYMOY

CKXI TIflhTTKIM may be restored for no. 77 1. 2, see note there.

If uj[MOYN is correctly restored here, it is the same amount of wine as Apa Simothe is

required to issue in no. 82.

4 COPOCIK: although OCIK may also be interpreted as "reed" (Crum CD p. 254b), C +

0 Ci K is only attested for bread-makers.

5 C0pN2: an oil-maker also occurs in a I1C1ICIWT flCTC2è'J formula document, no. 71

1. 2 (CpNH2).

1 Casson 1939 p. 8 records that it could contain between 4 1 /2 - 8 sextarii.
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84
ORDER FOR PAYMENT IN WINE

Christie's "9"(B)	 80 (w) x 92 (h) mm.	 Vilith C.

Papyrus	 Plate 60

Preservation: 5 lines and all margins are preserved; the first line is partially obscured by

a fold in the papyrus. For the first text written on this papyrus see side (A) below.

Palaeography: a right-sloping hand which combines majuscule and minuscule forms.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

Andreas is ordered to make a payment of four lahe-measures of wine.

l—	 H- T1CNCIWT tTC]TC2d

2	 HffZujHpc NAPCC

3	 xc TITO r1x?2H NHprT'

4	 MI1UJ1CN c1flxH1O1c

5	 KV161 6	 r.-i

3 9TOOY 5 y(vfTai. o\vou KV&U, 'ypa4sa

Opening formula	 (1) i- Our father is the one who writes (2) to his son

Andreas.
Order	 (3) Give four lahê-measures of wine 4) to the son of the

purple(-man)/Pj êe,
Résumé	 (Greek) i.e. of wine knidia 4.
Scribe	 ..., I wrote (7).

Transcription notes

1 [1 I1CNCIWT TiC]: this is obscured by a fold in the papyrus.

4 nxK r oc: the 6 is barely visible. See Crum CD p. 801h XHÔC for this title and personal

name.

5 ..: possibly read cri.

Translation notes

3 >2H: the Résumé section shows that this measure is equated with the knidion in this

text.
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FRAGMENTARY DOCUMENT

Christie's "9(A)
	

Vilith C.

Plate 60

Preservation: 7 lines and only the left margin are preserved.

Palaeography: a fine right-sloping majuscule hand with a few ligatures; the left diagonal

of Y is almost horizontal; 2 begins at the top with a small, tight curl and develops into a

looser, longer curve at the bottom. M can be wide and large.

This text, which may have been part of a letter, is too fragmentary for its context to

be determined.

ii	 rr	 CTUOO r 111 MN TCKMNET-

2	 CTqC2NIKONCI CE

3	 PWMC2TCTMMNTC[

4	 CIWT COOYN XC Mr1e,[

5	 CTpC2^J CInpKe.>CE

6	 CYCMT2JPCCIC 211 Tr1[

7	 MCIWT NNCXC.E

2 IKOMI

(1) this which is with your	 (2) diakonia (&aKov(a)	 (3) man for your

(4) father knows that there is no (?) 	 () so that I write, asking (napakaXciv)

	

(6) they are/were making a choice (apcotc) in the	 (7) fatherhood will

allow (dvctv)

Transcription notes

1 (J: OO r fl 1• possibly 0 ooF111 -

Translation notes

6 CMN 2dpCCIC: because the context is uncertain, apatc could also mean "plan",

"proposal" or even "heresy" here.

7 NCXC: this verb also occurs in P. Budge 11. 15, 43 and 63.
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ORDER FOR PAYMENT OF WOOLLEN GARMENTS

Christie's "5"	 80 (h) x c. 90 (w) mm.	 Vilith C.

Papyrus	 Plate 60

Preservation: 5 lines and all but the top and right margins are preserved. No text appears

to have been inscribed on the other side of this papyrus which is stuck to a larger sheet of

papyrus.

Palaeography: a majuscule hand with some ligatures.

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

Gerontse, the woollen-garment-seller, is told to supply Joseph of Peloole ( see

§4.4) with twelve woollen garments. The format of this text suggests that I1CHCI WT

11CTC2J should be reconstructed before 1. 1.

11'	 MnquHpc rCPONTC[C

2	 toCXWT XE: TI irR1[T

3	 CNOOYCC NôOxC N-

4	 IWCH flèJICxOOXE:

5	 uauvi I	 w5 Iè

3 crioo y c 5 u'6LKTLovoc

Opening formula	 (1) to his son Gerontse (?) ( 2)the woollen-garment-seller.

Order	 Give (3) twelve woollen garments to (4) Joseph of Peloole.

Date	 (5) Pauni 14, indiction-year 11.

Transcription note

5 nauv: the 1. could also he an c.
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ORDER FOR PAYMENT IN GREENS AND OTHER ITEMS

BL Or. 6201 B241(B)	 80 (h) x 130 (w) mm.	 Vilith C.

Papyrus	 Plate 61

Preservation: 6 lines and all hut the right margin preserved. The central part of this text is

so damaged that it is now almost illegible; there are a couple of lacunae. This may be the

second or third text written on this papyrus. Side (A) contains two texts: the first

preserves the last three lines of a letter which ends CI C2J MMOY TI ^Cfl?r Z 1 [C "I am

writing them, I greet ...; the second text preserves two complete lines written at 180° to

the text on side (B) and in the same, or a similar, hand and ink.

Palaeography: hand 1 is small and cursive and written in brown ink. Hand 2 belongs to

Georgios, see §8.11.

Provenance: unknown. For the place name Tesnê see §4.11.1

Acquisition: see §2.1.

This order is addressed to a person or persons who may be from Tenê, and

concerns a payment of greens (see §8.15) and other things to men who may work for a

shaliou (see §3.7).

l—	 -I-..

2	 1- I1CNCIWT r ncTc2 1 I MqrujlHpc 1NC1.[

3	 MTCUjNN ( ±6 ) XC TI O y OTC 2r11

4	 MCPWM[ ±4 IW]2J1HC CE

/W

5	 flCuJ?xrIOlY	 1( ±4) M ri d I MA l Z.[

6	 1- r[CWPrIOC	 CTOI]XC..[

1 iThc- 2 o y ooie S MHMI 4WI. INAIKTIQNOC 6 CTOIXCI

Opening formula	 (1) -j- (2) - Our father [is the one who writes to] his sons

the	 (3) of Teg nê (?)

Order	 Give greens and	 (4) the men ... [loihanes (?)	 (5) the

shaliou

1 WiLhreferencetoTCur1H Crum CD p. 572a UNH cites BL Or. 6201 B204 (no. 70) and 211 (no. 95)

(Trloo r1uMH)but not. the papyrus edited here.
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Date	 in the month of (iTiv) Phaophi (day) 16 (?) indiction-

year ([v&KT(v) 7 (?)

Signatory	 (6) G[eorgios] agrees (aToXcü').

Transcription notes

2 1- : before the cross is a sign possibly belonging to an earlier text written on this papyrus.

Below the 1- the upper part of an M or II is visible.

r Mc l . [: restore NCpWM- "the men", vel sim. here.

4 rlcpwM[±4 IW]2r1NC: this may be restored as NCPWM[nM NIW12NHC "the men of

the place of lohanes", NCpWM[tthi1 IW]2NHC "the men of Apa lohanes", velsim.

6 rewprioc CTOIIXC..[: this is restored after nos. 711. 8 and 80 1. 5, and the form

OTOIXCYC may have been written here as it was in them. See §8.11 for this signatory

who may be identified with Georgios who signs a number of BL Or. 6201 series

documents, using the forms CTOIXCI, CTOIXI and CTHXC.

Translation notes

5 W 1
1c 1 : Phaophi l6th= 13/14th October.
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ORDER FOR PAYMENT

CUL Michael. 830(B)
	

236 (h) x 138 (w) mm.	 Vilith C.

Papyrus
	 Plate 62

Preservation: 4 lines and all margins are preserved; the last two lines are largely illegible.

The papyrus has several lacunae and some of the fibres are twisted. This is the third text

to be written on this sheet of papyrus, and the only one written on side (B). Although this

is the largest papyrus to bear a lie II CI W T ii CT C 2 ^> I formula text, the text itself takes up

less than a quarter of the writing surface. On side (A) are two Vilith C. Greek texts (one

a palimpsest) in two different hands and inks; text 2, the later and therefore more

prominent text comprises 13 lines, of which all margins except the left are preserved.

Approximately 11 lines of text 1 are visible.

Palaeography: the first two lines are written in a mixture of majuscule and semi-cursive

forms, with ligatures involving C and I.

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.2.

Papa Jacob is ordered to issue a commodity which may be measured in a jug

(iidpc).

1-4
	

-I-TTCrICIWT r flCT 1 C2I Mn r quHpC l

2
	

flh1?11?A IKWS XC TI oYM^Ypflc

3	 II (the rest of this line is illegible)
a	 E

4	 i-(±6).....u.k...

I Rrrcq- 2 MIC II. 3-4 too fragmentary for interpretation

Opening formula
	 (I) Our father is the one who writes to his son 2) the Papa

Jacob.

Order	 Give a jug (p.dpc?) (3) of (?)

Résumé/Date/Scribe? (4 Greek) --

Transcription notes

4 See the Résumé, Date and Scribe sections at §8.7 for the components which may be

restored in this line.
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Translation notes

2 MYprIC1: Cern CED p. 89 has derived M^YPCC from the Greek i.tdpc; see also

WestendorfKHp. 100 MpIC. A reading of M^JpT (Crum CD p. 206a "cable of palm

fibre') is less likely.
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FRAGMENT OF AN ORDER FOR PAYMENT

BL Or. 6201 A244(B)	 37 (h) x 89 (w) mm.	 Vilith C.

Papyrus	 No plate

Preservation: 3 lines and all but the bottom and left margins are preserved; on side (A)

are the first 2 lines of a Greek text written in a different hand to side (B), with all but the

bottom and right margins extant.

Palaeography: a slightly right-sloping majuscule, with a few ligatures involving C: 'ace-

of-spades" 6+ p . 6^ T and T+ 6. 11 can be formed so that the bottom of the second vertical

curves upwards to the right (exx. in fl(1- and n^- 1. 1).

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.1.

This is an order for the payment of twenty-four artabas of an unknown commodity.

It was most probably addressed to someone with the title Papa, possibly H ^ H

U C MO Y T C who is the addressee in three other 116 Fl CI W T 11 CT C 2 I formula orders for

payment, see §8.8.

l__*	 ±

2	 1- ICNCIWT n]CTC2IHnqojHpCflfl-

3	 rr^ ? NN	 ]XC TI XOYT^xqTC MCPT

li9rTeq- 2ro

Opening formula	 (1) ± (2) [Our father] is the one who writes to his son the

Pa-[pa?]	 (3)

Order	 Give twenty-four artabas
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ORDER TO SELL PLAITED WORK

Christie's '29(B)	 VIlith C.

Papyrus	 Plate 63

Preservation: 8 incomplete lines and all but the left margin are preserved. The papyrus is

crumpled and needs to be conserved.

Palaeography: an experienced, right-sloping, flowing majuscule with few ligatures (cxx.

TI and ^ I 1. 6). Minuscule and majuscule H.

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

Jeremias is ordered to sell Mena some plaited work (uONTC, see §8.15).

1—	 r1

2	 FI flCN 1 CIWT flCTC2I NnquHpc lrC1pHM[IC

3	 XC TI TujONTC 'NTC MMHN flp1W1[M

4	 Nq CUIWflC AC COYQ M2...[

5	 M20XOKOTTNCIC rioo y q rI^.rIi .[

6	 TIMH flPOC flIKION CIC TprOè.1.[

7	 JNXj CPOK ± i OO c vç 13±

8	 ± rcpioc CTYIXFI --

2Rnc- 5 2O>OKOTTIMOI 7 ITVC, V6U<T(oL)oc 8 CTOIX6I

Opening formula	 (1)	 (2) Our father is the one who writes to his son

Jerem[iasj
Order	 (3) Sell the two (pieces of) plaited work to Mena the man

from	 (4) (to) him. If they are worth (9)	 () solidi (óxoKTTvoc),

then send it to me (?) ... (6) price (TI11' ) according to (rrpdc) the

dikaionlwhat is right ((Kaov)	 (7) have consigned (?) it to you.

Date	 . 
(Greek) In the month of Thoth, (day) 1 indiction-year 2

-I-.
Signatory	 (8 Coptic) ± Germanos agrees (cn- o dv) .1-

Transcription notes

11 1 : this is the only sign written in this line; it is followed by a twisted papyrus fibre

which may be mistaken for a further character in the plate.

8 CTYIx r I: this is the only such spelling of CTOIXCI in these documents, see §8.7.
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Translation notes

3 u 0 NT C: an interpretation of this as "acacia" (Crum CD p. 573a u ON T C) seems less

likely; 1 the now illegible amount of solidi specified in 11. 4-5 may have helped to

distinguish which of the two different meanings of this word is in question here.

6 TI MH: another interpretation of this is as a form of the Coptic word 1-MC 'village".

7 iNxq: literally "I have thrown it".

1 Acanthus is mentioned, however, in a Greek papyrus, P. Vat. Aphrod. 13, which lists various 5La'oIia(

of a monastery of Apa Apollo (1 <a'e(aiJ 1. 8), see MacCoull 1991 for the possible provenance of this

papyrus.
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FRAGMENTARY LETTER

Christie's "29(A)
	

Vilith C.

Plate 63

Preservation: the last 10 lines and the left and lower margins are preserved.

Palaeography: an experienced, right-sloping, flowing majuscule with many cursive

forms and ligatures (cxx. TI and ?I 1. 6).

All that can be said with certainty of this text is that oil is mentioned and that the

writer says that he is coming down, presumably to see the person he is addressing.

ii

2
	

( ±5 )rycM1[±3]rMT1(^3)r2l( ±5 )[

3
	

T..CC.... F OY 1 CHC OYN	 I1W l N2pI 1C1TI[

4
	

rI 1 NOOY 1 CT	 OYuHM 6NC2 UNTccprT1[

5
	

MMOYM.. r M 1 HTMC r nCCHT 1 SYW 2M nOYW[(IJ

6
	

MI1NOYTC TIN r H 1 Y 2WWT CVTCCHT 1Tlflp1OC1[

7
	

TCTNCMNTXOCICI1IWT MI11...[

8
	

NMJNOYTC TèXI T1TNCCMOY ...(

9
	

r1 t MH l TH -I- CM?OYX^F THPN 2ITN [NCTNC-

10
	

upHx CTOYè.	 rTHXOCIC T{CIWT .1-

3imi 4ifticz U rITCqCpO1' 6RrTrloYTc 7FITeTM- 8FMIMoYTeWrxI neii-

9 IIRMHTII, IICT-

(1) (2) (3) in this (?) (4) about a small (amount) of oil until he is

unoccupied (5) down to you. By the will (6) of God, I am coming down

myself and I (will) ... (npo(-?)) (7) your lordship and father and your God-

loving	 (8) that I receive your blessing	 (9) with you. i- We shall all fare

well through [your] (10) holy prayers, our lord and father i-.
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90
ORDER TO SUPPLY WINE

CMAA Green "23" 1	Dimensions not recorded	 Whereabouts unknown

Papyrus

Preservation: (judging from Kahie's transcription:) (A): 4 lines and (B): 2 lines; both

sides appear to preserve all margins.

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.6.

Papa Damia(n) is ordered to request half a solidus of wine but not to consign it to

the 'wretched" Phoibammon. See §8.5 for an interpretation of this text.

Side (A)
ii ±j r n l erleIw r T fl 1 [CJ r T 1 [C12 j NrrequJHpe t?x2 fl[fl?	 ^x-

2	 M[IM ulM]C NC^ OYfl^uC N2OXOKO,

3	 N-IPfl M r rr l [e1pTI r1OIMWN CN2OCON

/w	 6	 /

4	 oYTXJ1iWPOC I1C 4), ij3 tv1 a T[aIlouv cyp

Side (B) Docket:
5	 4)

0
6	 MIN.

I Rncq- 220\OKOTTIMOC 3 Rfl P T	 (?) 4 1TL'	 aw4, tVötKTlOVOc, ypa&4ia

5 4op& oCvou 6 AMIèN NOMICMe(TI0r1)

Opening formula	 (1) + Our father is the one who writes to his son the

scribe Papa Damian (?).

Order

	

	 (2) [Request ?] half a solidus (ÔX0K6-rTtvoc) (3) of wine. Do

not give it to Phoibamon, in as much as (ov) (4) he is a wretch

(TaAarrwpoc).

Date	 (Greek) In the month of Phaophi. (day) 12, indiction-year

1.

Scribe	 Pamoun, I wrote.

Docket	 (5) Delivery of wine (Coptic) (for) the scribe (6) Damian (?)

[' /2] solidus (voi.aoiia(Tov)).

1 This text is only known to me through the transcription Paul Kahie ii, see §2.6.
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Transcription notes

2 (u.jIN]C MC is restored after no. 9611. 6-7. Kahle conjectured fl[fl^ A^-JM[INC

XC MIC NC?.

5 4: this abbreviation of 4opd occurs in a number of texts including ui NC NC- formula

ostraca (see §3.3.2.1).1

6 Kahle read	 MIN°X. One would expect the symbol for 1 / 2 following N°

corresponding to the fluC N2OXOKO, mentioned in 1. 2.

Translation notes

1 E?]M[IN1, 6	 MIè<N>: Heuser PN records only the forms	 MIN and

e.MINOC; a Damian occurs in an unpublished Coptic document BL Or. 6201 A6 (see

§2.1).

3 CrI2000N: for a parallel usage, see Ba!. no. 32 1. 2; compare the spellings of napa' as

Mfl^P?A and NflP in nos. 9 11. 12-13 and 19 1. 6.

4 T?xIflWpOC: this occurs in inscriptions from Bawit, 2 and in Coptic documents, cxx.

Ba!. nos. 202 1. 18 and 274 1. 4, and CPR IV no. 19 1. 17.

V' 13: Phaophi 12th = 9/10th October; for the abbreviation of the month Phaophi to

these two letters, see, e.g., Ba!. index p. 860, CPR IV index p. 195, and an VIlith C.

Greek fragment of an account register, P. Apo!!. Ano no. 811. 2.

5-6 No.6511. 7-8, a TCNCIWT I1CTC2èJ poll-tax receipt, has a similar docket.

1 See Stewart 1984 p. 105 for this abbreviation, along with CPR XX no. ilL 5. and M!FAO forthcoming
no. 42 1. 2. WS pp. 25-26 discusses the term opd.

2See Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 pp. 122 (no. 404) and possibly 124 (no. 416).
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91
ORDER

P. Yale copt. no. 28
	

69(h) x 160(w) mm.'
	

VH-VHIth C.

P.CtYBR mv. 2037(A)
	

No plate

Papyrus

Preservation: 4 lines and all margins; this is the second text to be written on this papyrus

(despite being labelled side (A)). See below for the text written on side (B).

Palaeography: no details are recorded. The superlinear stroke is used with and without

syllabic function in this text, and a mark resembling an acute accent is used once with

syllabic function (iiq 1. 1).

Provenance: unknown. Antinoe (NTINOOY), which also occurs in no. 69 (see §4.7),

is mentioned in the letter written earlier on this papyrus.

Acquisition: see §2.3.2.

Bibliography: edited in P. Yale copt. p. 50.

The purpose of this text is obscure and there are two quite different ways of

interpreting it. Someone is ordered to ÔWPÔ Ason (or "my brothers") just as he did to

Ouenober of Ehbooue (see §4.9 for the interpretation of this as a place name). OWpo can

mean either "prepare, provide" (Crum CD p. 831a) or "waylay, hunt" (Crum CD p.

830a). 2 With the former interpretation, the text may relate to other I1CNCIWT flCTC2^J

formula texts in which the addressee is someone in charge of issuing various commodities.

1- 	 r.1flCNIWT rTCTC2J T9flquHpC rx1rIw1p1c1[

2
	

XC I1POC e r e l CKOWPÔ MOYCMOCP

3	 11PJMNC2OOYC 6WpOMCOrMl

(A)

4	 M,Kr1INrl±

4MHrII 4WI, IFth,IKTIONOC

Opening formula	 (1) Our father is the one who writes to his son

Laiore(-)
Order
	 (2) Just as (up6c) you ... Ouenober (3) of Ehbooue (?),

Date	 (4) In the month (.tijv) of Phaophi (day) 24(?), indiction-

year (iv&KTiv) 2(?LL

am grateful to Stephen Emmel for providing these dimensions; the ed pr. gave (w. x h.) '16.2 x 6.2
cm'.

2Crum CD p. 831b owpo "inhabit" is not appropriate here.
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Transcription notes

1 Fl-: the superlinear stroke curves upwards forming a small c on its right end.

r>.1 r Iw1p r e1: TKC may also he possible, but neither of these are recorded as

personal names in Heuser PN, Preisigke NB, or Foraboschi OA. No names beginning

with xèI - are recorded in Heuser PN; and none of the ones listed in Preisigke NB and

Foraboschi OA (Acoc, Actc and AaiToc) are suitable.

2 e r c l : H is also possible.

3 CO 1 N 1 : if this is a personal name, it is not attested in Heuser PN although the name

co y is (pp. 11, 20, 63, and 75).1 It may also be that N<fl>CON or N<N>^iCON "my/the

brother(s)" was intended here, although one would expect CNHY, the usual plural form of

CON, to be used.

4 K 1 	IN A r i 1-: the of K1 1 may be an ?; the A of IN is written hurriedly over the

N and barely resembles a A at all; the is open and written in a ligature with the cross

marking the end of the document.

Translation notes

4 tW11	 Phaophi 24th = 2lstJ22nd October. This line was not translated in the ed. pr.

RELATED TEXT

FRAGMENT CONTAINING THE END OF A LETTER

P. CtYBR 2037 (B) 	 No plate

Preservation: 2 lines and only the bottom and left margins are preserved.

Palaeography: details not recorded, although the hand is different from the one used on

side (A).

The only noteworthy point in this fragment is that the city of Antinoe is mentioned in 1. 2.

iT	 (±4)[±8].Trwl[±2]oyMroNl 20(±2)2[

2	 N?q ue NTINOOY NI eIC2 r J l MMOOY TICfl[èZC

(1) ... (2) (to) him to Antinoe. I write these things, I greet (cond(coea)

Transcription notes

1 This line was not transcribed in the ed. pr.

1 For this name in Greek papyri of an earlier date, see Foraboschi OA s.v.' Aoou and' Aoouc and Preisigke
NB s.v.' Aoouc; see these same sources for' Idowv, of which èCON may be a variant.
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0N 1 20: between N and 20 there may be a gap.

Transtation notes

2 MI cIC2J MMOOY TIe,CrT[ZC: see Tabelle VIII in Biedenkopf-Ziehner 1983 p.

236 §1) h) and p. 237 §5) a) and b) for closing formulae which may be restored here;

they are attested in texts dating to the VIJJVIIIth C. from Bala'izah and the Theban

region.
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ORDER

MIFAO forthcoming no. 81'
	

Dimensions not recorded	 Whereabouts unknown

Ostracon (material not recorded)

Preservation: 7 lines and all but the bottom margin are preserved.

Provenance: excavated by Jean Chdat at the Monastery of Apa Apollo at Bawit.

Bibliography: to appear in MIFAO forthcoming as text no. 81.

The purpose of this order is not clear because of the fragmentary nature of the text.

Apa Noë is ordered to do something in connection with things which have been assigned to

Pmanallou and Pmanranê, both of which are places from which wine is requisitioned in the

Louvre ostraca from Bawit, and Pmanlouga (see §4.6 for all of these place names).

. T1CMCIWT T1CTC2J

2
	

MIlequjHpC

3
	

MOO XC	 I Tè11H Mr..

4
	

CYCH2 MC flMMèMH

5
	

MN nMs.MxoYre.

6
	

MNflM?AMè.XXOY Thry1

7
	

rMKK1rol?

Opening formula	 (1) P Our father is the one who writes (2) to his son Apa
(3) Not.

Order	 Be so good as to ... (4) which are ascribed to Pmanranê
(5) and Pmanlouga (6) and Pmanallou, give them (?) (7)

Transcription notes

6 TJ Y 1 : Boudhors (MIFAO forthcoming no. 81 n. to 1. 6) suggests that Te.?q or

TO N are also possible.

Translation notes

2-3	 MOO: this can he construed as a personal name "Apa Noc", or as the title

followed by the personal name NOO. The former occurs in a number of texts, 2 and

t The text of this ostracon survives in a transcription recorded in one of Jean Clédats excavation notebooks.
Anne Boudhors, to whom I am grateful for a copy of this transcription, has suggested that it is now in
Egypt (private communication 17/3/94).

2Copuc cxx.: BM nos. 1075 (p. 449), and 1077; CPR IV no. 167; and BL Or. 6201 A23 and 109c (both
unpublished, see §2.1). Greek exx.: P. Lond. III no. 1032 ('Ana'dKLoc) (VI-VIIth C.) and SB I 5944.
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MacCoull 1987b p. 103 has pointed out that it is attested in texts from the Hermopolite

nome.

4 CYCH2 NC: CYCH2 MCW= occurs in a I1CNCIWT I1CTC2^J formula receipt, no. 99 1.

3.
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93
ORDER

Christie's "6"(B)	 272 (w) x 80 (h) mm.	 VIJfVHIth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 64

Preservation: approximately the left third of the first 19 lines of this text are preserved,

with all but the right and bottom margins intact. The surviving text is badly damaged and

was written at 90° to the text on side (A), the first text written on this papyrus. This is a

letter which is now very fragmentary; it mentions Apa Apollo, although it is not possible

to say whether the saint was intended.

Palaeography: the hand is a mixture of majuscule and cursive forms, written in an

irregular but proficient way.

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

This is the longest flCMCIWT 11CTC2J formula document in this chapter. The

addressees include a scribe called Phib, and a number of commodities may be mentioned.

Although this text is too fragmentary to be fully evaluated, it is edited here because it

mentions xCxW2C which may be interpreted as bdellium, an unusual commodity (see

§8.15). It also mentions 'the apou', for whom see note to 1. 5 of no. 72.

(B)
11	 -1- I1CNCIWT rrcT r C 1 [2J MNujHpC?

2	 t2IBMNIC[-

3	 XC ?IXI T.r1H.E

4	 MiTrxcxw2Cl..[

5	 FClpCflNOyTC ME

6	 E.]CIWT XOOY 01Y1[

7	 E.]CMOYNN[

8	 {.]TxCxw2C MKW1[

E.]Trloo'r 1 c N1HrT 1 IN ?

10	 ..i rN1Crfl1[

11	 .uKTE

12

13	 . 01, rXl[..ICI.[

14	 .CPqXWW[
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15	 loiRE

16	 ..MYC[

17	 rc1pTIc[	 N-?

18	 erio cyprol[cIc?

19

4, 8 xixoozc 13 OIIIOC/OINOY ?

	

Opening formula	 (l) - Our father is the one who writes [to his sons ...?] (2)

the scribe Phib and Is [- ...]

Report	 (3) have received the	 (4) and the bdellium	 () if God
(6) father sent a ... (7) bless us	 (8) the bdellium	 (9) send it to you

	

(?) ... (10)	 (11) you (shall ?) give	 (12)	 (13) wine (olvoc?) •.. (14)

(15)	 (16)	 (17)	 [the] (18) apou who watch (?) ... (19)

Transcription notes

3 .^ 11 H.[: the first letter of this feminine noun may have been ax; possibly read the

masculine noun xHC "carp" see §8.15.

6 0 1 Y 1 E: less likely oq.

10 1 N 1 E 1 fl'[: or rn1ern1[

13 01 / : there may be a damaged character following this and preceding 1x1.
17-19 The first letter of these lines is obscured by a fold in the papyrus.

18, 19 The second fragment of papyrus may join at the end of these two lines.

Translation notes

4 this is also found in BM 1114 (BL Or. 6085), which may have been

acquired by the British Museum at the same time as the BL Or. 6201 series, see §2.1.

This papyrus also mentions flxCC CNY and xèbH- may possible be read in 1. 3 of

this text; this word is preceded by the masculine definite article in BM 1114 although the

Greek word which Crum cites as a possible antecedent, Xa131c "handle" (see BM p. 469

n. 9), is in fact feminine as is the word in 1. 3 of no. 93. A place name involving the

word x1x002C (see Crum CD p. 142a xIxOO2C) does not appear to be in question

here.

6 CIWT: a different interpretation of this line involving "barley" (Crum CD p. 87a CI WT)

is also possible: "barley. Send a
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94
ORDER

Christies '8"	 89 (w) x 165 (h) mm.	 Vilith C.

Papyrus	 Plate 61

Preservation: all 7 lines and margins of this text are preserved.

Palaeography: a semi-cursive hand.

Linguistic note: the word fl?XuHH (1. 3) may involve XUj for Tuj.'

Provenance: unknown. An Hermopolite context is suggested by the mention of Pmanle

(see §4.6).

Acquisition: see §2.5.

Mena of Pmanle is ordered to do something as soon as George of Tenê (see

§4.11) has given him this note. Phib is the signatory.

11'	 1- I1CNCIWT 11CTC2J 1 111 rrquJHpe MHN

2	 fl11M?xC XC TCYNOY cpercwprc

3

4	 ...[±2]C..(	 ±6	 )[.]C(	 ±6	 )C(±2)

5	 .2 CMTCM .HMC

6	 .uju..0 N r C 1 .e	 [N], I.

7Hand2

I Rne c - 2ifrerio 3 flTCuMH, fl(€)IflITTKIOM
5 JITOY 6 IIIAJKTIOtIOC

Opening formula	 (1)1 Our father is the one who writes to his son Mena (2)

of Pmanle.

Order	 As soon as George (3) of Tsnê/the garden gives this note
(uTTdKrov) to you (4)	 (5)	 tookltake them	 () ... indiction-year
(iv&KT(cv) 11.

Signatory	 (7 Hand 2) Phib.

Transcription notes

1 MHN: following this there is a lacuna which may contain a C.

2 rcwprc: this does not appear to begin with the same re ligature with which it ends.

3rNfllcI:thefl looksmorelikeaT.

1 This dialectal variant is not recorded in Bal. Chapter VIII, but seep. 132 §116 for x for TU).
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Translation notes

2-3 rcwprc 11x. rXulMH in no. 95 a George of the great garden/TNOO rlcijMH is

mentioned.

3 rTeTTrN: see no. 83 1. 2 for the term InTTaKOV in other T1CNCIWT 11CTC2èd

formula texts.
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95
ORDER TO GIVE ASS FODDER (?)

BL Or. 6201 B21 1	 60 (h) x 120 (w) mm. 	 Vilith C.

Papyrus	 Plate 65

Preservation: 3 lines and all margins are preserved.

Palaeography: an experienced semi-cursive hand.

Provenance: unknown. The place names Tnocnsnê and Teusia may be mentioned.

Acquisition: see §2.1.

George of Tnocnsnê/the great garden (see §4.11) may be ordered to give some

fodder to an ass belonging to a place called Teusia (see §4.8). The meaning of the final

line remains obscure.

1-	 -I- I1CNCIWT 11CTC2I r M11 r qu l HpC rrciwpr

2
	

flTNOÔ NuNH XC OYKO'r'i M2PC N1nIw

3
	

MCMCPOY 1 N 1 flI.ei 1-

1 Rncq- 2 TI OYKOYI 3 Hnb- (?)

Opening formula	 (1) Our father is the one who writes to his son George
(2) of Tnocnsnê/the big garden.

Order	 <Give (?)> a little fodder to the ass (3) of Teusia

Transcription notes

3 MCpOY: this may be an unattested plural form of a word deriving from MOYP "bind"

(Crum CD p. 180a), or MPC "baker" (Crum CD p. 8b).

nil: this is most probably to be read as iiiriq, but its meaning is obscure.

Translation notes

1 1rC1[W]prC: a man of this name may also be addressed in no. 100, another I1CNCIWT

flCTC2J formula text. See no.9411.2-3 for a George of Tenê/the garden.
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96
INVOICE FOR LEAD AND OIL

P. Byrd 36.2	 85 (h) x 90 (w) mm. 1 	Vil-Vilith C.2

Medium brown papyrus 	 Plale 65

Preservation: 8 lines and all margins are preserved. A small fragment of four lines of text

has been added upside down above 1. 1 and is written in the same hand as the complete

text edited here.3

Palaeography: a right-sloping majuscule hand.

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: acquired for the private collection of Jonathan Byrd.

Bibliography: edited in Warga 1992; amendments and further comments in Clackson

1993b.

This invoice notifies Koueie son of Papas/Little Papas that twenty-five pounds of

lead (see §8.15) and a full lakon-measure of oil have been delivered and can be collected

from the sailors of Enoch. See §8.5 for an analysis of this text.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

1	 1- 11CN r IWT l 11CTC2?J

2	 MflquHpC KOYCl

3	 11?tTèC XE CIC XOYTH

4	 NxITp NT?2T mo-

5	 OYCOY NK MMN oY>roN

6	 NHCZ CMC2 uINC

7	 NCwoY2ITT1r1CMeC

8	 riwxi-

5 MN OY>KOM 6 €Mh2 7 eeq

Opening formula	 (1) Our father is the one who writes (2) to his son Koueie
(3) (son of) Papas/Papas the younger.

Invoice Here are the twenty-five (4) pounds (X1Tpa) of lead I have

sent (5) to you along with a full lakon-measure (XdKov) (6) of oil. Ask

for them (7) from the sailors (8) of Enoch i-

'Excluding additional fragment, see below.

2IJth C. according to Warga 1992 p. 79
3They mention 'x. 1 roM CM.Y; Warga 1992 p. 79 estimated that this fragment contained just "two and a

half lines".
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Translation notes

2 KOYCIC: for this as the personal name Koueie (which is not recorded in Heuser PLY), see

Pernigotti 1985 p. 101 n. to 1. 13, and CPR VIII 77 1. 2 Kon (VIIIVHIth C.).

4 xl Tp: this measure is used for many commodities; the ed. pr. translated it as "liters.

See no. 40 1. 20 for the amount represented by a XtTpa.

6-7 ulNe NCWOY: see §8.5 for the formula ujiNc NC- in I1CNCIWT flCTC2l formula

texts.

7 NCC: sailors from the village of TCMXIP are mentioned in two inscriptions at Bawit, see

Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 pp. 77 (no. 149 1. 3) and 88 (no. 210).
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97
INVOICE FOR OIL

KSB I 288	 119(h) x 57(w) mm. 	 Vil-Vilith C.'

P. Palau Ribes mv. 41
	

Plate 65

Medium brown papyrus with fine fibre texture and smooth surface.2

Preservation: 5 lines and all margins are preserved (despite the claim in the ed pr. that it
"preserves the beginning of a private letter'); (Klakowicz 1981 pp. 46-47:) "some dark

spots and a vertical breaking which damaged some letters in the last two lines extant".

Palaeography: right-sloping majuscule, with some ligatures. 3 Several dots on this

papyrus do not appear to be marks made by the scribe, cxx. above the W in TNCIWT 1.
1, and the è. in uW r 1 1 n 1. 2.

Provenance: unknown.

Bibliography: edited in Klakowicz 1981 pp. 46-47; reproduced in KSB I no. 288 with

additional comments.

This invoice notifies Anoup and A5oi of an oil delivery and mentions that a man

will he sent about some pitch. See §8.5 for an analysis of this text.

This papyrus has been studied from a photograph.

i'l'	 i- I1CMCIWT 11CTC2J M11ZuJHpe

2	 rion MNe.uJw r I l	 CIC

3	 flxeroM NC2 JTHOOY

4	 NHTN ?YW uj2TOOY ThTNOOY

5	 flpWMC COx CTSC NXè..MX?xTfl

3 X^XKQMThICg 4ue2TooYc

Opening formula	 (1) ± Our father is the one who writes to his son (2)

Anoup and Moi.
Invoice	 Here is (3) the lakon-vessel (XdKov) of oil (which) I have

sent (4) to you. At dawn I will send (5) out the man about the pitch.

Transcription notes

1 flCTC2^i: above the I there maybe a trema.

2 . u W r 1 : the ed pr. gave ^ u W F 11.

'Vilith C. according to Klakowicz 1981 p. 46.

2Klakowicz 1981 p. 46.
3 Klakowicz 1981 p. 47: a regular and unligated (sic) cursive ... a well-trained hand which resembles the

eighth century items Crum, Rvl. nos. 142 and 180 (cf. p. 241f.Y'.
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3 >..^roN M62: this was interpreted as >ro NNC2 in the ed. pr. and KSB I no. 288

erroneously corrects this reading to >KON.

Translation notes

The ed. pr. failed to appreciate the monastic context of this text and so interpreted the terms

"father" and 'son" as denoting a physical rather than spiritual relationship.

1 rrqu.jHpc: note the use of the singular I1ZI- here when two people are being addressed.

2 uWI': this name is recorded in three inscriptions from Bawit;' it is not attested in

Heuser PN, Preisigke NB, or Foraboschi O4.

4 ujè.2TOOY: the sense here suggests that "at dawn" be read rather than "till morning" as

in the ed. pr.

5 N	 MxTrr: note that the plural is used here, see parallels listed in Crum CD p. 143b

xMX^Tfl.

1 See Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 pp. 70 (no. 104 Uxi), 72 (no. 115 a deacon), and 85 (no. 195
father of nrTNOYTe).
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98
FRAGMENTARY INVOICE

Christie's "4"(B)	 28 (w) x at least 150 (h) mm. 1 	VII! VIllth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 41

Preservation: the first 2 lines and the upper and right margins are partially preserved. On

side (A) is part of one line written in black ink, and about 3 lines in brown ink, both in

different hands from that of the text presented below (no plate).

Palaeography: a large majuscule hand with many ligatures.

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

(B)

1*	 ItICNCIWT VTCTC2d MnquHpc

2	 ]XC CIC 11CTOOY

2 TOOY

Opening formula	 (1) Our father is the one who writes to his son (2)

Invoice	 ... here are the four

1 The width of this fragment has been estimated because the papyrus fibres are twisted.
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99
RECEIPT FOR STONE

CUL Michael. 1120
	

63 (h) x 173 (w) mm.	 VilIth C.

Papyrus
	

Plate 66

Preservation: (A) 5 lines, and (B) 3 lines; all margins are preserved on both sides.

Palaeography: hand 1 belongs to the scribe Victor (see §8.9) who writes in a small,

right-sloping hand semi-cursive hand, with some majuscule forms. Tioid (t?2 1. 1;

see note to the palaeography section of no. 16 text 1 for this term). For Daniel's

signature (hand 2), see §8.11. The docket is written in a faltering semi-cursive hand

(hand 3).

Provenance: unknown; possibly the Monastery of Apa Apollo at Bawit because this

document is signed by Daniel, see §8.1.

Acquisition: see §2.2.

The scribe Apollo and the builder Shenoute are advised that a stone from a number

assigned to them has been given to Papnoute, a builder from Po'.

(A)
ii'	 . TTCMCIWT 11TC2 NTlqujHpe tè2 JTOXXW

2
	

MM UjCNOYTC VTCKWT XC CIC OYWMC CI CTOOTT

3	 2HMWMCCYCH2MCWTNTITErT?11MOYTC

0)	 0	 T

4	 I1CKWT MflOuj 1- na< u w6 0 t lK cypa&Jia 1-

5 (Hd2) .NIHX CTHXC

(B) Docket in hand 3.
6—	 ? 1 11'CT?K NWMC

Erased, at 180° to 1. 6.
7	 Ipl flCTK MWN1C
8	 illegible traces of c. 10 letters

1 Rrre c 	2	 - 3 sTITeq 4 flaXuv, LV6LKT10u0c. B(KTWp

5 CTOIXCI 6, 7 flITTKI0M C?)

Opening formula	 (1) Our father is the one who writes to his son the

scribe Apollo (2) and Shenoute the builder.

Report A stone has come into my hands (3) from the stones

ascribed to you, and I have given it to Papnoute (4) the builder of

Po.
Date	 - (Greek) Pachon (day) 17, indiction-year 9.

Scribe
	

1- Victor, I wrote 1-.
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Signatory	 (5 Hd 2 Coptic) .p Daniel agrees (TotxcIv).

Docket	 (6) Receipt (rnTTcaov?) for stone.

Transcription notes

3 C 1 H2: the H resembles all.

6 r p 1 : the upper part of this sign is damaged and may be a -1-.

Translation notes

2, 4 EKWT: builders and others involved in building are mentioned in inscriptions from

Bawit.' An interpretation of I1CKWT as a personal name is highly unlikely in this text.

3 CYCH2 NCWT: a flHCIWT flTC2J formula text from Bawit, no. 92 1. 4, contains

the phrase CYCH2 NCR-.

"I have given it": the verb here is really a Relative Perfect.

4 nouj: see §4.11 for this word which may be a place name.

uax .(: Pachon 17th = 12th May.

6 r n l cTK: see no. 831. 2 for rn.aov; of the many meanings ¶nTTdKOV may have,

"receipt" seems the most appropriate here; an interpretation of it as "association",2

referring in this text to a consortium of stoneworkers, is not very likely.

1 See Krause 1991 pp. 1292-1293, which cites Maspero and Drioton 1932-1943 pp. 70 (no. 100
1W2?,JINHC), 112 (no. 3481. 2	 and 151 (HKwT no. 548 1. 2 MNM).

2See LSJ 1409a 11LTTOKL0L) meaning II.
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100
BEGINNING OF A DOCUMENT

P. CtYBR 2103 qua(B) text 2 	 78(h) x 240 (w)mm.	 Vilith C.'

Papyrus
	

Plate 69

Preservation: 2 lines and all margins are preserved, written at 1800 to Text 1 which was

written earlier on side (A). Text 1 may be summarised as follows: it involves 6 lines of a

letter written in a very inexperienced hand. 2 It involves many difficult linguistic forms,

some of which may be Bohairic (e.g. 4)1- for I1IIOYTC), and some of which are similar

to ones found in no. 46 (cxx. xOYKOXI for óXoK6TTvoc, Ci for C2I). The

purpose of the letter is obscure but it mentions a solidus, some wine, a monk and a

church, among other things.

Palaeography: a right-sloping majuscule hand with some cursive forms and a few

ligatures. The following have elongated, hooked tails: I, p and 4). Minuscule H. Text 3, is

written on side (B) in the same hand.

Provenance: unknown. Text 3 was issued by the head of an Hermopolite monastery of

Apa Apollo.3

Acquisition: see §2.3.3.

Bibliography: mentioned in MacCoull 1975 p. 219.

This text appears to have been discontinued in line 2 in favour of a new text (text 3)

which was written around it. See §8.5 for an interpretation of the use of this manuscript

and texts 2-3.

l—	 1- flNCIWT flTC2èJ

2	 N11qUHpc re

2 Rncq-

Opening formula	 (1) - Our father is the one who writes (2) to his son Ge-

Transcription notes

2 re: this maybe interpreted as rewprc (or rewpr, rewpri, or rewprioc and

identified with the addressee in text 3. Other, less common, men's names beginning with

re- recorded in Heuser PN are: rC,IWN, rcxo y z, rcNNAjoc. repMN(oc),

rcpori-t-ioc, repwNlcl, and rcTwN.

1 V1-VIIIth C. assigned by T.C. Petersen in the Beinecke Library's computerised catalogue.
2This is the same as, or similar to, the hand which wrote an unpublished letter which mentions flY FIT, P.

CtYBR mv. 2334
3MacCoull 1975 p. 219 suggests that this manuscript originated from the monastic community at Bawit.
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FRAGMENTARY LEGAL DOCUMENT

P CtYBR 2103 qua (B) text 3	 Plate 69
Preservation: 4 lines and all but the lower and right margins are preserved. Line 4 is very

faded.

This is the beginning of a legal document issued by the dikaion of the monastery of

the holy Apa Apollo through its archimandrite, Apa Zacharias. The addressee is named

George, who may be the addressee in text 2.

1—	 1- 11JKION r1rTMoH'THpIoM ririoc ?.11^. ?dl r O>,)XW 21T00T 1 q 1 [ F{-

2	 ^fl^x ZX?.pIC 1ThPXHMM' ^.YW fl[IWT MflMONCTHPION CqC2eJ MrTq-

3	 ujHpC rcwprc XC 111TH

4	 r1w(±3)ro1[

1 Morth.CTHpIoNMD.rIoC 2.PXHM^MA,pITHC 3 eneiji

Opening formula	 (1) - The dikaion (&Kaiov) of the monastery (.IovaaT1jp1ov)

of the holy (á"yi.oc) Apa Apollo through (2) Apa Zacharias, the

archimandrite (cpXtav6p1T1c) and [father of the monastery (?) writes

to his (?)] (3) son George.

Preamble	 Whereas (i-rori) you asked (rrapaKaxIv) (?)	 (4)

Transcription notes

1 2iTOOTU: 21T00T 1 0Y 1 is less likely but also possible.

2 1111 W T: restored following no. 28 1. 3.

MflMON?.CTNPIOH Cqc2eJ MrTq-: other possible reconstructions include another word

for "monastery", such as TóIroc or	 and ClC2d Mfl- "I write to my".

Translation notes

1 ,IKlON: for the dikaion of a monastery, see §3.13.

2 erTe ZXpIC: no archimandrites named Zacharias are recorded in published texts

from the monasteries of Apa Apollo. As this text is connected with a 11 c ci w T

flCTC2I formula text, and several texts with this formula may have come from the

Bawit monastery of Apa Apollo (see §8.1), he may be assigned to the Bawit monastery.
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101
FRAGMENT

BL Or. 6201 A227(B)	 45 (h) x 105 (w) mm.	 Vil-Vilith C.

Papyrus	 No plate

Preservation: all 3 lines of this text are preserved, although the ink is faded, especially in

11. 1 and 2. On side (A) are the remains of two final lines of an earlier text, with only the

lower margin preserved, written against the fibres in a different hand, ending with the

words [OYX^IJ ZM I1XOCIC flMCIT HE. "farewell in the Lord, my beloved

Palaeography: a fairly large, right-sloping majuscule hand. The only ligature involves C

and I.

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.1.

l—	 -1- I1CNCI 1 WT 1 [flCTC]2èJ

2	 H(±3)(	 ±6	 ).

3	 NxTTh2..N11..

Opening formula	 (1) - Our Father [is the one who] writes
(2)	 (3)

Transcription notes

I [flCTC]2I: there is no lacuna, the ink has faded completely.

3 xfl2..: possibly read the personal name xfl2 (Heuser PN p. 112) here; see

no. 104 1. 2.
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102
FRAGMENT

BL Or. 6201 A231	 33 (h) x 60 (w) mm.	 Vilith C.

Papyrus	 No plate

Preservation: 2 lines and all but the bottom and right margins are preserved; on side (A)

are 2 lines of a text in a small cursive hand, with all but the right margin extant.

Paleography: written in a small, semi-cursive hand similar to no. 71.

Provenance: unknown. Pmanpaselei(-) (see §4.6) is mentioned in 1. 3.

Acquisition: see §2.1.

(A)

ii	 i- flNCIWT 11eTC 1 2 1 [J MrlqujHpCNN

2	 flflM11( ±3 )[

(B) Address?

3—^	 ]rnM1.N1mccrxlcI

4	 i. 2ITN11CNIrWl[T]

Opening formula
	 (1) Our father is the one who writes [to his son NN] (2) of

the place

Address?
	 (3) of Pmanpaselei(-) (?) (4) 

•• from our father.

Transcription notes

2 flM 11 ( ±3 )[: reconstruct	 TThce1x1ci. if side (B) does contain the address.
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103
FRAGMENT

BL Or. 6201 WM	 90 (h) x 122 (w) mm.	 Vilith C.

Papyrus
	

Plate 67

Preservation: 3 lines and all but the left margin are preserved. In 11. 1 (fl?rrOu) and 2

(uj[]NTCqxO) the scribe has written around lacunae in the papyrus.

Palaeography: the hand is a mixture of cursive and majuscule forms. This text uses a

superlinear mark resembling an acute accent with syllabic function in 114 in 1. 1; and a

superlinear dot in CTCN in 1. 3

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.1.

Seuerus of Po (see §4.11) is ordered to do something to Apa Kollouthe the

watchman until he ceases to do something, perhaps in connection with the monastery of

Stephen (see §4.1).

ii	 i- I1CNCIWT 11?]CTC2J M11quHpc CYHOC fl11Ouj XC rUi.[

2	 ]Mfl^ KOxxOYe 1 C 1 flPPOCIC	 HTeqxo

3	 ]eCHHHTC HCTCN YW N[±3]WMCNC

1 Rncq- 2 pepoeic

Opening formula	 (1) [ -j- Our father is the] one who writes to his son

Severus of Po'.
Order

	

	 (2) to (7) Apa Kollouthe the watchman until he ceases

(?) () the monastery of Stephen and

Transcription notes

1 fl?,JlOuj, 2 uj[]NTeqxo: both words are written around a lacuna in the papyrus.

2 Kox>oYee 1 : the writing of the e is remarkable in that its horizontal bar is extended

with a flourish. A reading of KOxxOYeOC does not seem likely.

3 Wricrie: following this the papyrus is damaged so that any further text is obscured.

Translation notes

3 CTCM: for a parallel spelling of the name Stephen (Heuser PN p. 91), compare Ba!. no.

239 1. 3 CTCM.
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104

FRAGMENT

P. CtYBR mv. 1820	 43 (h) x 54 (w) mm.	 VI-VHth C.'

Formerly P. Yale in 1819b
	

No plate

Papyrus

Preservation: 5 lines and the top and right margins are preserved. A dark brown line,

which may have been part of a protocol from an earlier text, runs vertically through the

second letter of each line.

Palaeography: no details recorded.

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.3.1.

Bibliography: described in Petersen [1964] p. 57 no. 81.

1 1'	 lleMCI]1W1T fleTC2I[ RnqujHp

2	 ]1flfl'JT	 xr1[

3	 IrTi rT i XCI

4	 10r1i M?[

5	 ]16'OXT[

	

Opening formula	 (1) Our father is the one who writes	 (2)	 Papa Al-...

	

(3)	 (4)	 the field of	 (5)	 vessel (?)...

Transcription notes

2 . x r r 1 [: there are no personal names beginning with xr- recorded in Heuser PN,

Preisigke NB or Foraboschi OA. If the r were a 11, the name might be in

question here, see no. 101 1. 3.

3 Following the second T is a small, narrow letter, possibly an I.

5 r 6 1 0 >.. T: of the o only the upper curve is visible; K is also possible.

Translation notes

5 ] 1 6 1 0xT: possibly a form of oopTC "knife" (Crum CD p. 829h), compare the form in

P. Lond. IV 1631 col. 4 1. 10 (oOxTe); alternatively this word could be restored as

60xTC "wagon, cart" (Crum CD p. 26a).

1 According to T.C. Petersen's entry for this text in the Beinecke Library's computerised catalogue.
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105
FRAGMENT

Christie's "28"	 c. 85 (h) x c. 80 (w) mm.	 VilIth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 68

Preservation: 7 incomplete lines and part of the top and left margins are preserved.

Palaeography: a right-sloping majuscule hand with cursive tendencies and some ligatures

(e.g. ep 1. 5).

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

This text is too fragmentary for comment beyond the fact that the gardenlTesnê is

mentioned.

ii	 - rTcMcft'[WT 11CTC2J Rt1quHp NN

2	 MFfllS[

3	 xc rT>\oroc N.E

4	 C2OFY1N CTCQNH ..[

5	 cp21W1q ITl[

6	 2M.K(±3)Nmflh?,jT.[

7

5P2w

Opening formula	 (1) Our father [is the one who writes to his son NN . .

ofApaB(-)
Report?	 (3) The account (x&yoc) of (4 in the gardenITenê	 ()

(6)	 Papa (?)	 (7)

Transcription notes

1 .p: this extends well above 1. 1 and almost down to the level of 1. 3.

6 .[: all that is visible here is a vertical stroke.
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106
FRAGMENT

Christie's 7"	 72 (w) x at least 95 (h) mm. 1	VilIth C.

Papyrus	 Plate 68

Preservation: the first 7 lines and the upper and right margins are partially preserved.

The lower part of this papyrus is covered with a muddy substance which obscures 11. 6-

7.

Palaeography: a competent majuscule hand with some ligatures. Minuscule H.

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

This fragmentary text mentions an Apa lohannes.

1—	 -I-

2	 neNcIWTflCT]C2JMnqHpC

3	 ].?...NHEMNT

IW2d1MHC

5

6	 I(±3)

7

Opening formula	 (1) Our father is the one who] writes to his son (2)

(3)	 (4) Apa lohannes	 (5-7)

Transcription notes

3 ].....NNCMNT: the first letter may he a IT or H; following the ^ may he MAP or MI. The

word èNPICMOC cannot he read.

MMCM NT: this may involve the word for "west" (Crum CD p. 56a CMNT) or the abstract

prefix MMT- (Crum CD p. 176a).

t The height of the papyrus is uncertain because it is folded over.
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107
FRAGMENT

Christie's "1(B)	 28 (h) x 106 (w) mm.	 Vilith C.

Papyrus	 Plate 41

Preservation: 2 lines and possibly all margins are preserved. See below for the earlier

text written on this papyrus.

Palaeography: a large, right-sloping majuscule hand with some ligatures. Minuscule H.

Provenance: unknown.

Acquisition: see §2.5.

(B)

1*	 -I- VTCNCIWT FTCTC2?,J Mnq-

2	 ujHp KxOYX

Opening formula	 (1) - Our father is the one who writes to his (2) son Klouj

FRAGMENTARY DOCUMENT

Christie's "1(A)	 Plate 41

Preservation: 4 lines and only the right margin preserved.

Palaeography: a large, right-sloping majuscule hand with some ligatures which is similar

to the one found in no. 12.

11'	 T...[

2	 7MO Xc i 1 r1 l ., nCX6N1X[

3	 ..0 IC 2 1 HKT 1 6 0YNTCT1N1[

4	 IFimflh[

2 RMOq X = inp, Ir1,IKTIONOC

(I) ... (2) it/him for (uup) indiction-year (iv6KT(civ) 6 ... (3)	 Behold, you

have	 (4)

Transcription notes

2 nexcrl F x l [: possibly interpret as nexe N F X 1 [C or I16XCN r x 1 [ " we said that
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108
FRAGMENT

Christie's "2(B)	 38 (h) x 148 (w) mm.	 Vilith C.

Papyrus	 Plate 68

Preservation: 2 lines and the upper and left margins are preserved. On side (A) there is a

fragment of a protocol in faded brown ink.

Palaeography: a large majuscule hand with ligatures.

Provenance: unknown.

Acqusition: see §2.5.

This text simply preserves the beginning of the I1CMCIWT flCTC2J formula.

(B)

11
	

1-

2
	

1- iiericii tTCTC2d MrT ?- 	i- Our father is the one who writes

to his

Transcription notes

2 1-: the right end of the horizontal curves down to the right.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, an attempt has been made to ascertain not only whether certain

unprovenanced documents relate to an Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo but also

whether the Bawit or Titkooh monastery was their likely place of origin. I have been able to

associate a number of documents, some of which are previously published, with one or

other of the monasteries. However, the provenance of some texts will remain uncertain

until new evidence comes to light. Such evidence may be provided by the unpublished

material excavated at Bawit which is currently being researched by scholars in France and

Germany.

Analysis of the documents edited in this thesis, the majority of which are

unpublished, has shown that texts written by monks of a monastery of Apa Apollo in the

Hermopolite nome cannot automatically be assigned to the Bawit monastery of Apa Apollo

rather than the Titkooh monastery of this name (3.5). It may be the case that there were

other monasteries of Apa Apollo in the Hermopolite nome besides the ones at Bawit and

Titkooh, because the cult of Apa Apollo had a large following in this area (3.2.2).

The monastery of Apa Apollo designated as "to the south of Shmoun" in a few texts

may be the Bawit monastery because it was more immediately south of Shmoun than

Titkooh was. It is interesting to note that, while several texts specify the Titkooh monastery

of Apa Apollo, none actually name Bawit as their location. The Bawit monastery may have

been the unmarked' monastery of Apa Apollo, i.e. the one which was intended when no

specific location was specified.

Unpublished papyri relating to the Titkooh monastery are edited in this thesis and

they supplement the evidence for this monastery already provided by a small number of

Coptic and Greek papyri. Monks from this monastery, and from an unspecified

Hermopolite monastery of Apa Apollo, are shown to have been involved in collecting

aparchê for their monastery and other monasteries. The monastery's contact with, and

possibly land-ownership in, the Faiyum is attested in some of the documents.
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Monks of the Titkooh monastery of Apa Apollo also appear to be connected with

documents which begin with the epistolary formula MOK flèCON NN CIC2^J. Most of

these texts were written by monks of a monastery of Apollo; one is issued by the head of

the Titkooh monastery and another by a monk of an unspecified monastery at Titkooh,

which is very likely to be that of Apa Apollo.

The place of origin of the documents with the introductory formula 116 N CI W T

flCTC2^d analysed in Chapter 8 is less easy to establish. Most of them follow a similar

format and some even feature the same addressees, scribes and signatories but it is by no

means certain that they are all the product of one monastery. A number of them, however,

can be directly related to Bawit - one or two of them were excavated there by Jean Clédat -

or a monastery of Apa Apollo. The I1CNCIWT 11CTC2^J formula documents demonstrate

the range of different economic and taxation-related activities in which the administration of

a monastery was involved.

Manuscript collections which may yield further related material are discussed in

Chapter 2. The BL Or. 6201 series (2.1), and the Michaelides collection which now

belongs to the BL and CUL (2.2), may contain texts from both Hermopolite monasteries

since documents beginning with the NOK flCON NN CIC2J and I1CNCIWT 116TC2.I

formulae, as well as texts specifying a monastery of Apa Apollo at Titkooh, are associated

with them.

It has been demonstrated how the two Hermopolite monasteries of Apa Apollo were

in contact with one another in antiquity (see §3.4.4), but their exact relationship has yet to

be determined. They administered the same cult of Apa Apollo and it may well be that they

collaborated in a number of ways. By analysing the documentary formulae and data

contained in the texts, I have advanced understanding of the organization and the economic

activities of these monasteries. The corpus of texts collected here forms a basis for further

research.
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APPENDIX 1

GREEK TEXTS RELATING TO

HERMOPOLITE MONASTERIES OF APA APOLLO

1.

UNPROVENANCED GREEK DOCUMENTS

MENTIONING MONASTERIES OF APA APOLLO

1. No. 40.

2. P. Vat. Aphrod. 13:1 a list of requisitioned contributions (&avojia) including boiled

wine, pitch, and acaciaithorn-bushes, pertaining to a monastery of Apa Apollo

(IlovanTTIpl.ov "Arra AiroXXui) (VIth or Vilith C.?).

3. SB VI 9144 (P. Fouad mv. 247):2 a receipt for the embolê payment of monks of a

monastery of Apa Apollo, issued by the pagarch Flavius loannes. The quay of Helen

(ôpioc 'EXvc), which may have belonged to the monastery, is mentioned. Dated to

Mecheir 10th, indiction-year 7 (VIth C.?).

2.

GREEK DOCUMENTS MENTIONING

THE MONASTERY OF APA APOLLO AT TITKOIS

1. P. Amst. I 47: a loan to be repaid in wine (with deferred delivery) to the archimandrite

Serenos of the Titkois monastery of Abba Apollos (537 C.E.).

2. P. Am.st. I 48: a loan to be repaid in wine (with deferred delivery) to the archimandrite

Serenos of the Titkois monastery of Abba Apollos (VIth C.). See P. Amst. I 47.

3. P. Sorb. mv. 2227, fol. 24 ..L: an unpublished fiscal codex from Hermopolis (second

half VIth C.).3

4. P. Sta. Xla 5: a debt acknowledgment issued by a man from Moirai to Apa Anouphios,

a monk of the Titkois monastery of Apa Apollos (7th September, 539 C.E.).

5. P. Sta. Xvla 6: a fragmentary loan to he repaid in wine (with deferred delivery) which

mentions the measure of a monastery of Apa Apollos, most probably the one at Titkois

(VIth C.).

'Attributed to the Aphrodito monastery in the ed. pr.; re-assigned to the Titkooh monastery in MacCoull
1991 in the light of P. Gascou 2. and re-dated to the period after the Arab Conquest following Vilith C.
parallels.

2Edited in Remondon 1952 who assigned a date of 589 C.E. and attributed it to the Aphrodito monastery.
P. Sta. Xyla p. 46 cites this document as mentioning a monastery of Abba Apollos at Titkois.

3Referred to in Gascou 1981 PP. 2 19-220.
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6. P. Sta. Xvia 8:1 a debt acknowledgment issued by a man from Magdolon Mega in the

Hermopolite nome, 2 to Aurelius NN, son of Papnouthios, the camel-driver, who is

presumably a monk of the Titkois monastery of Abba Apollos (19th March, 535 C.E.).

7. P. Sw. Xyia 10: a debt acknowledgment issued by a man from Demetriou to Apa Phibis,

a monk of the Titkois monastery of Abba Apollos (19th November, 543 C.E.). See the

introduction to no. 20 for this manuscript.

8. P. Sta. Xyla 18: a debt acknowledgment issued to someone from the Titkois monastery

of Apa Apollos (487/488 C.E.).

9. P. Sta. Xyla 19: a fragment of a contract involving a monk of the Titkois monastery of

Apa Apollos (VIth C.).

10. SB VI 9051 (P. Brux. in E. 7640): a loan to be repaid in wheat (with deferred

delivery) to Abba Phoibammon who is probably the archimandrite of the monastery of

Abba Apollos at Titkois (VIth C).

11. SB XVI 12266 (P. Gascou 1): a VIIth C. receipt for the village of Hermetarion

(Kt(Tlc) EpIi.flTaplou) for the fourteenth indiction-year (in the name of the) monastery of

Abba Apollos Qiovaofti1pou) 'A313ã 'AuoXXToc) for the boat of Sar(-). Written by

Pekysios the gnoster (yvuiorp). Dated to Pharmouthi 3rd, indiction-year 14. The

monastery in question here is most probably the one at Titkois because it is associated

with SB XVI 12267 (see below). The monastery may have had taxable holdings in

Hermetarion, which is near TitkoohiTitkois.3

12 SB XVI 12267 (P. Gascou 2): a loan to be repaid in wine (with deferred delivery). The

protocometes of Sentryphis owes Aurelius Apollo son of Horus, a monk [of the

monastery of Apa Apollo on the mount] of Titkois, some wine (13th July, 540 C.E).

This manuscript was acquired by J. Gascou in 1977 from an antiquities dealer in Cairo

together with SB XVI 12266 (see above) from a lot of manuscripts in which a monastery

of Apa Apollo was "fréquemment mentionné " (Gascou 1981 p. 219).

13. SB XVI 12401 (P. Vindob. Barbara 266): a loan to be repaid in wine (with deferred

delivery) to the Monastery of Abba Apollos at Titkois by two men from Tanemois (590

C.E.). This manuscript may have been written in the same hand as P. Vindob. Barbara

267 which mentions I à(33& 'AUoXXLT[olc [.5

1 Gascou 1994 P. 181 suggests that P. Sw. Xvla 13 may belong to this manuscript.
2See Ga.scou 1994 p. 180 for the translation of this place name.
3Gascou 1981 p. 224.
4This document is to be analysed by N. Kruit in an article to be published in a forthcoming volume of

Tvche.
5 Harrauer and Sijpesteijn 1982 p. 299 no. 7.
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3.

GREEK DOCUMENTS MENTIONING TITKOIS

1. BGU II 556 1.4, [5] and 10: an account involving villages in the Hermopolite nome

(Ilird C.).

2. P. Cair. mv. 10585.10:1 a list of Hermopolite and Arsinoite place names (ilIrd C.).

3. P. Cair. Preis. 30 (P. Cair. mv. 10565) TTKSCJc 11. 20, 37, 47, 60, 80, 98, 100, 116,

and 139; TCtTKJCç 11. 90:2 a list of payments made by villages in the southern

Hermopolite nome (IVth C.).

4. P. Lond. V 1899 (July 18th, 600 C.E.): 3 a document of uncertain character which is

issued by someone from Tanemois and mentions aproestos called Isaac.4

5. P. Ryl. II 206.30: a corn account which mentions TcTKac[c] (end Illrd C.).

6. P. Ryl. II 406 verso: an account of payments mentioning TTKc (187/189 C.E.)

7. P. Schøyen 89/5 (unpublished, see §2.4.1).

8. SPP V 119 recto 11.3,5: a document concerning a lease (266 C.E.).

9. SPP XX 257: a list of Hermopolite place names mentioning [TT]Kocc (1. 10) (VI-

VIIth C.).5

10. Papyrus list of 8p.6na payments belonging to a private collection, edited in Husson

1991 (see §3.4.1).

'Ediled in Sijpesteijn and Worp 1977; the reading of TvrKUwc) was later made by them in 1978 p. 274.
2Re-edited in Sijpesteijn and Worp 1990 pp. 262-265.
3 See the introduction to P. Mich. XIII 664.
4Harrauer and Sijpesteijn 1982 p. 299 and P. Sta. X'la p. 46 include this papyrus in a list of texts which

mention the monastery of Apa Apollo at Titkois.
5 See the conigenda listed in BL VIII p. 475.
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APPENDIX 2

TWO COPTIC DOCUMENTS FROM WAD! SARGA

TEXT A

.F1OK 1ThCON NN CIC2J FORMULA DOCUMENT (?)

UNDERTAKING TO REPAY DEBT

WS 166	 188(h)x115(w)mm.	 VII-VIHthC.'

mv. no. BL Or. 9035 (81)
	

No plate

Papyrus

Preservation: (A) 17 lines and all but the lower margins are preserved; the text is effaced

and very illegible. It appears to have deteriorated since Crum made his transcription (WS

166) and some of his readings can no longer be made. (B) (perpendicular to text on (A))

three marks made in a different ink to text on (A).

Provenance: excavated at Wadi Sarga by Mr R. Campbell Thompson in winter 19 13-

1914.

Acquisition: presented to the BM by the Byzantine Research Fund.

Bibliography: edited in WS pp. 136-137.

This text is written in standard Sahidic. Germane the carpenter of the Monastery of

Apa Thomas at Wadi Sarga has borrowed a solidus from a monk belonging to his

monastery for a term of three months. The repayment is to be made in cheese.

1 The non-literary texts from Wadi Sarga can be dated from the middle of the VIth C. to the Vilith C. C.E.
from the evidence of coins and Greek-Arabic protocols.
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1*	 1-èMOK	 rcpM'Mc

2	 rM(1JlcNrTncTp,) CTOY-

3	 ±10 )TflO-

4	 xlc(	 ±10 )rT{nC1OH

5	 r1IeK, .... . Ffl1MONOXOC

6	 MnrI1r1oH[CT4 rMOylWr 2M flITOuJ

7	 YU)T xc cflcIA 1 H IrTp^K?-

8	 xci r MMO 1 K r )K r I 1 T r C 1 I NOY2OXOKT,

9	 6111 CI 1 Xpi MN T^^N?xrKH

10	 XC 1 X1N 1 flOOY N200Y CTC COY

11	 MMTujMHNT1CNTWSCNTI-

12	 POMI1C T?I TCKTHC iN°,

13	 COY MNTUJMHM M11èP-

14	 MOYTC MTIOM11C NOYWT T}IC

15	 YTHC iNA°,CTPTI rN1K r2i

16	 TCMOTNCC FIOY r 2OTC M'2-

17	 xWM N?I OYN 2M flOYW f{-

4iriecoM 5 AIKWN, MOF1XOC 6 MONè.CTHIOM 8 2OXOKOTTIIIOC

9 CTXCI (?) 12, 15 IrthJKTIOFIOC 12 ACKTHC

Parties	 (1) - brother (rr?Cori) Germane, (2) the carpenter of the

holy rock (uTpa) (3) the city (rr6xtc) (4) [I am writing] to my

brother (5) the deacon (&dK1v) ..., the monk (iiovax6c) (6) of this same

monastery (i.tovaaT'rjptov), in this same region.
Debt	 (7) Whereas (uci.rI) I asked (napaKaXctv) (8) you, you

requested (aiTciv) a solidus (óxoKdTnvoc) (9)	 need (pc a) and my

necessity (àvcIyKr1),

Date

from	 (10) namely from today, which is day (")eighteen of Tybi

of this (12) very year, the tenth (6KaToc) indiction-year (iv&KT(wv),

until	 (13) until day eighteen of Pharmouthi (14) of this same

year (Greek) of the same indiction,

Repayment	 (Coptic) that I give you for (16) its satisfaction a hots-jar of

cheese. (17) These things then (oi'iv), by the will of [God]

Transcription notes

17 Restore I1NOYTC following this line.
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Translation notes

1 rcpMeNC: this name occurs several times at Wadi Sarga,' in one instance referring to the

upoccc of the Monastery of Apa Thomas at Wadi Sarga (WS no. 344); a saint of this

name is also mentioned in inscriptions and on ostraca (see index WS p. 221). A

repMNC also occurs in no. 29.

2	 rM(1c for carpenters in inscriptions from Bawit, see Krause 1991 p. 1293.

nETP?) CTOY^. : the monastery of Apa Thomas at Wadi Sarga is usually described

in this way, see WS pp. 6-7.

16 MOTNCC: for occurrences of this term for the satisfaction of a debt, see Crum CD p.

195b (where this papyrus is incorrectly cited as WS 136, and Bodi (P) e 70 is now Bal.

no. 127), although its Greek equivalent àvdnaunc is more usual.2

2OTC : this measure, which is chiefly a wine measure, is also used for cheese in WS no.

198.

1 See WS index p. 221 and R yl. no. 289.

2This is noted by Crum in the ed. pr., WS p. 137 n. 3.

3 See Crum CD p. 727a, and WS p. 26.
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TEXT B

1TCNCIWT flCTC2I FORMULA DOCUMENT

ORDER FOR PAYMENT IN WINE

WS 175	 59 (h) x 63 (w) mm.	 Vil-Vilith C.1

mv. no. BL Or. 9035 (64)
	

No plate

Papyrus

Preservation: 5 lines and all margins preserved.

Palaeography: despite what Crum recorded in the ed. pr., the whole of this text is

written in the same hand. The signature of Daniel at the end of this document is different

from the signatures of Daniel recorded in three other papyri with the ii C N C I W I

flCTC2èJ-formula, see §8.11.

Provenance and Acquisition: as for Appendix 2 text A.

Bibliography: edited in WS p. 143.

Someone who may be from the diakonia (see §3.13) of the monastery is ordered

to make a payment of wine. Daniel is the signatory.

1—	 -I- flCNCIW[T

2

3	 NH11 Nu[
U

4	 '1./ O1V K6 q i'[

5	 -I-	 NIHx CTOIX1[

4 yu'Tat o'Cvou Ka6oc/Kv&oI/ iiivi (??) 5 CTOIX€I

Parties	 (1 ± Our father [is the one who writes to his son (?) ...]
(2) the one of the diakonia (&aKov(a) (?)

Order	 (3) wine (ovoc) to	 (4 Greek) Total: 1 kados/knidion

-vessel of wine,

Date	 in the month of (?)

Signatory	 (5 Coptic) t Daniel agrees (crrocv).

Transcription notes

1 Restore flCTC2I MI1CIUjHPC.

2 I[KONl: a restoration of I^[KOM of the deacon (&dKw) is also possible.

1 See note to the date of Appendix 2 text A..
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Restore XC TI OY KNIION/KOC (Kv6iov or Ka6oc) (see note to!. 4) in the lacuna

before 1. 3, if the reading in!. 4 of K6/ a is correct. Alternatively a Coptic equivalent of

Kv&ov/Ka6oc may have been written here.'

3 Nu[: one would expect the name of the recipient here, comparing the format of other

I1CNCIWT flCTC2?,I-formula orders for payment in wine, nos. 81 and 82.

4 i<6: either KV1&OV or Kd6oc is possible here. In another I1CrICIWT flCTC2I formula

order for payment in wine signed by another Daniel, no. 81, Kaöoc is the measure used.

The letter following 1(6/ is not necessarily an a as Crum transcribed.

1 See no. 83, a nciicIwT flCSc2eCI-fonnu1a text, where OIiKUiII a and its Coptic equivalent are used.
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mv. no.

BL Or. 6049

BL Or. 6201 A179

BL Or. 6201 A227

BL Or. 6201 A231

BL Or. 6201 A244

BL Or. 6201 B29

BL Or. 6201 B48

BL Or. 6201 B94

BL Or. 6201 B105

BL Or. 6201 B143

BLOr. 6201 B187

BL Or. 6201 B204

BLOr. 6201 B211

BL Or. 6201 B216

BL Or. 6201 B219

BL Or. 6201 B230

BL Or. 6201 B241

BL. Or. 6201 B 267

BL Or. 6201 B268

BLOr. 13886.35

BL Or. 13886.37

BM 1078

BM EA 10135(A)

BM EA 10135(B)

BM EA 10460(A)

BM EA 10460(B)

Text no.

no. 40

no. 71

no. 101

no. 102

no. 88

no. 16

no. 80

no. 103

no. 17

no. 69

no. 12

no. 70

no. 95

no. 26

no. 1

no. 23

no. 86

no. 2

no. 3

no. 51

no. 78

no. 40

no. 32

no. 38

no. 31

no. 39

381

NEWLY EDITED TEXTS

CUL Michael. 8 18/3

CUL Michael. 830(B)

CUL Michael. 856/5

CUL Michael. 968

CUL Michael. 1120

CUL Michael. 1159

CUL Michael. 1201

CUL Michael. 1232

CUL Michael. Q102(B)

P. CtYBR mv. 1820

P. CtYBR mv. 1832

P. CtYBR mv. 2103

P. Duk. mv. 439(A)

P. Duk. mv. 439(B)

P. Louvre E 27616

P. Mich. 578(A)

P. Mich. i. 1300(A)

P. Miss. mv. 2

P. Schøyen 89/02

P. Schøyen 89/07

P. Schøyen 89/08

P. Schøyen 89/11

P. Schøyen 89/14

P. Schøyen 1579/1 text 1

P. Schøyen 1579/1 text 2

P. Schøyen 1579/1 text 3

no. 82

no. 87

no. 5

no. 57

no. 99

no. 83

no. 54

no. 73

no. 33

no. 104

no. 36

no. 100

no. 47

no. 46

no. 68

no. 62

no. 63

no. 48

no. 18

no. 56

no. 50

no. 9

no. 10

no. 6

no. 7

no. 8



NEWLY EDITED TEXTS WITH TEMPORARY NUMBERS OR NAMES

Temp. ref.	 Text no.	 Christie's "25"	 no. 43

CMAA Green "1"	 no. 41	 Christie's "26'	 no. 44

CMAA Green "2" 	 no. 67	 Christie's "27"	 no. 75

CMAA Green "13"	 no. 30	 Christie's "28"	 no. 105

CMAA Green "16	 no. 65	 Christie's '29"	 no. 89

CMAA Green "22"	 no. 53	 Christie's '30"	 no. 42

CMAA Green "23"	 no. 90	 Christie's "31"	 no. 22

Christie's "1"	 no. 107	 Ex-Von Scherling "20"	 no. 59

Christie's "2(B)"	 no. 108	 Ex-Von Scherling "27" 	 no. 4

Christie's "3(B)"	 no. 77	 Ex-Von Scherling "44"	 no. 24

Christie's "4(B)"	 no. 98	 Drescher" text	 no. 58

Christie's "5"	 no. 85	 MIFAO forthcoming no. 81 no. 92

Christie's "6(B)"	 no. 93

Christie's "7"	 no.106

Christie's "8"	 no. 94

Christie's "9(B)"	 no. 84

Christie's "10"	 no. 52

Christie's "11"	 no. 11

Christie's "12"	 no. 60

Christie's "15"	 no. 55

Christie's "16"	 no. 61

Christie's "18"	 no. 15

Christie's "19"	 no. 13

Christie's "20"	 no. 14

Christie's "21"	 no. 19

Christie's "23"	 no. 45

Christie's "24'	 no. 25
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RE-EDITED TEXTS

Pub!. ref./Inv. no.

BKU III 367

Herm. 3

Herm. 7

Herm. 14

Herm. 39

KSB I 049

KSB I 288

KSB I 291

P. Berlin 22 123

P. Byrd 36.2

P. CtYBR mv. 1853

P. CtYBR mv. 1861

P. CtYBR mv. 2037(A)

P. CtYBR mv. 2102

P. Laur. 1111905

P. Med. copto mv. 76.21

P. Meyer mv. 13

P. Mich. mv. 578(B)

P. Mich. mv. 1300(B)

P. Mich. mv. 1520

P. Mich. mv. 6860

P. Mi!. VogI. 4 copt. 3

P. Palau Ribes mv. 41

P. Pintaudi copt. 1

P. Princeton AM 15960 G

P. WUrzburg mv. 43

WS 166

WS 175

Text no.

no. 81

no. 28

no. 27

no. 37

no. 34

no. 49

no. 97

no. 72

see BKU III 367

no. 96

no. 74

no. 66

no. 91

no. 35

see KSB I 291

no. 20

no. 79

no. 62

no. 63

no. 64

no. 21

no. 76

see KSB I 288

see KSB I 291

no. 29

see KSB I 049

Appendix 2 Text A

Appendix 2 Text B
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ABBREVIATIONS

(* denotes a non-standard abbreviation, used only in this thesis)

BL = British Library, London

BL Or. = Manuscript from the British Library Oriental Collections

BM = British Museum, London

BM EA = Item from the Department of Egyptian Antiquities of the British Museum

*Chrjstie's = Christie, Manson and Woods Ltd., St. James's, London

*CMAA Green = Papyrus from the Green Collection, Cambridge Museum of Archaeology

and Anthropology

CUL = Cambridge University Library

CUL Michael. = Papyrus from the collection of George Michaelides now owned by

Cambridge University Library

ed. pr. = editio princeps

EEF = Egypt Exploration Fund

EES = Egypt Exploration Society

*"Exvon Scherling" = Papyrus formerly in the collection of Erik von Scherling

fasc. = fascicule

mv. no. = inventory number

IFAO Institut Francais d'Archdologie Orientale

1. = line

ms. = manuscript

n. = note

NN = nomen ye! noinina

no. = number

p. = page

P. Byrd = Papyrus from the private collection of Jonathan Byrd

P. CtYBR = Papyrus from the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale

University, New Haven, Connecticut

P. Duk. = Papyrus from the Special Collections Library, Duke University, Durham, North

Carolina

P. Laur. = Papyrus from the Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Florence

P. Louvre = Papyrus from the Département des antiquités égyptiennes, Musée du Louvre,

Paris

P. Med. copto = Coptic papyrus from the Università Cattolica di Milano

P. Meyer = Papyrus donated to the Lakeview Center for the Arts and Sciences, Peoria,

Illinois by Richard T. Meyer (N.B. to be distinguished from the publication P. Meyer

in the Abbreviations section of the Bibliography)
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P. Mich. = Papyrus from the Special Collections Library, University Library, University

of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

P. Miss. = Papyrus from the John Davis Williams Library, The University of Mississippi,

University, Mississippi

P. Palau-Ribes = Papyrus from the Palau-Ribes Collection, Barcelona

P. Princeton = Papyrus from the Princeton University Collections, Princeton, New Jersey

*P. Schøyen = Papyrus from the Schøyen Collection, Oslo/London

p1. = plate

Pt = part

SAE = Service des antiquités de lEgypte

suppi. = supplement

vol. = volume
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ABBREVIATIONS

These mostly follow the conventions of the following (in descending order of

priority where abbreviations differ):

1. L'Année philologique

2. J.F. Oates, R.S. Bagnall, W.H. Willis and K.A. Worp eds., Checklist of

editions of Greek and Latin papyri, ostraca and tablets. Fourth edition (Bulletin

of the American Society of Papyrologists Supplement 7; Atlanta, Georgia 1992)

3. A.A. Schiller, "A checklist of Coptic documents and letters", Bulletin of the

American Society of Papyrologists 13 (1976), 99-123

AB = Analecta Bollandiana (Paris/Brussels, 1882-)

Aegyptus = Aegyptus, Rivista italiana di egittologia e papirologia (Milan, 1920-)

Am.Stud.Pap. = American Studies in Papyrology (New Haven etc., 1966-)

Anagennesis =Anagennesis, apapyrological journal (Athens, 198 1-1986, vols. 1-4)

Annales islamologiques = Annales islanwiogiques (Cairo, 1963-)

APEL I = A. Grohmann ed., Arabic papyri in the Egyptian Library vol. I Protocols and

legal texts (Cairo, 1934)

APF = Archiv für Papyrusforschung und verwandte Gebiete (Leipzig, 1901-)

Bal. = P.E. Kahie, Bala'izah. Coptic texts from Deir el-Bala'izah in Upper Egypt (2 vols,

London, 1954)

BASP = Bulletin of the American Society of Papyrologists (1963-)

BASP Suppi. = Bulletin of the American Society of Papyrologists Supplements (1973-)

BGU = Aegyptische Urkunden aus den Koniglichen (later Staatlichen) Museen zu Berlin

(Berlin)

II = (1898)

XIII = H. Maehler ed., Papyri aus Hermopolis (1974)

Bibliologia = Bibliologia , Eleinenta ad librorum studia pertinenria (Turnhout, 1983-)

BICS Suppi. = Bulletin of the Institute of Classical Studies of the University of London:

Supplements (London)

BIFAO = Bulletin de l'Institut Fran çais d'Archéologie Orientale (Cairo, 1901-)

BKU = Aeg yptische Urkunden aus den Koniglichen (later Staatlichen) Museen zu Berlin,

Koptische Urkunden (Berlin)

II.! = (1904)

III = H. Satzingered. (1967-1968)

BL = Berichtigungsliste der griechischen Pap yrusurkunden aus Agypten (1922-)
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BM = W.E. Crum, Catalogue of the Coptic manuscripts in the British Museum (London,

1905)

BO = Bibliotheca Orientalis (Leiden, 1943-)

BSAC Bulletin de Société d'Archeologie Copte (Cairo, 1935-)

BSFE = Bulletin de Ia Societe fran caise d'eg yptologie (Paris, 1949-)

Bu1ICPS = Bulletin of the Center of Papyrological Studies (Cairo, 1985-)

Byzantion = Byzantion, Revue internationale des etudes byzantines (Paris/Brussels etc.,

1924-)

ByzZ = Byzantinische Zeitschrift (Leipzig, 1892-)

CE = Chronique d'Egypte, Bulletin periodique de Ia Fonda tion Egyptologique Reine

Elisabeth (Brussels, 1925-)

CKA = S. Timm, Das christlich-koptische Agypten in arabischer Zeit. Eine Sammiung

christlicher Stätten in Agypten in arabischer Zeit unter AusschluJi von Alexandria,

Kairo, des Apa-Mena-Kiosters (Der Abu Mina), der Sketis (Wadi n-Natrun) und

der Sinai-Region (6 vols.; Wiesbaden, 1984-1992)

CLT= A.S. Schiller, Ten Coptic legal texts (New York, 1932)

CMSS = W.E. Crum, Coptic manuscripts brought from the Fa yyum by W. M. Flinders

Petrie ... together with a papyrus in the Bodleian Library (London, 1893)

CO = W.E. Crum, Coptic ostraca from the collections of the Egypt Exploration Fund, the

Cairo Museun and others (London, 1902)

CoptEnc = A.S. Atiya ed., The Coptic Encyclopedia (7 vols.; New York, 1991)

CPR = Corpus Pap yrorun Raineri (Vienna)

II = J. Krall ed., Koptische Texte (1895)

IV W.C. Till ed., Die koptischen Rechrsurkunden der Papyrussammiung der

Osrerreichischen Nationalbibliothek (1958)

VII = H. Zilliacus, J. Frösen, P. Hohti, J. Kaimio eds., Griechische Texte IV

(1979)

VIII = P.J. Sijpesteijn and K.A. Worp eds., Griechische Texte V (1983)

IX = J.M. Diethart ed., Griechische Texte VI (1984)

XII = M.R.M. Hasitzka ed., Koptische Texte (1987)

XIV = G. Fantoni ed., Griechische Texte X, Greek pap yri of the Byzantine Period

(1989)

XX = M.R.M. Hasitzka, Em neuesArchiv Koptischer Ostraka (1995)

CRAI = Comptes rendus de l'Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Letires (Paris, 1857-)

CSCO = Corpus Scripto rum Christiano rum Orientalium (Pans/Louvain)

DACL = F. Canrol ed., Dictionnaire d'archéologie chrétienne et de liturgie (15 vols.; Paris,

1907-1953)

Enchoria = Enchoria, Zeirschriftfiir Demotistik und Koptologie (Wiesbaden, 1971-)

Ep = H. Winlock, HG. Evelyn White, W.E. Crum, The Monastery of Epiphanius at

Thebes (2 vols; New York, NY, 1926)
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Gottinger Miszellen = Gottinger Miszellen, Beitrage zur agyptologische Diskussion

(Gottingen, 1972-)

Gnomon = Gnomon, kritische Zeitschriftfiir die gesamte klassische Altertumswissenschaft

(Berlin, 1925-)

Herm. = P.V. Jernstedt, Koptskije teksty Gosudarstvennogo Ermitagea

(Moscow/Leningrad, 1959)

HL = Hisroria Lausiaca. Edition: E.C. Butler, The Lausiac History of Palladius (2 vols.;

Cambridge, 1898- 1904; reprinted Hildesheim, 1967)

HM = Historia Monachorum. Edition (Greek version): A.J. Festugiere, Historia

münachorum in Aegypto (Subsidia Hagiographica 34; Brussels 1961)

HP = History of the Patriarchs. Edition: B. Evetts, History of the Patriarchs of the Coptic

Church of Alexandria (Patrologia Orientalis I pp. 101-2 14, 381-518; 5 pp. 1-2 15;

10 pp. 357-55 1; Paris 1904-19 15)

ICCoptS 2 = T. Orlandi, F. Wisse eds., Acts of the Second International Congress of

Coptic Studies, Ro,na, 22-26 September 1980 (Rome, 1985)

ICCoptS 3 = W. Godlewski ed., Coptic Studies. Acts of the Third International Congress

of Coptic Studies (Warsaw, 1990)

ICCoptS 4 = M. Rassart-Debergh and J. Ries eds., Actes du IVe Congrès copte, Louvain-

la-Neuve 5-10 septembre 1988 vol. 1 Art et archdologie; vol. 2 Dc la linguistique

au gnosticisme (Publications de l'Institut Orientaliste de Louvain 40-41; Louvain

1992)

ICCoptS 5 = Acts of the Fifth International Congress of Coptic Studies, Washington, 12-

15 August 1992 vol. 1 T. Orlandi ed., Reports on recent research; vol. 2 (2 parts)

D.W. Johnson ed., Papers from the sections (Rome, 1993)

fARCE = Journal of the American Research Center in Egypt (Boston)

JEA = Journal of Egyptian Archaeology (London, 1914-)

JJurPap = The Journal ofjuristic pap yrology (Warsaw, 1946-)

JOByz = Jahrbuch der Osterreichischen Byzantinistik (Vienna, 1951-)

JRAS = Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (of Great Britain and Ireland) (London,

1834-)

JThS = Journal of Theological Studies (Oxford, 1900)

KOW = W.C. Till, Die koptische Ostraka der Papyrussaminlung der Osterrreichischen

Nationalbibliothek (Denkschr. Wien, philologisch-historische Klasse 78.1; Vienna,

1960)

KRT = W.C. Till, "Die koptischen Rechtsurkunden aus Theben", Sitzungsberichte der

Oste rre ichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien (philologisch.-historische

Kiasse) 244.3 (Vienna, 1964)

KRU = W.E. Crum, Koptische Rechtsurkunden des achten Jahrhunderts aus Djême

(Theben) vol. 1 text and indices (Lepizig, 1912)
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KSB I = M.R.M. Hasitzka ed., Koptisches Sammelbuch I (MPER N.S. 23; Vienna,

1993)

Le Monde Copte = Le Monde Copte (St-Soupplets, 1977-)

LSJ = H.G. Liddell, R. Scott, H.S Jones, R. McKenzie, et a!., A Greek-English Lexicon

(9th ed, Oxford, 1940); and E.A. Barber et al. eds., A Supplement (Oxford, 1968)

Mich. = W.H. Worrell, Coptic texts in the University of Michigan Collection (Ann Arbor,

1942)

MIFAO = Mémoires publiés par les membres de l'Insritut Fran çais d'Archéologie Orientale

du Caire (Cairo, 1902-)

forthcoming = J. Clédat. Fouilles a Baouit en 1904-1 905 (Notes assembled and

commented on by D. Bénazeth, M.-H. Rutschowscaya, A. Boud'hors and R.-G.

Coquin) (Cairo, in press)

MMAF = Mémoires de la Mission Archéologique Fran çaise au Caire

MPER = Mitteilungen aus der Papyrussammlung der Osterreichischen Nationalbibliothek

in Wien N.S. (Vienna)

XVI = J.M. Diethart and K.A. Worp, Notarsunterschriften im byzantinischen

Agypten (1986)

Le Muséon = Le Muséon, Revue d'études orientales (Louvain, 1882-)

OED The Oxford English Dictionary (second edition; Oxford, 1989)

OLZ = Orientalistische Literaturzeitung (Berlin, 1898-)

OMRL = Oudheidkundige Mededeelingen van het Rijksmuseum van Oudheden te Leiden

(Leiden, 1907-)

0. Mich. I = L. Amundsen ed., Greek Ostraca in the University of Michigan Collection

(Ann Arbor, 1935)

Orientalia = Orientalia, commentarii trilnestres a Facziltate Studiorum Orientis Antiqui

Pontiflcii Institt.iti Biblici in lucem editi (Rome, 1920-)

P. Aberd. = E.G. Turner, Catalogue of Greek and Latin papyri and ostraca in the

possession of the University of Aberdeen (Aberdeen University studies 116;

Aberdeen, 1939)

P. Amst. I = R.P. Salomons, P.J. Sijpesteijn and K.A. Worp eds., Die Amsterdainer

Papyri I (Studia Amstelodamensia ad epigraphicam, ius antiquum et papyrologicam

pertinentia 14; Zutphen, 1980)

P. Apoll. Ano = R. Rémondon, Papyrus grecs d'Apollonos Anô (Documents de fouilles

de l'IFAO 19; Cairo, 1953)

P. Brook. = J.C. Shelton ed., Greek and Latin papyri, ostraca and wooden tablets in the

collection of the Brookl yn Museum (Pap. FIor. 22; Florence, 1992)

P. Budge = A.A. Schiller, "The Budge papyrus of Columbia University", fARCE 7 (1968

[ 1970]), pp. 79-118, p11. 1-8
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P. Cair. Masp.= J. Maspero ed., Papyrus grecs d'epoque byzantine, Catalogue général

des antiquités égyptiennes du Musée du Caire (Cairo)

1= (1911)

11= (1913)

P. Cair. Preis. = F. Preisigke ed., Griechische Urkunden des Aegyptischen Museum. zu

Kairo (Schriften der wissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft zu Strassburg 8; Strassburg,

1911)

P. Erlangen = W. Schubart ed., Die Papyri der Universitätsbibliothek Erlangen (Leipzig,

1942)

P. Giss. = 0. Eger, E. Kornemann and P.M. Meyer, Griechische Papyri in Museum des

oberheissischen Geschichtsvereinis zu Giessen (Leipzig/Berlin, 1910-19 12)

P. Laur. V = G.M. Browne ed., Papiri Laurenziani Copti (Pap. for. 13; Florence, 1984)

P. Lond. = Greek Papyri in the British Museum (London)

III = F.G. Kenyon and H.I. Bell eds.(1907)

IV = H.I. Bell and W.E. Crum eds. (1910)

V = H.I. Bell ed. (1917)

VI = H. I. Bell ed., Jews and Christians in Egypt; the Jewish troubles in

Alexandria and the Athanasian Controversy (1924)

P. Lugd. Bat. XXV = F.A.J. Hoogendijk and P. van Minnen eds., Papyri, ostraca,

parchments and waxed tablets in the Leiden Papyrological Institute (Leiden, 1991)

P. Meyer = P.M. Meyer ed., Papyri des Neutestamentlichen Seminars der Universität

Berlin (Berlin, 1916)

P. Michael. = D.S. Crawford ed., Papyri Michaelidae, being a catalogue of Greek and

Latin papyri, tablets and ostraca in the library of G.A. Michailidis of Cairo

(Aberdeen, 1955)

P.Mil. VogI. 4 = A. Vogliano, Papiri della R. Università di Milano vol. 4 (Milan, 1967),

Testi copti ed. M. Vandoni

P. Neph. I B. Kramer, J.C. Shelton and G.M. Browne eds., Das Archiv von Nepheros

(Aegyptiaca Treverensia 4; Mainz 1987)

P. Oxy. = The Oxvrhynchus Papyri (EES, Graeco-Roman memoirs; London)

III = B.P. Grenfell and A.S. Hunt eds. (1903)

VI = B.P. Grenfell and A.S. Hunt eds. (1908)

IX = A.S. Hunt ed. (1912)

XVI = B.P. Grenfell, A.S. Hunt and H.I. Bell eds. (1924)

P. Princ. I = AC. Johnson and H.B. van Hoesen eds., Papyri in the Princeton University

Collection I (The John Hopkins University Studies in Archaeology 10; Baltimore,

1931)
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P. Ross. Georg. = Papyri russischer und georgischer Sammiungen (Thilisi)

III = G. Zereteli and P. Jernstedt eds., Spatromische und byzantinische Texte

(1930)

IV = P. Jernstedt ed., Die Kome-Aphrodito Papyri der Sammiung Lichacov (1927)

P. Ryl. = Catalogue of the Greek papyri in the John R ylands Library, Manchester

(Manchester)

II = J. de M. Johnson, V. Martin and A.S. Hunt eds., Documents of the Ptolemaic

and Roman Periods (1915)

P. Sta. Xyla = B.G. Mandilaras, P. Sta. Xyla. The Byzantine papyri of the Greek

Papyrological Society vol. I (Athens, 1993)

P. Stras. V = J. Schwartz et al. eds., Papyrus grecs de la Bibliotheque Nationale et

Universitaire de Strasbourg (Publications de la Bibliothèque Nationale et

Universitaire de Strasbourg 3; Strasbourg, 1973)

P. Turner = P.J. Parsons, J.R. Rca et a!., Papyri Greek and Egyptian edited by various

hands in honour of Eric Gardner Turner on the occasion of his seventieth birthday

(EES, Gracco-Roman memoirs 68; 1981)

P. Vat. Aphrod. = R. Pintaudi ed., Ipapiri Vaticani di Aphrodito (Rome, 1980)

P. Yale copt. = L.S.B. MacCoull, Coptic documentary papyri from the Beinecke Library

(Yale University) (Textes et documents 17; Cairo, 1986)

Pap. Brux. = Papyrologica Bruxellensia (Brussels, 1962-)

Pap. Colon. XXI Maresch, K., Nomisma und Nomismatia. Beitrage zur Geldgeschichte

Agyptens im 6. Jahrhundert n. Chr. (Abhandlungen der Nordrhein-Westfälischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften; Opladen, 1994)

Pap. F/or. = Pap yrologica Florentina (Florence, 1976-)

Proc. 14 mt. Cong. Pap. = Proceedings of the XIV International Congress of

Papyrologists, Oxford, 24-31 July 1974 (EES, Graeco-Roman Memoirs 61;

London, 1975)

Proc. 17 mt. Cong. Pap. = Atti del XVII Con gresso Internazionale di Papirologia (Napoli,

19-26 maggio 1983) (3 vols.; Naples, 1984)

Proc. 18 hit. Cong. Pap. = B. Mandilaras ed., Proceedings of the XVIII International

Congress of Pap yrologv, Athens 25-31 May 1986 (2 vols.; Athens, 1988)

Proc. 20 mt. Cong. Pap. = A. Bulow-Jacohsen ed. Proceedings of the 20th International

Congress of Papyrologists, Copenhagen, 23-29 August, 1992 (Copenhagen,

1994)

PSI = Papiri greci e latini (Publicazzione della Società Italiana per la ricerca dci papiri greci

e latini in Egitto) (Florence)

VIII = (1927)

RAC = E. Revillout, Papyrus copres. Actes et contrats des rnusées égyptiens de Boulaq et

dii Louvre (Paris, 1876)

REG = Revue des etudes grecques (Paris, 1 888
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Revue égyptologique = Revue égyptologique (Paris, 1880-1924, vols. 1-14, N.S. vols. 1-

4)

RecTrav = Recueil de travaux relatzfs a la philologie et a l'archéologie égyptiennes et

assyriennes (Paris, 1870-1923, vols. 1-40)

Ryl = W.E. Crum, Catalogue of the Coptic manuscripts in the Collection of the John

Rylands Library, Manchester (Manchester, 1909)

SB= F. Preisigke, F. Bilabel, E. Kiessling, H.-A. Rupprecht et al., Saminelbuch

griechischer Urkunden aus Aegypten (Strassburg/Berlin etc., 1915-)

Siècle = Un Siècle defouillesfrancaises en Egypte 1880-1980 (IFAO; Cairo 1981)

SPP = C. Wessely ed., Studien zur Palaeographie und Papyruskunde (Leipzig)

III = Griechische Papyrusurkunden kleineren Formats (P.Kl.Form. I) (1904)

V = Corpus Papyrorum Hermapolitanorum I (C.P.Herm.)(1905)

VIII = Griechische Pap yrusurkunden kleineren Formats (P.Kl.Form. II) (1908)

X = Griechische Texte zur Topographie Aegyptens (1910)

XIX = see Steinwenter 1920

ST = W.E. Crum, Short texts fron Coptic ostraca and papyri (Oxford, 1921)

StudPap = Studi Papyrologica, Rivista española de papirologla (Barcelona, 1962-1983,

vols. 1-22)

TAPhA = Transactions (and Proceedings) of the American Philological Association

(Boston etc., 1869-)

T&MByz = Travaux et mémoires, College de France, Centre de recherche d'histoire et

civilisation de Byzance (Paris)

Tyche = Tvche, Beitrage zur Alten Geschichte Papyrologie und Epigraphik (Vienna,

1986-)

VC = W.E. Crum, Varia Coptica (Aberdeen, 1939)

WS = W.E. Crum and H.I. Bell, Wadi Sarga. Coptic and Greek texts from the excavations

undertaken b y the Byzantine Research Account (Coptica 3; Copenhagen, 1922)

WWWEg. 3 = M. Bierbrier ed., Who was who in Egyptology (3rd ed.; London, 1995)

WZKM = Wiener Zeitschriftfiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes (Vienna, 1887-)

ZAS = Zeitschrzftfiir agyprische Sprache und Altertumskunde (Leipzig/Berlin, 1863-)

ZPE Zeitschriftfiir Pap yrologie und Epigraphik (Bonn, 1967-)

ZRG = Zeitsch rift der Savigny-Stiftung für Rechtsgeschichte, romanistische und

kanonistische Abteilung (Weimar/Berlin, 1880-)
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